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ABSTRACT

Using the geographical concept of place this dissertation examines the subjective

understandings and emotional attachments the inhabitants of the northern coast of the

Torres Strait possess with regard to the marine realm. For the communities under study a

sense of place is grounded in a broad range of socio-historical developments. Of

fundamental importance are shared notions about the origins of distant ancestors and

their deeds. Oral histories, songs and place names preserve and celebrate the memory of

these revered forebears. In addition, ceremonies and rituals as well as everyday practices

such as the exploitation of resources for subsistence and trade have had the reciprocal

effect of enhancing and reinforcing local inhabitants' feelings of connectedness to the

marine sphere. A sense of place is also derived from a long involvement in the commercial

fisheries of the Torres Strait. For more than a century local residents have been engaged in

commercial fishing, both as wage laborers and independent producers, and the act of

earning a livelihood in the marine industry is regarded today as an integral part of their

heritage. Close social bonds continue to exist among the various groups that comprise the

traditional inhabitants of the Torres Strait, but there exits fundamental differences in the

ways groups relate to the marine environment. Recent economic and political events in the

region, most notably the imposition of the maritime border between Australia and Papua

New Guinea, have accentuated these differences. A marine resource management program

in the Torres Strait that endeavors to provide for the full and direct participation of local

communities can only succeed if opportunities are created for communities to
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communicate to each other their different values. goals and aspirations with respect to the

Torres Strait and its resources.
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CHAPTER I

I know of no part of the world, the exploration of which is so flattering to
the imagination, so likely to be fruitful in interesting results, whether to
the naturalist, the ethnologist or the geographer

J. BeeteJukeslNarrative of theSurveying VoyageofH.M.S. Fly, 1847

Introduction

The Torres Strait is a gap approximately 150 kilometers wide between the

Australian Continent and the island of New Guinea through which the Coral and Arafura

Seas meet (Figure 1). Since 1985, the Strait has been the focus of a unique and complex

international agreement, the central purpose of which is to demarcate the maritime

boundary bewteen Australia and Papua New Guinea. But the agreement goes far beyond

establishing state jurisdictions; it creates a border regime which explicitly recognizes the

importance of protecting both the Torres Strait marine environment and the traditional

way of life and livelihood of the Torres Strait's indigenous inhabitants.

In the decade that the Torres Strait agreement has been in effect the Strait has

become a highly contested space. Various ethnic groups in the region as well as outside

parties are vying with one another to exploit increasingly limited marine resources.

Certain indigenous marine species such as dugong are threatened by overexploitation.

Efforts to resolve these problems are hampered by a lack of understanding of the

interrelation .between preservation of the environment and preservation of the indigenous

cultures within the border regirne., In general terms, protection of the marine

environment is essential to the economic security of the traditional inhabitants of the

Strait and the maintenance of their culture. At the same time, ecological conservation is

unlikely to succeed in the absence of information regarding the practical and symbolic
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relations of traditional inhabitants to the reefs and waters of the Torres Strait and a

willingness to incorporate local resource use customs and practices into a contemporary

system of environmental management.

In 1992, a project co-sponsored by the Papua New Guinea Department of

Environment and Conservation and the University of Queensland Community Resource

Management Program was undertaken to explore ways in which the traditional

inhabitants of the Torres Strait could become more directly involved in the management

of the Strait's marine environment. This project recognizes that an essential link exists

between the conservation of biological diversity and the manner in which people view,

demarcate and allocate their physical environment. Understanding the complexities of

these human-environment relations across the different social groups concerned is taken

as a pre-requisite for any management arrangements that might be implemented. Directly

relevant to this community-based resource management project is a earlier study by

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991) conducted under the auspices of Australia's CSIRO

Division of Fisheries. The study examines the traditional fishing customs and practices of

the island residents of the Torres Strait, most of whom are Australian citizens.

The present dissertation takes a broader perspective than that of Johannes and

Macfarlane; using the geographical concept of "place" to investigate the cultural

meanings invested in the marine environment by the Papua New Guinean people

inhabiting the northern coast of the Strait. This conceptual framework has been applied

extensively by geographers to examine how people organize and experience various

natural and built environments. However, the present study is one of the few cases in

which the concept of place has been used to study the relation between a coastal-dwelling

people and the marine realm. The formation of a sense of place with respect to sea areas

does not involve the physical transformation of nature by humans. There is no built

environment in the open ocean; no tangible features of human activities which create or
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preserve meanings or stand as a testimony to a people's relationship to their geographical

surroundings. Nevertheless, as this study demonstrates, the sea can, through the

experience of those who dwell near it, become rich in human interpretation and

significance.

Presentations of the analytical and methodological frameworks adopted are

preceded by a discussion of the development of the concept of place within geography.

Theoretical points outlined in this discussion are illustrated with practical examples from

western Oceania selected for their relevance to the study at hand.

The Concept of Place

The concept of place evolved within the humanistic tradition of geography. The

early twentieth century French geographer Paul Vidal de la Blache is credited with being

among the first geographers to promote a study of human-environment relations that is

grounded in the humanist regard for meaning, value, goals, purpose and intention

(Buttimer 1978). Within all of Vidal's work the emotions and feelings of an area's

inhabitants are used to explain the unique and close bonds which exist between people

and their environment (Berdoulay 1989:124).

Cloke et al. (1991:65) state that antecedents to contemporary humanistic

geography can also be found in Anglo-American geography, particularly in the work of

John Wright. The authors note that as early as the 1920s Wright was promoting the study

of people's "geographical lore", including their spiritual and aesthetic attitude towards

landscapes. In 1947, Wright (1947:12) introduced the term "geosophy" to define the

study of the varied subjective conceptions of nature held by "farmers and fishermen,

business executives and poets, novelists and painters, Bedouins and Hottentots." Several
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years later Wright (1966:251) coined the word "geopiety" to refer to the emotional or

thoughtful piety aroused by people's awareness of their natural environment.

Wright's immediate influence on geographical thought was slight. During the

early 1960s David Lowenthal (1961:241), inspired by Wright, wrote a seminal article

"concerned with all geographical thought, scientific and other: how it is acquired,

transmitted, altered, and integrated into conceptual systems; and how the horizon of

geography varies among individuals and groups." Lowenthal (1961 :260) concludes this

far-reaching essay with the often quoted statement, "The surface of the earth is shaped

for each person by refraction through cultural and personal lenses of custom and fancy."

Lowenthal's paper would be viewed as a milestone by a later generation of geographers

but at the time it was written a positivistically oriented spatial approach dominated

geographical research and overshadowed interest in the subjective and intersubjective

aspects of space (Paasi 1986:115). It was not until the early 1970s, which saw a growth

of the humanist perspective within the discipline, that significant numbers of geographers

became aware that certain natural and built environments have an identity which is as

much a function of personal and shared meanings as of physical form, location and

dimension (Murton 1979:31).

Place, Meaning and Identity

The humanistic conceptualization of place that evolved during the 1970s started

with the proposition that "no object is free of a subject" (Ley and Samuels 1978:11). In

other words, our geographical surroundings have no inherent significance: it is our

evaluations, goals and actions that give them meaning. Particularly influential among the

geographers studying the concept of place during that period were Yi-Fu Tuan and

Edward Relph.
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Tuan (1977:6) defines a place as a bounded geographical area which people

endow with meaning and value. He argues that:

How a mere space becomes an intensely human place is a task for the humanistic
geographer; it appeals to such distinctively humanist interests as the nature' of
experience, the quality of the emotional bond to physical objects, and the role of
concepts and symbols in the creation of place identity (Tuan 1976:269).

In his many publications Tuan explores the psychological and cultural context of

people's feelings and ideas in regard to a place. He notes that the construction of place

occurs at different scales: the hearth, home, neighborhood. town, region and nation-state

are all places because they have become centers of meaning constructed by the

experience of individuals or groups (Tuan 1975:152). Small places can be known

through direct experience while the experience of larger ones such as nation-states is

indirect and conceptual, mediated by institutionalized symbols (Tuan 1977:6).

Relph's (1976:Preface) central argument in his landmark book Place and

Placelessness is that "distinctive and diverse places are manifestations of a deeply felt

involvement with those places by the people who live in them, and that for many such a

profound attachment to place is as necessary and significant as a close relationship with

other people." Relph equates the notion of "sense of place" to the phenomenological

notion of existential insideness. For the existential insider "place is experienced without

deliberate and self-conscious reflection yet is full with significances" (Relph 1976:55).

Relph (1985:26-27) contends that the meanings that a location holds for an existential

insider are often developed through continuous, day-to-day living in that area:

[Places] . are constructed in our memories and affections through repeated
encounters and complex associations. Place experiences are necessarily time
deepened and memory-qualified. In geographical experience, a place is an origin;
it is where one knows others and is known to others; it is where one comes from
and it is one's own.

From these notions, Relph moves on to consider the concept of authenticity with respect

to sense of place. He states that an authentic sense of place occurs when the divisions of
6



object and subject. an area and its inhabitants. are wholly replaced by the relationship

itself (Relph 1976:65). In effect, people are their place and a place is its people, and one

reinforces the Jdentity of the other (Relph 1976:34).

Relph (1976:65) notes that it is commonly thought that this fusion of people and

their environment is most strongly developed in rural societies whose members are in

close and continuous interaction with a particular landscape. He cites the example of the

Australian Aborigines for whom places are unique focuses of sacredness (cf. Strehlow

1947:30). Howard (1990:267) declares that a close association of place with personal and

cultural exists in many Oceanic societies. Rodman (1987:34) likewise notes that the

oneness of people and place is a common theme in ethnographic studies of Pacific island

cultures. In her own work among the people of Longana in Vanuatu Rodman (1987:35)

observed that the word vanue in the local language refers to "lived space in which place

and people are part of each other.".

Among Papua New Guinea ethnographers, notions of a place-based social

identity challenge more conventional conceptions of identity and kinship based on

genealogical connections. Perhaps the start of the controversy may be traced to Langness

(1964:172) who in a study of social structures in the Highlands observed that "the sheer

fact of residence in a .... group can and does determine kinship." In other words. states

Langness (1964:172). people do not necessarily reside together in a particular area

because they are kinsmen; rather. they become kinsmen because they reside as a group at

that location

Variations of the argument that shared meanings and symbols attached to places

of co-residence and other geographical areas are a source of group identity have since

been put forward by researchers working in other parts of Papua New Guinea. Ayres

(1983). for example, examined the importance of place and locality in determining group

identity among the people of the Morehead area. She observed that the relationship of
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people to places is based on knowledge of myths about those places and noted that

groups are considered related to one another by virtue of their possession of rights to

mythical knowledge regarding a common place (Ayres 1983:178). In a study of the

Mandok people of the Siassi district Pomponio (1992:66) states:

The Mandok believed, as did many other Melanesian societies, that an inherent
aspect of an individual's (and a culture's) identity was assimilated from that
individual's residence and subsistence economy. It was as if people absorbed all
of the life-giving forces from their land and from food grown in that place. That
"substance" was then transformed, through the food and liquids ingested and the
air breathed, into human life. For most Melanesian horticulturists, this
"substance" comes from the ground .... For the Mandok, it came from the sea.

Pomponio (1992:95) goes on to state that the Mandok reckon kinship in a number of

ways: through notions of shared blood, food and work as well as through the recognition

of a common living area or ancestral place of origin. She notes that the male members of

a patrilineal descent group can trace their genealogies back to the same original settler

and that they closely identify with that ancestor's area of origin. Thus, Pomponio

(1992:96) concludes, within the group there is a "juncture between sharing 'blood' and

sharing 'place'."

In a paper that pre-dates Pomponio's study, Strathern (1973) also argues that

notions of a shared place and a common lineage may form a unified basis for group

identity. He found that among the Melpa speakers of the Highlands the sharing of

harvested food, which is believed to be imbued with the ancestral spirit associated with

the land, is an important mediator between the concepts of clan identity through locality

and identity through descent. A similar case of what Strathern (1973:26) called a "fusion

of locality and descent ideology" is described by Watson (1990:35) who worked among

the Kainantu people of the Highlands:

Indigenous identity [for the Kainantu] is partly a question of belonging to the
country itself, imbibing the local waters and ingesting the foods that spring from
the local soil. ... If the people come to have the land in them, the land likewise
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comes to have the people in it. This means for the newborn that the collective
heritage of their predecessors is present in the land into which they have been
born - their gardens, their animals, their food and their water, their knowledge,
skill, immunities, competence, power. These forebears lived from the same land,
grew up with its strength, defended it, were often named for it (and it for them),
imprinted their story upon it, tilled it, dwelt upon it, hunted it, are buried in it or
on it, [and] were familiar with its nonhuman denizens ....

The belief that the identities of ancestors are melded into the landscape is

common in Oceanic societies (Howard 1990:267). For example, in a discussion of the

importance of creator heroes to the people of the Trobriand Islands, Lacey (1979:205)

states:

These places have a character, a personality and a life that flows from the actions
of the heroes. If these [oral] traditions embody the beliefs of their tellers, then we
may conclude that their environment is not a natural, physical object, but that it is
charged with the power, the personality and the character of their creator heroes.

Similarly, according to Aboriginal belief, distant ancestors

metamorphosed as tangible, visible aspects of nature - rocks, trees. waterholes
and so on .... Wherever they went ... they left part of their own spiritual essence
(Berndt 1983:15 cited in Duncan and Duncan 1988:122).

In the eyes of the Aborigine, notes Strehlow (1947:30), the "whole countryside is his

living, age-old family tree." A related conviction is found among the Kanaks of New

Caledonia who endeavor to return their dead to the earth by placing them in trees or in

grottos (Winslow 1993:166). For this reason, states Winslow (1993: 166), the Kanaks

refer to the land as the "flesh of the ancestors."

Place as a Social Construct

By the early 1980s, the theme of "sense of place" had assumed a position of

central importance among those geographers practicing a humanistic approach (Pred

1983:49). The analytical frameworks applied toward the study of place, however, became

increasingly varied. One division occurred between those who chose to focus on the
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individual, emphasizing the uniqueness of environmental experience, and those who

worked at the scale of the social group, examining the shared character of lived

experience and meaning (Shields 1991). The former researchers accepted the view of

Aiken (1976:27) that "places are individual creations, pieces of the environment that are

imbued with special meaning in the life of some person." Their work, Cloke et al.

(1991:84) observe, was directed toward examining the place experiences of individuals

as individuals, and some of the methods employed in studying individual mental

conceptions of place resembled those of psychoanalysis. In defense of this approach

practitioners such as Rowles (1978:173) point to the depth of insight they acquire into an

individual's "involvement within the spaces and places of their lives."

Those humanist geographers who concentrated on the intersubjective dimensions

of place argued that for geography the individual or personal bond is of minor

importance when compared with the collective instrument of meaning in places by those

who make and keep them (Cosgrove 1984:18). They note that in any case individual

conceptions are not independent of each other. As Relph (1976:57) states, individual

images of place are being constantly socialized through the use of common languages,

symbols and experiences.

During the early 1980s a number of humanistic geographers became increasingly

. critical of the failure of their colleagues to adequately examine the social mechanisms

that produce and reproduce intersubjectively shared meanings invested in the physical

landscape. Pred (1983:50), for example, accused some researchers of giving primacy to

the role of agency and creativity and of separating human perceptions from their social

context:

... most of the literature on sense of place suffers from either a total neglect or
inadequate treatment and conceptualization of context and contextual processes.
Historical context, social context, and biographical context do not serve as
theoretical underpinnings. They are either ignored or vaguely and insufficiently
dealt with. The impression is all too often conveyed that sense of place is the
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product of autonomous mind freely interpreting the world of experience - of
memories, meanings, and attachments flowing from independent actions inspired
by independent intentions. Thus, sense of place is too frequently seen as a free
floating phenomenon, in no way influenced either by historically specific power
relationships that enable some to impose upon others their view of the natural and
acceptable, or by social and economic constraints on action and thereby thought.

Drawing on structuration theory, Pred (1990:9) suggests that people construct

places, not under circumstances of their own choosing, but in the context of already

existing, directly encountered social and spatial structures and relations that both enable

and constrain the purposeful conduct of life. In producing places by intentional and

unintentional means, people reproduce and transform social and spatial structures,

thereby contributing to the limiting, directly encountered conditions of later life and later

generations. For Pred (1984), place is a "historically contingent process" which can not

be detached from the reproduction and transformation of society.

A second but somewhat related theoretical framework for examining the social

construction of place was derived from the philosophy of symbolic interactionism. Ley

(1981:219-220) summarizes the premise of this framework:

The central argument [of interactionism] is that place is a negotiated reality, a
social construction by a purposeful set of actors. But the relation is mutual, for
places in tum develop and reinforce the identity of the social group that claims
them.... There is, then, a reciprocal symbolic interchange between people and
places.

Power and Place

The focus on social structure and relations in thestudy of place-making inevitably

led geographers into issues of domination and authority. The ability to control the

meaning actors give to place was viewed as an important expression of power with

significant political-economic implications (Entrikin 1991:52). As Duncan and Duncan
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(1988:125) state, 'There is nothing innocent about interpretation [of a landscape] ... , ...

interpretation is a political practice which has material consequences."

The influence of various forms of authority and power relations in structuring

experiences of place is well illustrated in Jacob's (1988) analysis of recent efforts by

Aboriginal groups in Australia to acquire land rights. Jacobs notes that legislation and

policy instituted by the Australian government have constructed a narrow and limited

view of what constitutes an authentic Aboriginal claim of customary title to land. In

response to these externally set expectations Aboriginal groups "are being forced to

restructure the way they conceptualize and articulate their association with and interest in

the land over which they seek some rights" (Jacobs 1988:250). Jacobs does not make

clear to what degree at this point in time Aboriginal groups have internalized Anglo

Australian conceptualizations of the landscape as opposed to simply made strategic use

of them to substantiate land rights claims. She does, however, argue that the process of

establishing land rights "is influencing the way the Aboriginal landscape is being

constructed and may in fact have a long-term impact on the cultural significance of the

landscape not only in the public arena but also internally as these politically enhanced

constructs become more and more significant in terms of Aboriginal groups successfully

communicating their interest in land to external groups" (Jacobs 1988:262).

The relation between power and the construction of place is as relevant in small

societies as it is in large ones. Rodman (1987), for example, in a study of the land tenure

system of the Longanan people of Vanuatu observed that only a limited number of local

men possessed knowledge of peoples' ties to land in the present and past. She notes that

individuals who know how to argue, exhort and persuade can use their knowledge of the

meaning of places to gain or maintain control over land for the benefit of others and for

their own ends. In Longana, states Rodman (1987:49), the more one knows and can

express to others about one's place, the more it is one's own through experience and thus
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one's own by right. Individuals who do not possess this knowledge are at a significant

social and economic disadvantage as they lack the power to validate their ties to

particular parcels of land. As a result they may even lose access to plantations inherited

from their parents (Rodman 1987:51).

One can also find in the recent literature documented cases where groups are able

to challenge hegemonic constructions of place. Of particular interest to researchers is the

reclamation of place by native populations emerging from European colonialism. For

example, in the newly independent state of Vanuatu efforts to stress the break from

colonialism and achieve an elusive national unity have led to a selective revival of the

cultural past characterized by a rhetorical emphasis on the rootedness of people in place

(Jolly 1991; Rodman 1992). Jolly (1991:341) states that the cultural revival that occurred

in Vanuatu following independence was expressly directed against European occupation

of the land and toward the restoration of place to indigenous inhabitants. At the level of

the state the task of fostering a sense of national identity by appealing to traditional

connections to the land was achieved partly through the institutionalization of symbols

(cf. Paasi 1986:125):

In political debates in Bislama [Vanuatu pidgin], a central concept was man pies 
a condensation of person and place. Such imagery was not only crucial in
reclaiming the land as inalienably attached to the people of the place, but
proclaiming local people as rightfully in control of it. The new constitution of
Vanuatu provided for the return of all alienated land to the traditional owners. In
the new symbols of the nation - its name, its coat of arms, its flag, its anthem 
great stress was laid on the eternal attachment of people to their land ... (Jolly
1991:342).

A central theme in studies of the social construction of place is that a single

physical landscape shapes and expresses different meanings of place for different users

(Rodman 1992:647). The polysemy of place can be a source of conflict between users.

Indeed, some places are currently defined by conflict: a conflict over what it's past has

been, what should be it's present development and what could be it's future (Massey
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1993;68). Shields (1991:23) notes that, whereas once the polysemy of place could be

attributed to different viewpoints and different individuals, many people now 'see both

sides' of conflicting images. Rodman (1992:646) states that this "fragmentation of place"

at an individual and collective level is occurring throughout Melanesia. For example,

land continues to be viewed as the domicile of ancestral spirits while at the same time

cash cropping and the commodification of land emphasizes the importance of land as an

economic asset

Place and Language

A point of agreement among geographers examining the social construction of

place from different theoretical perspectives is that language and communication playa

key role. Within the phenomenological tradition, for example, Relph (1976:32) states

that rituals and myths have "the incidental if not deliberate effect of strengthening

attachment to place by reaffirming not only the sanctity and unchanging significance of

it, but also the enduring relationships between a people and their place." Tuan

(1991:686), focusing specifically on the importance of language in the creation and

maintenance of place, writes:. "Words have the general power to bring to light objects

that lie in the shadow or have receded into it, and the specific power to call places into

being" and impart to them a certain character. And in an earlier paper he notes that

"Australian aborigines maintain their awareness of place not so much with material

fabrications as with words and gestures - with the stories they tell and the rituals they

perform" (Tuan 1980:6).

According to Jackson and Smith (1984:79), Robert Park and other developers of

the interactionist philosophy emphasized the role of communication in society and

culture, claiming that it is by virtue of an ability to communicate that individuals are able
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to share a common experience and maintain a common life. Gilbert (1988:211) states that

this sociological view of culture as a relational system by which meanings are transmitted

has provided a conceptual base for studies of regions and places as focuses of group

identity:

... it is from common sets of information, of practices and knowledge that bind
together individual understandings of the material environment that regional
consciousness and identity emerge.... Members of a regional group would be
linked through a specific communication process which would enhance their
collective way of thinking about place and space.

Shields (1991:25) writes that the importance of language as the medium by which

intersubjective meanings of place are shared and amended has led to the adoption of

hermeneutic approaches which stress the interpretative element of narratives and

discourses about places and regions. Similarly, Berdoulay (1989:135) argues that a place

comes explicitly into being in the discourse of its inhabitants, particularly in the rhetoric

it promotes. An analysis of these discourses, states Berdoulay, reveals how the

environment is cognized and used in order to argue in favor of diverse social issues.

Power relations are often emphasized in discussions of the role of communication in

place-making, for as Paasi (1986:114) states, "the groups which dominate

communication can dominate the reproduction of consciousness and ideas concerning the

nature of the socio-spatial reality."

Placeand oralnarrative

Most geographers exploring the interplay between the experience of place and

language have concentrated solely on the medium of literature (e.g., Pocock 1981). Scant

attention has been paid to non-literate societies that rely on the spoken word to

communicate the sentiments and feelings they have for their geographical surroundings.

Yet, as Tuan (1991:687) observes, the telling of a myth or singing of a song has the

power to endow a site with vibrant meaning.
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Anthropologists, who, in general, have studied verbal communication more than

geographers (Rodman 1992:642), have shown more interest in using oral narratives to

acquire insights into conceptions of place shared by bearers of a particular culture.

Pannell (1993:4) has coined the term "topostory" to refer to an oral narrative used to

define and give form to a specific culturally constructed geography. She states that for

many groups of indigenous people, remembering and telling stories gives a

phenomenological reality and an inalienable meaning to their experience of place

(Pannell 1993:14). The interrelation between oral narratives and the physical landscape

in Melanesian societies was recognized by the earliest ethnographers in the region.

Malinowski (1922:330), for example, remarks of the ancestral stories of the people of the

Trobriands:

The mythical word receives its substance in rock and hill, in the changes in land
and sea. The pierced sea-passages, the cleft boulders, the petrified human beings,
all of these bring the mythological world close to natives, make it tangible and
permanent On the other hand, the story thus powerfully illustrated, re-acts on the
landscape, fills it with dramatic happenings, which, fixed there forever, give it
definite meaning.

In an analysis of the Trobriand narratives Malinowski recorded, Harwood (1976)

found that each story is associated with a precise location or series of locations in the

Trobriand area. He suggests that linking narratives to specific sites is a mnemonic device

for the storage and retrieval of historical and cultural information. Kahn (1990), in a

study of the oral traditions of the Wamira people of Milne Bay, also expands upon

Malinowski's notion that oral narratives imbue the landscape with meaning and, in turn,

are substantiated by it. She describes how narratives are "spatially anchored" by stones

which have assumed the identity of distant ancestors. Kahn (1990:52) notes that an

emphasis on spatial, as opposed to temporal, relationships is a common phenomenon

throughout Melanesia. Consequently, one finds in the oral histories of Melanesians as

well as in their everyday life that events are anchored in physical places and the
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relationship between events is seen as linked points in space. Once events are anchored

geographically to a place, Kahn states (1990:60), they take on a literal and credible

quality for local inhabitants. Kahn (1990:62) concludes that it is the spatial relationship

that defines people and events, and links past and present, and in doing so provides a

sense of continuity and identity.

Even more pertinent to the present study is the research undertaken by

Nietschmann (1989) and Fitzpatrick (l991a) in the islands of the Torres Strait.

Nietschmann (1989:83) notes that the inhabitants of each island possess scores of legends

that contain a rich assortment of island, reef and sea place names. These place names and

the stories associated with them, writes Nietschmann (1989:83), are passed on and added

to, from generation to generation, and thus maintain the intelligibility of the past and a

sense of place that reinforces peoples' attachment to their home island and to the Torres

Strait. Fitzpatrick (1991a) also observes that island residents are bound to their natural

environment by legendary associations. She states that oral histories can be used "to

illustrate the historical context of the contemporary connection between culture and the

sea, social links between people in the vast marine-based environment and the symbolic

and economic value of the seascape for the inhabitants of the Torres Strait region"

(Fitzpatrick 1991a:336).

Based on his work in the Trobriands Malinowski (1954:96) argues that an

intimate connection exists between a people's sacred tales, on the one hand, and their

ritual acts, their moral deeds, their social organization and their practical activities, on the

other. Of particular interest to this study is the critical role that oral histories play in

defining the territorial domains of social groups. Malinowski (1954:116), himself, noted

that the origin myths of the Trobriand islanders contain the legal charters by which

communities establish certain rights in land. During his field work on Wogeo Island,

Papua New Guinea, Hogbin (1939:153) also observed that the island's residents base the
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claim to their territory on mythology. He likens these "charters of possession" to accounts

of European history used to legitimize and validate territorial possessions. Bell

(1953:37), in a classic study of the land tenure system of the Tanga people of New

Ireland, remarks that a people's legendary and mythological associations with various

natural features are important in assessing their attitude towards the land and must be

taken into account in any attempt to understand indigenous concepts of land and resource

ownership. Lacey (1979:201) concludes that in Papua New Guinea, in general, it is

through myths that people "have transmitted basic legal, political, social and economic

charters by which rights and obligations between groups within communities are

defined," and rights to specific resources and territories for cultivation, hunting and

gathering are defended.

Place and place names

Relph (1976: 16) states that space is claimed for humans by naming it. The

integral role that toponymy plays in the process by which an environment becomes

"humanized" was also noted by Tuan (1991:686):

Outsiders say "nature," because the environment seems barely touched. Insiders
see "homeplace" - an environment that is familiar to them, not because they have
materially transformed it but because they have named it. It is their place - their
world - through the casting of a linguistic net.

Geographical nomenclature performs an essential function in the social systems

of people living in areas as physically diverse as the Faeroe Islands (Gaffin 1993), central

Arizona (Basso 1984) and the Morehead area of Papua New Guinea (Ayres 1983). Place

names may mark territorial claims, function as spatial reference points in economic

activities, encode oral history or serve as identifiers of territorially integrated, corporate

social groups (Ayres 1983; Basso 1984; Gaffin 1993; Takaki 1982). Researchers have

studied place names to elucidate different aspects of people's culture such as their

linguistic history, population movement, contact with other peoples, perceived natural
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environment, reference system, subsistence strategy, and religious beliefs and customs

(Takaki 1984:55).

In Melanesian societies the origin of place names is often attributed to distant

ancestral figures. For example, drawing on her research in Vanuatu, Rodman (1992:649)

tells of a culture hero who, as he traveled about, named the places he "discovered,"

thereby bringing them into existence. In the Eastern Highlands Watson (1983:23) found

toponymy to be exceedingly minute, the more so the closer one is to the home site of a

given social group. A very high density of place names was also noted in the Torres

Strait area by Nietschmann (1989:83) and Eley (1987:158). Nietschmann (1989:83)

observes that each place name has meaning, records an event and provides tangible

testimony of the peoples' history. Eley (1987:160) notes that place names are used in

conjunction with geomorphic terms to precisely specify maritime positions (cf. Gaffin

1993:57). For example, if a man says he harpooned a turtle in the middle of Otamabu

Gowo he has pinpointed the location as being the small pass (gowo) that cuts through the

reef called Otarnabu (Eley 1987:160).

Place and song

Relatively few researchers have examined songs and chants as a way of

understanding the conceptual systems with which people of Oceania invest their

environment with meaning and significance. Of particular interest to the current study is

the work of Landtman, an anthropologist who at the tum of the century studied the

culture of the Kiwai-speakers of the southwest coast of Papua. Landtman (1927:423)

observes that when individuals relate oral histories they frequently include some song in

the narrative. Often it is a fragment of an extended song referring to some particular

incident in the narrative and sung by way of parallel to that episode. In other cases the

song actually forms part of the historical account. Landtman (1927:425) states that these
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and other songs are sung by the Kiwai during any occasion: "When they are walking in a

group or paddling together in a canoe."

Landtman (1927:428) remarks that many songs begin with a reference to Adiri, a

mysterious place to the west where the spirits of the dead are said to dwell. From this

geographical starting point the events recalled in the songs' texts generally occur at many

different locations. According to Landtman (1927:428), songs provide the Kiwai with a

musical atlas:

After Adiri the songs deal with place after place along the coast in an easterly
direction, although it seems doubtful whether they purpose to describe an actual
journey. I believe that they simply mention the various places in turn, together
with some circumstance customarily connected with them, and, as Adiri lies at
the extreme western border of the world, the songs seem to describe a wandering
from west to east through the whole of the world known to the Kiwai people. As
there is hardly any conspicuous place in the country which is not associated with
some being or tradition, the verses naturally combine the names of the different
places with some reference to the local myths.

The traditional songs that perhaps have received the most attention from

researchers in Oceania are those of the indigenous people of Australia. Strehlow

(1971:542) notes that these songs, particularly those celebrating the spiritual sites of

totemic clans, express the profound attachment that the Aborigines have for the rocks,

trees, waters and other natural objects of their homeland. According to Strehlow

. (1971:547) the love for the land expressed in song "is linked with, and indeed treated as

emanating from, love for one's own mother," for it is believed that the totemic ancestors

from whom present-day Aborigines trace their descent were generally earth-born beings.

Singing of such songs is often described by Aborigines as "singing country"

where country refers to the landholdings of particular descent groups (von Stunner

1987:68; Merlan 1987:151). Moyle (1983:66) summarizes the relationship between

ownership of songs and ownership of land as follows: certain descent groups own songs

which relate to people and events from the Dreamtime; these events were localized at
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specific, named sites and the owners of the songs also own the sites; collections of such

songs owned by members of the same descent group cover tracts of land which those

members claim as theirs. In short, concludes Moyle, those who own the songs own the

land.

However, according to Wild (1987), Sutton (1987) and other ethnographers, the

connection between ownership of songs and rights to land among Aborigines is more

flexible and dynamic than Moyle suggests. Wild argues that the authority of songs is a

means of legitimizing changes in social relations and relations to land as well as a

conservative force assuring cultural continuity and identity) He states: "The signifying

of legitimate changes in such relationships through songs is effected through the

interpretation of songs, reorganization of songs in ceremonial contexts, 'borrowing' of

songs and changing the repertoire of songs by creating new ones and dropping others"

(Wild 1987:106). Sutton (1987:78) notes that this measure of flexibility "allows both

inevitable and desired changes in relations between individuals, groups, natural resources

and religious symbols to proceed, not only in a reasonably controlled way, but also in a

way which prevents the loss of a sacred and reverential attitude to relationships with

land." Songs probably functioned as a religious mechanism for accommodating various

types of change prior to European contact (Sutton 1987:89, but Wild (1987) argues that

this function assumed a particular importance following the considerable disruption of

traditional settlement patterns by the anival of Europeans.

Non-verbal expression ofplace

Rodman (1992:649) states, "Narratives of places are not just told in words; they

can be told and heard with senses other than speech and hearing." In the environs of a

Vanuatu village, she notes, a knowledgeable person might experience a place through the

sight of a rock imbued with magical power, through certain smells, in the way the wind

blows, or the taste of a mango (Rodman 1992:649).
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When sight, smell, taste and touch can all evoke the meanings of place the

landscape itself becomes a narrative which can be perceived and experienced using all of

one's senses. With this metaphor in mind it is easier to understand how a sense of place

can become deeply ingrained in those that interact with a particular landscape on a day

to-day basis. "It is habit, routine and ritual," writes Seamon (1981:92), "that lay the

groundstones in the existential insider's world for a matter-of-fact knowledge of places."

Pannell (1993:6) illustrates this point when she notes that for the residents of small

fishing communities in eastern Indonesia the apparently pedestrian act of collecting

trochus shell on off-shore reefs reinforces their deep-seated feeling of identification with

these areas.

Research Questions

The present study uses the concept of place to address three sets of questions

relating to the spatial, temporal and social aspects of the subjective understandings and

emotional attachments the inhabitants of the northern coast of the Torres Strait possess

with regard to the marine realm:

• What is the geography of the subjective meanings that people ascribe to their marine

environment? Do meanings tend to be affixed to spatially discrete sites or are they

diffuse and unbounded?

• What historical period do people draw on in their construction of meaning in the

marine realm? Are meanings derived only from contemporary notions of the pre-colonial

past or do local residents perceive a continuity from the past to the present?

• What meanings assigned to the marine realm are shared across groups and create a

sense of unity? Which ones differentiate groups, and in what contexts do they bring

people into conflict with one another?
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Analytical Framework

Nearly twenty years ago Entrikin (1976:627) observed that the consensus among

humanistic geographers was that any method was acceptable in the study of place if one

was able to gain an understanding of the goals, purposes, meanings and values humans

attach to their environment These words are as true today as they were then. Given this

leeway, the present study endeavored to follow the advice of Cloke et ale (1991:82) and

structure the inquiry in a manner that would "begin to address the everyday attachments

of people to places in a fashion that both resonates with the thinking of 'the people'

themselves and illuminates the emotions lying behind" the social construction of place.

The analytical framework chosen explores answers to the sets of questions posed above

by examining indigenous representations of key historical events and experiences that

occurred in the context of that environment. Local accounts of these events and

experiences are collectively remembered in oral narratives, place names, songs and

anecdotes.

The relation between history and place was noted early on by geographers. Tuan,

in particular, consistently argues that places are grounded in the past, constructed from

cumulative, collective memories and experiences. In an early paper, for example, he

states that "places are locations in which people have long memories, reaching back

beyond the indelible impressions of their own individual childhoods to the common lores

of bygone generations" (Tuan 1974:245). And in a later work Tuan (1991:692) contends

that the meaning of a place "is the result of a historical and social process, built up over

time by large and small happenings."

The argument that studies of the creation of place are inherently historical has

been repeated by researchers examining the concept of place from various theoretical
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perspectives (See, for example, Lowenthal (1961:259); Jackson and Henrie 1983:95;

Murton 1979:29; Paasi 1986:114; Pred 1990:1; and Seamon 1981:85). With specific

regard to the study of place in Pacific island societies, Howard (1990:266) declares that

places in Oceania have character by virtue of their histories. Rodman (1992:651)

substantiates this point in her observation that places in Vanuatu are comprised of

"memories piled upon memories."

The historical approach to the study of place adopted in the present research is

conditioned by three considerations derived from elements of the concept of place

outlined above. The first consideration is that in apprehending the shared meanings that

an environment holds for those who live in it the researcher must endeavor to understand

those meanings which are only implicit as well as those openly expressed (Rose

1980:124). For the insider the sense of place is generally taken-for-granted and not

explicitly articulated (Seamon and Mugerauer 1985:6). Furthermore, memory need not

be conscious to influence one's interpretation of a landscape (Lowenthal 1961:259).

These points suggest that indigenous representations of the past may not fully reveal the

depth and range of the attachments that particular groups hold with respect to their

geographical surroundings. In order to illuminate these attachments to the fullest extent

possible the present study integrates accounts of past events by local residents with

information garnered from the chronicles of "outsiders," taking note where historical

material from the two sources conflicts.

The second consideration that informed the collection and analysis of data is that

the meanings communities invest in their environment can often only be understood in

terms of a wider societal context. Nearly all communities today have long been

embedded within larger economic, political and cultural systems. This study endeavored

to understand how macro-level historical and social forces intercede as mediators of the

meanings of place held by local social groups.
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The third consideration is that social groups do not necessarily observe and

interpret environments in the same way. Disparate experiences, values and beliefs give

rise to different meanings of place. The present study recognized the importance of

exploring what Rodman (1992:644) refers to as "the contests and tensions between

different actors and interests" in the social construction of place.

Study Site and Field Methods

The study area includes the southwest coast of Papua New Guinea bordering the

Torres Strait from the Fly River delta to the Mai Kassa river. Culturally and linguistically

the area is comprised of five separate groups: the Kiwai, Gidra, Bine, Gizra and Agob.

Kiwai speakers inhabit the islands and banks of the Fly River delta and the narrow beach

ridges of the mainland coastal plain bordering the Strait. The other four groups primarily

occupy the slightly more elevated savanna woodlands and grasslands backing the beach

ridges and coastal swamps. Those groups inhabiting the interior have access to the sea

along inland waterways. In the present study the Kiwai-speaking villages located on the

coastal plain are referred to as "coastal" communities while the Kiwai-speaking villages

in the mouth of the Fly River are designated "estuarine" communities. For the sake of

.simplicity villages representing the other four language groups are categorized as

"inland" communities although a number of them are situated on the coast.

Information was systematically collected in sixteen villages representing all five

cultural-linguistic groups (Figure 2). As many communities were visited as possible in

order to acquire some level of understanding of the full range of connections between

various social groups and the offshore seas, reefs and resources of the Torres Strait.

The decision to include in the research plan a large number of widely dispersed

sites accessible only by boat necessitated the adoption of rapid data-gathering techniques.
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To ensure that these techniques would yield accurate and detailed information two

courses of action were taken. First, the highest priority was given to gaining the full

acceptance ofthe people with whom the field investigations were to be conducted. To

this end an individual from the area and well respected by local residents was hired as a

full-time co-coordinator. This person was directly involved in all phases of data

collection and analysis. In addition, in nearly every village visited one or more non-paid

individuals, usually self-recruited, became closely involved in the investigations and

were invaluable in helping generate enthusiasm for the study among other village

residents.

A participatory approach was also fostered at the onset by taking every

opportunity to listen to the concerns and interests of community leaders, citizen groups,

government officials and the general public. Before any data collection began a series of

public meetings were organized with the assistance of the government of the Western

Province in various neighborhoods on the island of Daru, the provincial capital. These

orientation meetings served the essential function of allowing local residents to become

actively involved in defining the scope and nature of the field studies.

Field Site Visits

The field investigation was conducted from April through August 1993. Visits to

villages within the study area were organized from a field base on Daru. All visits were

closely coordinated with village councilors so that villagers could be informed well

beforehand of the date and purpose of the visits. Generally, the length of time spent in

each village was three to four days. At each village visited a structured community-wide

meeting was held in a buildings or open area reserved for such occasions. Custom usually

dictated that only men could attend these meetings but in some villages women and
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children were also present. The meetings began with a prepared introductory speech by

the researchers regarding the purpose and nature of the field study. It was made clear that

although the study would raise a number of contentious issues the ultimate goal was to

bring the people of the region together to resolve problems in managing the marine

resources of the Torres Strait.

Generally the exchange of questions and answers was performed through an

interpreter recruited from the village. The public meetings typically lasted two to three

hours although some continued for much longer. At the end of each meeting villagers

were asked how they would prefer to relate to the researchers information such as clan

histories which might not lend itself to open discussion and debate. Occasionally a public

setting was opted for, but in most cases one-to-one interviews were preferred in the

privacy of informants' homes with only a few clan or family members present. Much

information relevant to the study was also gathered during casual conversations during

meal times and in the evenings.

Considerable time was spent in each village seeking out elders who are

acknowledged locally as authorities on one topic or another. In most cases the hired field

co-coordinator assumed responsibility for identifying key informants. From these

individuals Information was collected in the form of clan histories, place names. songs,

second-hand anecdotes and personal recollections. These "expert" accounts were

supplemented with information gathered from various other community members in

order to acquire a variety of perspectives of past events and experiences.

Extensive fieldwork was also conducted at Darn in various established

communities and squatters' settlements. Darn proved to be an ideal place to intercept

individuals residing throughout the study area as it is the administrative, commercial and

public service center for the region. Many individuals who were initially contacted in

mainland villages were reinterviewed at Daru to verify previously recorded information.
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Finally, brief trips were made to Thursday Island and other islands of the Torres

Strait in October 1992 and September 1993. During these visits interviews were

conducted with representatives of selected state and federal government offices as well as

with private citizens.

Archival Research

In addition to gathering oral testimony at field site locations, extensive historical

documentary material was collected at the Michael Somare Library at the University of

Papua New Guinea, the National Library of Papua New Guinea, the John Oxley State

Library in Brisbane and the Australian Archives Office in Canberra. This archival

material consisted of the written accounts of anthropologists, travelers, explorers,

colonial administrators and missionaries who had spent time in the Torres Strait region.

Some of these writers attempted to reconstruct the pre-contact beliefs and customs of the

indigenous population while others recorded the social transformations occurring in the

region as a result of the introduction of European economic, religious and political

institutions.

More recently published information regarding the contemporary involvement of

local communities in the economics and politics of marine resource use in the Torres

Strait was gathered from the libraries of the University of Queensland and the University

of Hawaii.

Ethical Considerations and Questions of Accuracy

The author was aware that by collecting, printing and distributing the information

enclosed herein he was to some extent contributing to the social construction of place,
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with possible socio-political consequences. A particularly thorny problem relates to the

critical role that oral histories play in the legitimization or validation of land claims.

Accounts of the origins, migrations and settlement patterns of social groups are

inherently political especially in Papua New Guinea where questions of original

occupancy and rights to land and resources are a constant source of friction between

groups. Denoon (1981:2) points to the dilemma facing researchers of maintaining a

neutral stance in the midst of bitter territorial disputes when the information one is

collecting is locally perceived as critical evidence in support of or against particular

claims.

To avoid any suspicion that the present study was favoring one group over

another all of the oral histories recorded were freely discussed with anyone interested but

it was made clear that a particular narrative would not be altered without the narrator's

consent. Although some concern was expressed by a few informants that certain groups

might be "telling lies" or providing "false histories" most individuals were fairly tolerant

of the interpretations of the past put forward by others even when they contradicted their

own.

A second ethical dilemma concerns the recording of information of a proprietary

nature during interviews. Informants' wishes to maintain the confidentiality of certain

types of information were firmly respected. The current study was particularly careful to

avoid soliciting any specialized knowledge that only individuals who have undergone

initiation rites are privy to.

When recording oral histories there is always the danger that important elements

of narratives will beoverlooked or misinterpreted. Fortunately for this study the majority

of narrators had an excellent working knowledge of English. The details of each oral

history could be discussed at length with it's owner, and in most cases informants were

given an opportunity to proof read or listen to the English translations. The study
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eschewed any attempt to capture the lyrical quality of the native language in an English

translation in favor of presenting the narratives as succinctly and clearly as possible. In

the oral histories included herein and in the rest of the study's text alternative n~es of

villages and people, variations in spellings of those names and English translations of

words and phrases are provided in parentheses.

Most of the songs gathered in the course of the study were recorded on tape and later

transcribed into native language and English. Producing written versions of local songs

proved more difficult than recording prose narratives for as Landtman (1927:422) noted

several decades ago:

In singing the natives generally pronounce the words so hastily as to make them
almost incomprehensible, and they modify them freely by abbreviating or by
adding extra syllables. It is generally with the utmost difficulty that a man can
repeat correctly in speaking the text which he sings fluently. The extreme brevity
of the texts tends further to obscure their real meaning. Even when one has found
out what the separate words mean, the sense of such fragmentary and vague
expressions is far from clear.

Considerable time was spent with informants discussing the possible spellings and

meanings of words in the song texts and the ideas and emotions they were attempting to

convey.

Finally, the present study was necessarily partial and selective in its analysis of

the contemporary place constructs of local inhabitants. The past is preserved in a vast

body of unwritten information transmitted from one generation to the next by the formal

recitation of narratives, casual recounting of anecdotes and singing of songs. Because this

study drew on a relatively small portion of that information it must be regarded as an

initial effort to apprehend the complex sentiment and feeling that local residents have for

their marine environment.

Due to time limitations some communities within the study area were not visited

at all and many leads from informants could not be pursued. A shortage of time also
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precluded a systematic examination of interpretations of the marine realm that are

contingent on gender, age, social status or other factors. Most of the information

collected was· from elderly and middle-aged men. Consequently, the study possible

underrepresents or omits what may be very different interpretations of the marine

environment by other groups such as women and the young.

The study is also partial and selective in the more profound sense that it

represents the author's limited and biased efforts to identify and communicate emotions

and feelings that can often not be readily articulated by the people who possess them.

The local meanings described herein are not those meanings in themselves but rather

approximations based on the author's subjective analysis of information garnered from

informants and secondary information.

Organization of Study

Chapter II provides an overview of the biophysical characteristics of the study

area, the social organization and economy of the indigenous inhabitants of the Torres

Strait prior to the arrival of Europeans and key historical events in the region following

European contact. The third chapter focuses on local accounts of the origins, movements

and deeds of ancient ancestors. Chapter IV examines how connections to place derived

from stories of ancestral origins were translated into pre-colonial customs and practices

related to the marine sphere, some of which have continued to the present day. The fifth

chapter describes the importance that involvement in the commercial pearl-shell and

beche-de-mer fishery prior to the Second World holds for the communities within the

study area. The first half of Chapter VI examines the participation of communities in the

fishery after the war. The second half investigates local impressions of the events leading

up to and immediately following the implementation of the treaty defining the border
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between Australia and Papua New Guinea. The final chapter places the study findings in

broader debates regarding the spatial character of customary marine tenure, the meaning

of "tradition" and the homogeneity of the indigenous perspective and discusses the

implications of the findings for community-based marine resource management in the

Torres Strait.

Notes

1. A parallel point is made in discussions of the relationship between spoken oral

histories and society. Typically, the relationship is presented as a dynamic dialectic: oral

histories modify social behavior, but at the time social context influences the way in

which oral histories are interpreted. Flannery (1979:171), for example, refers to

traditional myths in Melanesian societies as "vehicles for dealing with change." They can

be reinterpreted to integrate economic, religious, political and other social changes or

provide the framework for interpreting these changes (Flannery 1979:171). As Waiko

(1981:27) succinctly puts it, the transmission and communication of oral traditions does

not occur in a social vacuum. The narratives are tools that are modified to meet the needs

and goals of the recipient generation.
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CHAPTERll

Bio-Physical Setting

During the last glacial period the continent of Australia and the island of New

Guinea were connected by a land bridge. Between 8,500 and 6,500 years ago the bridge

was submerged as the polar icecaps melted and the sea level rose (Barham and Harris

1983:536). The resulting marine formation is a narrow and shallow strait, the depth of

which rarely exceeds 20 meters, studded with numerous islands, islets, coral reefs and

sandbanks.

The over 100 islands and islets of the Torres Strait can be divided into four

groups according to their location, physical make-up and relief (Barham and Harris

1983:533): a western group of high continental islands that are northern extensions of the

Cape York landmass; more recently formed easterly volcanic islands; a central band of

low coral sand cays sculpted from surrounding platform reefs; and low islands to the

north created from the alluvium of the silt-laden rivers of southern New Guinea. The

Strait incorporates the northern extension of the Great Barrier reef as well as extensive

coral fringing and platform reefs (Jennings 1972:33). It is estimated that 178,000

hectares of the Strait is covered by coral (Arthur 1992:19). The most prominent coral

formation is the elongated belt of large platform reefs and sand cays known as the

Warrior Reef complex. Vast areas of the seabed in the northern and western areas of the

Strait are covered by several types of seagrasses.

In the western Pacific, including the Torres Strait region, two distinct wind and

rainfall seasons occur (Sullivan 1991:36). During the southern hemisphere winter (April

to November) when the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone lies to the north, steady,

onshore southeasterly trade winds prevail. As the ITCZ moves south (December to
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March), warm northwesterly monsoonal winds control the regional climate. Cyclones are

infrequent in the Torres Strait but strong storms are associated with the northwesterly

winds of the monsoon season (Mulrennan 1992:5).

The Torres Strait is located between the semi-diurnal Coral Sea and the diurnal

Arafura tidal regimes, making for mixed tides in the Strait itself (Jennings 1972:31). The

tides are predominately diurnal but the pattern is complex and highly seasonal (Barham

and Harris 1983:531). Tidal influence is accentuated due to the shallow water depth and

the funneling effects of the bordering coasts and the further constrictions of reefs and

islands (Nietschmann 1989:67). Low salinity estuarine water from the Fly River delta is

transported towards the west along the northern coast of the Strait during the southeast

trade wind season (Harris 1991:66). Wind-driven currents flow eastward into the Gulf of

Papua at other times. A combination of wind and tidal forces can produce currents of

extremely high velocity in some channels (Jennings 1972:31).

Based on seasonal rainfall patterns the Torres Strait region may be classified as a

subhumid savanna environment (Harris 1980:9). The mean annual rainfall at Darn is

about 2,000 mm of which over three-quarters falls during the northwest monsoon season

(McAlpine 1971:49). The temperature varies a few degrees around a mean annual of 26°

C, while the mean annual relative humidity is about 85 percent and exhibits only slight

seasonality (McAlpine 1971:51).

There are close faunal and floristic similarities on either side of the Strait which

correlate with equivalent habitats (Barham and Harris 1983:537). The coastal plain along

the northern.border of the Torres Strait where the present study was conducted is fringed

by tidal forests of mangroves and related flora that are intersected by a few major rivers

as well as numerous small tidal channels and inlets. This area is unique in New Guinea

for its low relief (Paijmans et al. 1971:12). Tidal flats are 100 to 1,500 meters wide at
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high water mark, and the coastal plain is only about three meters above mean sea level

(Lawrence 1991:368).

The following description by Paijmans (1971:89) of the vegetation of the coastal

plain in the Morehead-Kiunga region applies also to the study area:

Mangrove borders the coast in a narrow fringe which is unbroken except for a
few patches of the usual beach vegetation consisting of herbaceous creepers,
grasses, and sedges on small sandy stretches above high-water mark. Nearest the
sea and subject to daily tidal flooding is a narrow strip of rather dense low
Rhizophora. This is bordered further inland by Avicenna-Ceriops woodland
which is probably inundated only by spring tides. Further inland still is a belt up
to 6 miles wide consisting of mixed littoral woodland and forest, man-induced
Imperata grassland, and tall Melaleuca forest. This belt is not subject to tidal
flooding but part of it is inundated by fresh water during the wet season.

During the dry season complete depletion of soil moisture storage is common in

some areas (McAlpine 1971:55). Seasonal droughts usually vary in length from five to

ten weeks. Poorly drained, alkaline marine sediments occur immediately adjacent to the

coast but more elevated free-draining areas inland carry neutral or acid soils of a sandier

texture (Eden 1993:149).

The ecologically diverse marine environment of the Torres Strait supports a rich

variety of animal life including a major portion of the world's remaining dugong

(Dugong dugon) stock (Marsh 1986:102). Seasonal and daily fluctuations in wind, rain,

tide and current strongly affect distributions of marine fauna (Nietschmann 1989:67). In

general, the multitude of marine habitats within the Torres Strait have not been unduly

disturbed by human activity, and the Strait encompasses one of the few tropical shallow

water environments that remains in a relatively good condition (Kelleher 1991:17).

However, dugong and sea turtle populations are becoming increasingly vulnerable to

overharvesting through commercial exploitation (Johannes and McFarlane 1991).

With regards to the terrestrial fauna inhabiting the bordering mainlands the

principle effect of the Strait as a marine barrier has been to attenuate faunal diversity
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northward in woodland habitats, and southward in rain-forest habitats rather than create a

sharp faunal boundary between southern New Guinea and the Cape York Peninsula

(Barham and" Harris 1983:537). Wildlife is abundant although intensive hunting of

saltwater crocodiles (Crocodilus porosus) during the 1950s greatly reduced their numbers

(Bleeker 1971:121). Waterfowl have also suffered localized depletion in recent decades.

In 1913 and 1920, deer (Rusa sp.) were introduced into West Papua and are now found

as far east as the mouth of the Fly River. The deer are very numerous in the study area,

and local residents claim that populations of other major game animals such as wallaby

(Wallabia agilis, Tylogade sp. and Dorcopsis veterum) and wild pig (Sus scroja) have

declined as a result.

Human Settlement Prior to European Contact

As noted in the introductory chapter, the area under study is comprised of five

separate cultural-linguistic groups: the Kiwai, Gidra, Bine, Gizra and Agob. According to

Wurm (1971:145), all five languages belong to the Trans-Fly Stock of Papuan languages.

Gidra, Bine and Gizra are members of the Eastern Trans-Fly Family, Agob belongs to

the Pahoturi River Family and the various Kiwai languages are grouped together under

the Kiwai Family. Wurm (1971:166) states that, as a result of close and prolonged

contact among social groups, features and lexical elements of the Eastern Trans-Fly

languages have entered the Kiwai languages. The influence has also gone the other way,

with Bine, in particular, exhibiting Kiwai influence.

Island inhabitants are divided into two cultural-language groups: Meriam Mir

speakers reside on the high islands on the eastern side of the Strait and speakers of Kala

Lagaw Ya (Mabuiag) dwell in the predominately low-lying central and western islands.

The former language is a member of the Eastern Trans-Fly Family (Wurm 1971:145).
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Meriam phonology also shows some marked Southern Kiwai language features (Wurm

1972:365). Kala Lagaw Ya is a separate group within the Pama-Nyungan Family of the

Australian languages but some of its basic vocabulary is of Meriam origin and there are

many phonological similarities between the two languages (Wurm 1972:347).

Connections of Mabuiag words with lexical elements of other members of the Eastern

Trans-Fly Family and the Kiwai and Pahoturi River Families are also possible (Wurm

1972:349).

Theories Regarding the Origins of the Indigenous People

In addition to speaking languages that are related, the people residing in the

islands and along the northern border of the Torres Strait are similar in other respects.

Early European visitors to the Torres Strait region commented on the physical

resemblance between the inhabitants of the islands and southern New Guinea and noted

how they differed in appearance from the indigenous people of Australia (Haddon

1935:410; MacGregor 1892a:43). Wilson (1988:70) states that pre-European island

material culture was closely linked to that of the Kiwai-speaking people on the coast and

that it is almost impossible to make clear distinctions between coastal and island art

forms. The traditional cultivation techniques of those islands with economies based on

horticulture were the same as those practiced on the New Guinea mainland (Beckett

1991:348). In addition, island and coastal residents possessed similar indigenous fishing

and water transport technologies (Landtman 1927:211). Finally, Haddon (1935:213)

observes that a number of the ceremonies and rituals of the coastal Kiwai resembled

those practiced by island residents. He also notes the similarity in the totemic systems of

Mabuiag and Mawatta, stating: "It would seem, therefore, that the coastal people were
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either profoundly affected by Torres Straits islanders, or that both peoples received their

totemism from a common source" (Haddon 1927:xvi).

These and other similarities raise intriguing questions about the origins of the

various groups residing in the Torres Strait region, but research in this area has been

limited. Barham and Harris (1983:541) state that the prehistory of humans within the

Torres Strait region cannot yet even be outlined for lack of archaeological evidence.

However, based on linguistic evidence Wurm (1972; 1973) offers tentative suggestions

as to when the islands of the Torres Strait became populated and by whom. He speculates

that the splitting of the Eastern Trans-Fly Family proto-language into daughter languages

dates back three to four thousand years (Wurm 1972:361). About the same time Kiwai

language-family speakers migrated down the Fly River to the delta region establishing

settlements in various estuarine and coastal locations (Wurm 1973).

Knauft (1993:197) notes that the Kiwai were highly mobile in subsistence

activities, trade and warfare and were distinctive for their complex web of local and long

distance alliances. In contrast, the Eastern Trans-Fly groups were conservatively bound

to specific tracts of land through ancestral associations, and they avoided contact with

each other and neighboring populations. Knauft (1993:188) states that as a result of the

retentive cultural conservatism of the Eastern Trans-Fly people they failed to develop a

strong fighting ethic or alliance structure that would allow them to successfully ward off

attacks from the Kiwai and from the Marind-anim to the west Consequently, the Trans

Fly groups near the coast became the targets of periodic headhunting raids.

Wurm (1972:364-365) speculates that the habitual raiding activities of the Kiwai

eventually induced speakers of the Eastern Trans-Fy languages to seek refuge southwards

in the islands. Some groups who left the New Guinea mainland settled on the eastern

islands of the Torres Strait, while a group of people from the same or a more westerly

area of the mainland settled in the western islands. At least some of the latter islands
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were already inhabited by people from the Australian continent. The New Guinea

migrants adopted the Australian language spoken by the earlier settlers from the south

while maintaining much of the phonology and vocabulary of their original language.

Finally, Wurm suggests that the continuing areal expansion of the Kiwai-speaking people

may have been responsible for Miriam exhibiting influences of the Kiwai language.

It is possible that there were several migrations of mainland populations to the

islands. Laade (1973:157) states, for example, that the distinct division of economic

activities such as farming, fishing and trading among clans on Mer suggests that the

progenitors of the different clans may have arrived from different places and introduced

their separate traditional economic activities. It is equally possible that established island

populations at times broke up due to population pressures, internal conflicts or other

factors, with some factions leaving the islands and emigrating to the mainland.

Pre-Contact Social Organization and Economic Structure

Prior to European contact the inhabitants of the Torres Strait region were

organized in small, acephalous communities (Lawrence 1991:372). Communities were

politically and socially autonomous although alliances between communities may have

been forged based primarily on intermarriage, raiding and the reciprocal exchange of

food and other resources (Harris 1979:84). On the mainland and in the northwestern and

eastern islands the communities were largely sedentary and formed permanently

established villages and hamlets of up to four hundred people whereas the inhabitants of

the mid-western and southwestern islands, where vegetation and fresh water are limited,

were organized into small, semi-permanent bands that traveled seasonally between

locations (Harris 1979:83). Each community, regardless of size, claimed a distinctive,

exclusive-access territory (Landtman 1927:196).
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Warfare was endemic to the region but consisted of periodic forays rather than

sustained fighting. Generally, these were not wars of conquest but rather feuds and

vendettas giving rise to a prolonged series of raids and counter-raids (Landtman

1927:148). Beckett (1972:320) notes that, although some neighboring communities were

on friendlier terms than others, there was no guarantee of safety, and to go where one had

no trade or kinship ties was to invite death.

Each community was comprised of one or more patrilineal and exogamous

descent groups which will be referred to here as clans.2 A list of the principle clans in

each of the villages visited in the course of this study is provided in Appendix I. Separate

clans were associated with one or more totems except in the eastern islands where

totemism was largely replaced by hero-cults (Haddon 1908a:254). As in other parts of

Melanesia the descent groups of Torres Strait communities were important corporate

units in respect to land-holding, warfare, marriage, trade and other social practices. The

male members of the same group were said to be "brothers" (Landtman 1927:193), and a

multitude of social obligations bound them together (Haddon and Rivers 1904:153).

Various functions at ceremonies and rituals directed towards achieving success in

hunting, fishing, warfare and cultivation were often divided among the clans within a

community (Landtman 1927:193), and the members of each group had their own

distinctive ritual knowledge inherited from their ancestors. Land controlled by a

community was generally apportioned among descent groups for foraging or cultivation

although separate garden plots were usually prepared and tended by individuals (Harris

1979:83; Laba 1975:35; Ohtsuka 1983:13). Other types of economic activities were also

divided along the lines of descent groups such as the distribution of the meat of game

animals and, to some extent, the disposal of garden produce (Landtman 1927:199).

The various communities within the Torres Strait region were similar to those in

other parts of Melanesia in that they had no formal system of chiefship. An individual
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could obtain prestige by demonstrating bravery in battle, hunting prowess, expertise in

sorcery, mediating skills or other highly regarded traits but this distinction did not

usually entitle a person to any special privileges (Landtman 1927:168). Authority and

leadership within a community generally rested with a select group of men who had

attained through their age, skills, accumulated wealth and strength of character a level of

social importance (Haddon 1904a:263; Landtman 1927:169). In some communities this

committee of "elders" was comprised of the leaders of individual descent groups.

Questions concerning the entire community were decided by the elders on a consensual

basis.

Harris (1977:422) notes that the majority of communities in the region developed

mixed systems of horticulture and foraging, the latter activity including both hunting and

fishing, but they differed with respect to the emphases given to various subsistence

strategies. He states that this diversity can be understood by reference to differences

among communities in availability of physical resources, population size and

geographical location.

All of the coastal, estuarine and inland communities within the study area

practiced extensive shifting agriculture (Eden 1993:152; Laba 1975:34; Ohtsuka

1983:102; Landtman 1927:64). In the dry season small patches of grassland and

secondary forest were burned and cleared for cultivation. The generally poor soil limited

crop growth in some respects, but with periodic land fallowing it could sustain long-term

production (Eden 1993:160). The major staple food crops of yam (Dioscorea spp.), taro

(Colocasia esculenta) and sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) were cultivated and harvested

seasonally. Several varieties of bananas (Musa spp.) and a number of fruit and nut

bearing trees were also cultivated. Each village had its own managed stands of sago

(Metroxylon sp.) and coconut palms (Cocos nucifera) which were harvested throughout

the year. Residents of the fertile, heavily vegetated eastern islands of the Strait used
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much the same swidden techniques to grow root crops, and they exploited a similar range

of uncultivated vegetable foods (Beckett 1972:314; 1991:348). The soil of the islands in

the mid-western and southwestern part of the Strait was relatively poor but horticulture

was still practiced on a limited scale, particularly on those islands that occupied strategic

positions in the inter-community trade network (Harris 1979:104). Only on the dry,

infertile coral cays in the center of the Strait was cultivation infeasible, and the

inhabitants of these islands were obliged to rely on foraging and trade for sustenance

(Beckett 1972:318).

Archaeological work suggests that in the past intensive gardening techniques

based on mound-and-ditch field systems were practiced both on Saibai Island and at the

village of Waidoro (Harris and Laba 1982; Barham and Harris 1985). However, present

day residents of these areas do not know when or by whom the mounds and ditches were

originally constructed nor do they know why the cropping systems were later abandoned

(Harris and Laba 1982:388; Barham and Harris 1985:259).3

The inter-tidal and reef zones of the Strait provided a vast assortment of fish,

mollusks and crustaceans together with dugong and several varieties of turtles. Among

island and coastal communities marine foods were the major source of protein and fat

(Harris 197"7:451), and for many of these communities the hunting of turtle and dugong

held substantial social and spiritual significance (Haddon 1935:351; Landtman

1927:120). Marine produce was also an important item in the commerce between coastal

and inland villages. Surplus fish, dugong and turtle caught by coastal dwellers was

exchanged with neighboring inland groups for yams, taro and other garden crops almost

on a daily basis (Beaver 1920:74).

Terrestrial game animals available on the mainland included wild pig and

wallaby, often hunted with dogs, and various types of birds. On both the mainland and in

the islands pigs were domesticated particularly in those communities where horticulture
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was highly developed (Beckett 1972:316). Additional wild foods were obtained from

rivers, streams and swamps which supported large populations of fish and waterfowl.

Throughout the Torres Strait region there was a complex division of labor which,

at least in some instances, induced people to refrain from producing goods which they

could have produced, but to import them instead (Beckett 1972:319). All early European

visitors to the Torres Strait with an interest in indigenous customs and practices were

impressed by the extensive maritime trading network that linked separate inland, coastal,

estuarine and island communities (Lawrence 1994). This complex regional system of

trade dealt in a wide array of items conveyed on large, seagoing canoes. As within the

pre-colonial trading networks that existed elsewhere in New Guinea, goods were bartered

in the context of simple commodity production, as well as for the purpose of customary

gifts, reciprocity and compensations (Amarshi et al. 1979:4).

The people of the Torres Strait region, as did most other Melanesians, placed a

high value on knowledge of secret techniques to ensure success in economic activities

and other areas of everyday life. One colonial official stationed at Darn complained that

he "had never been in an area of the Territory of Papua that was more 'sorcerer-ridden'."

(Beaver 1920:97). And Landtman (1927:324) noted: "Every Kiwai man practices

sorcery, without which he would have no success in any of his occupations or

undertakings." Early European visitors to the region categorized this knowledge as

"magic" or "sorcery" because it did not conform to Western interpretations of nature. It

was grounded instead in a deep and pervasive "belief in a supernatural power or

influence" (Codrington 1891:118). But only outsiders bothered to differentiate and

evaluate local knowledge in this manner, while the beneficiaries themselves simply

accepted it in its entirety and judged it by its practical value.
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Historical Overview of Regional Events Following European Contact

The indigenous inhabitants of the Torres Strait had sporadic contact with

Europeans beginning as early as the seventeenth century, and it is likely that contact with

Asians occurred much earlier. There is little doubt that Chinese, Malay and Indonesian

traders possessed the seafaring skills that would have enabled them to precede European

explorers (Wilson 1988:10). Laade (1966:114) states that the oral history of island

residents indicates that Chinese and Malays visited the islands regularly to collect beebe

de-mer long before Europeans arrived and even established beche-de-mer processing

stations at various island locations.

In 1606, the Spanish explorer Luis Baez de Torres became the first European to

pass through the strait which bears his name. According to Hilder's (1980:67-69)

interpretation of the chronicles of the voyage, Torres anchored near both the islands of

Parama and Darn and briefly encountered the inhabitants of the latter island.

Interestingly, an oral history of the arrival of the first Europeans recorded by Landtman

(1917:538) at Mawatta mentions a foreign vessel passing by Daru and Parama. Torres'

discovery of the Strait went virtually unrecognized for one hundred and fifty years

during which time no other Europeans are known to have visited the area. Finally, in

1770, the British explorer James Cook sailed H.M.S. Endeavour between the Cape York

peninsula and the island of Muralag (Prince of Wales) and confirmed the existence of a

passage between Australia and New Guinea.

Following Cook's journey a number of surveying voyages were conducted in the

Strait to chart a sea route between the expanding colonies along Australia's eastern

seaboard and the trade centers of Asia. Most notable were the expeditions aboard H.M.S.

Fly and Rattlesnake in the mid-nineteenth century. A number of naturalists participated

in these cruises including 1. Beete Jukes who was among the first Europeans to record the
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customs and practices of the traditional inhabitants of the Strait. John Moresby in H.M.S.

Basilisk surveyed the western area of the Torres Strait in 1872, completing the basis of

today's nautical charts (Wilson 1988:13).

Development of the Marine Fishing Industry Prior to the Second World War

Commercial fishing in the Torres Strait began on a significant scale in 1868 when

the Sydney-based beche-de-mer trader William Banner visited the island of Tudu

(Warrior Island) and noted that the local inhabitants used mother-of-pearl shell (Pinctada

maxima) to decorate dance costumes, wood carvings and the shrunken heads of slain

enemies (Cilento 1959:223). Upon learning that extensive beds of shell lay in the

shallows along nearby reefs, Banner returned to Tudu the following year and with the

cooperation of the island's residents established a shelling station. The shell in the area

was so plentiful and its quality so high that it quickly attracted the attention of other

traders in New South Wales (Mackay et al. 1908; XLVI). By 1883, 206 vessels were

licensed to harvest pearl-shell in the Torres Strait and the industry employed 1,500 men

(Streeter 1886:166). In 1897, the Torres Strait commercial fishery produced a record

level 1,233 tonnes of shell worth £126,042 (Cilento 1959:224). The Torres Strait fishery,

together with the fishery based at Broome in Western Australia, became the

acknowledged centers of the international pearl-shell industry, accounting for over half

of the world's supply (Bach 1961:106).

The pearl-shell was purchased by dealers in Sydney who exported it to England

and later the United States where the hard, pearly internal layer of the shell was used for

buttons and ornamental inlays. Pearls found inside the bivalves were considered a by

product by the harvesters though some were of considerable value. Just prior to the First

World War a market appeared for the trochus shell (Trochus niloticus) that occurred
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throughout the Torres Strait. This shell was also used in the manufacture of buttons

primarily by Japanese firms (Yonge 1930:214). A third important resource in the early

Torres Strait commercial fishery was beche-de-mer (principally Metriatyla scabra). The

cured product was exported by traders to markets in Asia where it was considered a

delicacy and renowned for its aphrodisiacal qualities. A fourth marine resource in the

region of comparatively less economic significance but still eagerly sought by foreign

traders was "tortoise shell." In particular, the thick and ornately colored carapace of the

hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) was in high demand for its use in the

manufacture of jewelry and other decorative items.

From its earliest days the Torres Strait pearl-shell industry was dependent on

limited overseas markets and subject to boom-and-bust cycles (Bach 1961:107). An

initial period of great prosperity ended when the market price for shell plunged during

the 1880s due to the rapid increase in production. After a short recovery period at the

beginning of this century a large supply and low demand caused another precipitous drop

in the price of pearl-shell, and the number of boats in the fishery fell from 348 in 1905 to

125 in 1906 (Mackay et al 1908; XLIX). After the First World War the industry

experienced a short boom period but once more uncontrolled production resulted in a

market glut and low prices (Bartlett 1954:188). Although the price eventually stabilized

during the 1920s the world recession of the early 1930s saw the market collapse (Foley

1982:52). The industry survived to the end of the decade only through substantial

subsidies from the Commonwealth and Queensland governments (Bartlett 1954:189).

As the Torres Strait fishing industry evolved during the late nineteenth century

many types of sailing craft were used in the harvesting of marine resources, but over time

the boats that came closest to being identified with the local fishery were the "luggers,"

so-called because of their two lugsails. These vessels were concisely described in an

article appearing in the Brisbane Courier in 1880:
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The boats employed vary from five to eight tons measurement, are all Sydney
built, generally sharp at bow and stem, invariably rigged, with two standing lugs
and jib, are partly decked over admidships being open for convenience of placing
the [diver's air] pump, they are mostly carvel built, drawing from four to five feet
of water, coppered, carrying a small punt, and appear to be good wholesome
boats, well found, and capable of standing much knocking about, and seem well
adapted for their purpose (Prideaux 1988:169).

Initially, the luggers operated from shore facilities established at several locations

in the Strait or from "floating stations" which were large schooners of up to 100 tonnes

(Foley 1982:51). The boats would stay out fishing for a fortnight and then return to off

load their harvest, make repairs and reprovision (Streeter 1886:165). By the First World

War nearly all the pearl-shell companies were based at Waiben (Thursday Island), and

larger luggers were built that could stay out for three months at a time (Foley 1982:52).

During the early years of the Torres Strait marine industry the collection of

mother-of-pearl shell was accomplished by individuals swimming along the sea bottom

for as long as they could hold their breath. However, the shallow reef areas accessible to

these "swimmer divers" soon became depleted of shell, and in the mid-1870s diving suits

supplied with air pumped from the surface were introduced so that divers could gain

access to the large quantities of shell lying at greater depths. Some of these "helmet

divers" descended to forty fathoms or more in harvesting grounds such as the notorious

"Darnley Deeps" (Cilento 1959:224). After World War I, manual air pumps were

replaced by mechanical ones which allowed two divers to work off one vessel (Bartlett

1954:188).

The collection of beche-de-mer and trochus shell was performed only by

swimmer divers who worked from small dinghies towed to the reefs behind a lugger

(Hurley 1924:295). Each dinghy was manned by a crew comprised of an oarsman and

two divers. The divers wore close-fitting goggles to improve their underwater vision.

They would start collecting at low tide and continue filling the dinghy until, as one
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informant recalls, "the sea was coming over the gunwales." As the beche-de-mer was

brought aboard the lugger it was boiled, cleaned, sun-dried and smoked.

Beckett (1977:77) notes that the labor-intensive nature of the pearl-shell and

beche-de-mer industry together with its narrow profit margin meant that a large supply of

cheap labor was required. During the initial period of prosperity the industry attracted a

large number of Caucasian men seeking to make their fortune as helmet divers. But

nearly all of these men left the industry when it experienced its first economic downturn

during the early 1880s. They were replaced mostly by "South Sea Islanders", "Malays"

and "Manilamen" who were willing to work for lower wages than Anglo-Australlans.f A

decade later Japanese began to be recruited into the industry in large numbers, and by the

1920s they virtually monopolized helmet diving operations (David 1986:15).5 The

helmet diver aboard a lugger also assumed the position of boat captain, and these men

were usually left entirely in charge of the daily operations of the vessels. The South Sea

and Asian men were also often made skippers of the boats working beche-de-mer and

trochus as they were highly regarded for their seamanship.

The indigenous inhabitants of Australia and New Guinea working in the Torres

Strait commercial fishery were at first referred to collectively as "native labourers." Over

time more discrete categories were created by colonial officials concerned with

delimiting areas and populations under their administrative control. People from the

Australian mainland came to be referred to within the industry and in general as

"Aborigines"; those residing on the islands of the Torres Strait on the Queensland side of

the border were commonly called "Torres Strait Islanders"; and the inhabitants of

southern New Guinea were designated as "Papuans."6
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Arrival of Christian Missionaries

The London Missionary Society, a religious organization whose purpose was the

evangelization of non-Christian people overseas, had expressed an interest in establishing

a mission in New Guinea as early as 1826, but it was not until 1870 that it resolved to do

so (Whittaker et al. 1975:346). The task was assigned to Samuel McFarlane who at the

time was directing the mission at Lifu in the Loyalty Islands. In July the following year,

McFarlane sailed to the Torres Strait with Archibald Murray, also of the London

Missionary Society, and eight Loyalty Islanders trained as mission teachers. McFarlane's

strategy was to use the islands of the Strait as stepping stones to the New Guinea

mainland (McFarlane 1888:178).

During that first voyage through the Torres Strait mission teachers were left on

the islands of Tudu, Erub (Darnley) and Dauan. McFarlane and his entourage made a

brief visit to the village of Katau (Mawatta), but the teachers assigned there were advised

to reside at Dauan until they became aquainted with the Mawatta people and their

language (McFarlane 1888:42). McFarlane also sailed to the island ofParama to establish

a mission station that would serve as a gateway to the Fly River area, but before he could

go ashore his party was forced to return to Dauan to investigate a report that the teachers

left there a few days earlier had been murdered. The story proved false but McFarlane

was unable to return to Parama before sailing on to the eastern tip of New Guinea.

Despite this setback, McFarlane hoped that the teachers on Tudu would eventually be

able to transfer to Parama as he noted that there appeared to be a significant amount of

social interaction between the residents of the two islands (McFarlane 1888:48).

In 1872, Murray returned to the Torres Strait with W. Wyatt Gill and thirteen

additional South Sea Islander teachers and their wives. On November 8 the two

missionaries landed on the beach fronting Mawatta together with four teachers: Josaia,
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Saneish, Elia and Pethin (Murray 1876:466). The party was met by Mainau of Katau and

Auta of Tureture both of whom agreed to allow a pair of teachers to reside in their

respective villages. Thus, the first mission station was established on the New Guinea

mainland.

Several days later Murray and Gill visited Parama Island and were greeted with

such enthusiasm by the people there that the missionaries decided that one teacher would

be left at each of the two villages on the island (Gill (1876:221). However, within a few

weeks of their arrival both teachers were killed by their hosts. McFarlane (1888:54)

judged that "In their zeal, they had unwisely interfered with some of the superstitious

rites of the heathen." These two mission teachers were the first of many to die in New

Guinea due to various misfortunes. McFarlane (1888:166) records that of eight different

teachers who were sent to the region over the next twelve years all were forced to leave

due to poor health. Disheartened by the low success rate of foreign mission teachers,

McFarlane decided that the future of London Missionary Society missions in New

Guinea lay in recruiting and training local converts for missionary work. In 1880,

McFarlane established on the island of Mer (Murray) a teachers seminary and vocational

school which he named the Papuan Institute (McFarlane 1888:80). The regional

headquarters of the London Missionary Society, initially located at Somerset on Cape

York, was transferred to Mer after the Institute opened.

Within a short time McFarlane had recruited several prospective teachers from

Mawatta, Tureture, Parama, Dauan, Saibai, Mabuiag and Boigu and a few from Erub and

Mer (McFarlane 1888:87). By 1885, graduates of the Institute were ready to be placed in

various island and coastal communities (Haddon 1935:16). At the same time, McFarlane

determined to start a mission among the inland people residing along the northern border

of the Torres Strait. With the assistance of a number of men from Saibai he boated up the

Paho Turi and walked a few miles cross country to an area where he received a friendly
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reception from local residents (McFarlane 1888:167). McFarlane, however, retired from

mission work before an inland mission station could be started. Efforts by the London

Missionary Society to propagate the Gospel in the Torres Strait region slowed

considerably after McFarlane's departure, and by 1888 the Papuan Institute was defunct

(Haddon 1935:16). A number of the mission stations in the coastal villages were forced

to close because the teachers were inadequately supervised and provisioned (Hely

1896:19).

Near the turn of the century, however, there was a resurgence in mission work led

by such individuals as James Chalmers, Edward Baxter Riley and Frederick Walker. In

1896, Chalmers established a mission base at Saguane, on Kiwai Island, and traveled

extensively among the Elerna, Purari, Kiwai and eastern Trans-Fly people (Knauft

1993:26). The station was moved to the island of Daru shortly before Chalmers was

killed by the residents of Goaribari Island, near the Omati River. Baxter Riley ran a

school on Daru that taught local children English and mathematics. In addition, girls

were instructed in gardening, washing, ironing, sewing and cooking, while boys learned

carpentry, farming and other technical skills (Baxter Riley 1911:157).

Walker also assisted local inhabitants in acquiring the training necessary to

assimilate in a cash-driven economy. In 1904, with the backing of the London

Missionary Society, he established Papuan Industries, Limited. Austin (1972:52) records

that, according to a prospectus, the principle objective of the enterprise was "to promote

the material, moral and spiritual welfare of the Papuans by encouraging them to make

efforts for their own improvement, through the cultivation of marketable products and by

other industrial pursuits." In addition to establishing coconut plantations on Badu Island

and in the Bina Turi and Fly River delta areas to teach local residents commercial

cultivation techniques, Papuan Industries conducted instructional programs in boat

building at Badu and Darn and operated trade stores on those two islands which
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purchased locally-produced agricultural and marine items (Austin 1972:52-53; Haddon

1935:17-18). The company also offered loans to communities interested in buying their

own commercial fishing vessels (Austin 1972:53; Haddon 1935:18)

Territorial Expansion of Queensland

In 1864, George Bowen, first Governor of the newly established colony of

Queensland, sought to establish a military presence in North Queensland to control and

protect the sea route through the Torres Strait. That year he ordered that a permanent

outpost be established at Somerset on the eastern tip of the Cape York peninsula. With

the backing of Brisbane and Sydney merchants the colonial government aspired to make

Somerset the "Singapore of Australia" (Douglas 1900:9). This effort failed due to the

remoteness of the government station but the economic and political importance of the

Torres Strait itself continued to increase for the Australian colonies. By the early 1800s

twenty to thirty ships a year were using the Strait in the passage from Sydney to Canton,

Batavia and Singapore (Bartlett 1954:36). As noted above, vast beds of valuable pearl

shell were discovered in the area in 1868. And in 1873, the importance of the Torres

Strait as a maritime route was enhanced by the establishment of the first regular mail

. service line through the Strait that provided an essential communication link between the

eastern cities of Australia and Britain (Gordon 1951:98).

In 1872, Queensland endeavored to secure the Straits for shipping and fishing

interests, bring a degree of law and order to the area and prevent the area from falling

under the control of a foreign power by annexing all the Torres Strait islands within sixty

miles of the Queensland coast. A few years later the government station was shifted from

Somerset to Waiben (Thursday Island), which afforded better anchorage and was closer

to the shipping lanes and pearl-shell fishery. Efforts to bring the entire region under the
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jurisdiction of the Queensland government finally succeeded in 1879 with the passage of

the Queensland Coast Islands Act. Several years afterwards, Samuel Griffith, the Premier

of Queensland during the 1890s, remarked of the 1879 Act:

With regard to the boundary, when it was fixed in 1878, it was not unreasonable
for Queensland to require to get all she could. She could not get New Guinea, but
managed to get as near as possible. We followed round as close as we could get
between the islands, and the coast of New Guinea, taking in practically
everything (quoted in van der Veur 1966a:32).

Colonization of Southeast New Guinea

Attempts made by early English explorers to establish legal-political possession

of New Guinea in the name of the monarchy were repudiated by the British government

which was unwilling to bear the burden of governing a remote land of unproved political

or economic value. By the 1870s, however, the Australian colonies were arguing strongly

in favor of annexation as they were becoming increasingly concerned over the presence

of potentially hostile foreign powers in the region (Whittaker et al. 1975:435). The

Netherlands had proclaimed sovereignty over the western half of the island more than

fifty years earlier, and large German trading firms were rapidly becoming entrenched in

the northeastern section.

In 1883, frustrated by the inaction of Britain and motivated at least in part by a

need for new sources of indentured labor, the Queensland government made a bid to take

possession of eastern New Guinea (Moore 1989). The attempt failed, but it brought the

issue of annexation to the political forefront (Whittaker et al. 1975:436). In late 1884,

Britain was persuaded to proclaim the southern shores and adjacent islands of eastern

New Guinea to be a British Protectorate. The Protectorate was made a Crown Colony in

1888, and William MacGregor was appointed as its first Administrator. Responsibility

for governing British New Guinea was shared by Britain and its colonies of Queensland,
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New South Wales and Victoria. A decade later negotiations began to give full

administrative responsibility to the colonies pending their federation. The transfer was

effected in 1996 by the Papua Act which placed British New Guinea under the control of

the newly established Commonwealth of Australia and renamed it the Territory of Papua.

One of MacGregor's first actions from his administrative center at Port Moresby

was to pass Ordinance III which divided the Protectorate into a number of administrative

units referred to as divisions or districts. Each unit was administered by a Resident

Magistrate who was based at a government station located within the division but spent

considerable time touring the villages within his jurisdiction to spread knowledge of the

existence and intentions of the government (Joyce 1971:146). Haddon (1904a:264)

described the rule of the Resident Magistrates as a "mild, paternal despotism." The

Western Division extended from the Dutch border at 141°E longitude to the Purari River.

The government station in this Division was initially situated on the mainland at

Mabudauan but was moved after four years to the island of Daru, which offered a better

harbor and more land for the township that colonial officials hoped would develop

around the station (Winter 1903:2).

The immediate priority of the colonial administration of British New Guinea was

to impose peace among the numerous warring groups of native inhabitants in the colony

as well as end the violence between the indigenous population and foreigners (Griffin et

al. 1979:12). A criminal code was quickly adopted based largely on laws operative in

Queensland. Harsh sentences were meted out to those convicted of major offenses such

as murder and assault as a warning to others and as an example of the power of the

government (Joyce 1971:185). In keeping with the government's priorities, the first

building constructed at the new station on Daru was a jail (Hely 1893:41).

Colonial officials also took a hard line on local customs and practices that did not

necessarily involve inflicting personal injury but were deemed to be unacceptable by
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European standards or a threat to government authority (Joyce 1971:184). For example,

Western Division Resident Magistrate A. C. English (1901:130) expressed the following

reaction to initiation rituals practiced in his district:

It is on the ceremonial admission of boys to manhood and of girls to womanhood,
and in similar ceremonies that incest and the most disgusting and unnatural
offences are practiced by both married and unmarried people. It will require
strong and persistent measures to suppress these evil customs.

To effect such changes in village life as were considered desirable a set of

"Native Regulations" were promulgated (Mair 1970:67). Among the acts made illegal

were burying the dead too close to houses, threatening a person with sorcery, refusing to

carry for the government, using insulting or threatening language, spreading lying

reports, refusing to clean a village, gambling, neglecting to cultivate coconuts and

drinking gamada, a ceremonial drink made from Piper methysticum.

The colonial government was hindered in its efforts to establish a presence

outside Port Moresby and the Division stations by a chronic shortage of personnel and

funds. In 1894, the entire colony, with an indigenous population of about one million

scattered over 90,000 square miles, was administered by seventeen officials (Anon.

1894:50; Knauft 1993:29). To expand the range of the government's influence, colonial

administrators adopted a policy of appointing and paying a small wage to selected

individuals in various villages to serve as village constables and as native magistrates

who had the authority to adjudicate on minor infractions of the Native Regulations. The

latter, in particular, tended to be men who had already acquired status and prestige within

their respective villages by traditional means. Their authority was enhanced as a result of

being appointed government representatives, and at times the concentration of power led

to unforeseen and unintended consequences. Western Division Resident Magistrate G.

Ruthven LeHunte (1901:3) recalled an incident that followed a meeting with

government-appointed native magistrates in the district during which he had exhorted
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them to keep their communities clean. One native magistrate, interpreting the remarks to

mean that domesticated pigs in his village were responsible for unclean conditions, used

his authority to have all the animals killed.

Despite such disappointments, the policy of delegating responsibility for

maintaining law and order in the villages to the villagers themselves was generally

successful, especially in the communities along the northern border of the Torres Strait

where the scheme was received with much enthusiasm." Local residents went so far as

petitioning the colonial government to appoint native magistrates and constables in their

villages (MacGregor 1892-93:34). By 1896, there were 17 native magistrates and 26

constables in the Western Division, and most of the arrests in the district were being

made by them (Hely 1897:67). And as early as 1892 MacGregor (1892-93:35) reported

that the coastal inhabitants within the district were "well under Government control" and

that they had begun "to understand the system, and to appreciate it."

In addition to establishing law and order within the Possession, the colonial

administration determined at the onset to regulate the acquisition of labor and land by

foreigners. When the Protectorate was established in 1884, the Pacific labor trade was a

politically sensitive issue in Britain. New Guinea, in particular, was the center of

controversy as "blackbirders" had shifted their recruiting efforts to the Bismarck and

Louisiade Archipelagos a short time earlier. The number of deaths and desertions among

the indentured laborers obtained from this region was so high that in 1884 the

Queensland government passed the Native Labourers Protection Act which prohibited

any further recruiting of New Guinea men for Queensland sugar and cotton plantations

(Mair 1970:160).

Mair (1970:160) notes that it is in this context that British authority was

established in southeastern New Guinea, and the colonial government's earliest labor

legislation was specifically intended to protect local inhabitants from any further abuse
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by Queensland blackbirders and plantation owners.f Ordinance III, enacted at the behest

of the British Colonial Office, prohibited the removal of indigenous inhabitants from the

divisions in which they resided for employment purposes. Persons engaged before a

Resident Magistrate to serve on board a vessel were exempted from the division

restriction, but it was forbidden to remove these individuals from the boundaries of the

colony. In addition, the Ordinance prohibited persons not having a residence or place of

business in British New Guinea from employing laborers. The legislation earned

MacGregor the wrath of Queensland business interests which accused him of being a

"prisoner of the 'maudlin' policies of the missionaries and without sympathy for white

pioneers who risked all to civilise new lands" (Griffen et al. 1979:14-15).

With regards to land, the colonial government was well aware of the debilitating

social effects the alienation of land had on the indigenous inhabitants of Australia and

resolved to protect the land rights of its own subjects (Jinks et al. 1973:55). Under the

Land Regulation Ordinance II of 1888 the government alone could lease or purchase land

belonging to local inhabitants and only then if had been determined that the land was not

required by its owners for subsistence needs. However, the Crown Lands Ordinance of

1890 allowed the government to take possession of land shown to be "waste and vacant".

Land acquired by the government could be sold or leased to white settlers. During the

. early 1900s the government of the newly-constituted Territory of Papua adopted a

strategy for export agricultural development involving the establishment of European

owned plantations (Amarshi et al. 1979:15). By 1914, there were 230 plantations, mostly

coconut and rubber, with 43,000 acres under cultivation (Amarshi et al. 1979:16).

However, this period of rapid agricultural development was followed by an extended

period of almost complete stagnation with no further substantial increase in plantation

acreage (Mair 1970:115).
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In accordance with common and international law, the colonial government

declared as Crown lands the area from high-water mark seaward to a distance of three

miles. Under the Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery Ordinance of 1891 the

Lieutenant-Governor of British New Guinea was authorized to grant leases of reefs and

banks lying within the territorial sea for the collection or cultivation of pearl-shell oysters

or other marine products. Although there may have been implicit acknowledgment by

government officials of the historic rights of the indigenous inhabitants to certain marine

resources and territories (Williamson 1989:39), neither the British nor Australian

colonial administrations formally recognized customary rights to marine waters

(Tom'tavala 1992:23).

Negotiation of the Queensland Border

After the Protectorate was proclaimed in 1884, the problems of establishing law

and order and protecting British interests in the Torres Strait region were considered to

be largely resolved. Consequently, a re-adjustment of Queensland's northern boundary

was thought appropriate so that administrative responsibilities as well as the marine

resources of the region could be more fairly shared between the two adjoining British

foreign territories. A number of alternative boundary positions were advanced over the

next decade (Figure 3). In 1885, John Douglas, who at the time was both Government

Resident of Thursday Island and Acting Special Commissioner for the Protectorate,

recommended that all the islands of the Torres Strait be transferred to the Protectorate

(van der Veur 1966a:26). Later. Douglas acknowledged that it was unlikely that

Queensland would ever willingly give up so much territory. and he adopted a more

conciliatory proposal whereby the Strait would be divided in half along ten degrees south

latitude (van der Veur 1966a:26).
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In 1893, Queensland Premier Samuel Griffith agreed that the islands of Boigu,

Dauan and Saibai should be ceded to British New Guinea but was unwilling to forfeit the

fishing grounds of the Warrior Reef (van der Veur 1966a:27). He suggested that the

border line be drawn slightly north of the position proposed by Douglas so that

Queensland would retain ownership of the valuable stocks of sedentary marine resources

in the Strait including pearl-shell and beche-de-mer.

Griffith's proposal was opposed by Lieutenant-Governor William MacGregor. As

early as 1890 MacGregor had expressed concern over the "considerable number" of New

Guinea mainland inhabitants that continued to be employed in the Torres Strait marine

industry despite restrictions on their removal from the colony and suggested that the

problem might be resolved by placing the Strait within the jurisdiction of British New

Guinea, perhaps in a joint arrangement with Queensland (British Colonial Office

1891:133). Later, MacGregor demanded a change in the position of the border on the

grounds that the Possession was being deprived of marine resources important to its

economic development (van der Veur 1966a:27). The colonial government was actively

promoting the growth of a marine industry in the Western Division but its efforts to

attract a fleet of boats based at Daru met with little success as there were insufficient

quantities of marine resources on British New Guinea's side of the Strait. Western

Division Resident Magistrate James Cameron (1892:80) summarized the dismal

situation:

There is no very valuable fishing either for beche-de-mer or for pearl-shell in the
western waters of the Possession, the boundary laid down in the Queensland
Coast Annexation Act having included nearly all the fishing grounds inside the
Queensland boundary. A little prospecting has been done near the Island of Bobo,
but shell was not found in payable quantities.

When MacGregor was asked to comment on the Griffith proposal by Henry

Norman, the Governor of Queensland, he replied:
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... Griffith's proposal would not restore to the Possession anything at all like what
would be a fair share of the Straits fishery. It would give to the Possession a mere
fringe of what it would have received had the two colonies been simultaneously
created and a fair division of the Straits been made between them (van de Veur
1966a:28).

In the same communique MacGregor argued for a border change that would give British

New Guinea the entire Warrior Reef north of Tudu.

The border issue remained unresolved until 1896 when at the urging of the

Queensland politicians the British government issued an Order-in-Council to revise the

boundary on the basis of the Griffith proposal subject to the approval of the Queensland

legislature (van der Veur 1966a:28). MacGregor. however, continued to press for an

alternative. Later that year he organized a surveying expedition in the Torres Strait to

determine the location of what he referred to as the "tribal and hereditary fishing

grounds" of the villages along the north coast of the Strait (van der Veur 1966b:36). In a

letter detailing his findings sent to Lord Lamington, the Governor of Queensland.

MacGregor noted that the coastal villages depended on marine resources located in

Queensland waters for their subsistence needs and argued that these communities "cannot

without injustice and oppression be cut off from these fishing grounds" (van der Veur

1966b:37). MacGregor also sent a report of his findings to Samuel Griffith in which he

stated:

I am afraid my hard work on those muddy reefs may not be acceptable to your
government but it will be found that a case is made out that cannot be set aside
without a change of boundary in our [British New Guinea's] favour. It was my
duty to do this to protect the rights of those that cannot protect themselves.... No
one can contend that it is an equitable arrangement that Queensland should
remain possessed of the valuable fishing grounds of the Straits right up to within
less thana bowshot of the mainland of the possession (White 1981:19).

MacGregor's appeals to reconsider changing the border based on the Griffith

proposal were successful. Toward the close of 1896 a number of prominent Queensland

statesmen met and decided that a compromise arrangement was called for whereby the
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border would run from a point on the existing boundary south-east from Bramble Cay

toward the center of Warrior Reefs Moon Passage, and from there westerly, eventually

passing some three miles south of Buru (Turnagain) and Deliverance Islands (van der

Veur 1966a:29). MacGregor, realizing that Queensland attached considerable value to

Tudu and would not be willing to transfer it to British New Guinea, agreed to the

compromise solution (van der Veur 1966a:29).

With all the key players in apparent agreement a new Order-of-Council consistent

with the latest proposal was issued by the British government but it was never introduced

to the Queensland Parliament for approval (van der Veur 1966a:30). Over the next

several years, despite repeated remonstrations from the British New Guinea government,

Queensland politicians successfully avoided taking any action on the proposal. After

Federation in 1901 any prospects of altering the border were greatly diminished as the

Commonwealth Constitution entrenched States rights in the matter of cessation of

territory (Griffin et al. 1979:256). In 1925 the Queensland government took legal action

to consolidate the boundary in its original position (White 1981:22), and it was not until

the early 1970s, on the eve of Papua New Guinea's independence, that the border again

became a political issue.

Deprived of any fishing grounds of commercial significance the Western Division

remained economically undeveloped. One observer noted that the perceived lack of

economic potential, together with the poor climate, attracted few Europeans to the

Division and the area became "among the most backward parts of the Territory" (Beaver

1920:282). ~hi1e the township at Thursday Island prospered as a result of the presence

of the pearl-shell and beche-de-mer fleets, Darn Town stayed an unattractive backwater.

A visitor to the island in the early 1920s wrote:

Darn is one of the most outcast and isolated spots in the world - an insignificant
silt islet set in a tawny sea .... The white population comprises four officials, one
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missionary and two residents. There are also a number of natives associated with
the Government station and the mission (Hurley 1924:289-290).

Although the Queensland border was for a time a hotly debated issue among

European colonial officials it held little meaning for the indigenous inhabitants of the

Torres Strait. Van der Veur (l966a:24) states: "the native inhabitants of the area not only

had no knowledge of the 'paper war' but in all likelihood (as in so many cases in which

European administrations had superimposed their frontiers across the paths of the

original inhabitants) were unaware of the existence of a Queensland boundary." There is,

however, some documentary evidence that local residents were at least acquainted with

the border issue even if they did not perceive it as affecting them in any substantial way.

For example, Western Division Resident Magistrate G. Ruthven LeHunte (1901:3)

recounts that during a visit to the island of Saibai he was asked by the residents if any

decision had been reached about the boundary between Queensland and British New

Guinea. LeHunte (1901:3) notes that the people were nonetheless "under no

apprehension of any unfavorable result to them if they became part of the Possession."

The commentary of colonial officials also suggests that the imposition of a border

did have some immediate effect on the interaction among communities in the region. In

1911, William MacGregor, who was then Governor of Queensland, observed that the

system of trade by which the residents at Mer obtained their canoes from coastal and

estuarine villages in exchange for shell ornaments was being impeded by the customs

barrier between the Commonwealth and the Territory (Sharp 1993:272).9 In general,

however, it may be presumed that the impact of the border on the daily activities of the

indigenous inhabitants in the region was minimal simply because the governments of

Queensland and British New Guinea had neither the resources nor the inclination to

strictly enforce a division between the two colonies.
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Establishment of the Intemational Boundary between Papua New Guinea and

Australia

In the early 1970s, as Papua New Guinea prepared to acquire autonomy from

Australia, a journalist wrote: "it is difficult to look south from Papua and not see the

Queensland border as a cartographic absurdity if not a growing affront to a country on

the verge of independence" (Hastings 1973:171). These strong sentiments foreshadowed

what would be another heated round of discussions regarding the border. It would prove

to be the most immediately contentious issue between Australia and Papua New Guinea

during this period of political transition (Griffin et al. 1979:255).

It took six years for politicians and diplomats to negotiate a mutually acceptable

treaty defining the boundary between the two countries, and it was another seven years

before the agreement was ratified and entered into force.l'' The result of this protracted

process was a complex international arrangement designed to accommodate the shared

regional concerns of two sovereign nations as well as demarcate their common border.

The Torres Strait Treaty11 defines separate jurisdiction lines for fisheries and

seabed resources (Figure 4). It also establishes the boundaries of a Protected Zone the

principle purpose of which "is to acknowledge and protect the traditional way of life and

livelihood of the traditional inhabitants including their traditional fishing and free

movement" (Article 10(3)). A further purpose of the Protected Zone is to "protect and

preserve the marine environment and indigenous fauna and flora" of the Torres Strait

(Article 10(4)).

Persons who live in the Protected Zone or the adjacent coastal areas are allowed

to continue to exercise customary rights of access to and usage of land and marine areas

that are in or in the vicinity of the Protected Zone for the purpose of pursuing traditional

economic, social and religious activities. The Treaty states that '''traditional' shall be
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interpreted liberally and in the light of prevailing custom" (Article l(k». However, it

specifically excludes activities of a commercial nature including fishing for monetary

gain.12

The administrative apparatus of the Treaty provides for periodic consultations

with the traditional inhabitants, but as Mfodwo and Tsamenyi (1993:3) note, the

approach to protection of traditional rights taken by Australia and Papua New Guinea

requires that Treaty objectives be achieved through the two national governments rather

than through the local communities themselves. The authors conclude that "the

traditional inhabitants have a subordinate if not marginal position within the Treaty

regime" (Mfodwo and Tsamenyi 1993:3). The result of the lack of opportunities for

traditional inhabitants to discuss their concerns with each other and with government

officials has been that the Treaty arrangements have generated disaffection, confusion,

frustration, and ill-will among the indigenous people of the region (MaSTS 1993:16). At

the time the Torres Strait Treaty was signed it was hailed by its architects as an

innovative exercise in diplomacy (Lyon and Smith 1981:26). Ten years later one

observer noted that the Treaty "is now widely recognized as unworkable" (Singe

1989:235).

Notes

1. Some Gidra-speaking informants state that the actual name of their language is

Wipitungam. It is also important to note that many residents of Buji indicate that they are

Idi speakers rather than Agob. The Agob and Idi languages together constitute the

Pahoturi River Family. Wurm (1982:184) states that the two languages are structurally

identical and lexically nearly dialects of the same language. Agob and Idi are related to

the languages spoken by groups to the west and northwest of the Pabo Turi.
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2. The term clan is used here instead of lineage because most descent groups can not

trace the genealogical relationships among all their members.

3. Except for some continuing taro cultivation by Waidoro residents and the partial use of

one field system on Saibai until just after the Second WorId War the mound-and-ditch

field systems have probably not been in use since before historic times (Harris and Laba

1982; Barham and Harris 1985).

4. "South Sea Islanders" was a generic term colonial Europeans applied to men native to

certain islands of the South Pacific. The majority of South Sea Islanders recruited for the

Torres Strait marine industry came from Rotuma, Samoa, Niue, Fiji, New Caledonia, the

Loyalty New Hebrides Banks and the Solomons. These individuals were also called

"Pacific Islanders", "Kanakas" or "Polynesians." The collective term "Malay" was

applied to all men from the East Indies and other parts of Southeast Asia. Any individual

from the Philippines was referred to as a "Manilaman."

5. Queensland allowed the Japanese into its marine industry after entering into an

agreement with the British government to accept Japanese aliens under the terms of the

Anglo-Japanese Alliance (Cilento 1959:224). The Japanese became the dominant ethnic

group in the industry in terms of both numbers of workers and positions of authority

aboard the luggers. The Queensland Pear1ing Act of 1899 prohibited them from actually

. owning fishing vessels, but an arrangement was developed whereby Japanese divers

could lease a boat from one of the European-owned pearl-shell companies on Thursday

Island. A Queensland government report noted: "This system obviously was exceedingly

profitable to the pearling companies and at the same time very convenient because it put

the Japanese diver who had rented the boat in the position of doing the dirty work of

driving the men in order to get sufficient pearl shell to make a profit over and above his

[financial] commitment" (Trades and Labour Council of Queensland 1946:2).
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6. The first Europeans to the Torres Strait referred to the people of the New Guinea

mainland and the Torres Strait islands as "Papuans", a corruption of the Malay word

papuwah which connotes a type of hair texture. Later, when the region was colonized it

became necessary to construct the separate category "Islanders" to distinguish those

inhabitants of the Strait falling under the administrative control of Queensland. The

people residing on the mainland continued to be referred to as Papuans. In time, these

colonial categorizations, which had no basis in pre-contact ethnic differentiations, were

accepted by the indigenous inhabitants of the Strait as well as Europeans.

7. In 1913, the coastal villages on the northern shore of the Torres Strait again

demonstrated their readiness to adopt new forms of government. The village elders

attempted to institute a system of village government with elected councilors patterned

after the one established in the islands by Queensland government officials several years

earlier (Lyons 1913:70; Rivers 1908:179). At that time the Resident Magistrate at Dam

feared that the system of government would disadvantage smaller neighboring inland

communities and forbade it (Lyons 1913:70). However, during the early 1920s the

councilors were officially recognized by the colonial administration and eventually

councilor organizations were introduced throughout the Territory (West 1968:230).

8. There is no documentary evidence to suggest that the people residing on the north side

of the Torres Strait were subjected to extensive "blackbirding.II Bartlett (1954:128-129)

states:

The pearlers frowned on kidnapping in the Torres Straits themselves, although
they occasionally picked up a man and allowed their crews to make free with the
women..The Torres Strait islanders were fierce warriors ... and the pearlers
preferred to bargain ... rather than offend them.

However, a trader (Brew 1884:95) mentions witnessing an incident at Somerset in which

a group of Bampton [Parama] islanders who had been working on the luggers were sent

home "to their intense joy" by the Magistrate after he determined that "they were not
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engaged in a legitimate way." And William MacGregor (1890:67) notes that during a

visit of inspection residents at Mawatta complained to him that a score of their men had

been kept working without pay after their twelve month contract had expired.

9. The disruption of the trade network was probably the result of efforts by the colonial

government to curtail the distribution of liquor which had entered the network shortly

after sustained European contact along with other foreign goods (Nietschmann 1989:87).

10. The delay in the ratification of the border agreement was due to the difficulties met in

implementing certain of the complex provisions in domestic legislation (Burmester

1982:328).

11. The full title is The Treaty between Australia and the Independent State of Papua

New Guinea concerning Sovereignty and Maritime Boundaries in the area between the

two Countries, including the area known as Torres Strait, and Related Matters.

12. To distinguish "traditional" fish catches from those suspected of being intended for

sale Australian fisheries enforcement officials imposed a bag limit on catches of certain

species in the Australian part of the Protected Zone. For example, Australian Fisheries

Management Notice No. 24 limits traditional fishing for crayfish to three animals per

person or six per boat at anyone time.
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CHAPTERID

Introduction

This chapter examines connections to place that are predicated on shared notions

about the origins of historical ancestors and their movements and deeds. These beliefs of

ancestral origins are set forth and preserved in oral histories passed down from

generation to generation within particular descent groups. Transcriptions of the oral

accounts heard in the course of this study are presented in full in Appendix IT, and

particulars are listed in Table l.

To facilitate an understanding of the nature and significance of these narratives

the chapter begins with a discussion of their proprietary character and the customary

procedures for their transmission. This discussion is followed by an explanation of the

types of personages that appear in the histories and an analysis of these early ancestors'

recorded deeds and achievements, the benefits of which have been inherited by their

descendants.

Oral narratives of ancestral origins define relations among people as well as

relations between people and their geographical surroundings. The latter half of this

chapter examines the social organizational structure that recognition of a common

ancestry gives rise to, and the nature of relations within that structure. Particular attention

is given to the clan-based ties among separate island, estuarine, coastal and inland

communities. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of affinial relations that

extend throughout the Torres Strait region as they are documented in oral histories.
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Table 1. Villages and Clans that Claim a Relationship with an Ancestor who is
Associated with a Torres Strait Island.

Ancestor VIllage (Clan) As.,oclated IsIaUd

Bagarl Wolgi Bolgu

BaldamTar Waldoro, Kulalae (Arlram) Salbal

Bani Kadawa, Katatai (GoIDawa) Boigu

Hem Her (Waraugad) Dauan

Dagal Mabudauan (DagaI GaidaI) Salbal

Dawe Panma Yam

Dugama Mabudauan Yam

GaidIrI, Gemea Kadawa, Katatal, Panma Yam, Kubin
(Wyben, Womuba)

Gamea Mabudawm, Mawatta, Kadawa, Salbsl, Dauan,
Tureture, Dorogorl (Umumere) Bolgu

Gelam Kunlnl (Oslngle) Mer

Glrlmabua, Sagarlbaba Sigabaduru (Hlbra) Salbal

Karabal ParaOla Murl

Katam Doze (Drepulngle-Oslng1e) Dauan

Kurosaro Katatal Yam

Kogea Dlblrl Dauan

OmebaU Masaingle, KunInI, Doze Yam
Glrlngarede, Irupl (Udldarlam)

Saosl Parama (Tetebe) Erub

Sido Iasa, etc. Bolgu

Usuru Mabudauan (Usuru Galdal) Bolgu, Mabulag

Yodo Parama, Kadawa, Tureture Erub
(Yodo)
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Ownership and Transmission of Oral Histories

Most of the oral histories collected are proprietary information held within

individual clans. This is not to say that the rudiments of some histories are not widely

known by members of other clans but generally it is recognized that only the owners

possess the right to recite them.! Nearly all informants were uncomfortable talking about

the history of another group. "That is not our story" was how most individuals responded

to inquiries about an oral history other than their own.

Within a particular clan not everyone is considered to have the same level of

knowledge of their history although the main points are likely to be familiar to all. When

the occasion arises to relate a history in the presence of people outside the clan, say, for

example, during a land dispute, members will defer to a recognized authority within the

group who has been empowered to speak about their history.

Formal processes have evolved that would ensure that clan histories are passed

along successive generations. Among Kiwai-speaking people the practice of passing on

clan history or orowa from old to young is called kewehuea. The custom is still

commonplace but not all young men are deemed worthy of receiving this knowledge.

Orowa are taught only to those who have demonstrated a strong interest in learning about

their cultural heritage. A father disappointed in the attitude of his sons may look for a

nephew or other close male relative who is more deserving. Those young men who are

not deemed worthy are referred to as karao, a term applied scornfully to someone who

refuses to learn something valuable from an elder.

Bine-speakers refer to the practice of teaching clan history or gida mene as amari,

meaning literally "to feed somebody." Generally the transmittal of information is

accomplished by a father during several meetings with a selected son. Similarly, among

Agob-speakers a father passes on his clan history along with other clan-specific
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knowledge to his oldest son in a ceremony called namninga. The recipient is instructed to

pass the knowledge to his son. Traditionally, young Gizra-speaking men were required to

undergo a village-wide initiation ceremony or pail tere prior to receiving knowledge held

by their particular clan. Today, however, because initiation ceremonies are conducted

only infrequently it is not uncommon for clan-specific knowledge, referred to as kobo

tere or zital gida; to be passed on to the uninitiated.

Some elders interviewed expressed despair over the lack of interest many of the

young people today seemingly have for their cultural heritage. Undoubtedly societal

changes have made it more difficult for the communication of traditional knowledge to

occur face-to-face. An increasing number of clans are keeping written accounts of their

histories to ensure that they are not forgotten.J However, despite the difficulties in

maintaining an oral tradition in modern society most adults continue to regard the

recounting of their clan histories as an important occasion signifying more than the mere

transmittal of information. This point can be illustrated with a description of the

procedure followed by the members of one village who, after much debate, agreed to

relate the histories of the community's most prominent clans for the benefit of the present

study. At a scheduled time the majority of the village men assembled in a meeting hall.

Women and children were required to remain within their houses, and all activity in the

village of a possibly disruptive nature was ordered to cease. No hunting or gardening was

permitted for the duration of the meeting. The elders of the groups whose histories were

to be recounted selected one of their number to act as narrator, but the others remained

on hand to offer advice or make corrections. After the histories had been recited a brief

ceremony was performed by one of the elders to placate any ancestral spirits who might

have been angered by having their names and dwelling places spoken out loud in a large

gathering. The elder assured his ancestors that the village had good reason to do so, and
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he asked that the village be forgiven for any mistakes made in the recitations of the

histories.

The Ancestral Legacy

The reverence with which the personages in clan histories are held by their

present-day descendants is understandable, for it is believed that these earliest ancestors

created the attributes of nature essential to daily survival, named the places where they

could be found and developed the knowledge and skills to effectively utilize them, often

all the while suffering considerable personal hardship. However, few ancestral figures are

depicted in narratives as being saintly, and in most cases their human failings and

shortcomings are freely described. The immigrant ancestor, Bagari, for example, is

portrayed as a fugitive with a reputation for performing "black magic." He is driven from

village to village until he eventually uses his powers in a beneficent manner and is

rewarded with a place to settle. Despite these foibles, or perhaps, in part, because of

them, the memory of these early forbears and their achievements has been closely kept

by their descendants. The traditional honor and respect for one's ancestors persists today

and is a part of daily life.

An Ancestral Typology

Among the cultural-linguistic groups within the study area a number of

qualitatively different types of ancestral figures are recognized. The divisions are not

distinct, however, and there was occasionally disagreement among informants as to

which category a particular ancestor should be placed. The intention here is to describe
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the salient traits of the types of personages that figure prominently in the oral histories

compiled and to provide examples where appropriate.

The coastal Kiwai generally distinguish between two types of early forbears,

dubu and ora. Dubu are distant ancestors considered to be "real human beings."

Individuals such as Bani, Dawe, Gamea and Gemea as well as most of the other central

figures of the narratives collected from Kiwai villages are said to be dubu. They

generally lived much as people do now, and they were mortal. However, nearly all dubu

were gifted with extraordinary strength, courage, skills and knowledge and performed

feats that no one today could achieve. Even those narrators who emphasized that their

oral traditions were only about "true human beings" as proof of their authenticity are of

the conviction that their historical ancestors were physically and intellectually more

capable than people today.

Ora, unlike dubu, are thought to be immortal but they nonetheless have many

human qualities. In the past they had wives or husbands and produced children. Ora also

possess the distinctive ability to assume an animal form much the same way that

someone puts on a coat. This device was most often used to facilitate traveling from

place to place, and it is said that most ora exist today in an animal form. For example,

the ora called Yodo is believed to reside as a yodo (stone fish) at the sacred site of

Beredubu on Parama island.

The oral traditions of the Gizra also refer to two types of ancestral figures. The

adi are the original creators responsible for bringing into existence the sun, moon and

stars, the land and sea and all living things.3 The Gizra acknowledge two male adi, the

brothers Giadap and Muiam, and one female adi whose name is Kumaz. It is generally

accepted that the present-day inhabitants of Togo (Kulalae) are the direct descendants of

Giadap while Zibar (Waidoro) residents are said to be descended from Muiam.

According to informants, however, the time frame is considered too great to attempt to
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construct genealogies linking people today with these earliest ancestors. The second

group of early forbears, the aguar, are the progeny of Giadap, Muiam and Kumaz and

includes such individuals as Baidam Tar and Zek. Aguar are also often referred to as adi

because they created sacred sites that are used by their descendants for rituals and

ceremonies. Informants state that aguar may be called upon to serve as intermediaries

when there is a need for their living descendants to commune with one or more of the

three original adi. Both the adi and aguar had human physical and behavioral

characteristics and were subject to human failings, but, by definition as adi, they

possessed superhuman power.

Bine-speakers employ a number of different terms when they refer to their

venerable ancestors, but the ascendants themselves are of one type. The people of Irupi

and Drageli use the title udekake, derived from the words ude meaning "sacred" and kake

which literally translates as "bone" but connotes the root or foundation of something.

Kunini residents and some other Bine-speakers refer to an original ancestor as dogoiam

or idreiam, names which denote "a father who provides for his people." They also use the

expression mutere biname or "first person." All of these names are applied to such

revered ancestral figures as Ornebali, Mide, Dagi and Katam,

The final type of oral history personages discussed here are not truly ancestors

since informants indicate that they were incapable of producing offspring. They do,

however, play an important role in linking people to geographical areas, as they are said

to reside in certain features of the landscape such as particular rocks or trees. These

beings can assume either an animal or human form. They are not normally invoked in

rituals, but they may communicate important information to people in their dreams in

return for occasional offerings of food and other items (Landtman 1920:312). Some of

these beings are associated with certain individuals or clans while others "belong" to a
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whole community. An example would be Gaugari, who is said by the residents of

Tureture to be their guardian spirit.

The Ancestral Landscape

Some ancestral figures, such as Giadup and Muiam, are acknowledged in oral

narratives as being the creators of the world as a whole. However, the central figures in

most of the narratives with creation themes appear on the scene when the world is

complete except for certain important natural features, and it is through the actions of

these forbears that the missing attributes are brought into existence. For instance, at the

beginning of the story of Bewan terrestrial areas with human settlements already exist,

but it is Bewan who arrives and creates the rivers and sea as well as all aquatic creatures.

Usually a given oral history will explain only how a specific feature of the

landscape originated. One narrative, for example, relates that what is now known as

Warrior Reef was formed from the ashes that fell from the momogo (stove) aboard the

vessel of Gaidiri and Gemea as they traveled north from the island of lamo (Yam).

Another narrative tells how the coral reef called Podo was created when the ancestor

Yodo spit sand from his mouth after swimming from the island of Erub.

In some cases early ancestors transformed the landscape by introducing various

foreign plants or animals. Dawe is said to have brought turtle, dugong and crayfish with

him from lamo and released them on the coral reefs near Parama Island where they

flourished. And according to oral narratives Gelam transported several types of garden

plants to the island of Mer while Sido is credited with distributing numerous food plants

of importance throughout the islands of the Torres Strait.

Oral traditions also record instances in which forbears altered the landscape by

literally becoming part of it. Examples include Gelam, who upon his death transformed
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himself from a dugong into the island of Mer, and Ubirikubiri, whose body changed into

a large rock situated in the sea near the village of Buzi.

Not all the recounted changes made in the landscape by early ancestors were

beneficial. Some were acts of destruction as when No'ora scraped away the land referred

to as Wamero Muba with his harpoon and the area subsequently became inundated by the

sea. Similarly, the deepening and widening of the passage between Saibai and the New

Guinea mainland by Sagaribaba was an act of spite to prevent his brother Girimabua

from crossing.

In some instances the transformations of the landscape rendered by ancestral

figures are no more than simple landmarks. The making of a visible mark on the land

may have been a conscious act by an ancestor to leave a self-made monument hi

remembrance of his passage through a particular locale. For example, Gamea is thought

to have left an unspecified mark on Dauan at a place called Gawa Gizu. Other landmarks

left by forbears are the result of a chance event, as when Dugama inadvertently dropped a

piece of susere (ginger root) into the sea near Darn and it changed into a rock, or when

the spirit of Sido on its journey to Boigu trod upon a stone at Paho Island and left a

lasting footprint. Among the most graphic landmarks are the red, white and black colored

rocks fronting Buzi village which are believed to be the blood, intestines and excreta that

streamed from the body of Ubirikubiri as it was dragged by a crocodile into the sea.

Other oral traditions depict their central figures as landscape mappers rather than

creators. Nearly all of the narratives collected in the present study are concerned with the

movement of individuals or groups from place to place. It is told that, as these people

traveled about, they often gave names to the reefs, sandbanks, coastlines, headlands,

rivers and other prominent natural features they encountered. These oral traditions are in

a sense verbal maps identifying the origins of venerable ancestors, tracing their pathways
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across the landscape and marking the various places they came to as they proceeded on

their journeys of escape, discovery or migration.

In so~e narratives the derivation of place names is obvious and easily recalled, as

when Dagai and Niki named an island Sapural Kawa because they saw many sapur

(flying foxes) roosting there or when Gaidiri gave the naine Naboro to a sandbank that

was shaped like a kabaro fish. However, in many cases the reasons for a particular place

being named have been forgotten.

Through their movements and naming of places ancestral figures became closely

associated with particular geographical areas. This connection between person and place

is considered particularly significant if the voyager arrived at a locale where there were

no inhabitants. They thereupon assumed the status of discoverer or original settler. Many

early ancestors, including Bani, Dawe, Kurosaro and Mide, are said to have left their

home areas for the sole purpose of fmding uninhabited lands to explore and colonize.

However, the arrival at places already named and populated is also considered a

noteworthy event. Some of these encounters between people of diverse origins are

regarded as momentous historical occasions, as when Bidedu discovered the apoapo

people at Dudupatu, or Gamea met in peace the Masaingle people at the mouth of the

Bina Turi. Other encounters are remembered as the beginning of amicable relations

between ancestral figures that are continued thereafter by their respective descendants.

An example would be Dagai's friendly engagement with Giadup at Danimud. Even

fleeting encounters, as when Bani meets Damabe at the island of lam (Dam), are

significant, for their mention in oral histories acknowledges rights of first settlement held

by others.

Many sites are imbued with the spiritual presence of venerated ancestors and

considered sacred. Basir Puerk is a hallowed place for the Gizra-speaking people as it is

designated as their place of origin in a creation story involving the central figures of
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Giadap and Muiam. Wataima, where Baidam Tar established a ceremonial site, is

respected as sacred by that ancestor's descendants. Also considered special places are

sites where ancestors are thought to reside. Examples include Mole Kupi, the domicile of

Bewan, and Beredubu, the home of Yodo.

Other areas are respected as the abodes of guardian spirits. A cluster of offshcre

rocks near the village of Tureture is said to be the residence of Gaugari, the spirit of a

European captain who perished in a shipwreck. These same rocks are also considered

sacred by Bine-speaking people who refer to the site as Kiban Kula.

Ancestral Lore

Early ancestors are remembered in oral histories not just for their creation,

transformation or discovery of terrestrial and marine places, but also for developing the

knowledge and skills necessary to survive and prosper in those places. For the people

today this knowledge is an essential part of their ancestral inheritance.

Ancestral lore tends to be centered on one or more totems referred to as nurumara

by the coastal Kiwai, aluam by the Bine, adi by the Gizra and mabun by the Agob. A

totem is typically a specific plant, animal or other natural entity with which an early

ancestor somehow develops a close affinity. In most cases the origin of totems is

obscure. Oral histories are generally silent as to how particular entities and ascendants

become associated with one another, though there are exceptions. In the story of Zek, for

example, we learn that he changed into a dugong so that he could travel freely about in

the sea. As a result of this transformation, Zek developed a spiritual connection with

dugong as well as a unique familiarity with their faculties and behavior. This knowledge

allowed him to draw on the unique power associated with dugong.
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This special affinity between an early ancestor and a non-human entity is

inherited by the ancestor's descendants. According to informants, a totem becomes for

members of a clan a symbol of their founding ancestor and the essential knowledge that

he bequeathed them. As such, members are obliged to treat their totem with deference. In

some cases there may be restrictions on killing and consuming one's totem, but these

restrictions are generally less directed toward preventing the use of a totem in economic

and ceremonial activities as toward ensuring that any use is done with respect and

appreciation.

A clan may possess more than one totem, although there is usually one that is

regarded as the most important The same totem may belong to more than one clan, but

each descent group generally has its own special abilities and powers with respect to their

totem, and the details of the rituals to activate those powers are closely guarded secrets.

For example, the faculty to produce a successful yam crop or to direct the movements of

dugong from reef to reef is typically held by only one clan within a village. Informants

state, however, that it is almost always the case that groups with an unusual knowledge of

hunting, fishing or gardening will exercise that knowledge so that everyone in the village

benefits. As the recognized authorities they will be called upon to supervise the relevant

rituals and ceremonies. Refusal on their part would be considered a grievous social

offense.

It is also often the case that certain individuals within a clan acquire more

knowledge than other members. Informants indicate that these individuals have a social

obligation to use their knowledge in a beneficent manner, but they do not always do so.

The hypothetical example was given of a person who possesses the ability to attract fish

to the reef, thereby increasing fishing success. This indi vidual may have to subject

himself to some degree of discomfort or deprivation in the process of executing his skills,

and he would usually expect something in return for his self-sacrifice, perhaps a portion
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of the catch. If that individual felt that he did not receive sufficient payment he might

render the fish scarce instead.

Clans from different villages may possess the knowledge and skills to achieve the

same general end result, but it is usually the case that the ritual procedures by which this

outcome is accomplished differs between groups. Individuals interviewed noted, for

instance, that one clan draws dugong and turtle closer to a canoe so that they can more

easily be speared by imbuing the vessel's outrigger with a special attractive power. On

the other hand, the ability of a different group to achieve the same outcome is effective

only so long as a person having the requisite expert knowledge is part of the canoe's

crew. Informants added that if the crew of a canoe is comprised of the members of more

than one clan the "magical" skills of the owners of the canoe will usually be employed.

Knowledge associated with totems is an essential link between people and their

distant ancestors. This knowledge also binds people to their natural surroundings, as it is

oriented toward the productive use of a specific landscape; it would be dysfunctional in

another bio-physical setting. In some cases the purpose of ancestral lore is to enable

people to fully utilize attributes of their native environment that early forbears

themselves were responsible for bringing into existence. Informants emphasized,

however, that one does not rely solely on ancestral knowledge for economic survival. An

. in-depth understanding of the natural world, personal skill and hard work must also be

brought to bear. Informants also pointed out that to make the knowledge inherited from

their ancestors operational they must have an intimate awareness of their environment.

For example, sometimes ancestral knowledge can only be applied when tidal or weather

conditions are correct, or its use may be dependent on the availability of certain ritual

items such as a particular plant in flower.

Today, most village residents continue to identify closely with their clan and

totem. Households still decorate their dwellings with the name or emblem of their clan or
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totem, just as Landtman (1927:193) described nearly seventy years ago. Elders note,

however, that some young people are rejecting the social support offered by the clan

structure. The elders fear these individuals will eventually lose their clan and totemic

identity and forget the knowledge associated with their ancestral history.

Oral Histories and Social Relations

Oral histories not only preserve the link between people and their early ancestors;

they also provide an authoritative guide to social relations among the living. The

members of a clan share the same oral history, which bespeaks of their common ancestry,

place of origin and cultural endowments. In all of the communities located in the study

area clans have traditionally served as important organizational structures for conducting

various village-level economic, political and religious activities. But clan ties also extend

outside individual villages and form the basis of a complex system of socio-economic

relationships between separate inland, coastal, estuarine and island communities. It is

these more extended social relations and the rights and obligations they entail which are

of interest in the present study for an understanding of them helps clarify claims of rights

of access to distant reefs and other off-shore marine areas.

The broad network of clan relations across communities in the Torres Strait made

a distinct impression on early European scholars and government administrators working

in the region. Describing the clans of the island residents of the western Torres Strait,

Haddon and Rivers (1904:161) note: "The solidarity of the totem-clan was a marked

feature in the social life of the people and it took precedence of all considerations, not

only so, but there was an intimate relationship between all members of the same totem

irrespective of the island or locality to which they might belong and even warfare did not

affect the friendship of totem-brethren."
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Landtman (1927:191) argued that the totemic clan system of the Kiwai-speaking

people is primarily of social, not spiritual, significance. He noted that clan members are

said to have ~e same "blood" and briefly summarized the social obligations attendant

upon this relationship as follows: "Visitors from other places are always received as

friends by people with the same totem as they (if there are such in the village); they are

to all intents and purposes relatives" (Landtman 1927:193). In a similar vein, Beaver

(1920;182), a Resident Magistrate at Darn during the early 19OOs, declared;

This totem clan organisation is in reality almost a brotherhood in which members
of a totem are bound by strong social ties, and are entitled to look for assistance
and hospitality from each other on all occasions. If this assistance is withheld, the
offender may be liable to a certain amount of social ostracism.

The presence of clan members at one's destination often made the difference

between being welcomed as a close relative and being killed as an unwanted stranger.

What Finch (1977:20) suggests was true for trade between the islands of the Torres Strait

would most likely have also applied to travel within the region as a whole:

[A totemic-clan] was not restricted to anyone island. This was of great assistance
when trading between islands because, as was the case with inter-island marriage
links, people of a certain [totem] would be received with hospitality on another
island if members of the same totem lived there. A person visiting an island
where he had neither marriage nor clan ties, went in danger of losing his life.

Individuals consulted in the present study confirmed that the clan and totem are a

critical part of their self-identification. Informants also acknowledged the close social

relationships that sharing the same clan or totem implies. One individual recalled that

when arriving at a village where he was not already well known he would tell the first

people he encountered the name of his totem or founding ancestor: "I am a sea-snake

man," for example, or "I am of the Dagai line." He would then be directed to his local

clansmen who would look after him as was expected.
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Extended Clan Relations

Informants state that the closest clan relations occur between individuals who are

descended patrilineally from a common ancestor. They noted, however, that the clan

system and the body of oral narratives that underlie it serve also as the basis for social

bonds between individuals and groups in which no genealogical connections are implied.

For example, the recording in oral histories of a harmonious meeting between ancestral

figures may signify the start of a continuing pattern of close social interaction between

people of different ancestral lines. To illustrate the point, a member of the Ngain Teal

titol (clan) at Waidoro told how long ago an ancestor of his named Baria met the famous

warrior Usuru as the latter was traveling along the coast. At a place called Molmon the

two men shared a drink of nepam (a ceremonial drink made from Piper methysticum) as

a sign of their goodwill. Since that time, according to the informant, the descendants of

Baria and Usuru have regarded each other as clansmen. Similarly, the close social ties

between the Dagai-Gaidai gu at Mabudauan and certain clans at Kulalae including the

Waringtam, Muguramtam and Dalwar Kumzam can be traced to an encounter between

the ancestors Dagai and Giadap.

Accounts of friendships between ancestral figures may also give the stamp of

legitimacy to the merger of two clans. An example was provided by the residents of

Parama who stated that several years back the Oromokaora gu (clan) was suffering from

a shortage of members and decided to join the Wyben gu, which wished to enlarge its

membership. The merger was considered appropriate since the two clans were comprised

of descendants of Kuosara and Damabe who according to oral history had been close

friends.

Informants note that two people belonging to different clans holding the same

totem but not claiming a common ancestor may also regard each other as clansmen.
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Although the individuals belong to separate ancestral lines they may feel a close affinity

with one another because. they share privileged knowledge and power with respect to

their common totem.

Inter-Village Marriage and Abduction

Oral histories also document the social relationships between corporate groups

linked by marriage between their members. Informants state that marriages between

members of clans from different villages were encouraged in order to broaden the

network of social relations. One individual commented that if one imagines a clan to be a

mature banana plant then its unmarried women can be thought of as "banana suckers."

Just as a sucker growing at the base of a banana tree can be transplanted to another

garden site where it will take root, an unmarried woman can be sent to an outlying area

thereby establishing a link between the woman's clan and a distant community and its

inhabitants. Informants added that prior to European contact sister exchange was a

common practice whereby an unmarried sister of the bridegroom was given to the bride's

brother or closest male relative. Marriages, therefore, created a double kinship tie

between communities.

Marriages between the members of island and coastal villages in the Torres Strait

have a long history that is well-documented in oral narratives. The present study provides

examples in the stories of Dugama, Gaidiri, Usuru and other ancestors. Additional

historical accounts of intermarriage have been recorded by ethnographers working in

island communities. Fuary (1992:7) was informed by the residents of Yam and Tudu

islands that marital exchanges have occurred for hundreds of years between their

communities and the communities along the northern coast of the Torres Strait. The

father of Meidha, one of the oldest legendary figures associated with Yam and Tudu, is
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said to have been Papuan (Fuary 1991:87). Laade (1968:152) learned from an island

informant that Kebisu, the prominent chief of Yam-Tudu during the 1800s, had a wife

from the northern coast, and Fuary (1991:94) was told that the two wives of Kebisu's

son, Maino, who succeeded his father as chief, were from Mawatta and Tureture. Haddon

(1935:238) was informed that intermarriage between the people of Parama and Erub also

had a long history. Raven (1990:129) indicates that considerable intermarriage occurred

between the people of Boigu and nearby New Guinea mainland villages, particularly

during the late nineteenth century when the members of coastal communities sought

refuge on Boigu during raids by the Marind-anim. According to one island resident,

women were often exchanged to settle disputes between island and coastal communities

(Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976:91).

In the course of the study several oral histories were heard which mention the

abduction of women during inter-village raids. The sequence of events in the various

narratives is similar. Typically, the story relates that an island man spirited away a

Papuan woman, usually a member of an inland village, after finding her alone in the

bush. When the woman's relatives discover that she has been abducted they prepare to

retaliate but are mollified by the island residents who explain that the woman has been

adopted into an island clan. A particularly well-known abduction story of this type

. concerns a woman named Iakao, a member of the Molpam zitol (clan) of Togo (Kulalae),

who was kidnapped by men from Saibai. She was adopted by a clan relation and famous

Saibai warrior named Elis (Alis). Later, Iakao was sent to the island of Badu to be

married. Present-day residents of Togo continue to acknowledge the social ties to certain

families on both Saibai and Badu that originated with this abduction incident.
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Discussion

For most of the communities under study, a sense of place is ultimately rooted in

shared notions about the origins of distant ancestors and their deeds. Oral histories that

preserve and celebrate the memory of these forebears maintain the bond between people

and their ancestral domains from generation to generation. The collection of meanings

that clans and communities attach to the Torres Strait landscape are an expression of

group identity and are instrumental in reinforcing a sense of unity among group

members. While it is true that some oral histories overlap in the mention of specific

places, people and events and thereby establish close bonds between social groups, there

exist fundamental differences across groups in the way in which the distant past is

represented. These differences have given rise to a long history of intra- and inter

community conflicts that continue today. For example, clans at Parama are currently

engaged in a bitter dispute over whose historical ancestor first inhabited the island. On a

broader social scale, residents of inland and estuarine villages contend that their ancestors

were the original owners of much of the shoreline area that the coastal Kiwai currently

occupy. The Kiwai counter this assertion with their own oral histories that relate how

their early ancestors discovered and colonized a largely uninhabited coast.

Even more complex is the difference between the historical perspective of

Papuans as a group and that of Torres Strait Islanders. According to oral narratives

recorded in the course of this study, there are close and long established social relations

among island, coastal and inland communities. A substantial number of clans in coastal

Kiwai-speaking villages declare that their earliest known ancestors were island dwellers

who traveled to and settled on the northern coast of the Torres Strait. This same assertion

was noted over fifty years ago by McCarthy (1939:185), who quotes Leo Austin, the

Resident Magistrate at Daru, as saying, "Several members of the villages of Parama,
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Katatai, Turituri and Mawatta trace their ancestry back to peoples living on the islands of

Saibai, Boigu, Dauan, Yam and Murray islands."4

Clans "in inland villages also claim a common history with island residents and

offered a number of stories which tell of the movement of early ancestors between inland

and island areas. The antiquity of some of these oral narratives, such as the story of

Omebali (Amubali) referred to by Haddon (1935:81), is supported by archival material.

The people of the northern coast of the Torres Strait are proud of their island

origins or associations and regard them as an essential element of their cultural identity.

This feeling of pride contrasts sharply with the ambivalent attitude that some present-day

island residents have toward their Papuan heritage. The assertion by Hastings (1973:173

174) that Torres Strait Islanders "disavow if not despise their Papuan past" certainly does

not apply to all or even most Islanders. It is, however, likely true, as Fuary (1992)

observed on Yam, that some families in all island communities play down their Papuan

genealogical ties.

One reason why a number of Torres Strait Islanders today distance themselves

from their Papuan connections is that they view themselves as "a unique race of people"

(Beckett 1987:208), distinct from both Papuans and Aborigines. This claim of racial

distinctiveness is based partly on the long history of contact between Torres Strait

Islanders and people from outside the region. Particularly regarded as influential were the

South Sea Islanders who settled on many of the islands during the late nineteenth century

and intermarried with the indigenous inhabitants.5 Shnukal (1992: 19) states that the

South Sea Islanders, who themselves were heavily influenced by European customs and

values, "effectively brought about changes in almost all aspects of Islander society,

culture and magico-religious practice." The impact of South Sea immigrants was

particularly dramatic on some islands such as Erub (Darnley) where by 1900 nearly half

of the population were South Sea Islanders or the children of South Sea Islander men
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who had married Erub women (Douglas 19(0). Shnukal (1992:25) declares that today

nearly all island residents can claim some South Sea Islander affiliation and indicates that

out of this internalization of the two cultures a new socio-cultural identity emerged.

Beckett (1977:93) notes that through most of this century individuals who were "half

castes" could lay some claim to superiority over "Torres Strait natives" in terms of the

prevailing ethnic stratification. Today, that discriminatory attitude is increasingly

directed toward Papuans, who are regarded by some Torres Strait Islanders as

"uncivilised, supernaturally powerful, black, primitive, and non-Christian" (Fuary

1992:10).

Despite the emergence of a new ethnic identity, many Torres Strait Islanders

continue to place a high premium on maintaining close relations with their Papuan

relatives, trading partners and friends. Moreover, some Islanders view the Papua New

Guinea communities of the Torres Strait as repositories of an essential part of their

cultural past (Wilson 1988:70). Lawrence (1991:11), for example, notes that it is largely

through Papuan relatives that Torres Strait Islanders obtain artifacts of dance and

domestic use that remain important aspects of Islander life and cultural identity. The

complexities of the social conflict among the various indigenous communities of the

Torres Strait region as it relates to different interpretations of the marine realm are

explored further in subsequent chapters.

Notes

1. Observations by Landtman suggest that in the past it was considered more important to

restrict knowledge of clan histories to members only and then only to certain members.

For example, Landtman (1927:422) states: "Many of the Papuan tales are kept secret

from the women and young people, and some form the exclusive property of one clan or
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another." And he refers to the origin story of one group of people as a "secret folk-tale"

(Landtman 1920:301). None of the individuals who provided oral histories in the present

study expressed concern about keeping their narratives confidential.

2. Informants indicate that the people of the Torres Strait region have been preparing

written accounts of their histories in their native language or English for several decades.

The first mention of this practice is by Haddon (1904b:6) who states that a chief of

Mabuiag supplied him with extensive written material regarding local culture. Haddon

(1904b:6) indicates that this may be "the first time that a Papuan has written an account

of the history and mythology of his people."

Today, indigenous historical accounts are also being preserved and transmitted in

other forms of oral communication. For example, one individual on Daru has developed

the story of Karabai into an improvisational play which has been performed on Darn and

in the Torres Strait Islands by a local youth group.

3. The term adi also appears in the language spoken in the western Torres Strait islands,

but its correct usage is somewhat confusing. Laade (1971 :xviii) states that the term adi

refers to stories "which are beyond a memorable or definable period of time and which

deal with people who cannot be directly linked with the local genealogies, even if certain

clans claim a certain story hero to be their ancestor." Ray (1907:194), on the other hand,

indicates that adi could also be used as an honorific "to indicate that the person to whose

name it is prefixed is one of whom legends are told." Haddon (1935:356) suggests that "it

would be correct to say that an adi was a legend or myth that belonged to the distant past

and that it accounts for certain objects, phenomena, or persons, the latter being

themselves adi."

4. The claim by the coastal Kiwai that, although they may be more or less linguistically

and culturally homogeneous today, they originated from many different island and

mainland areas contradicts the supposition made by Haddon (1935:211) and later by
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Lawrence (1991:9) that the present-day residents of the coastal villages are entirely

descended from people who migrated from the Fly River delta and established villages

along the northern shore of the Strait.

5. A few South Sea Islanders also settled on Darn where they were employed mainly as

constables and prison warders (Beaver 1920:49). The present-day descendants of these

individuals exert an important influence in local political and economic affairs (Jackson

1976:90).
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CHAPTER IV

Introduction

The connections to place and people forged and preserved in accounts of ancestral

origins shape the daily lives of those who apprehend them. Drawing on both oral

testimony and the extensive literature on the indigenous customs and practices of the

people of the Torres Strait this chapter examines how three spheres of pre-colonial

village life in particular were grounded in this sense of connectedness: inter-community

trade, marine resource exploitation and ceremonial practices.

The discussion is prefaced by a review of the local technology that influenced to a

great extent the manner and degree to which people in the region interacted with each

other and with their marine environment prior to European settlement. The emphasis here

is on the mechanical skills and knowledge associated with canoe building and fishing.

Maritime Technology

Haddon (1937) declares that the inhabitants of the northern shore of the Torres

Strait were the first people in the region to use dugout sailing canoes with a single

outrigger. Equipped with a mat sail made of plaited tiro (pandanus leaves) the single

outrigger canoe, or tataku as it was called by the coastal Kiwai, was capable of traveling

long distances but was difficult to maneuver. Haddon states that these canoes were

eventually acquired by island residents who over time added a second outrigger and other

improvements including washstrakes and breakwaters, oblong plaited mat sails and a

steering board which made the canoe better suited for open-ocean sailing. According to

Haddon, the Torres Strait Islanders introduced these technological developments to the
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coastal people from whom they obtained the original single-outrigger canoe design. This

history of the development of the large. double-outrigger canoe is disputed by many

Kiwai today who claim that it was their own invention (Eley 1987:141; Olewale and

Sedu 1982:253).

Whatever its origin, the large double-outrigger canoe referred to as the motomoto

by the Kiwai became the standard craft of the Torres Strait for long distance trading and

fishing expeditions. According to informants, double-outrigger canoes freely cruised the

length and breadth of the Torres Strait following the winds and tidal currents. The

multitude of reefs, shoals and islands that stud the Strait served as seamarks by which

voyagers guided their vessels along established routes (Eley 1987:153). When the reefs

were exposed at low tide well-known channels were used to sail among the labyrinth of

coral shelves. The coastal Kiwai also possessed a good understanding of the position and

movement of celestial bodies and employed this knowledge to navigate at night

(Landtman 1927:50; Eley 1987:154). Alternatively, crews would anchor their canoes on

the reefs at night and spend the time sleeping or fishing (Eley 1987:157).

The traditional maritime trade routes are still remembered by local residents. For

example, an informant at Parama recalls that when members of his village wished to visit

islands to the south they would load several canoes with food, water, firewood and trade

goods and assemble at the Tirooromo River near Beredubu Muba. The canoes would

then sail in a group first to Bari Ura (Bobo), then to Woibu Muba at the Auwo Maza

(Warrior Reef) and then to the islet of Mowotoro (Dhamudh) directly east of Garbui

(Moon Passage), usually arriving at the islet at dawn. From Mowotoro the canoes

dispersed to larubo (Erub), Morre (Mer), Tuduo (Tudu), lamo (Yam) and the various

other islands of the Strait. To return to Parama they sailed the same course in reverse.

Pernetta and Hill (1981) state that, compared to other peoples of the southeast

coast of New Guinea, the Kiwai possessed technology that was particularly well-adapted
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for exploiting the coral reef environment. In the northwest season when the sea was

smooth and canoes could easily be sailed to the reefs, the communities along the northern

shore of the Torres Strait were well supplied with dugong, turtle and fish (Brew

1884:41). The large size of the motomoto made it especially suitable for long distance

fishing trips. Gill (1876:219) reports seeing a motomoto at one coastal village measuring

twenty meters long and describes how these canoes were used by the residents of

Mawatta:

These Daudai natives travel in entire families, and with all their worldly gear. In
the centre of the canoe is a raised platform, on which they carry fire for broiling
fish. In little square compartments they stow their firewood, fish-hooks, and lines,
and women's grass girdles. Beneath, in the body of the canoe, are a row of large
water-jugs with lids. They often spend weeks in fishing among the numerous
coral reefs near their coast (Gill 1876:232-233).

The motomoto is best remembered by the indigenous inhabitants of the Torres

Strait as the vessel par excellence for hunting dugong and turtle. Landtman (1927:126)

states that the coastal Kiwai informed him that they had learned how to capture these

animals from island residents, but present-day Kiwai maintain that the techniques were

developed within the coastal villages. In whatever manner the Kiwai initially acquired

these hunting methods, they became very adept in their usage. Gill (1876:237) records

that the "natives of Mauat [Mawatta] are extremely clever at catching dugong, which

abounds all along the coast" Both coastal and island populations perfected the method of

harpooning dugong and turtle from a small platform built on the bow of a motomoto. The

long, stout harpoon, which the Kiwai refer to as a wapo, was fitted with a detachable

serrated spear tip carved from black palm to which 15 meters of vine rope was attached

(Baxter Riley 1925; Landtman 1927). Landtman (1927) observed that the making of a

wapo was accompanied by a series of rituals which varied between clans, and he noted

that an exceptional harpoon was given its own name and treated as a family heirloom.
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Until a few decades ago coastal and island residents also hunted dugong from

simple wooden platforms, called narato by the Kiwai, which were erected in shallow,

off-shore areas where dugong were known to feed (Landtman 1927; Baxter Riley 1925;

Church 1945). At night a lone hunter would ascend the narato and stand waiting until a

dugong swam close enough to allow him to leap off the platform and impale the animal

with the spear head of his wapo. Church (1945) records that this method of hunting was

practiced as late as the mid-1940s by Mabudauan men, but informants state that it was

eventually halted because of the danger to the harpooner.

Hook-and-line and spears were also commonly employed in marine fishing in

pre-colonial days. Before steel fish-hooks were introduced by Europeans hooks were

fashioned out of wood, fish spines or pieces of turtle-shell (Landtman 1927:142). Long,

barb1ess spears made of wood, some with multiple prongs, were used by men and women

for catching fish in the shallows of off-shore reef areas. Landtman (1927:143) records the

enthusiasm the coastal people displayed for this type of fishing:

Fish of the most varying descriptions abound on the coral reefs and are frequently
speared during harpooning expeditions while the people are waiting for the tide to
rise, before the more serious task of capturing dugong and turtle begins. It is one
of the greatest amusements of the people to roam about on the reefs, spear in
hand, and look for the innumerable, often curious, specimens of animal life in the
lagoons, while regular battles are often fought by them with larger fish, sharks
and others on the outskirts of the reefs. They also spear fish from the bows of the
canoes while sailing along, notably in shallow water.

Finally, sadi (Derris root) was frequently used to catch fish among coral heads at

low tide (Landtman 1927:144; Eley 1987:222; Tenakanai 1986:42). Toxins released from

the crushed root when it was placed in the water incapacitated fish so that they could be

easily scooped up by hand or speared.

As one would expect, the pre-colonial fishing and water transport technology

developed by inland people was better suited to littoral and riverine areas than to the

open sea. Small dugout canoes and rafts constructed of bamboo were used to navigate
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narrow, slow-moving rivers. Fishing in rivers and creeks was accomplished with

elaborate wooden traps or by spearing fish from platforms built over the water (Laba

1975). In addition, inland groups had direct access to the coast by river and footpath, and

they frequently visited the inter-tidal areas to gather crabs, mollusks and other edible

marine life. Informants state that certain inland clans possessed the power to attract

marine fish close to shore so that they could be readily caught with dip nets and other

implements.

As will be discussed later in the study, the inhabitants of the northern coast of the

Strait adopted European fishing technology as soon as it became available. By the tum of

the century luggers and cutters were being used by local residents for commercial and

subsistence fishing, and these vessels were eventually replaced by outboard-powered

aluminum and fiberglass dinghies. The introduction of multifilament gillnets into the

region during the early 1960s substantially increased the harvest rate for certain marine

species such as dugong and turtles.Despite this introduced technology various types of

dugout canoes are still extensively used today for fishing and to transport people and

goods. And while the use of the motomoto and wapa to hunt dugong and turtle is rapidly

becoming part of a bygone era the collective memory of this practice is an important part

of people's cultural heritage.

Inter-Community Trade

In pre-colonial times reciprocal exchanges of subsistence and ceremonial items

between communities broadened the geographical area to which people could claim an

association. As mentioned in Chapter II, inland, coastal, estuarine and off-shore island

communities in the Torres Strait region participated in a complex regional system of

trade by canoe that involved a vast array of goods. Island inhabitants obtained from
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mainland groups natural and manufactured objects such as bows and arrows, bird

feathers and wooden drums in exchange for armlets made of cone shell, pearl-shell

crescents, dugong harpoons, nose shells and other articles (Beaver 1920:75: Haddon

1904c:295). Landtman (1927:214) notes that the coastal villages also supplied many

marine products in the regional trade system including certain shells, fish, dugong, and

turtle meat and articles made of dugong bones. But perhaps the most important trade item

received by island residents from the communities of the northern coast of the Strait were

dugout canoes fashioned from logs cut in the Paho Turi area and Fly River delta.

Informants state that the few trees growing on the islands were unsuitable for use in the

construction of the canoes that the Torres Strait Islanders were so dependent on for

fishing and transportation. Beckett (1972:312) corroborates this statement, noting that

"without the canoe hulls brought in from Papua the Islanders could not have survived."

The island populace may also have customarily relied upon New Guinea

mainland communities to provide them with certain food crops. William MacGregor

observed in the 1890s that the inhabitants of Boigu, Dauan, Saibai and Tudu obtained

much of their food from the mainland and that the residents of Erub and Mer "are

constantly to be seen on the New Guinea coast in search of food" (van der Veur

1966b:34). A few decades later Resident Magistrate Leo Austin (McCarthy 1939:186)

noted that the people of Saibai, Dauan and Boigu had limited garden land and were

dependent on the mainland villages of Papua for supplies of root vegetables, taro, yams

and bananas and also for nipa palm-leaf for house thatching. Perishability was not a

significant factor because of the relatively short distances traveled. For example, it was

only a one to two day trip by motomoto from the mainland to the island of Yam.

The development of this long-distance trade network is documented in oral

traditions. Lawrence (1994:319), who has conducted the most detailed study of the

customary exchange system of the Torres Strait, states: "To a large extent, the
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movements of the legendary heroes mirror those daily patterns of intercourse between

related village groups." Similarly, Haddon (1935:307) contends that certain oral

narratives he- collected from island and New Guinea mainland communities are

allegorical explanations as to how the trade in canoes was instituted. He notes, for

example, that the story of Amubali (Omebali) which he received from Rev. W. H.

MacFarlane was given to MacFarlane by chief Mainau (Maino) of Tudu "in order to

account for the close association in trading, etc. between the people of [Tudu] and those

of New Guinea" (Haddon 1935:81). A story collected in the present study concerns a

makarope (toy canoe) that drifted from lam (Daru) to Iamo (Yam). After it is found by a

boy named Gaidiri the people of lamo decide to construct a raft and sail north to try to

discover the origin of the makarope. Eventually, the voyagers encounter the inhabitants

of Daru and the Fly River estuary and establish close social and economic ties with these

groups.

Early descriptions by European visitors of the trade network in the Torres Strait

tended to focus on the material objects exchanged and the routes along which they

moved rather than on the social context in which the network functioned (Lawrence

1994:283). More recent discussions have touched on the role that kinship played in

facilitating the formation of trade relationships. Knauft (1993:199) suggests that long

distance totemic and clan affiliations were particularly important for trading, and Beckett

(1972:323) notes that "between communities any shared totem provided a basis for a

trading friendship." Lawrence (1994:296) asserts that trade links between mainland and

island communities were established and maintained by means of kinship connections

and emphasizes the importance of intermarriage as a foundation for exchange

partnerships. Lawrence (1994:289) also makes the point that patterns of trade were as

fluid and open to manipulation as the social relationships which underlaid and

legitimized them.
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Individuals consulted during the present study confirmed that trading partners

often shared the same totem. It was also noted that the social interaction between partners

often led to close, lifelong friendships that were maintained by the partners' descendants

(cf. Haddon 1908b:183). These comments are corroborated by a resident of Boigu island

who states: "Traditional trading links throughout the Torres Strait have their strength in

the trust and friendship built up between trading families over successive generations"

(Matthew 1991:103).

While the system of inter-community trade in the Torres Strait region has always

been dynamic (Lawrence 1994), the changes that occurred following European contact

were especially significant With the arrival of Europeans, iron tools, calico, tobacco and

other items became equivalents for pre-contaet objects of trade (Sharp 1993:175).

Gradually, the economic importance of the customary exchange network declined as

European manufactured goods became more widely available. The money to purchase

these goods at trade stores on Darn and Thursday Island could be earned from

commercial fishing and other types of employment. More recently, the imposition of

strict quarantine regulations has greatly limited the traditional exchange items such as

food crops that can be legally transported between Papuan and Torres Strait Islander

communities. Nevertheless, trading relations between these communities remain an

integral aspect of local culture. For example, Fuary (1992:8) states that the residents of

Yam Island maintain and staunchly defend the exchange of goods and services with their

Papuan trading partners.

Exploitation of Marine Resources

As noted previously, marine resources garnered from the coral reefs of the Torres

Strait were of considerable economic significance to the indigenous inhabitants of the
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region. Oral testimony and historical documentary material indicate that villages or clans

have long restricted access to certain reefs or sections of reefs. Hudson (1986a:101) states

that villages regarded these reef territories as sacrosanct and jealously guarded the rights

to fish on them. They gave each village control over marine resources that were

important for subsistence and for the exchange value they held in inter-village trading

(Eley 1987:306). Moreover, the territories had an important political dimension, for

ultimately the source of power and prestige in village society lay in rights of use and

control to marine and terrestrial areas.

Sea territories traditionally played an equally important economic and social role

in the island communities of the Torres Strait. Nietschmann (1989:85) notes that the

residents of each island held exclusive rights over fringing and adjacent reefs and

intervening waters. These sea and reef territories, states Nietschmann (1989:81),

provided both a subsistence and a social resource. The sharing of a common sea space by

the members of a community was a source of social identity and unity. Broader social

networks were supported through the reciprocally shared use of other communities'

waters and reefs.

Early Accounts of Marine Territories

European visitors to the Torres Strait during the nineteenth century recorded

evidence of customary systems of sea and reef tenure among island communities

(Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:73; Nietschmann 1989:85). Early accounts of fishing

practices along the northern border of the Strait also noted that villagers frequented

particular off-shore marine areas. For example, D'Albertis (1881:11) observed in 1875

that the residents of Mawatta regularly fish the Warrior Reef and "live a great part of the

year entirely on its produce." In 1896, William MacGregor, who at the time was
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Administrator for British New Guinea, personally conducted a survey of the "tribal and

hereditary fishing grounds" of each coastal village (van der Veur 1966b:36). In a missive

sent to Lord Lamington, Governor of Queensland, MacGregor reported his frndings:

The tribe of Giavi or Gasiri [Katatai] fish on the reefs known as Kimusi, Wappa
[Wapa], Mataromai, Ibu, Uru, and Parakiuru; they fish in common with the tribes
of Pararna extending their operations up to or near to Tudu (Warrior Island).

The tribe of Darn fish on Mataromai, Ibu, Ura, Parakiura and along the East side
of the Warrior Reefs toward Tudo Island. Watawari, Kimusi, Wapa, and the reefs
in their neighborhood, are constantly fished by the tribes of Mawatta and Turituri.
I have been on these reefs with natives that are in the habit of fishing there and
have thus identified them on the spot. They catch on them fish, turtle, dugong,
etc. (van der Veur 1966b:36-37).

Concerned that many of these fishing grounds were situated on the Queensland

side of the boundary, MacGregor argued that prohibiting coastal residents from fishing

these coral reefs would be as unjust as restricting them from farming their "hereditary

garden lands," and perhaps more so as they "yield them crops that never fail" (van der

Veur 1966b:37). MacGregor acknowledged that he did not necessarily determine the

southern limit of the fishing grounds, as he felt it would be a political discourtesy to

travel too far inside Queensland waters. He also admitted that he did not learn from the

residents of Tudu where their fishing grounds lay in relation to those described above.

Landtman (1927:198) observed that ownership of the reefs is divided among the

various coastal villages but everyone "is free to sail about on the sea wherever he likes,

and to fish, catch crabs or harpoon dugong and turtle at any reef or uninhabited island."

However, if two parties from different villages are out fishing at the same time, they will

avoid intruding upon each other's grounds. Landtman provides a partial list of the reef

areas belonging to Tureture and Mawatta and states that the actual owners of these reefs

are individuals within the respective villages. He noted that permission to use the reefs

need not be obtained but, in the past, the owners were given a portion of whatever was

harvested from their particular areas.
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Beaver (1920:69) recorded that Tureture and Mawatta claim fishing rights over

the foreshore and reefs to a point about twenty miles down the coast from Mawatta, and

that some of the reefs were inside the Queensland border. He expresses a suspicion that

the majority of the area claimed was seized from some other group but does not

elaborate. Beaver (1920:279) also reported that the people of Parama claim the sole right

of fishing on the reefs off Bampton (Parama) Island. He discloses that they "certainly

resent any other natives working their reef, and even went so far as to want to be paid for

the beche-de-mer which a white trader was fishing in the neighborhood" (Beaver

(1920:56).

Finally, Hides (1938:149), while traveling among the islands in the Fly River

delta, observed:

In the north-west calms we find [Kiwai canoes] far from land, on the shores of
Bramble Cay and other little atolls, hunting dugong and turtle. All these waters,
and those around the first large island, are the fishing-grounds of the Kiwai, their
inherited right

These early accounts suggest that nearly all the major reef areas in close

proximity to the coast were the objects of village territorial claims, but there were also

reports of near-shore areas that anyone could fish without restriction. Beaver (1920:272),

for example, notes that the fringing reefs of Bristow (Bobo) Island were fished by at least

three villages but not claimed by any of them.

Contemporary Accounts of Village Claims to Marine Areas

Most of the coastal village residents spoken with in the present study testified to

the antiquity of village-held marine territories which today are referred to by both coastal

and island residents as "home reefs,"! This section details the major off-shore fishing

areas that informants state are currently claimed by various villages (Figure 5). In
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general, the information collected is consistent with earlier observations of village marine

territories made by MacGregor (van der Veur 1966b:36-37), Eley (1987:297-299) and

others although some of the names of the reefs have changed over the years. The reef

adjoining Parama Island is called Podo and is regarded as the home reef of the villages of

Parama and Sui. Podo is also fished occasionally by the residents of Katatai and Kadawa,

particularly when rough sea conditions prevent them from going to more distant fishing

areas. Some residents of Katatai and Kadawa assert that they can rightfully claim Podo as

one of their home reefs, but the people of Parama and Sui dispute this claim. Informants

state that there has always been a certain amount of rivalry among these villages. Some

individuals suggest that the start of the conflict occurred long ago when the Gurahi

(Katatai), Gebarubi (Parama) and Ubiri (Sui) people lived together at Bedebede.

According to oral history Warege, the leader of the Gurahi, stole a ceremonial yam and

thereby created ill-feeling between his followers and the Gebarubi and Ubiri people that

has persisted through successive generations. Informants indicate that the dispute over

Podo and other fishing grounds in the area is one manifestation of this continuing strife

among the residents of these villages.

The principle home reef of Katatai and Kadawa is the small reef to the west of

Podo called' Wamero. The reef is believed by some clans in these villages to have been

created by the ancestral figure No'ora. In addition, the residents of Katatai and Kadawa

continue to regard two submerged rocks located between Wamero and the old village site

of Gaziro on Parama Island to be sacred sites. According to informants, the spiritual

power of the Gurahi people was derived from these rocks, one of which was considered

"male" and the other "female."

The two reef complexes of Porto Maza and Otamabu Maza are claimed as home

reefs by both Tureture and Mawatta. The residents of Tureture assert that they have

harmoniously shared these reefs with the people of Mawatta since the time long ago
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when the two communities were united under the leadership of the brothers Gamea and

Kuki. However, some individuals at Mawatta and Mabudauan argue that when Gamea

and Kuki had a falling out and the separate villages of Mawatta and Tureture were

established a boundary line was drawn dividing the reefs in two. The reef area to the west

of a line extending seaward from two large trees growing at Kabaro Mabu near the east

bank of the mouth of the Bina Turi was supposedly acquired by Mawatta, while the area

to the west was placed under the control of Tureture. Informants maintain that members

of the two villages tend to continue to fish on their respective section of the reef,

particularly when fishing parties from both villages are utilizing the reef at the same

time.

The residents of Masaingle and other Bine-speaking villages also claim a

traditional association with the Otamabu reef complex, particularly a sandbank they refer

to as Tokenkala. The sandbank is called Gimini or Takanabuti by the coastal Kiwai who

state that according to their oral history it was discovered by two brothers from the island

of lam (Daru) named Moiso and Gubo. However, informants in a number of Bine

communities point out that the sandbank also features prominently in stories of their own

early ancestors such as Mide, Omebali and Piri. Individuals at Masaingle state that

although the Bine visit Tokenkala only occasionally and it is of minor economic

importance to them they still "think of it" because of its historical significance.

The residents of Mabudauan contend that they can use Porto Maza and Otamabu

Maza without restriction because they are of the same ancestral line as the people of

Mawatta. Most individuals at Mabudauan also regard the coral fringing reefs and sea

grass meadows around the eastern tip of the island of Saibai as their home reefs. They

claim that for many generations there has been an agreement between the inhabitants of

Saibai and members of the Umumere and Daigai-Gaidai gu (clans) at Mabudauan that

these two clans have an unlimited right to fish in the waters off the eastern end of the
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island while the residents of Saibai have exclusive use of the area around the western

end. To support their argument informants at Mabudauan note that their village has long

established kirobo mouro (fishing camps) at several locations along Saibai's southeastern

shore. Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:86) state that Saibai residents acknowledge these

claims but have objected to the use of these waters and reefs by Mabudauan residents for

commercial fishing.

According to the inhabitants of Sigabaduru, their principle home reef is

Wapandbun, but they also consider a number of other marine areas to be within their

territorial domain including Paikema Tutuar, Gawal Kut, Waokun Kut and Wakiamabu

Deder. Possession of all these areas is shared with the inhabitants of Ber. Buzi has its

own traditional fishing grounds at Tibal reef and the expanse of mangrove-covered

shoals known as Pospos.

Claims to Reef Areas by Clans

Although the rights to utilize and manage the resources of a particular home reef

are vested with a village as a whole, in some cases individual clans contend that they

have a special spiritual affiliation to certain reefs. These claims usually have their roots

. in some act of creation or discovery performed by a clan's early ancestor. Usually this

unique symbolic connection is acknowledged by other clans within the village but not

always. As noted in Chapter III, clans at Parama are currently locked in a dispute over

whose distant ancestor first inhabited the island and laid claim to the resources of the

adjacent reef. Apparently less controversial is the assertion made by members of the

Kadawa clan claiming descendancy from No'ora that they should be regarded by other

clans in that village as the "guardians" of Wamero Maza, There also seems to be general

agreement among the residents of Sigabaduru that the members of the Bibra ton (clan)
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have a unique association with certain of that village's home reefs near Saibai by virtue

of their descent from Gririmabua.

The members of clans claiming a special relationship to a particular reef may

refer to themselves or be spoken of by others as the "owners" of the reef in question, but

this status does not confer on them any special resource use or management privileges.

Informants state that the fish, dugong and turtles found in these marine areas have long

been an essential source of food for the communities at large, and it would be improper

social behavior for one clan to unilaterally make any decision related to the use of those

resources.

Evidence suggests, however, that in the past clans or even individuals may have

exercised exclusive fishing rights over at least sections of reefs. As noted above,

Landtman (1927:197) alludes to private ownership of reef areas. Beaver (1920:279-280)

also observed that "certain patches of dugong grass among the reefs where the animals

feed are regarded as strictly private possessions by at least three of the coast tribes, and

these patches descend according to the ordinary rules of inheritance." No one today

recalls any instance in the past of reef ownership by individuals, but there is general

agreement among elders spoken with at Mabudauan and other coastal villages that at one

time clans held exclusive use rights to defmed reef areas.2 Parer-Cook and Parer

(1990:24) elicited similar opinions from individuals at Mabudauan while documenting

traditional dugong hunting practices of the coastal Kiwai.

According to informants, clan ownership was generally restricted to specific

locales where fishing is exceptionally good due to natural factors. Such an area is

commonly referred to by the coastal Kiwai as a gudo. Elders at Mabudauan stated that

the boundaries of a gudo owned by a clan was defmed by natural features such as points,

channels and sandbanks, and they indicated that these lines of demarcation are still well

known among the different descent groups of their village.
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Elders could not say for certain how a gudo would have come to be owned by a

particular clan, but one individual speculates that because a narato (dugong hunting

platform) was invariably owned by a single clan the area where it was habitually erected

may over time have become identified with a particular descent group (cf. Parer-Cook

and Parer 1990:24). This elder also notes that a narato would only be constructed by

someone who possessed the magical expertise both to lure dugongs to the site and to

protect the platform from being interfered with by intruders. A person with this

knowledge and authority would generally pass his power on only to young men within

the same clan. Another informant at Parama suggests that a gudo is a natural feature

created by an early ancestor, and only the descendants of that ancestor could legitimately

make use of it

Though informants concede that at one time clans may have held exclusive use

rights to specific fishing sites, they also note that because fishing success at anyone gudo

varies depending on such factors as tidal height, wind direction and phase of the moon it

would have been in a clan's own interest to allow other clans access to a gudo under its

control so that it could acquire reciprocal rights. Today, the restriction of sections of reef

to certain clans is no longer practiced among the coastal villages within the study area,

but informants state that the location of a gudo is often kept secret by a clan so as to limit

access.

Claims to Distant Fishing Grounds

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:74) note that island communities in the Torres

Strait claim sea rights over waters, submerged banks and reefs beyond their home reefs.

Similarly, coastal inhabitants contend that, in addition to exploiting the resources of their

home reefs, they customarily traveled to more distant fishing grounds within the Torres
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Strait. The most notable outlying fishing area was the vast reef complex known as Auwo

Maza (Warrior Reef). This reef was especially rich in marine resources important for

subsistence and trade such as dugong, turtles, pearl-shell and baler shell. The claim by

the coastal Kiwai that their traditional fishing grounds extended as far south as Tudu was

noted as early as 1896 by MacGregor (van der Veur 1966b:36-37) and more recently by

Olewale and Sedu (1982:252), Hudson (l986b:81) and Tenakanai (1986:39). To

substantiate these claims individuals spoken with during the present study refer to the

extensive set of place names that various coastal villages have for the myriad shelves,

outcroppings, points, channels and sandbanks that comprise Auwo Maza (Appendix ill).

Informants state that before Europeans arrived the populations of the coastal

villages were small and resources garnered from home reefs and the upper portion of

Auwo Maza were usually adequate to meet daily needs. But on certain occasions such as

the seasonal southward migration of dugong and turtle the coastal inhabitants extended

the range of their fishing expeditions to include more remote sections of Auwo Maza as

well as other far-off reefs. At times these prolonged fishing trips would be combined

with inter-village trading activities. Informants at Parama state that traveling to these

distant fishing grounds aboard a 1OOto1OOto was regarded as a rite of passage for all young

men.

Residents of Mabudauan affiliated with the Usuru Gaidai gu also claim Burn

Island and the Orman Reef complex between the islands of Mabuiag and Boigu as

traditional fishing areas. As with Auwo Maza, these reefs and the surrounding seagrass

beds are known for harboring large concentrations of turtle and dugong.

All the persons spoken with insist that there has long been a common

understanding among island and coastal villages that larger reefs like Auwo Maza were

"open to al1." However, some individuals qualified this remark by saying that until

relatively recently the coastal villages abided by an informal agreement that Katatai,
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Kadawa and Parama would confine most of their fishing activity to the tara'apuo (east or

breaker) side of Auwo Maza while Mabudauan, Mawatta and Tureture would mainly fish

on the opposite side referred to as potobara.

Definition of Marine Resource Use Rights and Rights Holders

Customary systems of land and sea tenure in Oceania are typically fluid and

flexible, a characteristic which facilitates adjustments to ecological, economic and

demographic changes. This peculiarity was lamented by Bingham Hely (1893:59), who

as Resident Magistrate at Dam performed a survey of local tenure customs:

Regarding land laws I believe that, as a fact, they are guided purely by the
sentiment of the moment I am fairly convinced that if ten persons were to make
the same inquiries, and take the same trouble to extract information as I have in
the case of Mawatta and Turi Turi, each of their reports would differ in many
points. The information I have given was obtained after patient inquiry of the two
chiefs and principle men of the tribes, yet in almost every case I know of land
transactions in the two tribes which are utterly opposed to every regulation or
custom which they profess to be guided by in the disposal and control of their
lands.

Hely's (1893:70) conclusion that there are few "hard and fast laws with regard to

land" is as true today as it was a hundred years ago.

The indigenous systems of land and sea tenure within the study area are based on

customary rights and duties connected with ties of kinship which are dynamic and open

to manipulation.3 The stability and strength of these ties depends on the intensity and

duration of personal interactions and degree to which customary obligations are

perceived to have been met. The following statements recorded during discussions with

informants in various villages about the nature of fishing rights and how they are

acquired illustrate this point.
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As indicated above, a home reef is identified with a particular village as a whole

although one clan may be. regarded as the nominal owner by virtue of its ancestral

connections to the reef area. There was general agreement among the people interviewed

that anyone who is born in a particular village and continues to reside there has an

unqualified right to utilize the home reefs of that village. Outsiders who marry into a

village or who have been granted permission to live there as emigrants also enjoys full

use rights, but their authority to confer resource use rights to others may be limited as

they have no ancestral connection to the territory in question.

In addition to holding rights of access to marine resources under village control,

all residents have some say as to how these resources are managed. As one individual

remarked, each resident is entitled to participate in resource decision making because he

or she is a "citizen" of that village. In most villages, however, certain individuals are

recognized as having superior knowledge of customary resource use practices and the

rest of the community is likely to listen to them and follow their advice.

Informants also generally agree that a person would retain fishing rights to home

reefs if he or she moved out of the village. However, some individuals suggest that it

would be proper for a person who returns after a long absence to consult with clan and

family members to see what his or her status is with respect to other residents in the

community. These informants were of the opinion that to maintain your position as a

village "citizen" you must continue to fulfill family and community obligations even if

you reside elsewhere.

Individuals who are not residents within a particular village may also acquire use

rights to that village's home reefs. Informants state that in the past people were happy to

share the resources of their land and marine territories with a wide range of kinspeople

and friends from outside the village provided that the outsiders asked permission
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beforehand. A community acquired prestige by allowing outsiders to use its resources, as

this display of largess was a sign of wealth and power.f

Today, however, local residents perceive marine resources, especially those of

commercial value, as no longer being in abundance, and a common complaint is that it is

becoming increasingly difficult to earn a livelihood from fishing. The owners of marine

territories also contend that some outsiders are no longer asking permission before

appropriating resources. The sense of competition for an increasingly limited quantity of

resources and frustration over intrusion by unauthorized users has fostered a more

exclusive attitude toward village marine territories.

Although the range of people from outside the village to whom fishing rights to

marine territories are extended may have become narrower the reciprocal exchange of

these rights continues to be one of the duties and privileges connected with ties of

kinship. Some informants indicate that, while they see the value in restricting access to

marine territories, they find it difficult to refuse access privileges to a relative or close

friend.

Among the individuals spoken with there was little agreement as to who residing

outside the community would normally be conferred resource use rights to home reefs.

However, it was generally acknowledged that certain social relationships continue to

.imply the exchange of obligations and rights. For example, as mentioned in the previous

chapter, if a woman marries someone in another village an important social link is

established between the woman's clan and the husband's community. The woman's

brothers or for that matter any male member of her clan could expect to be extended

certain social privileges when visiting that community, especially by the woman's in-laws

or by her offspring. Informants state that, in tum, the woman's children may acquire use

rights in land and sea territory held by their mother's village. Although clan membership

is generally inherited through one's father, an individual also usually establishes a close
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social relationship with members of his or her mother's clan. One is expected to interact

frequently with maternal clan members through conveyance of gifts and favors. In return

maternal clan members may grant one privileges such as the right to use land or marine

resources within their village's territory. Generally, a person is expected to ask

permission prior to using those resources, but custom dictates that they would not

normally be refused. Individuals may even be asked to participate in management

decisions regarding that village's resources if they have interacted closely with lllc1temal

clan members, met social obligations and used the resources on a regular basis.

The extended clan-based ties between residents of different villages described in

the preceding chapter also continue to play an important role in the allocation of fishing

rights to home reefs. According to informants, a person still expects to receive certain

resource use rights from a clansman from outside his village with whom he has

established close social relations. Informants state, however, that these rights would be

limited. For example, the outside party would generally be required to obtain permission

from his clansman before fishing the reef area and perhaps be expected to offer his

clansman a portion of his catch upon his return. It was also suggested that in most cases it

would be proper for the outsider to be accompanied by his clansman while at the fishing

site.

Inter-Community Conflicts over Marine Territories

The system of customary marine tenure outlined above is complicated by the fact

that the legitimacy of the various territorial claims to sea space has never been

universally recognized by the communities in the region. As noted in the previous

chapter, separate and often conflicting versions of history across coastal, inland and

island communities have given rise to long-standing disputes over territory and
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resources. For example, many residents of inland and estuarine villages question the

authority of the coastal Kiwai communities to claim any marine areas as "home reefs."

Members of Gizra, Bine and Agob communities contend that they have a more legitimate

claim to the off-shore reefs and waters of the Torres Strait as a result of ancestral sea

journeys that predate the arrival of Kiwai-speaking people along the coast. The

inhabitants of Kiwai villages located in the Fly River estuary also challenge the marine

territorial claims of the coastal Kiwai. However, at present, most inland and estuarine

groups are sympathetic to the fact that the coastal Kiwai are economically dependent on

the exploitation of marine resources. They realize that coastal residents could not tum to

land and resources in the interior for sustenance as they are already claimed. In addition,

inland and estuarine residents acknowledge that horticulture remains their own primary

economic activity and that they do not possess the knowledge and skills that would allow

them to utilize the marine environment as effectively as their coastal neighbors. Most of

the individuals spoken with indicate that they would generally not fish on a coastal

village's home reef without the approval of kinspeople or friends within that village.

However, inland and estuarine residents do not rule out the possibility that they may seek

unlimited access to these reefs at some point in the future (cf. Eley 1987:303). Some

individuals in these communities already have a part-time interest in harvesting marine

resources for sale.

There is also disagreement among coastal Kiwai villages over certain marine

territorial claims. As noted above, the assertion by the residents of Katatai and Kadawa

that they hold use rights to Podo Maza has long been a point of contention with the

people of Parama and Sui.

Disputes between island and coastal communities over fishing rights on various

reefs have also probably been occurring for hundreds of years. According to one Torres

Strait Islander, in pre-colonial days
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[Island and coastal inhabitants] would argue over reefs. There was a time when
[coastal villagers] tried to come over and claim some of the islands and reefs, and
there were fights all over the area (quoted in Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence 1976a:77).

The island resident indicated that armed conflict over fishing territories ended

after the arrival of the missionaries. but evidence suggests that disagreements continued.

For example, fifty years ago Church (1945) reported a fishing dispute between the

residents of Mabudauan and Saibai. In general, however, during most of this century

island and coastal communities have pursued a policy of mutual accommodation with

regard to marine resource use. Nietschmann (1985:150), in a discussion of customary sea

rights in the islands of the Torres Strait, reports that Torres Strait Islanders consider the

exploitation of what they regard as their reefs by Papuan commercial crayfish divers to

be an infringement, but they tolerate it "as they see the Papuans as being fellow seamen

who are just trying to make a living." Whether or not the network of social relations

which underlie this accommodative attitude is likely to continue given the changing

political and economic situation in the region is a question that will be explored in later

chapters.

Defense of Marine Territories

In former times the maintenance of territorial rights ultimately depended on a

community's ability to defend its domain from encroachment by others (Harding

1972:605). Beaver (1920:66) records that the Kiwai word "sabe" refers to "something

forbidden, and rest[s] on a basis of fear that something unpleasant will happen either to

the community or the individual transgressing it." In pre-colonial village society a

countless number of sabe existed to govern peoples' behavior. Of interest here is a sabe

that prohibited the unauthorized use of marine resources within sea territories claimed by
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villages and clans. Informants state that a sabe would not have been imposed on a large

reef such as Auwo Maza because it was regarded as a "public place."

Individuals spoken with at Sui and Parama indicate that a sabe could be made

binding by different types of sanctions including the threat of being fined, physically

punished by direct means or inflicted by a curse or hex. Informants indicate that the use

of curses to punish violators is no longer common in most of the coastal Kiwai villages

due to the influence of Christian missionaries. However, the inhabitants of the Fly River

delta are believed to still possess considerable knowledge of magical spells and are feared

by other social groups in the region for this reason.

The coastal Kiwai draw a distinction between two kinds of traditional magical

sanctions. The most powerful was derived from muguru owerawhich can be translated as

"sacred words." These incantations constituted part of the knowledge belonging to a

specific clan that was inherited from an early ancestor. Once imposed this form of

magical sanction would stay in effect until the person who implemented it chose to lift it.

It could not be counteracted by another person or group applying their own magical

knowledge.

Muguru owera was employed in various ways to secure obedience to a sabe

barring unauthorized people from using a particular beach or reef. For example, words

would be spoken to small sticks or stones which were then scattered around the area to be

protected. Informants state that a sanction effected through muguru owera did not usually

do physical harm to a transgressor. Oftentimes it simply caused a possible intruder to lose

any inclination he may have had to enter and disturb the area concerned. As one

individual remarked, "Muguru owera takes their mind out of that place."

Informants note that other types of muguru owera were used in combination with

a sabe to ensure the fishing success of a clan or village. For example, after sacred words

were incanted to begin attracting fish to a designated reef area a sabe was imposed
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prohibiting any fishing to occur in the area in order to give the muguru owera sufficient

time to take effect

Informants refer to the second type of magical sanction as giwari. They state that

giwari was a less powerful sanction than muguru owera but had a more sinister

reputation because it could cause serious economic misfortune, grievous physical injury

or even death both to the person who breached a sabe and to his or her family and clan

members. Giwari did not involve ancestral knowledge nor was it owned by a specific

clan. It could be learned to some degree by almost anyone interested. The harmful

consequences of failing to abide by a sabe backed by giwari could be counteracted by

someone with equal or greater knowledge and power.

As was the case in the use of muguru owera, giwari was applied to certain objects

placed in the area to be safeguarded. Generally, sticks or piles of stones were

conspicuously positioned as visible warning signs that the area was under a sabe.

According to informants, giwari was also used in a more direct fashion to punish a

particular violator. For example, misfortune could be brought upon a trespasser by taking

sand from inside his or her footprint and casting it in the direction of their place of

residence while at the same time incanting certain words.

Persons interviewed state that magical sanctions based on either muguruowera or

.giwari were often directed toward certain individuals or the members of a particular

village suspected of trespassing. On occasion a non-targeted person accidentally broke a

sabe sanctioned by magic. If a person showed signs of being under the influence of

sorcery he or she was carefully questioned about their movements. If it was established

that they had inadvertently entered a protected area then remedial action was taken to lift

or counteract the hex.

Informants indicate that magical sanctions were usually supplemented with other

means of defending territories some of which were severe. For example, in pre-colonial
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days a person from outside the village caught in the act of trespassing was summarily

killed. An individual discovered stealing resources from the territory belonging to

another clan within his or her village was generally not dealt with quite so harshly.

Informants state that the offense would probably have been reported to village leaders

who would decide on a suitable punishment. Often the violator and his clan members

were required to give a certain amount of harvested fish or garden crops to the clan

affronted.

Residents of coastal communities state that the use of magical sanctions and

physical force to defend marine territories against intrusion by outsiders diminished after

the arrival of missionaries and the imposition of colonial rule. As noted in Chapter II, the

colonial government established a system of village constables and native magistrates

who had the authority to adjudicate on minor infractions. Disputes between clans and

villages over territorial claims which could not be resolved by local residents themselves

were heard by district colonial officials (Zorn 1992:12). Today, most villages have "law

and-order" committees that include a village magistrate and a peace officer, both of

whom are elected and paid officials. The village magistrate usually judges cases

involving violations of village customs by community members. Cases in which an

individual from outside the community is implicated are usually referred to a full village

court presided over by magistrates from nearby villages. In addition, after Papua New

Guinea achieved independence in 1975 customary land courts were created to settle

territorial disagreements through mediation. Under this system local people with

knowledge of land matters and customary land law are appointed as full-time or ad hoc

mediators (Zorn 1992:12). These individuals, together with a local court magistrate,

comprise a local land court which has the authority to settle land disputes based on its

interpretation of indigenous customs and practices.
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According to informants, the government has intervened in only one dispute over

a marine territorial claim among villages within the study area. Individuals recall that a

few years prior to the Second World War the Resident Magistrate at Darn, Leo Austen,

interceded in a clash between the residents of Katatai and Parama over the use of the

resources of Podo Maza. Austen attempted to settle the dispute by allocating one portion

of the reef to Parama and another to Katatai. There is disagreement today between the

villages as to where the dividing line was drawn. In 1990, the conflict over Podo was

renewed when the residents of Parama confronted several Katatai residents who were

harvesting beche-de-mer on the reef. Accounts of the events that followed vary, but over

the next few days the incident escalated into a highly volatile situation requiring police

intervention. Land mediators convened to attempt to bring the parties to some agreement

The mediation proceedings successfully averted any further violence between the

villages, but it failed to permanently resolve the territorial dispute.

Ceremonial Activities Associated with the Sea

The traditional ceremonies and rituals of the coastal Kiwai related to the sea and

its uses have been recorded in detail by Haddon (1935), Landtman (1927), Baxter Riley

(1925) and others. The taera and nigori ceremonies, which centered on the harvesting of

dugong and turtle, were particularly significant and involved all the totem-clans of a

village. These large-scale ceremonies are seldom if ever performed today, but a number

of more private rituals are still practiced during the construction of a canoe, the

fashioning of a wapo (harpoon) or the harvesting of certain marine animals. Hunting

dugong, in particular, continues to be for some individuals a spiritual experience

involving complex ritual (Eley 1987; Parer-Cook and Parer 1990).
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To avoid duplicating previous work, the present study focuses on the role the sea

plays in the ceremonial life of inland villages within the research area. In pre-colonial

times these communities did not own large, sea-going canoes nor did they exploit as

broad a range of marine resources as their coastal neighbors. However, as the four cases

that follow illustrate, inland groups had a strong symbolic and spiritual bond with the

Torres Strait marine environment.

The Agurlian Tere Ceremony

The Gizra people and the inhabitants of Saibai live in close proximity to each

other, and evidence suggests that these two groups were at one time closely allied.

Informants note that the Gizra traditionally spoke two languages, their own and that of

the western Torres Strait islands.5 All young men were required to learn the latter tongue

as part of the Gizra initiation ceremony. The oral history of the Gizra explains that they

learned the island language when early ancestors drank well water that had mixed with

the saliva of a dog from Badu named Gamulaig. According to preliminary archaeological

investigations (Harris and Laba 1982; Barham and Harris 1985), the Gizra and Saibai

Islanders also shared a similar system of agriculture characterized by an elaborate

network of mounds and ditches. Of specific interest to this study was the recollection by

Gizra elders of a ritual feast referred to as agurlian tere during which certain clans of the

Saibai and Gizra people convened to honor their common ancestor and to promote a

successful harvest from land and sea in the coming year.

Informants state that the descent groups that met to perform the agurlian tere

were all associated with the ancestral figure Baidam Tar, also known as Maluan Pam

Olom or "Man of the Sea." They included the Ariam, Kwosangra, Giaepam and Masoram

zitol (clans) from Zibar (Waidoro), the Ariam, Mugrantam and Meramtam zitol from
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Togo (Kulalae), the Koedal (Kadal) augad (clan) from the village of Ait on Saibai and

the Koedal and Sarnu augad from the village of Saibai. The ceremony was conducted

each year in the period of zawar (month of June) and coincided with the time at which

the semgabuob tumus (croton) sheds its leaves.

Informants indicate that long ago what is now the island of Saibai was joined at

its eastern end to the New Guinea mainland by a narrow strip of land. When the agurlian

tere ceremony was scheduled to begin the members of the aforementioned clans from the

villages of Ait and Saibai walked across to a point on the coast called Kiroikupidam

Gagat, From there they proceeded to the kobo tem (ceremonial center) at Wataima where

they were met by the participating clans from Zibar and Togo.

The meeting of the descendants of Baidarn Tar is said to have been a joyous and

festive occasion. A special food was prepared representing the body of the ancestor and

consisting of the new leaves of the zing (breadfruit) cooked with kaur kup (ginger root)

and various herbs. In an act perhaps full of the spiritual symbolism of Communion each

participant consumed a portion of this food. In addition, large quantities of akul, par and

mabur (types of mollusks), crabs and fish were eaten as a sign of respect for the shark

and crocodile totems. Further feasting occurred at various coastal sites before the visitors

from Ait and Saibai departed. Informants note that extensive shell middens can still be

found in the vicinity of Wataima.6

Elders guess that the agurlian tere fertility ceremony was discontinued sometime

during the early nineteenth century. One reason offered was that hostilities developed

between the people of Ait and Zibar as a result of the slaying at Aguar of a man named

Imuang Omte (Imu) of the Kiantop zitol by the Ait warrior Kaiasi (cf. Landtman

1917:395). In retaliation the members of the Kiantop used their gida (ancestral power) to

demolish the land bridge connecting Saibai to the New Guinea mainland. Some elders

suggest that the settlement of other cultural-linguistic groups along the coast disrupted
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the close social interaction between the Gizra and Saibai people. It was also noted that

missionaries and colonial administrators discouraged the performance of traditional

fertility rituals such as the agurlian tere because they regarded them as heathen and

barbaric.

Rituals Associated with Zek

According to the oral history of the Gizra, the dwelling place of the ancestral

figure Zek is Zekmout. This site is located at the headwaters of Mugur Creek, which is

regarded as Zek's path to the sea. Zek is said to travel along the creek in the form of a

dugong.?

Zekmout was an important ceremonial site for those clans whose members

claimed to be descended from Zek, including the Kwosangra zitol at Waidoro and the

Barrilpam and Barrilwaur zitol at Kupere. Informants state that Zekmout was an

especially important area to those clan members who possessed the knowledge to alter

the weather, attract fish closer to shore and send telepathic messages. These individuals

were referred to collectively as ngup pam.

Zekmout was considered by the ngup pam to be the ultimate source of their

.power, but they usually performed their rituals at a number of secondary sacred sites

called duo. For example, a fish-caller who wished to exercise his or her knowledge

proceeded to a duo and performed a ritual that would cause selected types of fish

inhabiting the coral reefs that Zek is said to have discovered to swim toward shore. The

fish would appear along the coast at Burbur and Keram Malu, and after being harvested

they would be distributed among the members of the fish-caller's clan and other village

residents. A duo was also used to send or receive telepathic messages to or from

clansmen on the island of Saibai who were also stationed at a duo. Informants state that
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this form of communication, referred to as bur pasak, was often used to relay requests for

assistance during times of warfare.

Items from the marine environment such as specific kinds of shells and seaweed

served as indispensable accessories in these ritual practices. Informants describe these

traditional ceremonial items as symbols of the ocean which the Gizra associated with life

and fertility. Sea water itself had ritual purposes. For example, during a rain making

ceremony sea water was mixed with fresh water taken from the well at Markaiabkaze

that is believed to be created by Zek. According to elders interviewed, the ngup pam

understood the close connection between the ocean and the weather and relied on this

knowledge to control the wind and rain.

Today, rain making is still performed by certain individuals but not message

sending or fish calling. Elders indicate that no one now possesses the complete

knowledge for fish calling, and that it would be dangerous for those who have limited

learning to attempt it Similarly, no one either on the mainland or Saibai has sufficient

knowledge to practice telepathic communication.

Since colonial times Zekmout has become an especially important place for the

Gizra people as a whole. When Basic Puerk ceased being the central duo bar (sacred

area) of the Gizra before the turn of the century Zekmout was designated as an alternate

site.8 Present-day Gizra-speakers declare that it is from Zekmout that they derive their

power to function as a cohesive society. Moreover, Zekmout is where initiation rites are

still conducted during which young men are taught the fundamental customary

knowledge and practices of the Gizra people.
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The Fishing Ceremony of Dewan

The oral history of the Badepiam ingle of Masaingle, Drageli and Irupi recount

that a lake at the headwaters of Kura Creek, called Mole Kupi, is the domicile of the

ancestor Bewan.f Elders recall that in the past the descendants of Bewan performed an

annual ceremony honoring their ancestor and invoking him to give them success in

fishing. While the fishing itself was mainly performed in creeks and rivers, the ceremony

engendered a bond between participants and the sea since Bewan is believed to be the

creator of all bodies of water and the discoverer of the reefs and islands of the Torres

Strait. Moreover, other rituals associated with Bewan, such as rain making, employed

various marine items such as the mole (conch shell) and rua (baler shell).

Directly prior to the fishing ceremony selected parts of a cooked pig, the largest

taro that could be found in the gardens, the stem of a certain plant (Piper methysticum), a

leaf of local tobacco and a coconut were bound together inside a kuke (bundle made from

a palm spathe). The kuke was taken by members of the Badepiam ingle to Mole Kupi

where it was loosely attached to the forked end of a long pole. The kuke was lowered into

the water as far as the pole would reach and shaken loose. As the kuke sank into the

depths of the lake a Badepiam ingle leader or elder splashed water out across lake with

his hand while at the same time announcing to Bewan that his descendants had brought

him an offering. The elder invoked Bewan to demonstrate his generosity by giving his

living descendants some of his many "children," that is, fish.

Following the ritual at the lake the men returned to the village and prepared

gamada, a ceremonial drink made from Piper methysticum, in the maea (men's house).

The elder overseeing the ceremony removed the froth from the first bowl of gamada with

a young leaf of the gamada plant and flung it in the direction of Mole Kupi. He asked

Bewan to appear in his dreams to ensure him that the ancestor would provide a bountiful
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harvest of fish. All the men of the village then drank gamada together. Later, the elder

would avoid telling anyone directly what message Bewan communicated to him, but if it

was favorable the elder would tell the women to weave new fish traps.

Rituals Related to Dugong

A number of inland groups in the study area refer to dugong casually as the "pig

of the sea" due to the physical resemblance between the two animals, but for some inland

clans dugong and pigs are related in a more significant way. According to the oral history

of members of the Udidariam ingle of Masaingle, the first dugong was created when their

forebear Omebali threw into the sea the head of the giant pig that he had slain at Ugri.

Members of the Molpam zitol of Kulalae, the Kwosangra zitol of Waidoro and the Bibra

ton of Sigabaduru regard the dugong and pig as spiritual "brothers" and maintain that

magical knowledge of one animal can be applied to the other. For these and other descent

groups in inland communities the dugong is an important totem.

Dugong also playa significant role in the creation story of some inland clans. For

example, the oral history of the Talkalaminang ton of Dimiri relates how a momol

(dugong) named Gurbitalkalaminang was involved in the creation of the Mai Kassa river

and introduced various important plants to the islands of Boigu and Dauan.

Because dugong are large, strong animals many inland groups traditionally

incorporated body parts of dugong in rituals intended to make other living things healthy

and robust, whether they be plants, animals or humans (Figure 6). There is a continuing

high demand among inland villages for dugong skin. The skin is relatively easy to

preserve by drying over a fire or in the sun. The present study found that the use of

dugong skin for various medical and agricultural purposes is still popular in the eastern

Trans-Fly, upper Pahoturi and further east in the Oriomo area. Typically only certain
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clans possess magical knowledge associated with the use of dugong products, but they

apply their skills on behalf of the entire community.

Members of the Talkalaminang ton at Dimiri and related clans at Kurunti and

Kibuli use dried dugong skin to ward off sickness. Usually a small piece of skin is

burned in a fire and the smoke is inhaled. Later the ashes of the scorched skin may be

rubbed on the face. Clan leaders will initiate the ritual, prepare the skin and distribute it

to all village residents. A Kurunti informant reports that small pieces of dugong skin may

be ingested as well, and a man from Kinkin recalled that when he was a child his

grandmother gave him a small piece of dugong skin to consume to cure a bout of

malaria. Medicinal usage of dugong skin is also reported among members of. the

Dumorang ton and affiliated clans at Malam, Wim, Kinkin and Bok. Among members of

the Molpam zltol at Kulalae and Kwosangra zitol at Waidoro, oil extracted from the

subcutaneous fat of the dugong is commonly smeared on the skin to render a person

strong and resistant to disease.

Dugong skin is also still used extensively to increase yields of root crops such as

yam, sweet potatoes and taro (cf. Landtman 1927:77). The skin is employed in a variety

of ways to protect tubers from disease and induce them to grow larger. Some inland

groups use ashes of the burnt skin to apply a mark on the tubers before planting them or

.simply rub the tubers with a piece of dried skin, while others bury a skin segment in the

garden to "enrich the soil" prior to planting. Members of the Dumorang gu at Podare mix

fragments of dugong skin and bones with coconut water and wash a certain number of

tubers with the concoction before planting. Only those individuals involved in the ritual

are allowed in the garden during the planting of these treated tubers, which are believed

to increase the fertility of the entire garden and are left in the ground at harvest time as an

offering. The nearby villages of Wipim, Iamega, Wonie and Gamaewe also use dugong

in this manner but not Abam and Woigi. One informant suggests that Abam and Woigi
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may have used dugong products in garden fertility rituals at one time but have ceased

doing so because of the influence of Seventh Day Adventist missionaries who forbid the

consumption and use of dugong and certain other animals.

The Kiantop zitol of Kulalae, Kupere and Waidoro use dugong skin to rid taro

gardens of momam dubural, a disease that inhibits corm growth, and melat, an infestation

of insects that destroys young taro plants. The leaves, stems and corms of selected

infected plants are taken by clan elders to a kobo (men's house) and burned with a piece

of skin, ginger root and various herbs. The resulting ashes are buried only in the gardens

of the elders that participated in the ritual but it is believed that all the gardens of the

village will benefit

A number of miscellaneous uses of dugong products were also reported.

Residents of Dimisisi feed dried dugong skin to their hunting dogs in the belief that it

will make them strong and healthy. Certain knowledgeable members of the

Talkalaminang ton at Dimiri and related clans at Kurunti and Kibuli use dugong tusks to

find misplaced objects. Informants stated that these individuals will swallow a tusk and

make it reappear next to the lost item. It was also observed that tusks are employed to

"fmd" the spirit of a sick person so that it may be reunited with that person's body and

restore it to good health.

If properly cured and stored, strips of dugong skin and underlying blubber will

not deteriorate for several months and can be transported long distances. Traditionally,

inland groups received the skin through trading partners in coastal villages. For example,

informants indicated that members of the Dumorang ton at Malam, which is located

about sixty kilometers inland, obtained skin through trade links with the Gwanibungang

ton at Buzi and the Giamang and Bubog ton at Ber, Buzi and Sigabaduru. These coastal

villages, in turn, may have secured the preserved skin from trading partners within the

Koedal augad (clan) at Saibai or Boigu. Island residents as well as most coastal Kiwai
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generally regard the skin as a waste product. Today many inland villages bypass

traditional trading partners and purchase skin from friends or relatives living on Daru,

where dugong products are readily available.

Discussion

Prior to European contact, ceremonies and rituals as well as everyday practices

such as the exploitation of resources for subsistence and trade had the reciprocal effect of

enhancing and reinforcing local inhabitants' attachments to the marine realm. Some of

the customs and practices presented here continue today, some have been modified and

others have entirely lapsed. Regardless of their current status they are all part of the

collective memory and exert a powerful influence over the way present-day inhabitants

of the Torres Strait interact with respect to the off-shore seas and reefs.

Historical documents and oral testimony support the notion that marine territories

were established by coastal villages during pre-contact times. Ancestral knowledge and

other types of magic were applied, and in some cases continue to be employed by

individuals and groups, to keep these territories safe from intruders as well as to enhance

their productivity. Clan elders are able to provide oral histories which validate claims to

marine territories. Other people spoken with, particularly younger individuals, are unsure

of the justification for claims to home reefs and more distant fishing grounds.

Nonetheless they are well aware that their fathers and grandfathers exercised fishing

rights in those areas, perhaps by accompanying them on fishing trips, and assume their

validity even though they might not understand their origin.

Informants state that as a result of the introduction of Christianity many

ceremonial activities originating with the earliest ancestors, including various rituals

associated with the sea, were abandoned by local residents. However, the testimony
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heard in both coastal and inland communities indicates that the spiritual affiliation to the

marine environment has been retained. For example, many people continue to regard

certain marine animals of the Torres Strait, such as dugong, not just as economic

resources but beings to whom they are spiritually related. And while the ritual

significance of the sea may have declined overall, certain magico-religious beliefs and

practices associated with the use of that environment endure. What's more, the myriad

named places dotting the seascape continue to evoke rich memories of ancestral journeys,

and certain sites are still respected as the dwelling places of the spiritual manifestations

of venerated ancestors.

The contention by the residents of the communities within the study area that the

marine sphere has long played an integral role in their economic, social and spiritual

lives conflicts with the way in which some contemporary ethnographers have categorized

the indigenous people of the Strait. Most notably Jeremy Beckett, an anthropologist well

known for his work in the Torres Strait islands, portrays island dwellers as seafarers and

residents of the adjacent mainland as a land-bound people. For example, in an early

article Beckett (1972:313) argues that Torres Strait Islanders "were expert sailors,

covering considerable distances in search of food and trade." In the same paper the

occupants of mainland villages, even those living directly on the coast, are described as

being predominately gardeners. At one point Beckett (1972:317) states: "The Kiwai

speakers ... themselves hunted turtle and dugong, but the fertility of their land may have

made cultivation a more rewarding occupation, if others could be relied upon to bring in

the turtle and dugong." In a later publication Beckett (1987:26) remarks on the important

role mainland communities played in supplying the wooden hulls from which island

residents fashioned their vessels. However, he implies that mainland people made

comparatively little use of canoes themselves to navigate the Strait, noting that the "great
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oceangoing canoes" of the Islanders "enabled them to exploit a much wider range of

resources than either Papuans or Aborigines" (Beckett 1987:26).

The information presented in this chapter demonstrates that such depictions,

while they may be in agreement with the historical perspective of some Torres Strait

Islanders, are not in accord with statements by present-day coastal Kiwai regarding their

traditional way of life. Nor are they in agreement with some accounts of the customs and

practices of the coastal inhabitants by early European visitors to the region.

The present chapter also points out that one can also find considerable

disagreement among the Papuan communities of the Torres Strait as to the relative

strength of each others connections to the sea. With specific regard to fishing rights, most

coastal Kiwai-speakers state categorically that residents of inland and estuarine

communities are "bush" dwellers with no legitimate claim to marine territories held by

the Kiwai. 10 While inland and estuarine groups concede that their economic interests in

the marine environment have historically been less than those of the coastal Kiwai, they

are unyielding in their assertion that they have a strong spiritual affiliation to the sea.

This association is grounded not only in narratives of the exploits of distant ancestors but

also in memories of the experiences of the inland men who were recruited in the

commercial pearl-shell and beche-de-mer fishery of the Torres Strait. The long

involvement of inland, estuarine and coastal communities in the Strait's marine industry

is the subject of the next chapter.

Notes

1. It is uncertain when the term "home reef' was first applied by communities in the

region to village-held marine territories. An early use of the term was made by Raven

Hart (1949:36), who referred to the "home reef' of the inhabitants of Mer.
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2. According to Oshima (1986:74), Nietschmann (1989:85) and Johannes and

MacFarlane (1991:73-87), clan ownership of reefs was also practiced by some Torres

Strait island communities in pre-colonial times.

3. The observation that the kinship system is subject to manipulation and adjustment is in

accord with general conclusions by ethnographers that notions of kinship and common

ancestry in Oceanic societies do not necessarily have any biological basis. For example,

in a recent discussion of identity among Pacific peoples Howard (1990:266) states:

... kinship within Oceania is generally considered to be contingent, rather than
absolute .... Thus, on the one hand, kinship has to be validated by social action to
be recognized; on the other, kinship status can be achieved through social action
(i.e., by consistently acting as kinsmen even though genealogical linkages may be
questionable or unknown). This means that although "we-ness" is commonly
expressed in the idiom of kinship, its social reality is dependent upon acts of
solidarity and reciprocal exchange

4. Carrier (1987:159) reached a similar conclusion in a study of sea tenure among the

inhabitants of Ponam Island in Papua New Guinea:

The point of ownership on Ponam, then was not to accumulate fish - this could be
done in ways that did not involve ownership - but to be as generous as possible
with one's own and one's lineage's property. This motivation is reflected in
Johannes' (1982:245) observation that in some of the Manus villages he visited,
"the right to give away fish was the most highly valued aspect of ... fishing
rights," echoing Malinowski's much earlier statement (1918:90) that, among
Trobriand fishermen "the privilege of giving is highly valued."

. 5. Gizra refer to the western Torres Strait language by the term Siepam which derives

from the words sie, meaning "rope or line" and pam, meaning "man." Informants

explained that the term signifies that Gizra and Saibai people "follow the same line," that

is, have the same origin.

6. Unfortunately no archaeological work has been performed on the midden sites at

Waitaima comparable to the excavations conducted at sites on Saibai by Barham and

Harris(1985).
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7. Out of respect for the spirit of Zek, the people of Waidoro and Kupere prohibit

anybody from carrying dugong meat along Mugur Creek north of Udibad in the area

called Solo Badu. Nor are people allowed to cross the creek with dugong meat north of

that point. To reach Waidoro or Kupere from Kura Creek, one must make a detour to

cross the creek at a point further south. It is believed that the people of these two villages,

particularly those claiming descendancy from Zek, will be inflicted with sickness or bad

luck if this rule is broken.

8. The sacred place the Gizra call Basir Puerk is better known today as Mabudauan.

Although there was no permanent settlement in the area when colonial administrators

arrived in the early 1890s it has since become the site of a large village of the coastal

Kiwai. The Gizra claim that the presence of this village prevents them from performing

traditional ceremonies at this site.

9. The clan name Badepiam is derived from the word bade which refers to a body of

water including a lake, river or the sea and the suffix -iam which means "a man of."

10. However, in specific social situations the attitude of the coastal Kiwai is less clear

cut. For example, several decades ago Beaver (1920:279-280) recorded: "As far as

Mawatta is concerned, the Masingara [Masaingle] tribe has free rights of fishing

wherever it pleases, owing to the ancient friendship between the two peoples." Beaver

(1920:280) adds that "the right is a harmless one, as Masingara has no skill in fishing."

Similarly, residents of Tureture interviewed in the present study allow that the people of

Kunini retain certain rights to utilize the resources of Porto Maza as a result of their close

affiliation with Tureture.
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CHAPTER V

Introduction .

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:11) note that popular accounts of the early pearl

shell and beche-de-mer fishery of the Torres Strait scarcely mention the role that the

indigenous island residents played in the development of the marine industry. Even less

attention was paid to the participation of the communities along the Strait's northern

border. It is fortunate that during the course of this study several individuals were

interviewed who were active in the industry during the 1920s and '30s. They offered

recollections of their personal experiences working both as wage laborers aboard vessels

based at Thursday Island and as independent producers of marine products. In addition,

the experiences of those men who participated in the early days of the industry and who

are now deceased are remembered in anecdotes inherited by their descendants. Some of

the informants as well as other individuals also composed songs about their experiences

in the pearl-shell and beche-de-mer fisheries. The lyrics to a selection of these songs and

their English translations are provided in Appendix IV.

It is also fortunate that the colonial governments of Queensland and Papua left a

detailed, albeit fragmented, account of the Torres Strait marine industry as it evolved

over the years. In addition to describing government efforts to regulate the industry

official reports and correspondence provide considerable information regarding working

conditions aboard the fishing vessels, levels of recruitment of "native" labor and the

impact of the industry on village life.

This chapter focuses on the Torres Strait marine industry prior to the Second

World War. The involvement of local inhabitants in commercial fishing after the war is

described in the chapter that follows.
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Early Involvement of Papuans in the Marine Industry

A review of historical documentary material reveals that communities along the

north coast of the Torres Strait swiftly became incorporated into the fishing industry as

sources of provisions and labor. As early as 1870, Henry Chester (1870), the Acting

Resident Magistrate at Somerset, reported during an inspection of the recently established

shelling station on Tudu that men employed at the station were routinely sailing to New

Guinea villages to obtain taro, yams coconuts and bananas. Landtman (1917:540)

recorded an account by a Mawatta man of an early visit from a pearl-shell boat manned

by Malays, South Sea Islanders and residents of Yam-Tudu. According to this account

the people of Mawatta were at first apprehensive about dealing with the foreigners but

were advised by the island men to give the boat crew what foodstuffs they wanted in

exchange for tobacco. Reports of later encounters indicate that the coastal people quickly

learned how to communicate with the foreign crews and became adept at bargaining with

them. By 1872, Rev. E. Wyatt Gill (1876:225) reported meeting on Parama a resident

who had learned some English from pearl-shell divers, and, in 1875, the explorer Luigi

D' Albertis (1881:11) observed that Mawatta "is often visited by fishers for mother-of

pearl from Torres Straits, and the natives trade with them for tobacco, iron implements,

cloth, and other European specialties."

Foreign traders soon established shore facilities along the coast, and local

residents became actively involved in supplying these stations with marine products. One

such trader wrote in 1884 that when he was pearl-shelling in the Torres Strait a few years

earlier he had employed residents of Katow (Mawatta) in procuring pearl and tortoise

shell (Brew 1884:94). John Strachan (1888:156) reports that during his exploration of the

New Guinea coast in 1885 he encountered beche-de-mer traders residing near Mawatta,
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and in 1887 the adventurer Theodore Bevan (1890) noted a small settlement of beche-de

mer collectors from North Queensland at Tureture. About this same time another beche

de-mer collection and processing operation was established on Marukara Island near

Mabudauan by a trader named Thomas Randolph (Rely 1893:39).

Mawatta, in particular, became a center of interchange between local residents

and foreign fishers. In 1888, one colonial administrator wrote of the village:

Considerable intercourse has been had with these natives for some years by the
crews of the numerous boats employed in the pearl-shelling and beche-de-mer
industries coming in for shelter or for water, the village being conveniently
situated near the fishing grounds on and off the Great Warrior Reef. These people
are a quiet, tractable race, and many of them have been employed at times in the
fishing boats (Milman 1888:19).

A second important center of early commercial activity in the Torres Strait was

the island of Darn. Before the Possession was declared in 1888 a timber operation had

been based on the island (Milman 1888:19), and one or two Europeans had set up fishing

stations there (Beaver 1920:49). In an account of a visit to the Western District in 1890

William MacGregor (1890:66), the Administrator of British New Guinea, relates:

At Yaru [Darn] there is at present a considerable fishery. As we approached the
island eight luggers and three or four whaleboats went out to sea towards the
Warrior Reef to fish for pearl-shell and trepang. In the evening there were
anchored in front of the village about a score of boats [from Queensland ports] 
luggers, whaleboats, &c. They said that about a score of boats had been fishing
off and on for several weeks in the two or three mile broad strait that separates
Yarn from the mainland, and with fair success.... As yet no law has been passed
in the Possession to regulate those fisheries. A draft ordinance has been prepared
.... These fishing boats procure wood and water and a certain amount of native
food at Yaru from the natives there, but canoes bring them food for sale from
neighboring villages as far west as [Mawatta]. Some of the "boys" have been
working' on board boats, but this appears to be rather exceptional. Others cut
firewood or assist in [beche-de-mer] fishing along the coast.

At the time MacGregor filed his report, the employment of Papuans in the Torres

Strait marine industry had been curtailed by labor regulations imposed by the colonial

administration. Following the removal of these restrictions in the early 1890s the number
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of Papuans working aboard the luggers resumed its upward trend. In 1894, Bingham

Hely (1894:51), the Resident Magistrate at the newly established government station on

Daru, reported:

The young men have shown great desire for work, and owing to the large number
of diving boats now stationed in our waters, and working from Darn, they have
been able to secure employment and good wages. There is no doubt that by
serving in diving boats the natives of the west are turning out the most competent
boat hands amongst the coloured races that I know.

The Papuans also earned the praise of colonial officials on the opposite side of the

Strait. For example, John Douglas (1892-93:120), the Government Resident of Thursday

Island, wrote of them:

A good many are already employed in the pearl-shelling boats. They promise to
do very well, and the sea-faring life is one that suits them.

Regulation of Native Labor

As noted in Chapter II, one of the first actions of the government of the newly

established Possession was to enact legislation that prohibited the removal of indigenous

inhabitants from the colony for employment purposes. The labor statute restrained but

did not completely halt the employment of Papuans in the Torres Strait marine industry.1

. Few of the lugger owners were willing to confme their operations to British New Guinea

waters. The labor restriction was disapproved of by business interests in Queensland and

New South Wales and was criticized by some colonial officials in British New Guinea as

well. Western Division Resident Magistrate Bingham Hely (1893:39) stated in the

Possession's Annual Report:

The want of regular and congenial employment is a decided drawback to the
advancement of the people. In former days, when they were engaged in diving
boats in the Straits, youngsters were turned out into good men such as Kasavi,
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Suvi, and others, who, to all intents and purposes, are as useful (or more so in this
country) as white men or Polynesians. Since they have been prevented under the
laws of the Possession from seeking employment outside its boundaries the young
men are growing up typical natives, caring very little so long as they have a
sufficiency of food to advance themselves in any way.

MacGregor himself was a strong proponent of the employment of Papuans in the

Torres Strait marine industry (MacGregor 1892-3:35), and by 1892 the labor law was

modified to permit men residing in the Western Division to continue to be employed on

boats fishing anywhere in the Strait so long as those boats were licensed in British New

Guinea (Anon. 1894:xxix).

The relaxation of restrictions on the removal of local labor from the Possession

was counterbalanced by the implementation of a rigorous contract system. It was

required that any person employed more than 25 miles from his home must be engaged

before a Resident Magistrate who would ensure that the person was accepting

employment voluntarily and understood the nature of the work to be performed, amount

of wages and term of engagement. Employers were required to properly look after the

welfare of the laborers they hired and to return them to their place of residence at the end

of their contracts. Laborers were not permitted to engage in any duties other than those

specified in the contract and could not be transferred to another work location. A

Resident Magistrate could at any time, on the complaint of either party, cancel the

contract or vary its terms. Finally, it was required that all wages due to a worker be

retained until the termination of the contract at which time they would be paid in full in

the presence of a Resident Magistrate or other qualified government official.

By 1900, a tightly controlled system of labor recruiting was also in place (Mair

1970:162). The colonial administration could deem certain areas of the Possession closed

to recruiting. Labor recruiters were required to apply for an annual license which could

be suspended at any time. It was made mandatory that each recruiter post a £50 bond as a

guarantee that all the provisions of the labor law would be observed (Mair 1970:162).
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What's more, the colonial government charged recruiters a processing fee of 1 shilling

for signing men on and 2 shillings to take them out of the Possession (Pearl-Shell and

Beche-de-Mer Commission 1908: 82).2

The labor laws of British New Guinea did not entirely favor the employee. For

example, amendments to the original ordinance provided that a person under contract

who deserted or refused to work was liable to a fine or imprisonment. But by the

standards of the nineteenth century colonial era the labor statutes of the Possession were

remarkably progressive for the protection they afforded Papuans from gross exploitation.

The remedial actions taken by the British New Guinea administration were in marked

contrast to the initial apathy the colonial government of Queensland displayed for the

welfare of its own indigenous subjects working in the pearl-shell and beche-de-mer

fishery. The inhabitants of coastal Cape York, in particular, suffered from the absence of

government regulation of the labor force in the marine industry (Johnston 1988:97-105).

The manner in which Papuan laborers in the industry were sequestered was somewhat

resented by Northern Queensland officials as revealed in a remark made in 1912 by Lee

Bryce (1912:21), the Government Resident at Thursday Island: "Papuan seamen are

treated in a totally different manner to any other employees of the fleets; their

agreements are executed in Papua, they are not signed on in the local Shipping Office,

and all their wages are paid in Papua when they are returned from employment here."

Mair (1970) suggests that the early administrators of British New Guinea were

motivated not so much by humanitarian concerns as the realization that a continued

supply of willing labor could be secured only if the Papuans were treated fairly and made

to see the benefits of wage-employment The size of the labor pool in the sparsely

populated Possession was a nagging concern of colonial officials especially during the

early 1900s when the administration intensified its efforts to attract European settlers to

the Possession and expand plantation agriculture. In 1912, Lieutenant-Governor J.
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Hubert Murray (1912a:344) declared that the shortage of labor was "the one serious

danger in the path of Papuan development."

The commentary of early colonial administrators indicates that they also

envisioned the promotion of wage-labor as playing an important role in their native

affairs policy objective of pacification and assimilation. As early as 1893, Western

Division Magistrate Bingham Hely (1893:39) observed: "In most of the localities to

which the law has as yet been extended the people have so long been in contact with such

civilization as is represented by the pearl-shelling community of Torres Straits that they

are more amenable to law and order than if they were entirely on new ground." Similar

sentiments were expressed several years later by another Resident Magistrate at Darn,

Wilfred Beaver (1920:295): "An important factor in the Europeanization of the Fly and

coast men has been their work in the Torres Straits pearling fleets .... The civilising effect

of this employment has been very great" J. Hubert Murray (1909:12) was also impressed

by the effect employment in the Torres Strait marine industry had upon the people of the

Western Division, noting that returned labourers "are useful in disseminating the

rudiments of civilization." And in a later statement he expresses confidence that

"recruiting will be a great means of pacifying [the Western Division]" (Murray

1912b:ll).

Working Conditions Aboard the Luggers

Although the statutes of the Possession went a long way toward shielding

Papuans from the worst forms of labor exploitation they could not prevent occasional

acts of abuse on boats far at sea. Nor could they safeguard Papuans from the routine

hazards and hardships that work in the Torres Strait marine industry entailed.
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General Hardships of Shipboard Life

The law permitted laborers to be engaged for up to twelve months but generally

the men employed on the luggers harvesting beche-de-mer and trochus shell worked for

nine months of the year as these boats rarely operated during the northwesterly monsoon

season when the threat of cyclones was high. Informants state that upon arriving at

Thursday Island at the start of their contract each man would receive from his employer

clothing, blankets, diving goggles and other necessities. The men would be at sea for a

three month stretch unless forced back to port by bad weather or an accident. At the end

of this period the luggers would return to Thursday Island to off-load their catch and

prepare for the next trip. Usually workers stayed on the same vessel for their entire

contract

Much of the trochus and beche-de-mer collecting was done in the protected

waters on the inside of the Great Barrier Reef. Boats engaged in this activity often

traveled as far south as Mackay despite admonitions from colonial administrators that

employers who took Papuans outside the Torres Strait region were violating the

provisions of the labor ordinance (Higginson 1909:49). The principle pearl-shelling

grounds were the Warrior Reef, but the luggers sailed in search of shell as far west as

Deliverance Island and as far east as Bramble Cay.

Some of the difficulties of shipboard life were related to the cultural differences

among crew members. Men speaking different languages and holding different values

and concepts of authority were required to work together for extended periods of time in

the close confines of small vessels. One colonial official observed:

Most of the [papuans] employed in the pearl shell fishery are signed on to work
in any of the employer's boats. On their arrival at headquarters they are drafted
out to the respective boats in which they have to work. Most of the boats are in
charge of a Japanese or some foreigner. Orders are given in a language which the
native does not understand. The native is quick at gesture language, and as long
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as he understands, or is willing to understand, things go smoothly, but when he
does not understand, or is unwilling to do so, he is knocked down and sworn at in
filthy language. This sort of conduct ends in fighting and refusing duty, and in
desertion from service. The employer, who knows nothing of the case, and
believes all that the captain of the boat alleges, then comes forward and desires to
have the native punished for breach of agreement (English 190I: 131).

The work itself was grueling and often perilous. A government inquiry into the

pay and conditions of work of the laborers noted that "life on board such small craft was

one of discomfort and hardship, combined with a considerable amount of danger"

(Mackay et al. 1908:lxxii). A later report prepared by the Trades and Labour Council of

Queensland (1946:2) describes the work schedule during a typical day aboard a pearl

shell boat:

3:30 a.m. cooks rise to get breakfast.
4:00 a.m. crew rise, tum dress over (i.e., diver's suits) and dry clothes on rigging.
4:30 a.m. breakfast.
4:30 a.m. till 5:00 a.m. get gear ready.
5:00 a.m. weigh anchor
about 6:00 a.m. dress diver and start diving operation on sun rise - approx. 6:00
a.m.
work till sun-set - approx. 7:00 or 8:00 p.m.
If ground dirty sail all night to another working ground and start again at 4:00
a.m.

Conditions on the trochus and beche-de-mer vessels tended to be even worse as

16 divers and a skipper were crowded together aboard a typical boat whereas a pearl

.shell vessel the same size generally carried only a crew of eight. The Trades and Labour

Council of Queensland (1946:2) report recounts a normal day aboard a lugger harvesting

trochus:

Breakfast before sunrise.
(Breakfast consisted of a dumpling of plain flour boiled in water plus golden
syrup on some boats only.)
The dinghies were then taken to the reef, a distance of maybe one to one and one
half miles.
The men took their dinner to the reef with them.
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(This consisted of a damper the size of a large camp oven, 15 to 18 inches in
diameter, of which each dingy containing four men got a quarter, plus a tin of
syrup per dinghy and a bottle of water.
Some skippers did not even supply a water bottle.
Work continued on the reef till sun-set
Tea took place on return to the boat and consisted of rice and stewed bully-beef,
together with fresh fish on occasions at the discretion of the skipper.
Some skippers did not allow crews to collect fish.
Aftertea trochus shell had to be cleaned.
Some skippers boiled their shell every second day and some daily.

In addition to enduring a grinding schedule day after day, the men of the Torres

Strait commercial fishery risked falling victim to disease, tidal currents, cyclones and

deadly marine life. Although accidents were common very few individuals received

workers' compensation. The Trades and Labour Council of Queensland (1946:3) notes

that in nearly all cases of injury the "men were refused compensation when they claimed

it from the [European pearling] master, and, of course, they did not know how to take

any further steps to pursue their claims."

The rigors of life aboard the luggers are recalled in songs composed by the men

who experienced the hardships first-hand (Appendix IV). As with the oral histories of

ancestral origins, these songs are filled with the names of individuals, the places they

traveled and the events they witnessed. At times, the places visited aboard the luggers

evoked memories of the movements of itinerant early ancestors (Appendix IV; no. 16).

In general, the songs tend to downplay the risks involved in working in the industry and

to emphasize the sense of adventure attached to it Despite the low wages, severe

working conditions and long periods away from the village, employment in the Torres

Strait fishery undoubtedly held considerable appeal for young men anxious to acquire

European goods and social status within their communities. Individuals interviewed

recall that they and the other young men of the day were eager to sign up as often as they

could.
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Some songs, however, are dedicated to the remembrance of specific tragedies that

occurred on the fishing grounds. One song (Appendix IV; no. 1), for example, recalls the

sinking of the lugger Rhodopis in 1934 during a cyclone off the coast of northern

Queensland.I The only two survivors, a resident of Mabudauan and a Torres Strait

Islander from Mer, were forced to swim for three hours to reach land. Another song

(Appendix IV: no. 3) tells of a vessel that sank during a gale in the deep channel between

the islands of Erub and Ugar. According to informants, all the crew perished immediately

except for two related men from Tureture and an Aboriginal man. The three attempted to

swim together to nearby Nepean Islet, but one of the Tureture men tired and drowned.

The other two safely made it to the islet

Effects of Disease on Papuan Laborers

Although it is the dramatic disasters such as ship sinkings that are most often

remembered in songs and anecdotes, the greatest risk faced in the Torres Strait

commercial fishery was unquestionably disease. Hundreds of men succumbed to

dysentery, beri-beri, influenza, tuberculosis, smallpox and measles. It is impossible to

accurately determine how many died since employers at Thursday Island did not keep

records, and it was difficult for colonial officials on Darn to keep in touch with each sick

man after he was returned to his village (Jiear 1905:39).

The individuals who worked in the marine industry were not the only local

inhabitants affected by foreign diseases. Foreign crews landing along the coast or

laborers returning from Thursday Island at the end of their contract frequently exposed

village populations to previously unknown maladies. Local residents had little resistance

to these exotic diseases and no way of treating them. Western Division Resident

Magistrate A. P. Lyons (1916:89) heard from village elders that during the early days of
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the fishery an epidemic of dysentery devastated the communities along the northern

boundary of the Strait. Later, whooping cough swept through the area as far east as the

Bamu River causing the deaths of at least 305 people most of whom were children (Jiear

1905:39).

The single most lethal disease among industry workers was beri-beri, a nutritional

disorder brought about by a lack of vitamin Bl. Although the exact cause of beri-beri was

unknown at the turn of century it was widely recognized that it could be prevented with a

varied diet. Even with this knowledge, however, divers in the Torres Strait fishery

continued to develop beri-beri and many died of it. Some colonial officials attributed the

persistence of the disease to negligence or deliberate wrongdoing on the part of the

foreign captains of the luggers, as indicated in this excerpt from the Papua Report for

1909:4

... as Japanese are in charge of the boats in which the Papuans are employed, it is
impossible either for the white employer or for the Papuan Government to know
exactly what takes place in these boats when they are at sea. For instance, the
most ample and varied ration may be, and in fact, is supplied by the European
employer, but the share the Papuan gets of it depends upon the goodwill of the
Japanese skipper (Murray 1909:13)

Industry representatives placed the blame on the Papuans themselves, arguing that

yams, taro and sago were made available by boat owners but Papuans preferred European

foods such as rice, tinned meat and salt beef (Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Commission

1908:81). However, the following statement from Western Division Resident Magistrate

A. C. English (1901:131) reveals that many Papuans were far from content with the

rations they received:

The chief complaints, made by natives, are insufficient food and accommodation.
The employers complain that the natives are lazy, sulky, and obstinate. The
natives in many instances have good grounds for complaint especially those that .
are working on the small boats, diving for pearl-shell, beche-de-mer, and other
products of the deep, at a very great risk of their lives, and to the great advantage
of their employers. They are expected to live on shell-fish, or what they can pick
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up on the reefs. This office at Darn has received from native employees in Torres
Straits a parcel of empty shells to show what they have to live on.

To quote one case: Over fifty natives came to Daru and complained of their food
supply. The same natives had on three occasions deserted, on the ground of
insufficient food. They were advised to return to their employer. Their answer
was, "No, we will all go to gaol first; we will get food there.

Whoever was at fault, the incidence of beri-beri among the Papuans engaged in

the marine industry of the Torres Strait increased at an alarming rate during the early

19OOs.5 In 1908,246 Papuans were admitted to the hospital on Thursday Island suffering

from the disorder of which 21 died, and an additional 31 died that year before they could

receive medical treatment (Milman 1909).

Corrective Health Measures Taken by Colonial Officials

Due to the number of deaths and the number of sick men who returned from

Thursday Island it became increasingly difficult to induce Papuans to sign on (Jiear

1905:42). In the 1899-1900 Annual Report, Western Division Resident Magistrate G.

Ruthven LeHunte (l901:xxx)., disturbed about reports of discontent among the Papuan

laborers, stated: "The subject of the better supervision of those employed on the pearling

vessels in the waters requires attention, and will receive the close attention of the

Government" But even when the situation was deemed by officials to be "a very serious

affair" (Jiear 1905:39), the colonial government was slow to implement any concrete

corrective measures. One difficulty was that the labor statutes of the Possession

contained n~ specific provisions to ensure the fair treatment of indentured laborers by

their employers.v Furthermore, there was no one at Thursday Island to hear complaints

from Papuans who were mistreated. The only redress they had was to file a complaint

before the Resident Magistrate at Darn upon their return. But colonial officials bent on

expanding the Possession's labor force were reluctant to interfere further in industry
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affairs. When Hugh Milman (1906:1), the Government Resident at Thursday Island, met

with his counterpart on Darn he found that the Resident Magistrate, "on behalf of his

Government, was most anxious to do all in his power to encourage the employment of

their natives in the fisheries, and not anxious to hamper the employers in any way."

As the crisis grew, however, and an increasing number of Papuans threatened to

refuse employment the colonial government began to take remedial action. One of the

first steps taken was to enjoin the pearl-shell companies on Thursday Island to subsidize

health care for Papuans. At the time of engagement or discharge the Resident Magistrate

at Darn collected from employers one shilling per man per month which was turned over

to the Thursday Island Hospital authorities. In return, the hospital treated at no charge

any Papuan who become sick while at work on boats in the Strait (Jiear 1907:46).

However, at first, Papuans dreaded having to become inmates of the hospital, and "in

several instances they concealed their symptoms until too late for successful treatment"

(Milman 1908:6). It was not until a ward for Papuans was constructed at the hospital and

a Papuan warder attached that they gradually overcame their fears (Higginson 1909:49;

Milman 1908:6).

In 1909. the government of what by then was the Territory of Papua established a

Department of Native Affairs with the specific task of enforcing a number of recently

. promulgated regulations regarding the working conditions of wage-laborers (Mair

1970:165). Among the staff positions created within this department was a Protector of

Papuans (Mair 1970:170), whose job it was to hear grievances from Papuans employed

in the Torres Strait marine industry regarding rations, accommodations. hours worked

and other matters. The duties of Protector were assigned to the Sub-Collector of Customs

at Thursday Island. The Sub-Collector wielded considerable power over the marine

industry based at Thursday Island as this officer was charged with regulating the

engagement of indentured labor in the company fleets. These fleets were so dependent
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upon foreign boat crews that a recommendation from the Sub-Collector to the Australian

Home and Territories Department that permits to indent any more outside labor be

denied to a particular firm would force that firm to lay up most of its vessels.

The first Protector appointed, E. Temple Curtis, had "a keen interest in the

Papuan and his welfare" according to Resident Magistrate C. B. Higginson (1909:47). In

addition to overseeing the construction of the special hospital ward, Curtis took other

immediate measures to improve the well-being of Papuan workers. A house was built at

Thursday Island for the use of Papuans on shore (Murray 1909: 13); and all the vessels

were required to be periodically fumigated (Higginson 1909:49). According to colonial

officials these initial actions quickly yielded positive results. In a report of a visit to

Thursday Island in 1909 Lieutenant-Governor Murray (1911:7) noted that the death rate

among Papuans from beri-beri had declined and that they "seem to be well fed, both as

regards rice and meat, and also as regards onions and other vegetables" (Murray 1911:8).

He was informed by the Protector that conditions aboard the boats were now more

acceptable "as the Japanese [captains] recognize that the Papuans have some one at

Thursday Island who will take their part" (Murray 1911:8). Later, a vaccination program

for incoming Papuan workers was implemented through the Government Medical Officer

at Thursday Island (Lyons 1913:74), and to prevent the possibility of workers importing

diseases when returning home they received a medical examination before their departure

for Dam (Beaver 1912:69).

Despite these countermeasures and optimistic assessments, however, employment

in the Torres Strait marine industry continued to be hazardous. Western Division

Resident Magistrate A. P. Lyons reported that from 1912 to 1913 16 Papuans died in the

fishery: two from dysentery, 12 from beri-beri, one drowned at sea and one from

unknown causes. He noted: "With an average of 120 Papuans employed [in the fishery]

... , the death rate there works out fairly high (Lyons 1913:74)." Over the next two
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decades medical care, rations and sanitary conditions continued to improve, and the

mortality among workers steadily declined yet cases of beri-beri were still being reported

into the 1930s.

Wages and Other Forms of Remuneration

As noted earlier, the labor statute of the colony required that all wages due to a

Papuan indentured laborer at the end of service be paid in the presence of a colonial

official who would verify that the individual was correctly remunerated. In the view of

one informant, the government simply sought to guarantee that each Papuan worker

received a "fair go." Mair (1970:168), however, suggests that the colonial administration

intervened on behalf of the worker partly with the idea "that his return home with a

supply of trade goods would be the best inducement to others to follow his example,

partly to protect him against his own lack of thrift, but also to ensure that he had some

alternative to spending it at a store managed by his employer with all the risks of abuse

which this involved."

Given the meager wages that the average Papuan laborer received, some form of

government protection from unscrupulous employers was justified. From the earliest

days of the fishing industry there existed large disparities in the income earned by the

different groups of participants. The wage rate depended on both the type of job and the

ethnicity of the person who filled it Helmet divers were the most highly paid followed

by tenders, deckhands and swimmer divers. While some Aborigines, Torres Strait

Islanders and Papuans became tenders and deckhands aboard the pearl-shell luggers

outfitted for deep-sea diving the majority were employed as swimmer divers collecting

beebe-de-mer and trochus.7 For the same work performed Asians and South Seas
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Islanders were compensated more than Torres Strait Islanders who received more than

Papuans and Aborigines (Beckett 1977:94).

At first, Papuans received the standard wage rate for indentured laborers within

the Possession of 10 shillings per month plus food. Amarshi et ale (1979:246) states that

this rate was a holdover from the Queensland blackbirding days and was low compared

to other colonial countries. By the beginning of this century the minimum monthly wage

paid to Papuans employed in the marine industry had been raised to £1 and keep (Murray

1902:84), but this was still considerably below the wage rate for Torres Strait Islanders at

that time. In 1908, when Papuans were continuing to receive a monthly wage of £1, food

and a certain amount of tobacco and clothing, Islanders were paid from £2 5s to £2 lOs

per month (Pearl-Shell and Beebe-de-Mer Commission 1908:210).

Informants recall that the actual amount earned by Papuans employed in the

Torres Strait fishery varied. Some men were given gifts of cash and trade goods by

employers to entice them to sign on. Once employed, the compensation a man received

often depended on the attitude of the captain toward him. Those who were perceived as

being hard workers received extra pay on Thursday Island to supplement the lump sum

handed over at Daru, or they might be given generous gifts of clothing, blankets, tobacco

or other items. Some individuals also remember earning up to seven shillings per week

by working overtime. They noted that overtime money was especially welcomed as it

was paid to them immediately and could be remitted directly to relatives back home.

According to several informants the families of married workers also received at regular

intervals what were called "wives rations." Each month spouses of workers traveled to

Daru and received seven shillings plus one shilling for each of their children.

Despite these various supplements to the standard wage, the Papuans eventually

became dissatisfied with the inequities of the pay system. In 1905, Western Division

Resident Magistrate A. H. Jiear (1905:42) reported that the men of Mawatta and Tureture
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had refused to accept the monthly amount of £1 and declined to engage unless an

increase in wages was forthcoming. Beaver (1920:55) indicates that the men of Parama

also helped instigate the strike.S According to Jiear (1905:42), the coastal residents

argued "that [South Seas Islanders], who are not more capable, receive a much higher

wage for a similar class of work, have the advantage .., of being allowed an advance of

wages on engagement, and a cheaper market than Daru to make their purchases when

paid off." Several years later, Lieutenant-Governor Murray (1912b:1O) pointed to the

strike as an example of the social advancement of the people of the Western Division but

notes that "the strike was unsuccessful, as the leaders were unable to cope with the influx

of 'black legs' from other villages." It was not until 1913, when the demand for Papuan

labor outstripped the supply, that the standard wage increased to £2 per month (Lyons

1913:74). According to informants, the wage rate subsequently remained unchanged

through the 1930s even though the colonial government began to deduct taxes from the

pay ofPapuans working in the Torres Strait fishing industry after 1919.

Levels or Recruitment of Papuans

The collection of pearl-shell and beche-de-mer was a labor-intensive industry,

with wages the major cost and the critical factor in determining profit (Beckett 1977:82).

During the first few decades of the Torres Strait commercial fishery the need for an

abundant supply of cheap labor could be met by drawing on a pool of Asian, South Seas

Islander and indigenous Australian and New Guinean workers (Table 2). But shortly

after the tum of the century this advantageous situation within the industry was disrupted

by two developments. The first was legislation emanating from the doctrine of a "White

Australia" which resolved to stem the immigration of cheap "coloured labour" to the

continent and reserve jobs for Caucasian residents. The Immigration Restriction Act of
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Table 2. Number of Men Engaged in the Marine Industry Based at
Thursday Island, by Year and Ethnic Group

1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908

Papuans* 2 57 27 211 74 155 351 146 333 302 322
Torres Strait

Islanders 174 206 279 285 289 306 307 201 131 183 148
Aboriginals 156 139 171 160 148 183 154 121 154 215 90
Japanese 790 707 619 551 624 617 739 539 460 524 498
Malays 247 174 217 207 194 197 231 64 51 30
Filipinos 251 319 237 253 205 217 188 52 42 59 44....
South Sea~

Islanders 283 217 348 374 564 505 414 142 116 73 51
Europeans 93 53 65 67 41 67 68 17 7 17 9
Other 132 102 69 80 48 63 57 39 20 19 11
Total 2122 1974 2032 2188 2187 2310 2509 1321 1314 1422 1175

* Because Papuans were not required to be placed on ships articles at Thursday Island records of their employment
in the marine industry may be inaccurate.

Sources: Annual Report of the Government Resident, Thursday Island; Report of the Queensland Department of
Harbours and Marine; and Metcalfe (1923:275).



Table 2 (Continued). Number of Men Engaged in the Marine Industry Based at
Thursday Island, by Year and Ethnic Group

1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918

Papuans* 352 377 368 103 132 15 126 127 135 97
Torres Strait

Islanders 253 205 215 224 190 161 214 197 312 229
Aboriginals 82 98 181 191 159 193 209 219 219 197
Japanese 568 528 533 631 655 427 193 422 358 576
Malays 259 115 82 58 40 40 21 32
FiUpinos 35 18 21 19 22 17 16 18 21 14

... South Sea
VI
VI Islanders 39 26 54 42 45 27 35 22 33 10

Europeans 15 14 17 22 7 3 3 3 39 8
Other 51 43 8 10 8 5 8 5 7 5
Total 1335 1309 1288 1357 1300 906 844 1053 1145 1071

* Because Papuans were not required to be placed on ships artides at Thursday Island records of their employment
in the marine industry may be inaccurate.

Sources: Annual Report of the Government Resident, Thursday Island; Report of the Queensland Department of
Harbours and Marine; and Metcalfe (1923:275).



Table 2 (Continued). Number of Men Engaged in the Marine Industry Based at
Thursday Island, by Year and Ethnic Group

1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 .

Papuans* 157 48 93 279 199 255 278 290 334 346
Torres Strait

Islanders 244 147 216 130 172 191 136 148 137 111
Aboriginals 242 179 280 46 101 80 75 131 187 191
Japanese 613 600 377 407 492 411 488 528 510 542
Malays 31 12 63 67 50 42 29 36 65 59
Filipinos 13 2 2 3 1- South Sea

Vl

260\ Islanders 19 19 20 27 23 7 28 35 32
Europeans 13 30 21 15 3 6 6 6
Other 5 1 26 33 40 48
Total 1180 1007 1049 707 859 1004 1064 1201 1314 1335

* Because Papuans were not required to be placed on ships articles at Thursday Island records of their employment
in the marine industry may be inaccurate.

Sources: Annual Report of the Government Resident, Thursday Island; Report of the Queensland Department of
Harbours and Marine; and Metcalfe (1923:275).



Table 2 (Continued). Number of Men Engaged in the Marine Industry Based at
Thutsday Island, by Year and Ethnic Group

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938

Papuans* 375 270 263 189 201 199 231 228 146 128
Torres Strait

Islanders 393 354 419 447 469 742 895 349 362 211
Aboriginals 178 18S 161 170 136 105 194 247 233 151
Japanese 580 488 293 339 327 352 320 335 412 429
Malays 58 38 23 20 16 24 27 56 71 55

- Filipinos 1 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3
lJl

South Sea...:a

Islanders 30 31 32 32 30 28 28 28 28 28
Europeans 7 7 8 6 10 14 15 16 16 5
Other 59 62 86 113 151 171 189 169 180 203
Total 1680 1436 1287 1318 1342 1638 1901 1431 1451 1213

• Because Papuans were not required to be placed on ships articles at Thursday Island records of their employment
in the marine industry may be inaccurate.

Sources: Annual Report of the Government Resident, Thursday Island; Report of the Queensland Department of
Harbours and Marine; and Metcalfe (1923:275).



1901 enacted by the newly formed Parliament of the Commonwealth checked the

introduction of Asian and South Seas Islander workers from abroad. That same year the

Pacific Islanders Labourers' Act was also passed which led to the deportation by 1908 of

the majority of South Seas Islanders that had been imported to work in Queensland's

rural industries, including those employed in the Torres Strait pearl-shell and beebe-de

mer fishery (Yarwood and Knowling 1982:206).

The second development was less disruptive than the consequences of the White

Australia policy but still of considerable concern to industry representatives on Thursday

Island. The problem stemmed from the successful effort led by Rev. F. W. Walker to

assist Torres Strait Islanders in the purchase of their own luggers. By 1906, Walker's

enterprise, called Papuan Industries Ltd., had cooperated with the Queensland

government to provide six boats for various island communities (Austin 1972:53). The

Torres Strait Islanders received these boats with considerable enthusiasm, for as Walker

states, "they can earn money near their homes without leaving their wives and families,

and at the same time they can get dugong and turtle, which add considerably to the food

supply of the islands" (Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Commission, 1908:206). However,

this form of church and government assistance to Torres Strait Islanders was resented by

managers of the pearl-shell companies who felt that it discouraged Islanders from

working for them as wage-laborers and exacerbated a serious labor shortage (Pearl-Shell

and Beebe-de-Mer Commission, 1908:94).

Faced with these difficulties, employers on Thursday Island began to increasingly

look to the Western Division as a source of contract workers. Recruiting from this area

was attractive for a number of reasons: unlike the South Seas Islanders the Papuans were

not perceived as a threat by White Australia advocates because they were filling jobs for

which Caucasians had little interest and they could readily be repatriated when their

contracts expired; and unlike the Torres Strait Islanders there were sufficient numbers of
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Papuans so that repeated employment and extended absences from villages and families

was unnecessary (Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Commission, 1908:206). What's more,

the wages of Papuans could be kept low because the population from which the labor was

drawn could support itself by subsistence activities (Beckett 1977:101).

Directly following the passage of the Immigration Act pearl-shell companies on

Thursday Island were obliged to halt the employment of Papuans, but early in 1902 the

provisions of the Act were eased, it being clear that the Papuans employed in the Torres

Straits fisheries were, in fact, employed on the sea and not truly immigrants (Anon.

1903:17). After this brief interruption the number of Papuans employed in the industry

increased dramatically. By the end of the decade some owners of pearl-shell and beche

de-mer boats claimed they could "depend upon Papua to supply labour sufficient for all

our requirements" (Pearl-Shell and Beebe-de-Mer Commission, 1908:66). For their own

part colonial officials determined to open new recruiting grounds in the Western Division

to meet the growing labor demand (Higginson 1911:56). In particular, recruiters were

permitted access to inland and estuarine areas whose inhabitants, in some cases, had had

little previous contact with Europeans. Unlike coastal residents the men recruited from

these areas were ill-adapted to working in a marine environment Consequently, they

suffered more than most from the rigors of shipboard life and accounted for the large

. majority of the deaths from dysentery and beri-beri (Beaver 1911:52).

In 1911, however, further adjustments in the labor force were called for following

the election of the Commonwealth's first effective Labour government. Increased

political pressure was brought to bear on the Torres Strait marine industry to abolish the

importation of Asian workers (Bach 1961:111). That year the Commonwealth

government ruled that the pearl-shell and beche-de-mer companies must have only

Caucasian helmet divers and tenders in their employ within two years or they would be

deprived of foreign labor for the remainder of the industry's requirements (Bach
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1961:111). At the same time the government also announced that the recruitment of

Papuan workers should cease immediately (Milman 1911:91). It is unclear why Papuans

were singled out for immediate exclusion, but they may have been blamed for a

dysentery epidemic that raged through the Torres Strait fleet that year (Higginson

1911:56). In addition, there had been allegations made by federal parliamentarians that

Papuans were being brought to Thursday Island to be engaged in occupations other than

fishing (Hunt 1909).

The decision to bar Papuans from employment in the Torres Strait marine

industry was approved of by some Queensland officials appalled by the high death rate

among Papuan laborers. For example, Hugh Milman (1911:92), the Government

Resident at Thursday Island, argued:

The absolute stoppage of Papuan labour in the industry is not such a serious
matter, especially since it has been decided that the Papuans may be replaced by
Malays or Javanese for the next two years, because this class of labour was most
unsatisfactory. Many of the Papuans sent to the Torres Strait were raw bushmen,
and all of them were physically, of a very poor class.

But for the Papuans who had successfully served for many years aboard the pearl

shell and beche-de-mer boats and become accustomed to a cash income the decision was

regarded as a grave injustice. Wilfred Beaver (1911:65), Western Division Resident

Magistrate at the time, noted: "the natives concerned have resented [the ban] somewhat

bitterly, and there has been, and still is, great dissatisfaction." Village leaders expressed

their grievance in a petition submitted to the Australian Minister for External Affairs

(Beaver 1911:67).

As it turned out, the plan to substitute Malays and Javanese for Papuan labor

referred to by Milman was unsuccessful. In 1912, the year it was first implemented, of

the 261 Malays recruited 35 were returned for refusing to work, 68 were repatriated sick

or unfit and 19 died (Lee-Bryce 1912:21). Many boats could not operate because of the

shortfall in labor, and later that year the Australian federal government was obliged to
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request that Papuan villages be reopened for recruiting (Lee-Bryce 1912:21). The total

number who might be engaged, however, was fixed at 400 (Mair 1970:171), and for a

time recruiting was limited to the residents of coastal communities as they were deemed

to be the most fit for work at sea (Beaver 1912:69).

An effort that same year to employ several Caucasians from Britain as helmet

divers and thereby decrease the dependence on Japanese divers also met with disastrous

results (Bartlett 1954:186). After these failures it became clear to Australian politicians

that for the time being the survival of the Torres Strait commercial fishery depended on

the availability of certain groups of foreign workers. After being postponed several times

the implementation of a complete ban on imported labor was suspended until after the

Second World War (Beckett 1977:83). In 1936, however, there was a resurgence in

opposition specifically toward Papuan labor in the marine industry. In January of that

year many of the Torres Strait Islanders working in the industry went on strike, and the

Queensland government accused the companies on Thursday Island of indenting a large

number of Papuans to compensate for the resulting shortfall in labor (pease 1936).9 At

the request of the Premier of Queensland, the Territories Branch of the Prime Minister's

Department cabled the Lieutenant-Governor of Papua asking that any further recruitment

of Papuans be restricted as it "prejudiced" the negotiation of a final settlement with the

strikers (Anon. 1936).

Lieutenant-Governor Murray agreed to implement whatever restrictions might be

proposed but before any action was taken Queensland politicians and bureaucrats began

to express broader concerns about the employment of Papuans in the marine industry.

The Queensland government was becoming increasingly anxious to secure these jobs for

their own indigenous subjects (Mair 1970:171). The government noted that, while

Papuans were employed in remunerative jobs in the industry, Torres Strait Islanders were

"mostly engaged on relief work" at a low wage (Riordan 1938). It became the objective
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of the Queensland government "to displace gradually by Islanders and Mainlanders

[Aborigines] the Papuans indentured as crew of boats engaged in the marine industries"

(Forgan-Smith 1936). As a first step toward the fulfillment of this goal the Premier of

Queensland proposed that the number of Papuans engaged in 1938 be 130 fewer than the

total employed in 1936.

Information regarding the proposed reduction was forwarded to Lieutenant

Governor Murray who replied to the Prime Minister's Department that his government

would support any restriction placed by the Commonwealth Government on the number

of Papuans admitted to Thursday Island for work in the Torres Strait. Furthermore, he

declared:

The Papuan Government has never had any desire that our natives should work
outside their own country. The practice of allowing them to work in Torres Straits
had its origin in the representations of the Thursday Island pearling industry, and
of the Commonwealth (Murray 1936).

To support his statement that it was at the bidding of the Commonwealth that the

Territorial government had allowed Papuans to work in the marine industry, Murray

cited the following passage from a communication he received in 1923 from the Prime

Minister's Department: "I am also to add that in the Minister's opinion it is desirable that

every reasonable facility be given to the pearlers at Thursday Island to engage Papuan

labour, so as to obviate as far as possible the necessity for their employing a

preponderating number of Japanese" (Murray 1936).10

The Queensland government acquired additional support in its effort to curtail the

number of Papuan wage-laborers working aboard the luggers when the first conference

of Torres Strait Islander councilors convened in August 1937 on the island of Massig

(Yorke). During the conference, which was attended by thirty-four councilors from

fourteen island communities and a representative of the Queensland Aboriginal

Department (Sharp 1993:211), it was "urged that all recruiting of Papuans be
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discontinued" (Forgan-Smith 1937). However, the Aboriginal Department did not feel

that the Torres Strait Islanders could be sufficiently relied upon at that time to furnish the

labor to entirely replace the Papuans, and the Queensland government decided to proceed

only with the planned reduction (Forgan-Smith 1937).

In late 1937, the Torres Strait Pearlshellers' Association expressed its dismay over

the proposed restriction of Papuan labor in a series of letters to state and federal officials.

In a communication to the Commonwealth Department of the Interior the Association

noted that "Papuan labour has been used in our boats for perhaps the past fifty years"

(Cadzow 1937). A second letter sent to the representative of the Aboriginal Department

on Thursday Island refers both to the intended reduction in the number of Papuan

workers and a proposed increase in the wages of Islander laborers that the Queensland

government had been pressing for on the behalf of the Islander councilors:

We have previously advised that our Members, at all times have been prepared to
work in with your Department and endeavor to use all the surplus Island labour
available. The action of your Department in blocking our source of labour, and
then increasing the wages payable to Islanders and Mainlanders, does not argue a
similar preparedness on their part (Anon. 1937).

Despite the remonstrations from industry representatives, the restrictions were

imposed in 1938 as planned. And in late 1939, citing increases in the unemployment rate

among Torres Strait Islanders and Aborigines, the Queensland government recommended

to the Prime Minister that all indentured Papuan labor in the industry be abolished

beginning the next year (Forgan-Smith 1939). The Papua government indicated that it

had "no objection whatever to the abolition of the employment of Papuan labour on

Thursday Island" so long as those Papuans who were already employed were allowed to

complete their contracts (Murray 1939). The Torres Strait Pearlshellers' Association

acquiesced to the proposed elimination of Papuan workers but requested from the

Queensland government that its members "retain the right to employ a nominal number

of Papuans in order to preserve the right to employ Papuans should circumstances arise
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later making it impracticable for the Director of Native Affairs [formerly the Aboriginal

Department] to provide the necessary labour" (Forgan-Smith 1940). By the end of 1940,

it was agreed by both government and industry representatives that Papuan labor would

be terminated after that year with the exception of ten workers (Forgan-Smith 1940). The

removal of Papuans was effected as planned but the measure had little immediate

significance as the entire marine industry of the Torres Strait virtually ceased operations

after May 1941 with the intensification of the war in the Pacific.

Village Production in the Marine Industry

While wage labor held considerable attraction to the people residing along the

north coast of the Torres Strait they also quickly recognized the advantages of working

for themselves. As described above, employment aboard the luggers entailed working

under harsh conditions for months on end. What's more, the recurrent economic and

political turmoil within the industry made recruitment uncertain. At least as long ago as

the early 1890s Mawatta residents were collecting beche-de-mer on their own account,

and the village "chief himself was employing a number of residents under an

arrangement he had entered into with a European settler (MacGregor 1892b:47). A few

years later Western Division Resident Magistrate Bingham Hely (1899:79) reported that

the men of both Mawatta and Tureture were engaged in swimming diving for pearl-shell

from canoes and noted that they had been fairly successful, collecting a ton or more of

high quality.shell. There are no figures on the size of the commercial harvest by villages

but it was doubtlessly only a small proportion of the total production of the marine

industry of the Strait. Village concerns lacked the equipment, management expertise and

perhaps the motivation to have posed an economic threat to the fleets of luggers owned

by European companies on Thursday Island. But for the people who relied on their own
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skills and inputs to successfully participate in the collection of commercially valuable

marine products this new economic activity was an important source of both cash income

and pride.

Informants recall that both double-outrigger vessels and smaller canoes were used

to harvest marine resources for sale. By the late nineteenth century these vessels were

faster and easier to handle, as the coastal people had eagerly incorporated European gear

and rigging into the traditional canoe design (Beaver 1920:77). As early as 1891, James

Cameron (1892:79), Resident Magistrate at Darn, exclaimed:

It is worthy to note that nearly all the canoes used on this coast are schooner
rigged, and carry calico sails. I have not seen a 'mat sail' used in the district.

The hulls of some canoes were even coppered (Beaver 1920:77). According to elders

consulted, women as well as men were involved in collecting beche-de-mer and trochus

shell and in any subsequent processing such as cleaning and drying. Generally, it was the

older men of the village who fished commercially from canoes while younger individuals

signed on to work aboard the luggers at Thursday Island.

Informants state that after a suitable quantity of cured marine produce had been

stockpiled in the village the men would transport it to traders on Darn who would record

the weight, grade and price. Prior to the Second World War it was usually the case that

the village producers would have to wait until the lot was sold by the Darn buyer to a

company on Thursday Island before they received payment. Often the traders would

advance the villagers quantities of flour, rice and tinned meat, clothing or small sums of

cash while they awaited their settlement. Informants stated that these transactions were

closely scrutinized by a government official, and any trader caught cheating was jailed or

deported. When the cash arrived from Thursday Island the men would return to Darn,

collect the money owed them and use it to purchase food, clothing, household utensils
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and other valued commodities. The return of the men to the villages with their loads of

store-bought goods was a festive occasion accompanied by much singing and dancing.

Although village producers were most likely to sell their harvest on Darn because

of its close proximity they could usually receive a higher price at Thursday Island or the

shelling station at Tudu. Occasionally a large motomoto with up to 40 men and women

aboard would sail south along the Auwo Maza stopping intermittently to collect trochus,

beche-de-mer and pearl-shell. After selling their harvest at Tudu or Thursday Island the

villagers sailed home, and any marketable marine products gathered during the return trip

were traded on Daru.

The motomoto was an important asset to village producers but its range was

limited as it could not carry more than a 2 or 3 day supply of water and could not stay on

the shelling grounds in bad weather (Hely 1899:79). Local residents quickly realized that

European vessels had a great advantage over canoes in this respect, and by the early

1890s the residents of Mawatta were using a chartered cutter to work beche-de-mer

(MacGregor 1892-3:35).11 The people of Tureture soon followed their example (Hely

1899:79).

In 1905, a year in which the market for pearl-shell was especially depressed and

many vessels were up for sale, several Torres Strait island communities took the

opportunity of low prices to purchase their own luggers and cutters with the assistance of

Papuan Industries and the Queensland government (Peel 1947:110). Within a short time

the residents of Mawatta had also purchased a cutter, which they christened Papua

(Higginson 1909:47). The people of Parama soon followed suit (Higginson 1911:56),

obtaining two boats named Parama and Karabai, and by 1915 Katatai and Tureture also

owned one vessel each (Lyons 1916:92). Tureture's cutter was called Bina and Katatai's

carried the name of the village. A few years later Mawatta residents had collectively
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saved enough funds from selling copra and marine products to buy a second boat which

they also named after their village.

Informants at Parama state that Papuan Industries assisted their village in

purchasing its first two boats after residents had constructed a church on the island for

the London Missionary Society. Later, the village procured a third vessel called Tetebe.

The three boats were acquired from different pearl-shell companies on Thursday Island,

Bowden Pearling Company, E.W. Cleveland and Morey & Company, and it was to these

firms that village members sold most of their marine produce. According to informants at

Katatai, their village's vessel was acquired by supplying trochus shell to a European

trader on Darn. When the trader determined that a sufficient quantity of shell had been

delivered he gave them the boat.

The villages owned and operated their respective vessels in a communal manner.

They had some advantage over their European competitors in that they did not have to

follow the same strict procedures for signing on and discharging men nor did they have

to pay vessel license fees. Informants state that the villages greatly enjoyed the

independence of having their own boats. The men aboard could engage in swimming

diving for pearl-shell, beche-de-mer and troehus when they pleased and did not have to

be separated for long periods from their villages and families. In addition, the boats could

be used to capture dugong and turtle and to convey traditional trade items across the

Strait

However, in the view of colonial officials measuring the benefits of vessel

ownership only in terms of potential profitability most of the village boats represented

failed enterprises. Resident Magistrate C. B. Higginson (1911:56) belittled local efforts

to collect pearl-shell, noting: "Almost needless to say, they have not made a success of it,

and the amount of shell taken has not been enough to keep them in tobacco." In the same

vein, Beaver (1920:298) facetiously reports that one village's enthusiasm to use their
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cutter to collect shell "lasted about a week." The colonial government was grateful,

however, that the boats were available for charter since its own fleet was inadequate

(Lyons 1916:92).

Informants concur that the villages often found it difficult to maintain their boats

because they could not raise sufficient funds or mobilize the labor for routine

maintenance tasks. They recall that not long after it was purchased one of Katatai's boats

was sold to the manager of the coconut plantation at Mibu who used it to transport copra.

The other boats owned by villages gradually fell into states of disrepair and none were

operational by the Second World War.

There is no record that the colonial government offered the villages any

assistance in maintaining the vessels or managing them as capital assets. The lack of

support was perhaps symptomatic of the incapability of the colonial government to

devise an effective strategy to assist those Papuans incorporated in a cash economy to

become anything other than unskilled indentured laborers. This failure was not

necessarily due to a lack of good intentions on the part of colonial officials. As

Administrator of British New Guinea William MacGregor strongly advocated the

development of village enterprises in the Western Division. In a dispatch to Henry

Norman, Governor of Queensland, MacGregor argued:

It is of the greatest importance to try to divert the trading instincts of these
communities into a proper channel. The Natives of the Fly Estuary and along this
coast can certainly be got to produce things that will find a market at Thursday
Island, which is not beyond their reach. The main aim of the [Resident
Magistrate] here would be to initiate and encourage this (British Colonial Office
1891:13~).

MacGregor envisioned a government sponsored boat building scheme that would

"help and encourage them to fish and cultivate and to engage in trade" (British Colonial

Office 1891:133). The project was never implemented, however, probably due to a lack
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of administrative resources. In 1890, the colonial government of the Possession had only

a staff of seventeen people and an annual budget of £15,000 (Anon. 1894:50).

Griffin et al. (1979:28) state that Lieutenant-Governor Murray also personally

endorsed the establishment of village ventures but his efforts to promote the concept

were counteracted by the entrenched racist attitudes of other Europeans in the colony

who believed that the average Papuan was incapable of acquiring the higher skills of

Europeans and imposed a "colour bar" against those who did. In addition, Griffen et al.

(1979:29) point out that throughout the Murray administration the government continued

to be acutely short of personnel and funds.12

Articulation or the Cash Economy with Village Lire

While the colonial government may have failed to promote economic

development at the village level its policy of accelerating the incorporation of local

inhabitants into a capitalist economy by encouraging them to engage in wage labor was a

major success especially in the Western Division. The first government officials stationed

on Darn were impressed with how promising their area of jurisdiction appeared to be for

effecting this policy. Resident Magistrate Bingham Rely (1893:39) remarked of the local

inhabitants:

They have a great predilection for anything in the shape of European clothing,
tools, &c.; have in many places adopted calico or canvas for their canoe sails;
have imbibed white ideas as to the ownership of property, &c.; and, were some
industry. (connected with the sea more especially) started in this portion of the
Possession, the people could be developed into useful communities.

And during a visit to the Western Division William MacGregor (1892-3:35) noted that

"these tribes are very intelligent, very well-behaved, industrious, and desirous of

improving themselves in every way."
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As the opportunities for employment increased with the expansion of the Torres

Strait marine industry it is apparent from the commentary of colonial officials that they

were somewhat surprised just how quickly and willingly local residents, particularly

those in the coastal villages, accepted this process of assimiladon.U Western Division

Resident Magistrate Wilfred Beaver (1912:66) observes: "They are distinctly adaptable

and assimilate with rapidity - perhaps with too great rapidity - European and foreign

customs and ideas." Officials also noted with some alarm that the people soon were no

longer in a position to easily abandon their accustomed cash income. As Beaver

(1911:67) remarks: "European tools, food, and clothes have become no longer a luxury

but a necessity in this [Division], and the natives must seek employment to provide

themselves with their wants."

There are a number of reasons why the people along the northern boundary of the

Torres Strait entered into the fishing industry, whether as independent producers or as

wage-laborers, so readily and successfully. First of all they had a seafaring tradition and

an economy based primarily on the exploitation of marine resources. Secondly, they had

long been involved in a regional system of trade which imbued marine resources with

exchange as well as use value. And thirdly they found ways of participating in a cash

economy while maintaining traditional kin ties and community values.

One or more stints working aboard the luggers became almost a rite of passage

for young, unmarried males. Beaver (1920:295) states:

For many years every young man has been in the habit of signing on at Darn for
his nine months' term with the utmost regularity, and considered it as much a part
of his education as his initiation in the Darimu [darimo or longhouse]. In fact his
age was often reckoned as so many "times along diver boat

Lawrence (1991:375) also makes the point that the indentured work experience evolved

over time into a new initiation process for young men and notes how the enforced
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separation from women and the village, the struggle for status and the return, laden with

valuables, became incorporated into local culture.

The ex.tent to which local customs and values mediated or structured participation

in a cash economy can be clearly seen in the way in which the wages earned by young

men were distributed. Landtman (1927:141) observes thatcustom dictated that the meat

of a captured dugong be shared among kin relations and other members of the

community.H The provider kept only a negligible share for himself, for his reward was

the honor accruing from a display of generosity. So too were the young men returning

home from work on the luggers expected to contribute their earnings to the collective. As

their pay was received in a lump sum at the end of contract it was especially susceptible

to appropriation. Beaver (1920:294) provides an example of these social obligations in

practice:

When a village sends a body of young men to work, it is mainly for the
community, not for the individual, and a large proportion of their wages may be
taken over by the clan or family. The people of Mawatta wished to purchase a
cutter which they proposed to have built to their own order. Sufficient funds were
not available at the time so a batch of young men engaged themselves for work
and the whole of their wages went to the boat fund. The older men remained at
home, but the vessel belonged to the whole community.

Along with the purchase of a fishing boat the other important community project

to which earnings from the Torres Strait fishery were often applied at the beginning of

the century was the construction of a village church. During the early 1900s the coastal

and inland peoples' indifferent, if not hostile, attitude toward missionaries began to

change due, in part, to their increasing desire to have their children taught to read and

write English (Hear 1907:47). Lieutenant-Governor Hubert Murray (1912:10) observed

that the older generation among Western Division residents had come to recognize that a

knowledge of English was "essential to their industrial progress." Each community

endeavored to build a church in order to attract the services of a mission teacher. Acting
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Western Division Resident Magistrate A. H. Symons (1907-8:41) noted: "The natives are

very proud of these places of worship, each village vieing with the other as to which will

have the largest building."

Even while away on contract young men were expected to occasionally mail to

their relatives parcels of clothing and other gifts as well as any cash they may have

received. Meanwhile the wives and children of married recruits would be looked after by

a father, elder brother or clan leader. Informants note that this support network also

included kin relations outside the village. It became an established practice for men from

coastal communities to request clan brethren in neighboring inland villages to tend their

gardens in return for European trade goods brought back from Thursday Island and Darn.

Informants state that the harvesting of commercial marine resources by village

groups using indigenous technology was generally organized in a manner consistent with

traditional practices. Each clan possessed its own 1OOto1OOto which could be used for

commercial purposes. To initiate a fishing trip clan members formed a papa, a Kiwai

term referring to a group of people mobilized for a specific project or activity.

Sometimes a leader was selected to decide when and where the fishing party should go

and what resources it should target Usually, a certain amount of the proceeds from the

catch was contributed in the name of the clan to a particular community project while the

remainder was evenly distributed among the members of the popo.

As noted in Chapter Il, within each community lived individuals who had

acquired status and prestige through their own personal attributes. These "big men" used

the new economic activity of commercial fishing to enhance the reputation of their

communities as well as their own social position by mobilizing young men to work as

wage-laborers in the industry and controlling the money that they brought back. Western

Division Resident Magistrate LeHunte (1901:3) records that he had to caution these

"chiefs" not to pressure men to sign on. Some big men were also able to use their
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authority to.commandcer economic assets for their own benefitas was noted in a report

filed by MacGregor (1892':'3:35):

A little time ago some of the Mawaua men went to Mabudauan to learn to saw
timber to build a boat, but they came to the conclusion that the boat, if built,
wouldbelong to Gamia [the chief Gamea], so they declined to go on and returned
to Mawaua without the timber. They seem disposed to take the matter up again
on the understanding that the timber, or anything built of it, should not become
the exclusive propertyof thechief.

Informants recollected that village claims to sea territories continued to be

enforced during the transition to commercial fIShing. This impression is corroborated by

Beaver's (1920:56) commenton the attitude of the peopleof Parama toward their marine

domain: "They certainly resent any othernatives working their reef. and even wentso far

as to want to be paid for the beche-de-mer which a white trader was fishing in the

neighborhood." According to infonnants. the residents of coastal villages collected pearl

shell. beche-de-mer and troehus only from those reefs to which they had recognized

fishing rights.

While involvement in commercial fishing meant less time to spend in traditional

village activities documentary material suggests that local residents engaged in this new

activity only so long as they saw it as being in their own interest to do so. For example.

in the Annual Report Western Division Resident Magistrate Bingham Hely (1896:17)

noted: "There was considerable demand for employment on the part of the young men up

to theend of last year, but at present there is little owing to the amount of money which

has been brought into the country by those who have been paid off during the past half

year." Similarly, William Luff, a traderand laborrecruiter on Darn, remarked with some

frustration: "Sometimes it is a little difficult to recruit them owing to their dances and

ceremonies" (Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer Commission, 1908:81). With specific regard

to villageproduction of marine items. informants slate that when the price of beehe-de-
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mer or troehus shell fell people would simply stay in the villages rather than bother

pursuing some activity for which they could expect little economic return.

For its own part, the colonial government enjoined industry representatives to

impose controls on the labor recruitment process so as to minimize disruption of village

life. For example, recruiting agents required men to stay in their villages for six months

before they were eligible for rehiring. And informants recall that at Kiwai Island men

from different villages were employed on a rotational basis. A group of men from one

village would work for a year and when they returned the men of another community on

the island would sign on.

However, difficulties did occasionally occur in the villages as a result of large

segments of the male population being away at sea for extended periods of time and as a

consequence of a growing dependence on cash income. The most serious of these

problems was shortfalls in subsistence production. Resident Magistrate A. H. Jiear

(1905:39) gives an account of one such incident:

At a few villages food was scarce during the year.... The most distressing want
prevailed in Mawatta and Turituri for the greater part of the year. Owning to a
combination of causes, no gardenswere planted during the early part of the year,
and the result was that no food except coconuts and fish was to be had for several
months. Many of the men of these villages were away at work during the first
half of the year. Their wages were used [to pay for the construction of village
churches rather] than supplying themselves and their families with food and
clothing, and, as the Fly River natives refused to supply them with sago on credit,
no food in any sufficient quantity could be procured from outside sources. Steps
were taken to insure the gardens being properly planted early this season, and
once more the food supply at thesevillages is normal.

Perhaps related to this particular case of a food shortage was the reported occurrence

during that year of a number of cases of beri-beri in the villages, some of which resulted

in death (Jiear 1906:3)
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Government officials also sometimes noted during visits of inspection that houses

had fallen into a state of disrepair because of the absence of men (MacGregor 1890:67;

He1y 1896:17). And Resident Magistrate Charles Murray (1902:80) states that many of

the adultery cases tried under colonial regulations "were brought by husbands who had

returned to their villages after a year's absence in the East or on Torres Straits pearling

vessels and had found that during their absence their wives had been unfaithful."

Participation in the Marine Industry by Estuarine and Inland Villages

As noted above, the first Papuans to participate in the Torres Strait fishing

industry were those living in the coastal villages, and in the following years these men

were generally preferred by recruiters over other Western Division residents (Pearl-Shell

and Beche-de-Mer Commission 1908:81). But as the labor needs of the pearl-shell and

beche-de-mer industry increased the colonial government allowed recruiters access to

inland and estuarine areas as far east as Maipani and as far north up the Fly River as

Domori. As previously mentioned, the inhabitants recruited from these areas were

unaccustomed to working at sea and they accounted for a high percentage of the reported

cases of sickness and death among Papuan laborers in the industry.

Some inland and estuarine groups, however, quickly adapted to the rigors of life

aboard the luggers. For example, in the early 1890s one colonial official remarked that

the inhabitants of Kiwai Island in the Fly River delta "are not a seafaring race, and show

no particular aptitude for boating" (Hely 1893:39). The high mortality rate among the

Kiwai Island men engaged in the commercial fishery contributed to a sharp decline in the

island's population (Beaver 1920:160), and for a time the government placed restrictions

on their recruitment (Hely 1896:19). According to Beaver (1920:164), however, only

about fifteen years later the residents of the island had "changed into a race of
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thoroughgoing sailors" and were eagerly sought by recruiters "as among the best in New

Guinea. II

Informants state that in some cases it was the residents of coastal communities

who were responsible for assisting inland men to gain employment aboard the luggers.

An individual named Luka Auda of the Marawadai gu ,at Mabudauan is said to have felt

sorry for the people of Togo (Kulalae) because they were forced to rely on "handouts"

from neighboring coastal villages in order to acquire European trade goods. Auda

attempted to rectify the situation by taking five Togo men with him to Daru where they

were able to sign on as swimmer divers and crew members. Over time men from many

different inland villages were employed as wage laborers in the Torres Strait marine

industry, and they composed their own songs about these experiences (Appendix IV; nos.

8 - 16).

The residents of some inland communities also participated in the marine industry

as village producers by working aboard their own double-outrigger canoes or the canoes

owned by nearby coastal groups. After the tum of the century several inland villages

adopted the maritime technology of coastal and island villages. Often this transfer of

technology occurred between particular clans. For example, elders at Waidoro recall that

during the 1930s the missionary Waria Sega, who was a member of the Usuru Gaidai gu

at Mabudauan, taught two men at Waidoro how to construct that village's first motomoto.

One apprentice was Igu Bangal, who was a member of the Ngain Teal zitol which

traditionally had close connections with the Ususru Gaidai, and the other was Bazi Maki,

a member of the Kwosangra zitolwhich was the clan of Sega's mother.

The people of Kunini were especially successful as both wage laborers and

village producers in the marine industry. The village moved from an inland location to

the coast near Tureture shortly before the Possession was declared (MacGregor 1890:67).

In the mid-1930s, coastal erosion forced the Kunini people to move to a site adjacent to
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the village of Tureture where they stayed until 1964. Beaver (1920:62) remarks that after

migrating to the coast Kunini residents took "to a seafaring life to some extent" With the

assistance of Tureture men they constructed their own canoes and became self-employed

harvesters of pearl-shell, beche-de-rner and trochus as well as accomplished hunters of

dugong and turtle.IS In addition, many of the young men of Kunini were recruited as

swimmer divers and deckhands aboard the luggers.

Alternative Sources of Cash Income

Although the marine industry based at Thursday Island remained the single

largest source of employment for the people of the Western Division until the Second

World War other opportunities to earn money gradually became available. For example,

the government headquarters at Dam required substantial supplies of seafood and other

staples. Resident Magistrate Charles Murray (1902:83) noted that "in this district it is

cheaper to buy native food, which is very abundant and absurdly cheap, than to grow it

on the station." Only a few local residents were employed at the station, and the

European population on Dam consisted of only about a dozen individuals, including

government officials, missionaries and traders. But there existed a larger group for whom

food needed to be purchased on a regular basis: the inmates of the Dam prison. Acting

Resident Magistrate A. H. Symons (1907-8:40) recorded that in 1907, 223 individuals

were incarcerated of whom 15 were serving long-term sentences. With regards to the

food requirements of the inmates and the prison warders, the latter being comprised

mostly of South Sea Islanders, Symons states: "A good supply of sago, coconuts, taro,

and bananas has been kept up during the year, and when plentiful, turtles were frequently

purchased for gaol use." Beaver (1920:52) notes that at times dugong also figured in the

prison menu.
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The Western Division was the earliest source of indentured labor in the

Possession and remained for many years the largest (LeHunte 1901:xxx). Men from the

Western Division were quick to take advantage of the employment opportunities that

developed outside the region in the gold fields and coconut and rubber plantations of

central and eastern British New Guinea. Dozens of individuals also enlisted in the Armed

Native Constabulary and were posted throughout the colony. Due to their knowledge of

English and familiarity with European habits recruits from the Western Division were

often assigned positions of authority. Lieutenant-Governor Murray (1912:192) noted that

the typical Kiwai-speaking individual "can generally command a good wage, and is

rarely met with on a plantation or in a gang of carriers except as a 'boss boy'." But the

majority of Western Division men engaged as plantation hands or carriers for the gold

and copper mines were from the Barnu River area and more remote inland villages. The

residents of the communities along the northern coast of the Torres Strait tended to view

plantation and carrier jobs with disdain, as they were accustomed to the work and the

higher wages paid in the Torres Strait marine industry (Higginson 1909:48).

Discussion

The residents of the communities within the study area do not distance themselves

from the social impacts and experiences of the colonial era. Rather, they see elements of

European economic, religious and political systems as being fully integrated into pre

colonial social relations and patterns of resource use.16 Of specific interest to the present

study is the long history of intense involvement of local communities in the marine

industry of the Torres Strait. For more than five generations the residents of these

communities have been involved in commercial fishing, both as wage laborers aboard

company-owned vessels and as independent producers using Western and indigenous
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technology. The act of earning a livelihood in the marine industry is regarded by present

day residents as an integral part of their heritage.

Individuals interviewed acknowledge that adjustments in pre-contact social

structures and practices were necessary to meet the behavioral demands of a cash

economy. Transactions within the introduced economic system occurred outside the

idiom of kinship. Marine resources were harvested in return for wages paid by foreign

employers or cash from foreign traders. The money earned was used to purchase exotic

goods from European entrepreneurs. Informants emphasize, however, that despite these

new developments pre-colonial customs regarding the redistribution of wealth derived

from the sea, the social organization of village-level fishing activities and the exclusivity

of village marine territories persisted.

For inland and estuarine communities involvement in the commercial fishery

broadened their association with the marine sphere and introduced them to new areas

within that sphere. This is not to say, however, that the unfamiliar areas these men

traveled to were considered by them to be beyond ancestral realms. On the contrary,

some informants indicate that they were following the itineraries of their distant

ancestors as they sailed aboard the luggers among the islands, reefs and shoals of the

Torres Strait (See Appendix IV; no. 16).

In summary, a people's sense of place changes over time, for it is steeped in a

history of people, places and events that is constantly unfolding. The establishment of a

marine industry in the Torres Strait during the second half of the nineteenth century had

a profound effect on the inhabitants of the northern coast of the Strait. Within the span of

a single generation they became integrated into a capitalist economy. Through their

participation in commercial fishing, residents of local communities extended the normal

range of their sea travels and broadened their sense of place. Despite this impact, people

today perceive their experiences within the industry not as a break from the pre-European
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past, but as an extension of the historical customs and practices outlined in Chapter IV.

In general, the individuals encountered in the present study perceive a continuity from

past to present and view their traditions with respect to the marine realm as being flexible

and dynamic.

Notes

1. MacGregor (British Colonial Office 1891:133) notes in a dispatch to Henry Norman,

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, that it was very difficult to prevent Queensland

pearl-shell and beche-de-mer vessels from continuing to employ large numbers of

Papuans even with a Resident Magistrate stationed in the Western Division.

2. The business of labor recruiting appears to have been a fairly lucrative one. Clune

(1943:67) notes that a licensed agent received from Thursday Island companies £4 per

recruit, for which he was required to land the men at Thursday Island and return them to

Daru at the end of their contract In 1906, five men were licensed as recruiters in the

Western Division (lier 1907:47).

According to informants who worked in the marine industry during the 1920s, the

best known recruiter at that time was an Australian named Dick Reynolds, remembered

by most individuals only as "Dick." Reynolds is said to have come to Daru shortly after

the First World War and stayed for about 12 years. The boat he employed to travel from

village to village recruiting men was the Aramia.

Despite government efforts to regulate the recruitment process some recruiters

were of questionable character judging by historical documentary material. For example,

the agent William Luff, who claimed to have recruited "many thousands of Papuans for

the Pearling Industry" (Luff 1918), was described by Western Division Resident

Magistrate A. P. Lyons (1918) as follows:
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In the early stage of my acquaintance with Luff, I began to realize that he would
employ reprehensible means for enriching himself at the expense of the hundreds
of uncivilized natives who passed through his hands yearly, and of those who had
employed them, so I took steps for ensuring that, so far as possible, his
transactions with natives should be closely scrutinized. Occasionally Luff
employed subterfuges which, though not unlawful, were such as give any
honourable man the impression that he would stoop to sharp practices to attain his
ends.

3. An inscription on a memorial stone erected in the center of Mabudauan reads:

On the morning of the 13th May 1934 a pearling lugger was wrecked during a
cyclone on Bart Reef. The only three survivors Tabua and Erepe from
Mabudauan and Kabic from Murray Island, after 3 hours spent in the open sea,
arrived safely on the shores of Cape Kimberley, proceeding to a farmer's
residence at Myola Creek, they waited their passage to TI [Thursday Island].
Among those drowned were 4 men from Murray Island, 3 Japanese, Ebea Maina,
Hiro, Tagena Maiope, Sagoi Namaibai.

This maritime disaster is recorded in Leney (1987:15).

4. Colonial officials tended to hold a strong bias against the Japanese diver-captains. For

example, in an Annual Report, Lieutenant-Governor Hubert Murray.(l911:8) argued that

"it would be infinitely better, at any rate from the Papuan point of view, if the Japanese

element was eliminated." However, one European working in the industry observed that

"Papuans preferred working for a Japanese skipper over a white one because the Japanese

would treat them better and were not as aloof' (Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer

Commission 1908:82).

5. Colonial government reports at the turn of the century suggest that of all the different

groups of laborers employed in the Torres Strait marine industry Papuans suffered the

most from beri-beri. But from at least from 1911 onwards Papuans were not the only

group in the industry, or even the largest, to be affected. According to Metcalfe

(1923:275), about seven percent of all Papuans employed in the industry between 1911

and 1922 were hospitalized with the disease. In comparison, 32 percent of all Malays

were stricken. The lowest incidence occurred among Torres Strait Islanders, as they were
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able to make frequent visits to their villages where they obtained an adequate diet

(Ponsford 1925:1).

6. Shortly after the turn of the century colonial officials considered requiring Papuans to

sign on ships articles at Thursday Island in addition to the usual labor contract entered

into in the Territory so that they could be protected under Queensland law, But it was

decided that "this course would probably defeat the desired end inasmuch as it would be

found so expensive to the employers that the number of Papuans employed would

materially be decreased" (Barton 1906:2).

7. Prior to the Second World War very few, if any, Papuans, Torres Strait Islanders or

Aborigines were employed full-time as helmet divers. However, a number of informants

who worked in the industry during the 1930s state that they received some training in

deep-sea diving techniques or knew of Papuans who had.

8. The striking Papuan workers may have been inspired by an earlier labor disagreement

in which some of them most likely had been involved. In 1900, Western Division

Resident Magistrate G. Ruthven LeHunte (1901:29) reported that Papuans were

employed temporarily at the coal depot on Thursday Island to replace Caucasian laborers

who went on strike for higher wages.

9. This accusation is inconsistent with a claim made by the Torres Strait Pearlshellers'

. Association that during the 1936 strike the members of the association voluntarily

reduced the number of Papuans they engaged so as to accommodate Torres Strait

Islanders who refused to work on boats owned by the Queensland government but were

willing to work on privately-owned luggers (Cadzow 1937).

10. By 1929, Lieutenant-Governor J. H. Murray had apparently already reversed his

position that wage-labor employment in the Torres Strait marine industry by Papuans

was beneficial to the Territory. In that year he refused a request from the owner of a fleet

of luggers based in Darwin to employ Papuan laborers on the grounds that the Territory's
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supply of labor was needed for expanding plantations and mining operations. In a letter

to the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth regarding the denied application Murray

(1929:1) states that if the "employment [of Papuan labor] at Thursday Island were now

suggested for the first time it is very improbable that the suggestion would receive local

approval."

11. A cutter was a smaller vessel than a lugger, it was cheaper to build or buy and it

could sail closer to the reefs since it drew less water (Yonge 1930:175).

12. The failure of the colonial governments of British New Guinea and the Territory of

Papua to become involved to any significant extent in village commercial fishing

operations may be viewed as advantageous from the Papuans' perspective if one

considers the stultifying paternalism of the Queensland government that left Torres Strait

Islanders with little effective control over their fishing ventures (see Sharp 1993:161).

13. Ironically, the attitude of some colonial officials toward local residents who

wholeheartedly embraced European ways became one of derision. For example, Western

Division Resident Magistrate C. B. Higginson (1911:56) stated in an Annual Report:

About the usual number of natives have been engaged in the Torres Straits
pearling industry, and, to the more civilized western boy, work has now become
more or less a necessity. Seeing the result of civilization as portrayed by the
coastal villages, with its attendant comic-opera burlesque, one cannot help
thinking that there is a lot to besaid for the raw and uncivilized savage.

14. The social stigma against a hunter who failed to share the animals he killed is

underscored in oral histories such as the story of Gamulaig (Appendix II).

15. Informants in inland communities state that, while the coastal Kiwai helped them in

many ways in becoming accomplished hunters of dugong and turtle, inland clans retained

their own unique magical power to lure these animals close to a vessel and to cause them

to die quickly when speared. Several individuals note that inland men followed the same

rituals when hunting marine animals as when they prepared to stalk terrestrial game.
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16. In a discussion of the concept of tradition within Pacific island societies, Jolly

(1992:33) states: "Pasts are related to presents in different ways - at one extreme the past

may be seen to flow effortlessly and continuously towards the present, at the other the

past may be seen to be irrevocably separated from the present through a rupture." To

illustrate these differences, Jolly contrasts Vanuatu, where the term tradition is applied

only to contemporary notions of pre-colonial practices and customs, to Fiji, where a

much broader view of tradition is taken that achieves a blend of customary and European

ways of life.
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CHAPTER VI

Introduction

The preceding chapter demonstrated that Papuans were an important source of

labor in the marine industry since its earliest days and that their participation in the

industry provided a new economic dimension to the way they viewed the coral reefs and

waters of the Torres Strait. The first half of the present chapter describes the even more

vital role Papuans played in the industry following the Second World War. The

individuals who entered into the fishery during this era represented a fourth or fifth

generation of commercial fishers in the communities under study. They contributed their

own rich assortment of experiences to the collective memory that today binds people to

the marine realm (Appendix IV).

In contrast to the extensive government documentation of the marine industry

prior to the Second World War, there are few official government descriptions of the

industry as it operated during the first three decades following the war, particularly with

regard to the role of Papuans. The paucity of documentary material reflects the lack of

involvement of Queensland and Territorial agencies in the labor recruitment process at

that time. Most of the information presented in this chapter was gathered from

conversations with individuals that participated in the commercial fishery and from

academic studies by Beckett (1977), Singe (1989) and others.

It is paradoxical that just at the time that there was an intensive local effort within

the Torres Strait marine industry to hire Papuan labor at unprecedented levels, at an

international level equally intensive efforts were being made to establish a border

separating Australia and Papua New Guinea that would eventually greatly restrict

Papuans from any further participation in that industry. The second half of this chapter
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examines the events surrounding the negotiation and implementation of the Torres Strait

Treaty which defines the line of sovereignty and jurisdiction between the two countries.

To retain a sense of the indigenous perspective on these events the oral testimonies of

local residents is interwoven with information from written sources.

The Marine Industry Following the Second World War

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the entire marine industry of the Torres

Strait discontinued all operations after May 1941. The Australian Navy requisitioned

most of the Torres Strait fishing fleet for service duties (Foley 1982:54). The luggers

were used to transport military cargo, including munitions, between Port Moresby and

the Gulf and Milne Bay areas. More than 300 Papuans, the majority of whom came from

the coastal villages of the Western Division, were recruited as seamen on fifty or so of

these vessels (O'Donnell 1943:7). Their years of experience in the fishing industry made

the coastal men well-qualified for sea duty, and some skippered the vessels to which they

were assigned. One observer at the time noted: "That [the Papuans] should do so well

witnesses their courage and skill with these boats, an opportunity engendered by war and

not lost" (O'Donnell 1943:7).

Informants state that the Papuans received little monetary compensation for their

war time service though the work was perilous and many were away from their villages

for up to three years. However, in lieu of pay one resident of Mabudauan who had

captained a vessel during the war received on behalf of his village two luggers, the Kuia

and the Neston. And Tureture was able to purchase the lugger Wyben at Port Moresby

from the colonial government at a reduced cost of £200.

With the revival of Torres Strait marine industry in 1946, the coastal villages

resumed their harvest of pearl-shell and other marine resources. However, according to
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informants, village producers at that time faced a number of economic difficulties.

Following the war the pearl-shell companies on Thursday Island refused to purchase

marine produce from Papuans, possibly as a result of pressure from the Queensland

government which continued to press for the exclusion of Papuans from the industry.

Traders still operated at Dam but the prices they offered were comparatively low.

Furthermore, the beche-de-mer market, which had slumped during the Sino-Japanese

conflict, failed to improve after the war (Bleakley 1961:271; Treadgold 1973:28).

The loss of buyers of beche-de-mer was partially offset by the development of

markets for other types of marine products such as baler shells (Melo amphora) and a

shell referred to locally as poto bisisi.1 These shells, together with pearl-shell, 'were

bought by Daru traders who resold them to the colonial government. Patrol officers used

the shells to establish friendly relations with the highland tribes of northern New Guinea

who placed a high value on the shells as ceremonial items. Informants also note that

when the prices for marine products were depressed the Wyben, Neston and Kuia were

hired out to transport copra and passengers between the ports of Kerema, Kairuku and

Port Moresby.

The economic problems experienced by village owners of luggers were

compounded by an inability to gain access to a slipway to periodically overhaul and

repair the vessels. Informants state that the only two boatslips in the region, located on

Thursday Island and Badu, would no longer service Papuan-owned vessels. After a few

years of suffering financial losses the residents of Mabudauan sold the Kuia to a

European entrepreneur. The Neston eventually broke down and was abandoned on the

beach. The Wyben, which informants say was in poor condition at the time of purchase,

became too costly for the village to maintain, and around 1950 the boat was sold to a

representative of Bowden Pearling Company on Thursday Island.
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Islander Domination of the Marine Industry

When the Torres Strait marine industry recommenced after the war it was of a

very different character than it had been during the first half of the century. Beckett

(1977:93) notes that the Queensland government took advantage of post-war anti

Japanese sentiments within Australia to eliminate Asian labor in the fishery and train

Torres Strait Islanders to provide the industry with all its manpower, including skippers

and helmet divers as well as crew.

Shortly after the cessation of the war the pearl-shell companies at Thursday Island

asked the Commonwealth government whether Papuan laborers would be made available

to the industry (Riordan 1945). In a letter of reply, Minister for External Territories E.

Ward (1945) stated: "It is the wish of the Queensland Government that Torres Strait

Islanders and other Queensland aboriginal labor should be engaged in the Pearling

Industry in preference to Papuan natives, and the Commonwealth Government does not

see any reason why there should be any change in [the pre-war ban on Papuan workers]."

The government of the Territory of Papua continued to support the ban for its

own reasons. In 1951, and again in 1954, the Bowden Pearling Company on Thursday

Island requested permission to employ Papuans aboard its luggers. According to a

Commonwealth government official, the Administrator of Papua and New Guinea

opposed the proposed employment on the grounds that there was insufficient labor to

meet the demand within the Territory and because it was "established policy that natives

should not be employed outside the Territory except in exceptional circumstances"

(Hasluck 1954).

Beckett (1963: 145) states that the pearl-shell companies at Thursday Island often

expressed dissatisfaction with Islander labor. Their major complaint appears to have been

the expense of hiring island residents. In 1946, the Queensland government negotiated a
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monthly wage rate increase on the behalf of Torres Strait Islanders from a pre-war sum

of £4 to £7 plus keep to £15 (Trades and Labour Council of Queensland 1946:1). Beckett

(1963:145) notes that in 1958 the pearl-shell firms succeeded in gaining permission to

import a number of divers from the Ryukyu Islands despite opposition from the

Queensland Department of Native Affairs (DNA).2 But by 1961, the industry had

declined to such an extent that their employment was terminated.

Directly after the war there was also a substantial expansion in the fleet of vessels

operated by Torres Strait Islanders. The DNA assisted every island community in

obtaining one or more vessels, and within a few years the number of luggers and cutters

managed by Islanders numbered forty (Bleakley 1961:272). The Islanders contributed

toward the purchase of the vessels with wages they had earned during the war serving in

the Torres Strait Light Infantry Battalion, but in most cases the DNA retained legal

ownership of the boats (Beckett 1977:96). As was the case prior to the war, the DNA

administered the accounts of the vessels and purchased through its trading agency, the

Island Industries Board, all the pearl-shell and trochus harvested by Islanders.

During the 1950s, Torres Strait Islanders were hailed as "the foundation of

Queensland's pearling, trochus-shell and beche-de-mer industry" (Cilento 1959:227). But

after a period of prosperity and high productivity, the commercial fishery fell into an

economic decline due, in part, to over supply and competition from the plastics industry.

Discouraged by the low returns, many Islanders emigrated to the Australian mainland

where they sought relatively high paying jobs in the railways of Queensland and Western

Australia. Some remained in the Torres Strait to fill the State and Commonwealth jobs

on Thursday Island that became available to them following the war or to take advantage

of newly secured government welfare benefits. By the early 1960s any incentive to

continue to perform the hazardous work of diving for shell had largely disappeared.
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One of the few Torres Strait Islanders that remained successful in the marine

industry was Tanu Nona, the son of a South Sea Islander and Saibai woman. In the

1930s, Nona founded a dynasty based at Badu that dominated Islander involvement in

commercial fishing for more than forty years. During that time, Nona acquired

considerable economic and political power in the region, so much so that according to

informants he became known among Papuans as the "black white-man.t- Nona

renounced many of the customary ways of organizing fishing crews as being

economically inefficient (Sharp 1993:164), and within the industry he developed a

reputation for being a demanding and sometimes brutal employer. But Nona's

management style placed him in good stead to weather the vagaries of the Torres Strait

commercial fishery. By the mid-1960s the only DNA vessels still operating were the six

operated by the Nona family (Beckett 1977:94).

The introduction of cultured-pearl farming to Australia revived the industry in the

mid-1960s.4 By 1968, six Japanese-Australian joint ventures were operating eleven pearl

farms in the Torres Strait area (Treadgold 1973:29). These enterprises were supplied with

shell by the DNA vessels and those owned by private companies based at Thursday

Island and Badu including Waitoa, See Hop and Hockings. The majority of boats owned

by the companies were skippered by Torres Strait Islanders who often would lease the

vessel and diving equipment much as the Japanese captains had.

In the early 1960s, Tanu Nona led a successful effort through the island councils

to retain a local labor force for the marine industry by blocking many young island men

from leaving their villages to seek employment on the Australian mainland (Beckett

1977:99). But the restrictions were eventually lifted, and by 1975 more than half of all

Torres Strait Islanders had moved to areas south of Cape York (Johannes and

MacFarlane 1991:15). Forced to look for another source of divers and deckhands the

lugger captains turned to the most obvious alternative: the Papuan communities along the
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northern border of the Strait. What began on a small-scale in the mid-1960s gradually

expanded over the next decade until Papuans filled the majority of the wage-labor

positions in the Torres Strait commercial fishery. The industry remained marginal but it

would not have survived at all without Papuan labor (Singe 1989:207).

The Social Context of the Recruitment of Papuan Labor

The manner in which Islander skippers recruited their crews was entirely different

from that of their Japanese predecessors. Whereas the latter depended on the efforts of

European agents retained by Thursday Island companies the Torres Strait Islanders

mobilized labor by manipulating a broad network of social relations (Beckett 1977:95).

The Nona company, for example, relied mainly on ties acquired through Tanu's wife to

elicit the services of Papuan workers. One of the principle Papuan villages targeted by

the Nonas was Togo (Kulalae). The first four men from this village were hired in 1973.

The next year nearly all of the young men in the community signed on. Informants state

that the Nona family's connections to Togo date back to the abduction of a Togo woman

named Iakao by men from Saibai (see Chapter ill). Other Islander captains, including

those operating privately-owned vessels, recruited labor in the same way (Beckett

1977:95). Informants state that See Hop, for instance, had a history of employing

skippers from Boigu, and these individuals obtained most of their crew members through

kin and affmial connections with the people of the nearby villages of Buzi, Ber and

Sigabaduru. Generally, an entire crew would be drawn from the residents of a single

village.

Australian law required that all wage-laborers engaged to work in the Torres

Strait marine industry, regardless of their origin, had to sign articles at Thursday Island

or another designated site. These written agreements covered amount of rations received.
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hours worked, wages earned and provisions for deductions of advances and wives'

allotments. The DNA was responsible for overseeing the hiring of labor, at least with

regard to their own boats. According to informants, a procedure was worked out between

Islander captains and DNA officials whereby the vessel skippers would send a request for

crew members from a particular Papuan village to the agency. Arrangements would be

made for a DNA officer to meet the new recruits on an outer island, usually Saibai, and

process the necessary paperwork. In practice, this recruitment procedure was frequently

by-passed by the lugger captains. Informants state that the luggers sailed freely between

Queensland and the New Guinea mainland and would arrive at coastal villages such as

Mabudauan without any prior official notification. Captains sent dinghies up the rivers to

recruit men from communities as far inland as Kurunti.

The skippers seldom had trouble finding young men eager to slip the confines of

village life and seek their fortunes. And it was generally true that those who were

employed returned to their villages a great deal wealthier than when they left. Singe

(1989:204-207) describes a typical homecoming:

At Christmas the luggers take the Papuan members of their crews back to their
villages - mainly they are from Sigabad[uru] and the Pahoturi River area but
sometimes from the Binaturi or even the Oriomo River further east or Buzi to the
west. At any time in the days before Christmas two or three luggers may be
anchored outside Mabadawan [Mabudauan]. Dinghies travel some distance up the
river to Togo and Ngau discharging the crews as they go. The returning men are
greeted joyously for most have been away for nearly a year and pearling is still
dangerous. Also they return with as much as SI,OOO saved after twelve months.
This represents an enormous sum in Papua ... and, of course, it will be the
families which will benefit. ... A thousand dollars will buy a lot of things for a
family which has had no money before. It is not surprising then that when the
luggers return recruiting early in the new year there is no shortage of volunteers.

Informants state that in most cases the wives of the men working aboard the

luggers received a monthly allotment of cash. Typically, the wives of divers were given

ASSO each month while those of deckhands received AS30. The women were usually
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issued passbooks which enabled them to draw their allowances from any of the trade

stores managed by the Island Industries Board. The store on Saibai was especially

popular for this purpose. Many of the Papuan men while on contract opened bank

accounts at Thursday Island and thereby also acquired passbooks that allowed them to

purchase goods in these same stores (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence

1976a:94). After being paid off on Thursday Island, some Papuans elected to stay in the

islands where they often filled other types of jobs that Islanders no longer were willing to

accept (Singe 1989:207).

Working Conditions Aboard Islander-Operated Vessels

The profitability of the pearl-shell industry in the Torres Strait depended on

divers who were capable of routinely harvesting the extensive beds that lay at depths of

10 fathoms or more. Consequently, after the war a diving training program was instituted

by the Queensland government to prepare Torres Strait Islanders to assume the helmet

diving positions that had been formerly held by Japanese (Bleakley 1961:274). A number

of Japanese divers and tenders were contracted to come to Australia and teach Islanders

diving techniques (Bartlett 1954:213).

When Papuans began to replace Torres Strait Islanders as deep-sea divers during

the mid-1960s no such training program was available. Informants recall that Papuan

recruits generally received a cursory medical exam at Thursday Island to determine

whether or not they were physically fit to be divers. If they received a medical clearance,

and in some cases even if they did not. the men underwent a "test" dive aboard a lugger

under the supervision of an Islander captain to see how well they functioned at depth.

The men that responded well to the trial dive became helmet divers while those that did

not were hired as deckhands.
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In accordance with pre-war tradition, captains were solely in charge of all diving

activities that occurred aboard their boats. Some of the Torres Strait Islander skippers

were trained .and experienced divers with a good understanding of how to minimize

incidents of decompression sickness and safely treat the malady when it occurred.

However, other captains were either not as knowledgeable or as cautious. According to

informants, many Papuan divers were stricken with the "bends" at least once and some

were permanently disabled or died as a result Divers who had not signed-on through

proper channels were ineligible to receive compensation if they were injured at work.

The families of those who died likewise received nothing if there was no official record

of employment

Informants also recall that the wages an individual received often depended on

how hard the captain thought he was working. Most captains kept a "slackers book" in

which he recorded any observed deficiencies in a crew member's performance, and the

pay of the offender would be docked accordingly. Physical abuse at the hands of the

vessel captains was also not uncommon. In general, Papuan laborers could do little to

stop the poor treatment they received short of refusing to accept employment. Informants

state that grievances were filed with the DNA but corrective measures were seldom

taken. These claims of abuse and government inaction are corroborated by Beckett's

(1977:97) description of the status quo within the industry during the 1960s and 70s:

Skippers had no hesitation in punching a youth who was disobedient, and
occasionally threw someone overboard.... For these abuses there was no redress.
The Island council was unsympathetic, being made up of Nonas; and the
government referred complaints back to the council.

According to informants, Papuans who were recruited outside the kinship circle

were treated worse than men regarded by the Islanders as relatives. For example, it is

said that Badu captains usually treated recruits from communities in the Paho Turi area

fairly but often abused those from the eastern coastal villages such as Parama and
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Katatai. The explanation given by informants for this discrimination was that western

Torres Strait island communities had a long tradition of social interaction with villages in

the vicinity of the Paho Turi whereas the residents of villages to the east were considered

by the people of Badu, Boigu and Mabuiag to be "strangers."

The Emergence of the Crayfish Fishery

The moderate success of the Torres Strait pearl farms continued through the

1960s, but early in the 1970s there was a severe and unexplained decline in the pear1

shell stocks in the Strait followed by high mortalities of cultured oysters (Johannes and

MacFarlane 1991:14).5 The decline of the local pearl culture industry was more than

offset by the development of a fishery for tropical rock lobster (Panulirus omatus),

commonly referred to as crayfish. Between 1969 and 1978 the annual crayfish catch in

the Strait increased from 8.5 to 119.3 tonnes (Beckett 1987:182).

In the early days of the fishery, diving for crays was done from canoes powered

by outboard engines or sail (Fisheries Division 1976:12). Alternatively, harvesting was

accomplished at night by walking along the reef tops at low tide with a kerosene lantern

and either a spear or scoop net. Later, most of the crays were caught by diving from

canoes or dinghies towed to the fishing grounds by larger boats equipped with freezers.

Informants state that experienced divers usually fished together in pairs or with one other

person to operate the dinghy, but less skilled individuals went out in groups of four or

five. Generally, divers were equipped with only diving goggles and rubber powered

spears. However, during the 1980s the use of "hookah" gear, which supplied divers with

air from the surface, grew in popularity because it substantially increased a diver's catch

rate. The crays were speared along shallow reef tops and ledges and brought to the

freezer vessels or to shore-based processing facilities. The tail weight was determined
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and the divers were often paid for their catch immediately and in full. The frozen product

was shipped by processors to Australian and American markets.

The principle fishing ground for crayfish was the Warrior Reef, but the Orman

Reef near Mabuiag was also important, particularly when the heavy rains during the

monsoon season caused the water in the more northern areas of the Strait to become

turbid (Shimada 1981:11). Though crayfish were caught year around the peak season for

harvesting was from March to September. Diving conditions depended on tides and

weather. Poor weather could deter divers from visiting the reefs for weeks at a time

(Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:15).

As the crayfish industry expanded during the 1970s, a number of Torres Strait

Islanders, most of them from Badu, acquired crayfishing boats financed by the Australian

government (Beckett 1977:1(0). Other Islanders converted the luggers formerly used for

pearl-shelling to crayfish boats (Nietsehmann 1985:15). The main fleet, however, was

based at Thursday Island and was comprised of vessels owned by non-Islanders

(Shimada 1981:11). In the mid-1970s, the majority of divers hired to work aboard these

boats were Papuans (Shimada 1981:11). To further promote crayfishing in the islands the

Queensland government installed freezers on some islands so that locally caught crays

could be stored until a refrigerated vessel transported them to processors on Thursday

Island (Treadgold 1973:29).

Negotiation of the Torres Strait Treaty

During the 1960s, as Papua New Guinea was being prepared for independence the

question of the border received little attention from the Australian government (Griffin et

al. 1979:256). However, as early as 1968, Ebia Olewale, a resident of Kunini and

Member for South Fly Province in the Papua New Guinea House of Assembly, was
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publicly protesting that the Queensland border was unjust. In 1969, Olewale asked the

House of Assembly to call on Australia to cede part of its northern territorial waters so

that Boigu, Dauan and Saibai and a large area of the reefs that Papuans regarded as

traditional fishing grounds would become Papuan territory (Post Courier, Port Moresby,

8 May 1972:5). The House refused to consider the motion, and Olewale's arguments for a

border change continued to be ignored by the Australian Department of External Affairs

(Griffm et alI979:257).6

But Olewale was given another opportunity to champion his cause in 1972 when

he was appointed as a Minister in the newly-established governing coalition. He argued

forcibly for the adoption of the MacGregor proposal (Figure 3), and he was quoted by the

media as proclaiming that

The fishing grounds [of the Warrior Reef] are ours. We have to enter Australian
water today to fish in [sic] our own traditional reefs (Post Courier, Port Moresby,
8 May 1972:5).

Public statements in support of a border change were also made by Naipura

Maina, Member for Western Province (Post Courier, Port Moresby, 3 May 1972:1), and

Samuel Kloney, president of the Kiwai Local Government Council (Post Courier, Port

Moresby, 10 July 1972:9). Soon after, Queensland Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen entered

the fray as an advocate of states rights. He declared that Queensland would never be

willing to give up any territory and saw the public debate over the border as an

opportunity to attack the newly-elected federal Labour government which sympathized

with suggestions of a border change (Griffin et al. 1979:257).

The Yam Island Meeting

In the face of the escalating political rhetoric there were appeals by the

indigenous inhabitants of the Torres Strait that they be allowed to settle the border issue
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(Post Courier, Port Moresby, 26 February 1973:6). The Australian government agreed

that the voices of local inhabitants should be at least heard, and in September 1973 the

Federal Department of Aboriginal Affairs arranged a meeting at Yam Island between

Islander and Papuan community leaders. This meeting represented the first attempt by

Papua New Guinea and Australia to negotiate a mutually acceptable border (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1977:45).

Attending the meeting at Yam were members of the Islander Advisory Council

and the Kiwai Local Government Council as well as a few government officials from

Canberra and Port Moresby. An account of the proceedings of this meeting was provided

by Getano Lui, Sr., chairperson of the Islander Advisory Council in 1973, in a prepared

statement submitted three years later to an Australian parliamentary committee that was

gathering information from Torres Strait Islanders about the border issue (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:66). Lui states that during the Yam

meeting the leaders from both sides of the Strait agreed from the onset that changing the

position of the border was not in the best interests of any of the region's indigenous

inhabitants. According to Lui, the principle topic during the meeting was not the border

at all but fishing rights. The Papuan contingent expressed concern about continuing to

have access to traditional fishing grounds on the Australian side of the Strait. Lui states

that the Islander leaders assured the Papuans that they "were happy to share the fishing"

(Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:66).

Lui's statements are corroborated by other Torres Strait Islanders who attended

the Yam conference and later offered their recollections of the meeting to the

aforementioned parliamentary committee. It is evident that the Islanders were willing to

take a conciliatory position on the issue of fishing rights, but it is equally clear that while

they approved of Papuans fishing for "domestic" purposes they objected to any
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"commercial" fishing in the Strait. For example, Wagea Waia, chairperson of the Saibai

Island Council, testified:

[papuans] wanted the fishing right[s] and the border was to remain [the same]. So
we gave them the right to fish in our water for domestic purposes (Joint
Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:112).

And Nelson Billy, chairperson of the Warrabu Island Council, stated: "we agreed that

Papuans can come fishing [in] our area there, just in the traditional way, not for

commercial fishing" (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976b:9).

It is important to note, however, that what both the Torres Strait Islanders and

Papuans referred to as "commercial" fishing in the early 1970s did not necessarily

encompass all types of fishing for cash income. The Islanders recognized that some

Papuans in the region fully depended on the harvest of marine resources for their

livelihoods.7 For example, Waia stated: "these coastal villagers mostly live as we live 

close to the sea" (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:120).

Similarly, Billy argued that for both Islanders and Papuans the reefs of the Strait are

"where we get our bread and butter from" (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and

Defence 1976b:14). He noted that Islanders were willing to share with Papuans the

resources of the Warrior Reef because "As friend[s] we share things [with] one ...

another" (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976b:14).

Other Torres Strait Islanders who testified for the Australian parliamentary

committee were more explicit in stating that small-scale fishing for monetary purposes

by Papuans was accepted among island residents. Kenwal Ebednego, chairperson of the

Tamwoy Reserve Council noted: "[Papuans] catch crayfish from the Warrior Reef too

and take that over to Darn and we never said anything about it" (Joint Committee on

Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976c:180). Wilson Khris, a resident of Moa Island,

recalled that at the Yam meeting there was agreement that the current arrangement

should be maintained whereby "If the New Guineans caught fish [on the Warrior reet]
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they could take it to Daru to sell, and we could sell ours on Thursday Island" (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976d:274).

It would appear that the "commercial" fishing that Islanders sought to ban from

the Torres Strait referred to large-scale operations conducted mostly by people from

outside the region. This is evidenced by Waia's reply to a question regarding how

Islanders would react if Papuans requested that "commercial" fishing be allowed in the

Strait:

We stopped commercial fishing rights altogether, otherwise it will wreck all of
our livings. Only for domestic purposes [can we] use these waters (Joint
Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:126).

According to testimony by Torres Strait Islanders, the Papuans attending the Yam

Island meeting also agreed that there should be no "commercial" fishing in the Torres

Strait. Islander leaders recollected that the two groups of traditional inhabitants were

united in hoping that "the governments from both sides can help us to stop [it]" (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976c:179).

With the question of fishing rights apparently settled the participants at the Yam

Island meeting turned to drafting what became known as the Yam Island Agreement.

According to Lui (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:67, 73), the

main points of the agreement were that there would be no change in the position of the

border; that an international marine park would be established in the Strait within which

fishing would be reserved for the Islanders and Papuans of the region; and that a

committee would be formed "of our two people to administer the sharing of the

resources." A copy of the agreement was reportedly sent to the political leaders of

Papuan New Guinea and Australia (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence

1976a:73).
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The Darn Meeting

A year after the Yarn Island conference the Islander Advisory Council requested

the Australian government to arrange a second meeting of the indigenous inhabitants of

the Strait, this time at Darn (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1977:48).

The Torres Strait Islanders foresaw the Daru conference as the beginning of a series of

regular meetings between themselves and the Papuans of the region to discuss common

interests (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1977:49). However, when the

community leaders assembled at Darn as planned, a member of the Papuan delegation

reportedly took the opportunity to argue that the border should be moved south much to

the consternation of the Islander representatives who understood that the border was no

longer an issue (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1977:49). According to

Islanders who attended the Darn meeting, the Papuan leader's argument for a border

change was couched in terms of securing fishing rights (Joint Committee on Foreign

Affairs and Defence 1976a:95). Believing that the Papuans were being unduly influenced

by Port Moresby politicians, the Torres Strait Islanders walked out of the meeting in

protest (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:1Ol).

Island community leaders testified that shortly after the Darn conference they met

informally with their Papuan counterparts who indicated that the majority of the people

residing in the villages along the northern shore of the Torres Strait remained opposed to

any change in the border (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1976a:102).

Referring to:the still unresolved border controversy, Nelson Billy stated that most Papuan

traditional inhabitants "are not happy about what the Port Moresby Government is doing

about the border, because they want [us to stay] friends" (Joint Committee on Foreign

Affairs and Defence 1976b:10).
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Individuals consulted in the present study recollect that in the early 1970s nearly

all the Papuans in the region simply wished that the border would remain what it had

been during the preceding one hundred years: a fabrication of European colonial powers

having a minimal effect on their everyday lives. They wanted to continue to have

complete freedom of movement in the Torres Strait and full use of its marine resources.

Informants agree that an important concern of local residents at the time was whether or

not they would have continued access to the fishing grounds upon which their livelihoods

depended.

In an early analysis of the border issue Fisk and Tait (1973: 13) note the economic

importance of the Warrior Reef complex, in particular, to the indigenous inhabitants of

the Torres Strait:

It is quite clear that both Islanders and the Papuan coastal people have fished on
these reefs for centuries. With the development of large commercial markets their
importance as a source of cash income has outweighed their importance as a
source of food, and with modem developments, particularly in the crayfish and
turtle industries, the Warrior reefs are becoming a promising source of cash
income in a region where cash incomes are particularly hard to come by. To the
Islanders they will be an important, though by no means the only, reef area in any
open range type of turtle breeding scheme, and they are perhaps the best cray
fisheries accessible to them. To the Papuan coastal people they are virtually the
only significant turtle and cray fisheries in the region. Moreover, with their lower
standards of social services, generally much poorer range of job opportunities
elsewhere, the Papuan coastal people of the Western District have an acute need
of opportunities for earning cash lncome.f

During the early 1970s the people of the Western District [Division] were as

dependent on the exploitation of marine resources for money income as they had been

during the previous several decades. Western District Seafoods, a fish processing and

storage facility on Darn, was the largest business enterprise in the District? Most of the

increasing number of people drifting to Darn from outlying areas in search of cash

earning opportunities turned to fishing, fish processing and related occupations (Byworth

1971:5; Fisk and Tait 1973:11).10
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At the time the Western District was described as "perhaps the most economically

backward or least developed of all the districts of Papua New Guinea" (Tnreadgold

1974:49). The area's narrow economic base and lack of government social services and

development infrastructure resulted in a low standard of living for most residents.

Informants state that during this period some Papuans actively opposed a southward shift

in the border because they feared the loss of the island medical facilities and trade stores

operated by the Queensland government The Papua colonial government supplied few

such services and the situation was expected to become even worse following

independence.I I

After the Dam meeting discussions about the maritime jurisdictions of Australia

and Papua New Guinea became the domain of high-level politicians and bureaucrats. The

traditional inhabitants of the Torres Strait were relegated for the most part to being

political pawns or passive observers. Despite the heated public rhetoric of senior political

officials in Canberra and Port Moresby, relations remained friendly between the Islander

and Papuan residents of the Strait, but they were given few opportunities to provide

meaningful input in the border negotiations. As Singe (1989:121) notes:

It is remarkable how much the coastal Papuans and Islanders appreciate each
other's positions and how cordial discussions between the two groups have been.
Left to the traditional inhabitants there would be no dispute, however time has
caught up with the Torres Strait and its peoples. Politicians in Canberra and Port
Moresby, whilst sympathetic to traditional practices, were committed to a treaty
based on international, rather than intertribal, custom.

The Marine Industry Following the Signing of the Torres Strait Treaty

After Papua New Guinea attained independence in 1975 any Papuan working on

the Australian side of the border was legally required to have a passport and an

employment visa. But the recruitment of Papuan labor for the Torres Strait marine
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industry continued in the same freewheeling manner described earlier despite objections

from some politicians in both Papua New Guinea and Australia. For example, Singe

(1989:206) notes that a Queensland elected official complained in the state Legislative

Assembly about illegal Papuan immigrants entering Queensland by way of the Torres

Strait fishery. And according to informants, the Member for Papua New Guinea's

Western Province [District] publicly decried the exploitation of Papuan labor. But

government authorities did little to discourage Papuan employment in the industry and

some even categorically denied that it occurred (Singe 1989:206).

The situation changed dramatically, however, in 1978, the year that Australia and

Papua New Guinea signed the Torres Strait Treaty. Within a few days after the Treaty

was signed Commonwealth immigration officials ordered about a hundred Papua New

Guineans residing on Hom, Prince of Wales and Thursday Islands to return to their

villages (Post Courier, Port Moresby, 20 December 1978:1). Most of those deported had

come across the border illegally while working aboard commercial fishing vessels and

had attempted to settle in the islands. However, not all Papua New Guineans living in the

islands were expelled. Many who had crossed the border for employment before the

Treaty was negotiated and had taken up more or less pennanent residence in island

communities were able to obtain Australian citizenship or pennanent resident status.12

As a result, groups of legal Papua New Guinean immigrants established themselves on

virtually every inhabited island (Singe 1989:235). Arthur (1992:28) states that these

individuals earned a reputation in the region as diligent workers, and he notes that "the

leaders of some southern islands, which are particularly active in the cray fishery, have

been known to encourage [Papua New Guinean immigrants residing on] ... the northern

islands to resettle with them so they can work in the cray fishery." These men were also

in demand by fishing companies based at Thursday Island. See Hop, for example, had

hired Papuans for many years to work aboard its boats and provided those in their
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employ with accommodations on Thursday Island. Most of the immigrants maintained

close ties with relatives in Papua New Guinea. They remitted a large share of their

earnings through an office on Thursday Island to government trade stores on the northern

islands where the cash was collected by Papua New Guinean family members visiting the

islands (Arthur 1992:27).

Informants state that between 1978 and the late 1980s a few Papua New Guinean

citizens continued to be employed as wage laborers in the marine industry based at

Thursday Island and Badu, but Australian immigration procedures were more strictly

adhered to. Those who were able to secure work permits during this period found that

working conditions in the industry had improved significantly. For example, the men

harvesting pearl-shell received formal diving instruction and were issued a certificate at

the end of the training program. Informants state that the Queensland Department of

Primary Industries closely monitored the industry to ensure that only licensed divers

were employed and that safety standards were met aboard the luggers. After 1989,

however, the number of Papua New Guinean nationals legally employed in the marine

industry on the Australian side of the border fell to nearly zero when the Commonwealth

government imposed stricter immigration regulations.U

After the Treaty was signed and it became more difficult to obtain employment

on Thursday Island a large number of Papua New Guinean crayfish divers began

working out of Daru (Fisheries Division 1980:49). Many of these individuals had ten or

more years of experience working in the marine industry and they taught their diving

skills to a y.ounger generation eager to enter the cash economy. By the late 1980s the

number of crayfish divers based at Daru was estimated to be between 1,500 and 1,800

(Joint Fisheries Enforcement Meeting 1989a:9). It was natural for these men to

concentrate their fishing effort on reefs that had proven to be productive in the past

regardless of which side of the newly established fisheries jurisdiction line they happened
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to lie on (Figure 4). As Singe (1989:235) succinctly put it: "To the Papuan from an

impoverished village in P.N.G., sitting in his dinghy in the open sea, the lines of

demarcation mean nothing."

Operating as independent producers, the divers crossed the border in their

dinghies, harvested crays and sold their catch to Australian-owned freezer boats or small

domestic freezers on various islands (Joint Fisheries Enforcement Meeting 1989b:7). The

illegal contribution made by Papua New Guinean divers became important for the

economic viability of some of these processing operations (Babbage 1990:36). Besides

access to productive crayfish grounds, fishing and selling their catch on the Australian

side of the border held other attractions to Papua New Guinean divers: the lack of cold

storage containers on-board their dinghies prevented divers from returning to Darn with a

high quality product that could fetch a top price; generally, Australian buyers offered a

higher price than ones on Darn for crayfish tails of the same quality; and divers could

spend their earnings in island stores on fishing gear and other items that tended to be

more expensive or unavailable at Darn (Western Province Development Study Team

1987:101).

Much of the illegal fishing by Papua New Guineans was done under the guise of

making traditional visits across the border to fish for subsistence purposes or to meet

with relatives and friends in island communities as provided for in Article 11 of the

Treaty (Joint Fisheries Enforcement Meeting 1989a:2). It was claimed by some

Queensland government officials that the settlements of Papua New Guinean immigrants

lawfully residing in the islands served as "staging posts' for individuals engaged in illicit

fishing (Singe 1989:235). In addition to operating as independent harvesters of marine

products, some Papua New Guinean divers who visited island communities on traditional

visits were hired illegally as wage laborers for two to three months at a time. The

unlawful employment of Papua New Guineans by Torres Strait Islanders was discussed
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in a meeting between Australian and Papua New Guinean fisheries enforcement officials

in 1989. A passage from the report of the conference reads as follows:

... some Australian islander entrepreneurs are known to employ PNG traditional
inhabitants as TRL [tropical rock lobster] divers. This illegal activity happens
mainly at Badu and Yam Islands and is suspected to happen on a lesser scale on
other northerly islands (Joint Fisheries Enforcement Meeting 1989b:7).

The extent of illegal fishing within the Protected Zone was highlighted in 1990,

five years after the Torres Strait Treaty went into effect, during Australian federal

parliamentary hearings on Australia's relations with Papua New Guinea. In the course of

the hearings various Queensland and Commonwealth government officials and a number

of Islander leaders were called on to discuss issues associated with the implementation of

the Treaty. The most disturbing problem according to many of those who testified was

the increase in the number of Papua New Guineans crossing the border for what were

claimed to be traditional visits. According to the testimony presented, most of the

movement of people over the border was linked to the pursuit of commercial fishing

activities. One government official employed on Thursday Island declared that "the

biggest increase in travel has been largely in the bottom western group of islands and has

been associated with the crayfish industry" (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence

and Trade 1990a:256). An officer from the Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol

attested that Papua New Guineans engaged "quite openly in the commercial fishery"

(Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990b:546).

The Torres Strait Islanders who spoke at the hearings expressed alarm over what

they saw as a potential threat to their resource base. In the years since the Treaty was

negotiated, a move by Islanders for political sovereignty had gained considerable

momentum. Acquiring direct control over land and sea resources was a cornerstone in

this quest for self-government, and by the end of the 1980s the question of who

possessed rights to the fishery resources of the Torres Strait had become a major point of
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contention and concern in the region. For the majority of Torres Strait Islanders,

commercial fishing was a part-time activity and was not their only, or even their primary,

source of income (Arthur 1991:412). But they realized that the exploitation of marine

resources would provide the economic base for any future independent state. During the

parliamentary hearings, Getano Lui, Jr., Chairman of the Island Co-ordinating Council,

stated:

... there is only a limited potential of fishing resources in the Torres Strait. We
have never said that anyone could come in and fish.... We cannot afford to have
people just coming in willy-nilly and fishing when they want to (Joint Committee
on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990a:221).

Although the Torres Strait Islanders who testified adopted a hard-line stance

against illegal fishing by Papuan New Guineans, others who gave testimony pointed out

the economic stake Islanders had in allowing the practice to continue. One Queensland

government official stated: "Within the Torres Strait the Papua New Guineans do work in

the crayfisheries and are considered to be cheap labour by some islanders" (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990b:514). A Queensland fisheries

patrol officer noted that certain Papua New Guineans

are expert divers, expert crayfishennen. That is the reason they are invited down
[by Islanders] (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
1990b:546).

Another bureaucrat suggested that community leaders at Badu do not keep an accurate

record of the number of Papua New Guineans visiting their island because it would

reveal "breaches of fisheries regulations and ... [incidents] of illegal entry" (Joint

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990a:249). And one other

Queensland official concluded:

I do not think [Papua New Guinean workers in the marine industry] are being
exploited. I think the wages that they are paid for whatever work they undertake
in the Torres Strait are probably higher than what they were paid back on the
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mainland.... It is probably a mutual agreement on all sides wherever it occurs
(Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990b:515).

Representatives of the Papua New Guinean communities of the Torres Strait did

not testify at the 1990 parliamentary hearings. However, they participated in other

official meetings related to the Treaty held about the. same time, and the recorded

statements of these individuals confirm some of the points outlined above. For example,

during a Traditional Inhabitants Meeting in 1991 one councilor from a coastal village

indicated that he "was aware that some [Islander] chairmen readily allowed certain

[Papua New Guinean] visitors to stay longer, particularly in instances where the visitors

were being employed for illegal fishing" (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

1991a:4). Conversations with individuals during the present study also suggest that

Torres Strait Islanders held an ambivalent attitude toward illicit fishing by Papua New

Guineans An informant from Ber recalled a trip across the border he made with several

other Papua New Guineans in the late 1980s to harvest crayfish and sell them to

Australian-owned freezer boats. He stated that the members of his fishing party set up a

camp near Mabuiag where they stayed for several days. Residents of the island treated

the Papua New Guineans hospitably, selling them food and petrol and warning them

when Queensland fisheries patrol officers were in the area.

Enforcement of Fisheries Regulations in the Protected Zone

Prior to the implementation of the Treaty in 1985, surveillance of fishing

activities in ·the Torres Strait by Australian or Papua New Guinean government agencies

was minimal to non-existent (Nietschmann 1985:149). After 1985 the Australian

government greatly increased its investment in surveillance staff and equipment (Singe

1989:235), but few Papua New Guinean crayfish divers operating illegally on the
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Australian side of the Protected Zone were arrested. Apprehending suspected offenders

in their fast outboard-powered boats was difficult as noted by Singe (1989:235):

The high-tech surveillance and patrolling by Australia is easily avoided. These
dinghies can travel twenty-five kilometres in an hour and there may be dozens of
dinghies skipping back and forth about the protected zone at anyone time. The
patrollers, mostly non-Islanders, have trouble sorting out Papuans from Islanders
anyway.

Individuals spoken with on Thursday Island also suggest that Australian fisheries

enforcement officers assigned to the region considered the crayfish stocks of the Torres

Strait to be underutilized and were sympathetic to the economic plight of Papua New

Guinean crayfish divers. Consequently, they were willing to tolerate a certain amount of

illegal fishing activity. This impression is supported by the following statement made by

a Queensland fisheries manager regarding the unlawful harvest of crayfish by Papua New

Guineans:

... you may like to perceive it as an unofficial and technically illegal way of
taking the PNG share of the rock lobster catch in a commercial fishery. It
approximates the level of what could be legalized if the licensing arrangements in
PNG were up to scratch (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
1990b:545).14

In fact, there was nothing to deter Papua New Guineans from fishing unlawfully,

as no legal action was ever taken against the few alleged offenders who were arrested. In

accordance with Article 28 of the Treaty, these individuals were returned by Australian

authorities to Papua New Guinea for prosecution.I5 Typically, because of bureaucratic

delays the cases were not brought to court before the statute of limitations came into

effect and therefore had to be dismissed (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

1991b:8). There is ample evidence that during the late 1980s Papua New Guinean divers

did not take very seriously the threat of being punished if caught illegally fishing. For

example, Australian patrol officers caught one Papua New Guinean fishing on the
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Australian end of the Warrior Reef twice on the same day (Department of Foreign

Affairs and Trade 1991b:9).

The level of enforcement began to change after the resumption of extensive

beche-de-mer harvesting in the Torres Strait in 1990. That year several beche-de-mer

processing operations were started on Daru, the majority of them owned and managed by

foreign entrepreneurs. At first the principle suppliers of beche-de-mer were the residents

of the coastal villages but most of them lost interest in the work when the price of beche

de-mer dropped and the stocks on near-shore reefs became depleted. By 1991 most of the

harvesters of beche-de-mer were residents of villages in the Fly River estuary who had

migrated to Dam in search of income-generating activities.

Some families from the Fly River delta had been living on Dam since the earliest

colonial days when they had joined the residents of coastal villages in securing wage

labor positions at the government station and aboard the luggers. More arrived during the

late 1950s when the islands in the mouth of the Fly River experienced severe erosion and

the colonial administration and Catholic Church were forced to relocate the inhabitants of

a number of estuarine villages (Olewale and Sedu 1982:254).The 1960s and 1970s saw a

large number of people moving to Daru from distant coastal and estuarine villages to try

to find work in the marine industry (Fisk and Tait 1973:11). The majority of these

migrants became squatters, sharing dwellings made of bush material in cramped

settlements that lacked electricity, plumbing or sanitation facilities (Byworth 1971:5).

Another surge in immigration occurred after the OK Tedi copper mine began operations

in 1984. These immigrants were self-proclaimed "pollution refugees"; they argued that

fishing was no longer a viable occupation in the Fly River estuary because of the

destructive effects of the OK Tedi mine on fish stocks (see Rosenbaum 1993:41). The

revival of the beche-de-mer fishery in the Torres Strait offered them an ideal alternative

resource to exploit. By the early 1990s a large proportion of the members of nearly two
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dozen villages in the lower Fly River had taken up residence on Daru. 16 Migrants from

the Bamu River estuary and West Papuan refugees from Irian Jaya also settled on Darn

and added to the island's population, which in 1990 had grown to 8,490 (National

Statistical Office 1991).17

Harvesting beche-de-mer was an accessible and attractive cash-generating activity

for settlers on Darn for a number of reasons: the capital outlay to begin participating in

the fishery was low; little skill was needed to collect or process the animals; the cured

product could be stored for extended periods of time; and entire families could join in the

collection and processing operations. A survey of beche-de-mer harvesters on Darn

conducted by the IDEAS Resource Centre in 1991 revealed that for most individuals the

work was their major source of income and was preferred to other types of fishing, 18 The

majority of collectors also indicated that if the occupation of beche-de-mer fishing was

no longer available to them they would return to their villages.

Beche-de-mer was collected from both canoes and fiberglass dinghies. The latter

type of watercraft became popular in 1991 when the Fly River Provincial Government

instituted a rural development program funded by its share of royalties from the OK Tedi

copper mine. One project developed under this program provided villages along the Fly

River with fiberglass dinghies equipped with outboard engines which ostensibly were to

be used to facilitate the transfer of agricultural products from villages to the public

market on Darn. The project was implemented for three consecutive years, and hundreds

of dinghies were given at no charge to various individuals and groups, many of whom

used the boats for fishing in the Torres Strait. Beche-de-mer collectors could also usually

hire dinghies on a daily basis from the processing companies on Darn.

The principle area for harvesting beebe-de-mer was the Warrior Reef complex.

Collectors stayed on the reef for two or three days to take advantage of a number of low

tides. Informants state that beche-de-mer was collected on the Australian side of the
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Protected Zone as far south as Tudu. Some individuals crossed the fisheries jurisdiction

line at night on a low tide and gleaned the reef shallows by the light of kerosene lanterns

and electric torches.

Although Torres Strait Islanders or other Australians were not participating in the

commercial harvest of beche-de-mer in the Torres Strait and therefore were not

competing with the Papua New Guineans for the resource Australian fisheries

enforcement officers became concerned about the level of illegal harvesting and resolved

to at least try to discourage the activity.I9 An informant on Darn stated that between late

1991 when the crackdown began and early 1993 approximately 150 Papua New Guinean

men and women were arrested for illegally fishing in the Protected Zone and 49 dinghies

and five canoes were confiscated. Queensland authorities estimated the number of people

apprehended in the same time period to be 242 (Post Courier, Port Moresby, 13 January

1993:5). Most of those arrested were migrants from villages in the mouth of the Fly

River who had settled on Darn.

The arrests, however, did little to deter illegal fishing because bureaucratic

confusion continued to cause cases to be dismissed. None of the Papua New Guineans

apprehended were convicted. In early 1993, Queensland government officials, frustrated

by the inaction of the Papua New Guinea judicial system, threatened to prosecute in

Queensland courts 15 Papua New Guineans detained for illegally harvesting beche-de

mer in Australian waters (Post Courier, Port Moresby, 13 January 1993:5). But this

action was determined to be a breach of Treaty provisions and the men were released.

Crayfish Harvesting and Home Reefs

A report issued by the Western Province government in the late 1980s suggested

that disputes would erupt over fishing rights to reefs as the number of crayfish divers
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based on Darn grew (Western Province Development Study Team 1987:99). This

prediction proved to be accurate. By the end of the decade many residents of coastal

villages were' complaining that "outsiders" were moving into the lucrative crayfish

industry and traditional reef territories were being disregarded (Parer-Cook and Parer

1990:34). According to informants in coastal Kiwai-speaking communities. the

"outsiders" were comprised mainly of immigrants from the Fly River delta, but also

included Europeans and inland village residents who were fishing commercially in the

offshore waters of the Torres Strait

Most of the resentment was caused by the suspected use of home reefs by

unauthorized individuals and groups. However, by the early 1990s some coastal village

residents were also expressing animosity toward any "outsiders" harvesting the resources

of the Warrior Reef for commercial purposes.

Crayfish catch data for 1991 and 1992 compiled by the Papua New Guinea

Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources provide information regarding the village

of residence of crayfish divers who sold their catch to processors on Darn and how these

divers apportioned their harvesting effort among fishing grounds (Table 3). Divers whose

home village is Mabudauan accounted for nearly half of all the diving trips made during

those two years. Trips by individuals from the Fly River area and the inland village of

Masaingle together represented only about six percent of the total.

Catch records indicate that the principle destinations of 63 percent of all the trips

taken during 1991 and 1992 were Bobo and Auwo Maza (Warrior Reef), fishing grounds

that in the past have been considered to be open to all. With regard to fishing effort on

home reefs, a large percentage of the trips to Otarnabu, Poto Maza and Wamero were

made by residents of villages that do not claim "ownership" of those reefs. Even Podo,

which the residents of Parama reputedly maintain strict control over (Eley 1987:308;

Kwan 1991:209),20 is visited by a significant number of crayfish divers who are not from
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Table 3. Number of Crayfish Diving Trips, by Village of Head-Diver and Harvest Site.·

Mabudauan Masalngle
YlUa.:eof Head.Dlyer

Tureture KatatallKadawa Parama Fly River Total
Harvest Site
Otamabu

PortoMaza

AuwoMaza

Bobo

Wamero
N....
C.A Podo

Total

20.. 6·· 1 10 37
(1.9) [54.0] I I (1.3) [16.2] I I (0.2) [2.7] I (7.7) [27.0] I (1.6) [99.9]

235.. 11 129·. 11 87 35 508
(21.8) [46.3] I (100) [2.2] I (18.7) [25AU (6.1) [2.2] I (18.2) [17.1] I (27.1) [6.9] I (21.9) [100]

520 122 52 8S J6 815
(48.3) [63.8] I I (27.1) [15.0] I (29.0) [6.4] I (17.7) [10A] I (27.9) [4.4] I (35.1) [100]

241 147 45 163 43 639

~~l 1~~I~~I~~I~~I~~
23 14 61.. 18 1 117

(2.1) (19.7] I I (3.1)[12.0] I (34.1)[52.1] I (3.8)[15.4] I (0.8)[1.0] I (5.0)[100]
37 32 10 125.. 4 208

(3A) [17.8] I I (7.1) [15.4] I (5.6) [4.8] I (16.1) [60.0] I (3.1) [1.0] I (8.9) [99.9]
1076 11 450 179 479 129 1324

(99.9) [46.3] (100) [0.5] (100) [19A] (99.9) [7.7] (tOO) [20.6] (99.9) [5.5] (100) [100]

• Percentage of total trips by village and harvest site also presented. Percentages in parentheses sum vertically;
percentages in brackets sum horizontally•

•• Sites regarded as home reefs.

Source: Logbook data compiled by Fisheries Research, Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Dam
for 1991 and 1992



Parama. In some of these cases the head-diver may have been authorized to visit a home

reef other than his own by a crew member who accompanied him. Informants indicate

that crews organized on Dam sometimes consist of individuals from more than one

village. However, it is also possible that many divers question the legitimacy of

customary sea territories, particularly in terms of restricting access to stocks of crayfish

which only relatively recently have become commercially valuable and, consequently,

are not regarded by some local residents as "traditional" resources (see Eley 1987:308).

Maza Wildlife Management Area

In the mid-1970s, the Papua New Guinea Department of Lands and Environment

became concerned that the dugong stocks in the Torres Strait might be declining due to

overharvesting (Hudson 1986b:81). The Papua New Guinea government declared

dugong a "national animal" in 1976 which meant that they could be hunted and used in

traditional ways but neither be sold nor hunted by modern methods. Residents of the

coastal Kiwai villages objected to the ban on commercial hunting of dugong on the

grounds that, because they had been selling dugong meat for a number of decades (see

Chapter V), they now regarded it as a traditional activity and an important source of

income (Hudson 1986b:82). The government agreed to exempt the coastal Kiwai

temporarily from the ban provided that they establish a marine Wildlife Management

Area to manage the resource (Eaton 1986:45).21

Community leaders in the coastal Kiwai villages agreed to the government's

stipulation, and in 1978 a local management committee was organized to work with

government officials in defining the boundaries of the management area and enacting

regulations. The committee was comprised of individuals from the coastal villages who

were locally acknowledged as possessing extensive knowledge of dugong. The
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management area demarcated by the committee covered 184,230 hectares and

encompassed many of the home reefs of the coastal villages as well as the Warrior Reef

as far south as Moon Passage (Asigau 1991:462). The rules enacted restricted the taking

of dugong by nets and discouraged hunters from killing female dugong and their

calves.22 At the same time the management area was being established the government

implemented a biological monitoring project and local residents were required to bring

all captured dugong intended for sale to the Darn Wildlife Division Dugong Project

Office for measurement In addition, a public education program was organized to

inform local residents of the need to take measures to protect the dugong population.

The management committee's rules met with strong resistance from some village

elders who rejected the idea that stocks of dugong could be depleted (Eley 1987:261;

Hudson 1986b:90; Parer-Cook and Parer 1990:33). The absence of a conservation ethic

is related to the conviction that certain marine resources are the gifts of distant, powerful

ancestors.23 As noted in Chapter ill, oral histories recount how early ancestors

transformed and enhanced the landscape by introducing dugong and other animals of

economic value. Hudson (l986b:90-92) states that some local residents

found the thought of the extinction of an animal so involved in their mythology
impossible to contemplate. Dugongs are animals given by their 'ancestors' for
their use; the recognition that they were declining was ... tantamount to a
recognition that the world was not as they had perceived it to be.24

However, other elders supported the conservation program, perhaps because they

felt that the use of nets was an ignominious and disrespectful method of capturing

dugong. Informants state that, in general, the management committee's rules initially

received wide support among the communities involved. It is likely that the following

passage written by two individuals from the villages of Tureture and Kunini reflected the

opinion of many local residents:
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... older people know a lot about the biology of these animals. We want to work
with scientists, but we do not want to see money wasted on finding out things we
already know. We can provide this information if we are asked. We want
scientists to work with us, not against us. We are sure our people have good ideas
on how dugong should be best conserved. We are not saying that we know
everything about them, but that we, the village people and you, the scientists,
must co-operate and share knowledge, because we want to learn more also. .

One indication of local approval of conservation efforts was that in 1981 new,

more stringent regulations were promulgated by the management committee. In addition

to placing greater restrictions on the capture of dugong the revised rules required that

royalties be paid to the management committee for every dugong and turtle sold in the

market at Darn. However, that same year the research and education program was

disbanded due to a lack government funds (Hudson 1986b:85). Following this setback

local communities gradually lost their enthusiasm for the entire conservation program,

and by the mid-1980s the rules were not being enforced. The exemption from the ban on

the commercial hunting of dugong elapsed in 1984 (Hudson 1986b:90), yet the activity

continued unabated. Usually, dugong were butchered in the villages and the meat

transported to private residences on Darn where word-of-mouth ensured that it was

quickly sold.

Informants indicate that a major reason for the conservation program's demise

was that the government failed to assist those communities dependent on hunting dugong

for cash income in developing alternative economic activities. Informants also mention

that interest in the program might have been sustained if the protection afforded by the

Wildlife Management Area had been extended to include all the marine resources within

the area. They note that by the mid-1980s anxiety among coastal communities over the

status of dugong stocks had been eclipsed by a concern that resources of greater

monetary importance such as crayfish were being harvested from reefs by groups who

allegedly had no customary rights to do so (see Eaton 1986:47). The declaration of the

Maza Wildlife Management Area was regarded by some coastal Kiwai communities as
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an opportunity to define and secure their marine territory. However. by the mid-1980s

the national government had withdrawn any active support for Maza and other wildlife

management areas in the country. Informants in Port Moresby state that the government

at that time placed a higher priority on promoting large-scale multinational mining and

lumbering activities than on environmental protection. Programs such as the Wildlife

Management Area scheme that were designed to protect native wildlife and provide

communities with greater control over land and marine resources were viewed by many

government officials as an obstruction to national economic development objectives.

Discussion

The post-war period saw a marked change in the relations of power among the

Strait's indigenous inhabitants. Whereas Torres Strait Islanders and Papuans had once

worked alongside each other aboard luggers captained by foreigners now they interacted

on a skipper-crew basis. In addition. Islanders experienced an economic uplift from

Australia's social welfare system and from employment opportunities on Thursday Island

and mainland Australia. In contrast. during the 1970s and 1980s the economic situation

gradually worsened for the inhabitants of the northern border of the Torres Strait. Now

firmly entrenched in a cash economy. they continued to rely on commercial fishing as

their main source of income. But political developments at the international level were

making it more difficult for Papuans to earn a livelihood in this sector. With the

establishment of an international border between Australia and the newly independent

state of Papua New Guinea. Papuans were restricted from traveling south to engage in

accustomed employment in the Torres Strait marine industry on Thursday Island. In

addition. they were prohibited from exploiting for monetary gain fishing grounds south

of the fisheries jurisdiction line which they and their forefathers had used for decades.
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Implementation of the Torres Strait Treaty also brought more strict enforcement of

immigration, customs and quarantine regulations which significantly curbed any and all

movement of goods and people across the border.

In the face of these restrictions Papuan communities continued to assert their

claims of social, economic and spiritual connections to the islands, reefs and waters of

the Torres Strait. However, it became increasingly difficult to legitimize and validate

those claims through social interaction with island residents. A combination of complex

factors associated with the change in the dynamics of power among the Strait's

indigenous inhabitants had gradually attenuated social relations between Papuans and

Torres Strait Islanders. One major factor was related to the improvement in the economic

position of Islanders. As island residents grew less dependent on Papuan trade items the

economic incentive to maintain reciprocal exchange relationships diminished and the

social ties based on trade partnerships became more tenuous. Today, some Islanders view

visits by Papuans as a personal economic burden rather than a benefit (Joint Committee

on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990a:246). Moreover, an increasing number of

Islanders resent the use by Papuan visitors of island medical aid posts and trade stores

established by the Australian government (Arthur 1992:27).

A second important factor that attenuated social relations between Torres Strait

Islanders and Papuans was the effort by Islanders to establish and promote their own

separate ethnic identity. As stated in Chapter ill, this claim of ethnic distinctiveness is

based, in part, on an extended history of intermarriage with foreigners who came to the

Torres Strait as missionaries, pearl-shell divers and traders. Shnukal (1992:24) notes that

the creation of alliances among island families of mixed descent facilitated the

emergence of a "modem pan-Islander consciousness." During the 1980s this growing

sense of unity among island inhabitants was accompanied by a move among Islanders

toward self-governance. The sovereignty movement has recently been bolstered by the
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decision of the "Mabo case." After a 10 year legal battle Australia's High Court in 1992

decided in favor of litigarit Eddie Mabo and other residents of Mer (Murray), ruling that

the island's annexation to Queensland in 1879 and European colonization had not

extinguished the traditional land rights of the indigenous inhabitants. The High Court did

not consider whether indigenous systems of tenure applied to the sea, but given the

importance of marine resources in the Islanders' bid for economic and political self

determination it is certain that future court cases regarding the native title of island

residents will include claims to marine areas.

Information presented in Chapter IV suggests that disputes between Papuans and

Torres Strait Islanders over fishing activities on various reefs have probably been

occurring for hundreds of years. Today, the stage is set for an escalation of the conflict

among the indigenous inhabitants of the Strait over fishing rights. Islander leaders

recognize that the harvest of marine resources represents the best hope for economic

independence from the Australia welfare system. These leaders are also eager to

capitalize on the Mabo native title decision and establish dominion over as broad a sea

area as possible. At the same time, Papuans, particularly the coastal Kiwai who have few

economic alternatives to fishing, are attempting to assert their own claims of long

standing interests in the reefs and waters of the Torres Strait.

Despite the potential for increased conflict, there are indications that the

indigenous inhabitants of the Torres Strait are attempting to develop mutually

satisfactory arrangements for allocating the Strait's marine resources among themselves.

For instance, during one of the annual Traditional Inhabitants Meetings that are part of

the administration of the Torres Strait Treaty it was recommended by Torres Strait

Islander and Papuan representatives that a "code of practice" be instituted whereby the

right of island communities to reserve home reefs for their exclusive commercial and

subsistence use would be respected (Department of Foreign Affairs 1992:3). This is a
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distinctly local approach to allocating the marine resources among communities; it does

not conform to the dictates of the Torres Strait Treaty which prescribe a single fisheries

jurisdiction line dividing the region. However, the long-term success of such informal

agreements is uncertain given the high economic and political stakes associated with

gaining access to and control of the Strait's marine resources.

In recent years the controversy over fishing rights among the Strait's indigenous

inhabitants has been further complicated by the large number of immigrants from the Fly

River delta who have settled on Darn and sought to earn a livelihood in the marine

industry. These individuals quickly assumed a dominant position in the high volume, low

margin beche-de-mer fishery. To substantiate their claims of holding rights to exploit the

marine environment, immigrants from the Fly River refer to the exploits of their early

ancestors, such as Sido and Kogea, who are said to have traveled throughout the Torres

Strait. They also maintain that their long-established social relations with the inhabitants

of coastal villages afford them access to the home reefs of those communities.

While the coastal Kiwai affirm that they have close social ties with residents of

estuarine villages, they are becoming increasingly resentful of the immigrants'

involvement in marine fishing activities, even though they have little interest in

participating in the fisheries in which most of the immigrants are currently engaged. In

particular, the coastal Kiwai are concerned that it is becoming more difficult for them to

maintain exclusive use of home reefs. To date, they have avoided direct confrontation

with the Fly River immigrants, and instead have sought the support of the Papua New

Guinea national government in restricting access to marine areas.25 In 1989, community

leaders from a number of coastal villages formed the organization PASKATUMA as a

vehicle to air their complaints about the commercial exploitation of marine resources in

the region by European-owned fishing and processing operations and by immigrants

from the Fly River delta.26 Members of the organization petitioned the government to
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grant the coastal villages title over reefs in the region, stop "outsiders" from fishing the

reefs and compensate coastal villagers for the marine resources that have already been

extracted from the reefs by "outsiders." The government has not acted on the petition,

probably because it is already beset by innumerable compensation claims made by

traditional landowners in various parts of the country and is understandably reluctant to

create similar opportunities for groups claiming ownership of the reefs and sea.

Notes

1. After the late 1950s, local fishers also benefited from the establishment on Darn of a

residential high school, hospital and public market. These facilities and the island's

expanding population intensified the exchange of dugong, turtle and fish for cash

(Hudson 1986:79).

2. Called the Aboriginal Department until 1939, the Department of Native Affairs was

renamed the Department of Aboriginal and Island Affairs in 1965. Since that time the

agency has been variously called the Department of Aboriginal and Islanders

Advancement, Department of Community Services and Department of Family Services

and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs.

3. Beckett (1977:93) notes that Tanu Nona developed an unusually close, mutually

supportive relationship with the DNA. It was even rumored, according to Beckett, that

the agency paid Nona a secret retainer over and above his skipper's share of catch

proceeds. .

4. In Australia's pearl culture operations "live shell" was collected by divers and

transported by boat to pearl farms where a seeding bead was implanted into each oyster's

mantle. The oysters were then held in submerged racks until sufficient time had passed

for a pearl to be formed around the bead.
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5. Babbage (1990:39) notes that the decline in the oyster stocks was attributed by some

observers to the pollution resulting from the sinking in 1970 of an oil tanker close to

Thursday Island.

6. According to a newspaper account (Post Courier, Port Moresby, 8 May 1972:5), the

House rejected Olewale's motion because the issue of the border between Papua and

Australia became confused with what was at the time the much more pressing problem of

how to negotiate a political reconciliation between the regions of New Guinea and Papua.

7. Poiner and Harris (1991:117), in a discussion of the commercial harvest of crayfish by

Papua New Guineans in the waters surrounding the island of Massig (Yorke), state:

few of the Yorke Islanders and none of the visiting Papuans regarded these
activities as commercial fishing in the conventional sense. They pointed out that,
until recently, Papuans had for centuries brought ample supplies of yams, taro,
sago and bananas with them in order to feed themselves and to trade with the
Islanders. But it is no longer legal to transport many of these foods under the
quarantine restrictions, so they fish to obtain cash to buy goods they can no
longer obtain by trading.

8. The turtle rearing project referred to by Fisk and Tait was initiated in the early 1970s

by the Commonwealth government to provide employment opportunities for Islanders.

The object was to generate self-perpetuating stocks to be sold for meat, shells and other

products (Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:65). Islanders held high hopes that turtle

farming would develop into a major industry (Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:66), but

though the government spent some six million dollars on the project it proved to be both

biologically and economically unsound and caused considerable political embarrassment

before its collapse in 1980 (Beckett 1987:182).

9. Western District Seafoods grew out of Gulf Enterprises, a private company on Darn

whose European owners were based in Lae. In the early 1970s the Western District

government purchased the company with the stated intention of forming a cooperative

managed by local residents. Although some private citizens acquired an interest in the
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company, the district government retained the majority of shares (Anzdec Limited

1990:19). Until 1987, the government blocked the establishment of other fish processing

and storage operations on Daru by withholding licenses (Anzdec Limited 1990:20).

Despite this protection from competition, Western District Seafoods was nearly bankrupt

by the late 1980s due to poor management (Western Province Development Study Team

1987:119). The facility was recently purchased by the Provex Company of Port Moresby,

which has invested substantial funds to upgrade it

10. Between 1966 and 1971, the population at Daru grew from 3,663 to 5,744, an annual

rate of increase of more than nine percent (Jackson 1976:91).

11. Concerns that public services would not improve or would decline after Papua New

Guinea gained autonomy from Australia appear to have been well-founded. During an

Australian federal parliamentary hearing held fifteen years after independence one

Queensland government medical officer testified:

The [government health] services in the western province are renowned to be
among the worst within the New Guinea set-up, mainly because the western
province at the moment has not a lot of economic base to itself. The services to
the bordering coastal communities along the western province border against
Queensland are close to non-existent (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade 1990b:519).

12. Shortly after the Treaty was signed in 1978 island councils were requested by the

Australian Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs to identify Papua New

Guineans who had been living in island communities for an extended period of time and

had been accepted by Islanders as community members (Joint Committee on Foreign

Affairs, Defence and Trade 1990a:235). Those individuals so identified were permitted

to apply to become naturalized Australians. On some islands, such as Yam (Fuary 1992),

Papuan immigrants comprise a substantial proportion of the total population.

13. In order for an Australian employer to obtain an employment visa for a Papua New

Guinean or other foreign worker under the revised immigration regulations they must
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prove that no Australian citizen is locally available to fill the job. With the high

unemployment among Islanders this stipulation virtually bars Papua New Guinean

citizens from working on the Australian side of the Torres Strait.

14. According to the catch sharing arrangements provided for in Article 23 of the Treaty,

Papua New Guineans may fish in Australian waters if they possess an Australian

endorsement of their commercial fishing licenses and vice versa. Because the procedure

for obtaining a license is expensive and time consuming few Papua New Guineans have

commercial licenses let alone endorsements. In general, the catch sharing arrangements

have conferred direct benefits only to the small number of Papua New Guineans with

sufficient capital and management expertise to operate large-scale fishing enterprises.

Even these individuals have benefited only marginally, as bureaucratic delays have

routinely caused endorsements to beissued after the crayfish have completed their annual

migration away from the fishing grounds of the southern Torres Strait.

15. The special provisions in the Treaty on enforcement were mainly sought by

Australia, which wished to avoid the bringing of Islanders before courts in Papua New

Guinea (Burmester 1982:347).

16. Over the years nearly all of the coastal and estuarine villages along the southwest

coast of Papua New Guinea established separate settlements on Daru. The settlements are

known as "comers", and each is generally referred to by the name of the respective home

village from which the migrants originated. The comers comprised of settlers from the

By River estuary include Madame, Koabu, Wedeiamo, Sepe, Tirio, Kubira, Severernabu,

Samari, Ipisia, Agobaro, Saguane, Iasa, Oronosapuo, U'uwo, Sarasia, Wapaura, Abinio,

Wapi, Gesoa, Dameretamu, Gaima (includes migrants from Domori, Aberegerema,

Tapila and Lewada) and Perfume Point (includes migrants from the Bamu area). Many of

the more recent migrants to Daru settled in "camps" along the island's waterfront in

which living conditions are even more austere than in the comers. A number of camps
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were also established along the coast and are used by settlers during extended fishing

operations.

17. Migrants from villages in the lower Barnu area, mainly Maipani, Tirere, Wabada,

Sisiame and Bina, have been living on Daru for more than two decades. They have a

reputation for being expert harvesters of mangrove resources and are the principle

suppliers of firewood to the beche-de-mer processors. Because they own few large

canoes or dinghies the range of their fishing activity is limited to the reefs around Darn

and Bobo Islands. West Papuans have been migrating into Papua New Guinea since 1962

when the Netherlands transferred sovereignty over West Papua (Irian Jaya) to Indonesia

(Tsamenyi 1987:129). The earliest refugees to emigrate to the southwest coast of the

Territory, all of whom were Marind-speakers, settled near the villages of Mawatta and

Mabudauan. Most of the members of this group and their descendants were resettled on

Darn by the provincial government in the late 1980s. The main source of income for the

refugee community is fishing, and its members are actively involved in harvesting beche

de-mer, crayfish, reef fish, barramundi, turtles and dugong.

18. The IDEAS Resource Centre on Darn performed the survey to assess the prospect of

organizing the people involved in the harvesting of beche-de-mer into a collective that

would reduce their dependence on middlemen and allow them to gain some control over

product price. Although the survey indicated there was some initial enthusiasm for the

idea, the collective never materialized due to a lack of leadership and sustained interest

among the harvesters.

19. In 1984, a beche-de-mer processing operation was started on the island of Ugar

(Stephens), but logistical problems caused the company supporting the venture to

relocate outside the Torres Strait (Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:108). The commercial

harvest of beebe-de-mer by Islanders is hampered by Australian export requirements
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which prohibit the product from being processed by sun-drying (Department of Foreign

Affairs and Trade, 1991b:7).

20. In early 1993, the councilor for the village of Pararna broadcasted a message on the

radio station at Daru declaring that fishing by outsiders on Podo would not be tolerated.

21 Under Papua New Guinea's Fauna (Protection and Control) Act of 1976, Wildlife

Management Areas can be created which allow people holding customary rights to land

to enact regulations, with the approval of the government, to conserve the wildlife

resources occurring within the boundaries of their land holdings. Once gazetted, these

regulations have the force of law. The intention of the Wildlife Management Area

concept was to create wildlife conservation areas without loss of land by villages and to

engage possessors of land rights in the management of threatened animal species (Asigau

1991:463). The Maza Wildlife Management Area was the first such conservation area

established in Papua New Guinea in a marine location.

22. Moore (1977:149) states that multifilament gillnets were introduced into the region in

1957 by the Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries to develop the barramundi

(Lates calcarifer) fishery. He notes that by the 1970s local fishers had adopted the use of

large mesh gillnets specifically to catch dugong and turtle (Moore 1977:152). Informants

in the present study indicate that magic may be employed to enhance the effectiveness of

net fishing. For example, as the first pole of the net is planted magical words are often

incanted to attract dugong to the area. However, informants state that, unlike harpooning

dugong from a canoe, a person gains no prestige within the community by netting a

dugong.

23. The term "conservation ethic" is used here as it has been defined by Johannes and

MacFarlane (1991:205): "an awareness of one's ability to deplete or otherwise damage

natural resources, coupled with a commitment to reduce or eliminate the relevant

deleterious practices."
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24. A deep emotional attachment to a particular area and its fauna and flora may not

necessarily lead to actual protection or conservation of natural resources. With specific

regard to human attitudes toward wildlife, Kellert (1985:533) argues that in many

developing countries there exists

a sense of awe and respect for animals, but largely in an abstract, idealized, and
mystical manner. This ... attitude is typically expressed in religious, mythical, and
philosophical terms, but usually exerts minor influences on the personal treatment
or public management of wildlife.

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:1) note that for centuries Torres Strait Islanders

have depended heavily on marine resources, and that this dependence is reflected in

scores of local legends referring to sea animals and fishing. Yet, the researchers report

that they found no evidence among Torres Strait Islanders of a marine conservation ethic

(Johannes and MacFarlane 1991:205). This absence, according to Johannes and

MacFarlane (1991:205), is likely due to the fact that in the past Islanders had never had a

discernible impact on marine resources given their low population and limited

technology. Hudson (1986b:80) offers a similar reason for the absence of a marine

conservation ethic among the Papuan inhabitants of the Strait.

25. Informants state that the coastal Kiwai are reluctant to directly confront the estuarine

Kiwai because of the close social ties between the two groups. Moreover, the people of

the By River estuary have a reputation in the region for being fierce fighters and

possessors of powerful magic.

26. The name PASKATUMA is an acronym derived from the first letters of the names of

the coastal Kiwai-speaking villages represented in the group: Parama, Sui,

KatatailKadawa, Tureture and MawattalMabudauan.
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CHAPTERVn

Summary of Findings

Through an examination of local accounts of key historical events and

experiences this study revealed that the sense of place that the inhabitants of the northern

coast of the Torres Strait hold with respect to offshore seas and reefs has many spatial,

temporal and social facets. For the majority of communities under study a sense of place

is ultimately rooted in shared notions about the origins of distant ancestors and their

deeds. Oral histories, songs and place names preserve and celebrate the memory of these

forebears and maintain the bond between people and their ancestral domains from

generation to generation. The reefs and other natural features of the Strait represent for

some social groups the handwork of their earliest ancestors. They stand as a testament to

the great power and knowledge possessed by these individuals.

Today, the sea and its life forms continue to play an essential role in the spiritual

lives of local residents. Although many ceremonies and rituals associated with the sea

were abandoned following the arrival of Christian missionaries and colonial officials, the

marine realm remains an important medium through which people connect with the

. metaphysical.

The reefs and shoals of the Torres Strait are also a tangible memorial to the deeds

and travails of more recent ancestors, including those who were involved in the early

pearl-shell and beebe-de-mer fisheries. The many men who worked aboard the luggers

beginning in the late nineteenth century are revered for their courage and the hardships

they endured. As with more distant ancestors, the memory of these individuals and their

experiences is embodied in songs, place names and spoken narratives as well as in the

landscape itself.
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From an economic perspective the marine resources of the Strait are viewed by

local residents as a vital source of sustenance. In pre-contact times the sea provided items

for personal use and for trade within and between communities. After the arrival of

Europeans the marine realm assumed an added economic dimension. It provided the

means of acquiring a totally new array of goods including iron tools, cloth and tobacco.

The cash-earning activities involved in procuring these goods were integrated into pre

colonial social relations and patterns of resource use. For more than a century local

residents have been involved in commercial fishing, and the act of earning a livelihood in

the marine industry is regarded today as an integral part of their heritage; it is the trade of

their ancestors. Today, many communities remain almost completely dependent on the

harvest of marine products for cash income and long-term economic security.

The assertion of customary rights over marine areas and resources continues to

take place within a particular, localized cultural framework. In some cases, groups claim

customary rights on the premise that their ancestors were the original inhabitants and/or

users of particular land and sea areas. They reaffirm their relationship to these areas by

invoking myths and songs that tell of journeys made by ancestors across the landscape

and by routinely visiting the areas themselves for economic and ceremonial purposes.

The matrix of social relations among communities in the region and a mutual sense of

reciprocity and sharing also continue to be important factors underlying access to and use

of marine resources. The collection of meanings that clans and communities attach to the

Torres Strait landscape defme the distinctive historical relationships that various social

groups have to the marine realm and thereby contribute to the separate identities of these

groups. At the same time, however, a network of social ties binds groups together and

creates a web of obligations to share territories and resources.

The following three sections of this final chapter place these study findings in

broader debates among social scientists in Oceania regarding the spatial aspects of
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customary marine tenure, the meaning of tradition and the indigenous viewpoint.

Specifically, the sections illustrate the advantages of adopting a broad spatial, temporal

and social perspective when defining and clarifying peoples' relations to their natural

environment. These sections are followed by a discussion of the implications of the study

findings for community-based marine resource management in the Torres Strait.

The Spatial Character of Customary Marine Tenure

Since the late 1970s there has been a growing literature describing the various

systems of customary marine tenure that exist in coastal areas around the world (Cordell

1989; Ruddle and Johannes 1989; Ruddle 1994). Much of this literature concerns cases in

which a social group exercises a set of exclusive rights to harvest the resources contained

within defined marine boundaries (see, for example, the review by Ruddle 1988). In the

Pacific islands region the lateral boundaries of marine territories claimed by individuals,

families, clans or villages were often seaward extensions of the borders of landholdings,

but in some cases marine boundaries were influenced by the location of physical marine

features, such as patch reefs, reef holes and reef passages, that could be used for

demarcation purposes (Iwakiri 1983; Ruddle 1988).

The spatial aspect of customary marine tenure is of specific interest to scholars

and government policy-makers because of the important role well-defined boundaries are

reported to play in the creation or maintenance of local property institutions that

encourage sustainable resource use (Ostrom 1990:91). Pomeroy (1994:37), for example,

states that boundaries enhance fishers' sense of control over the shared resource and the

likelihood that they will work to sustain its use over the long term. While this may be

true, the present study indicates that the relationship between coastal communities and
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their marine environment may not necessarily be confined to clearly demarcated areas

over which groups attempt to exercise exclusive fishing rights. I

To be sure, the residents of several communities within the study area have long

claimed exclusive use rights over specific reef areas, and the rights holders regard their

marine territories as a fundamental element of their relationship to the sea. But the

feeling of connectedness that people have toward the marine realm is not limited to these

seaward extensions of village or clan estates; one could argue that it encompasses the

entire Torres Strait and all within it This sense of holistic attachment to the sea may be

neglected if researchers concentrate solely on the importance to local residents of marine

territories with clearly demarcated boundaries. In short, the study findings suggest that

customary marine tenure should be defined in broader spatial terms.

Among the examples uncovered in the present study of attachments to the Torres

Strait which extend beyond clan- or village-held marine territories is the sacred quality

with which social groups imbue the marine landscape. Particular marine sites in the Strait

have special religious significance, but the spiritual essence of ancestral figures is

diffused over a much broader area that has indefinite boundaries. In effect, the power and

personality of distant ancestors pervades the entire Torres Strait as a result of their acts of

creation and maritime odysseys.

The study also demonstrated that residents' feelings of connectedness to the

Torres Strait are related to the complex network of social ties that connects members of

widely-dispersed coastal, inland, estuarine and island communities. This geographically

and socially broad web of interpersonal relations fosters a feeling of identity with the

region as a whole. The sense of social unity and regional identity has been reinforced by

centuries of trade exchange, intermarriage, sharing of land and marine territories among

communities and other forms of social interaction. Today, some of these interactions

exist mainly as nostalgic memories, but they continue to exert an important influence
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over the way in which the inhabitants of the southwest coast of Papua New Guinea

perceive their relation to the Torres Strait. For example, an informant from Mabudauan

declared that he had become a Papua New Guinean by an act of international politics, but

he still considered himself first and foremost to be a "Torres Strait man."

A third facet of local residents' relations to the Torres Strait that encompasses an

area greater than demarcated exclusively-held marine areas is centered on the assortment

of marine-related activities residents pursue. Particularly significant is the long tradition

of extended voyages to outlying areas for fishing, both commercial and subsistence, and

for trade. These voyages have always had an importance apart from their utilitarian

value. They present an opportunity for individuals to demonstrate their skill, courage and

endurance as they earn a livelihood in what at times is a dangerous environment While

much fishing activity is confmed to particular marine territories, an important part of the

allure of "wresting a living" from the sea is the freedom to range over the length and

breadth of the Torres Strait. This attraction is apparent in reminiscences of trips aboard

double-outrigger canoes and luggers prior to the Second World War and to some extent

in anecdotes of contemporary voyaging activities.

Finally, a fourth dimension of the relationship between people and the Torres

Strait that is not limited to territories with well-defined borders concerns local

perceptions of certain marine species indigenous to the Strait. In particular, dugong and

turtles hold special significance for many groups within the study area for their spiritual

and ceremonial quality as well as their economic value. These far-ranging animals are

regarded as an integral and inseparable part of the marine landscape and a fundamental

element of local culture. As symbols of the region as a whole dugong and turtles extend

and deepen the emotional attachment local residents feel toward the total marine sphere

of the Torres Strait.
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In summary, the interests of the inhabitants of a coastal area in their marine

environment may extend far beyond the boundaries of "home reefs" or even distant

fishing grounds. These aspects of cultural connections to the sea may be overlooked or

underemphasized by geographers, as they are not something that can be easily delimited,

mapped and displayed. Yet, these connections may be essential elements of a coastal

people's relations to the marine realm. In this respect, applying the concept of sense of

place, which denotes only a vague sense of boundedness, may enrich investigations of

customary marine tenure and provide a more complete portrayal of human-environment

relations.

Conceptions of Tradition

The concept of tradition in contemporary Pacific island societies has lately been

the subject of much scholarly interest and discussion. In a recent issue of Oceania

devoted to the topic, Linnekin (1992:251) states that the conventional view that tradition

is a "passively and unreflectively inherited legacy" is being challenged by researchers

who define tradition as a "selective representation of the past, fashioned in the present,

responsive to contemporary priorities and agendas, and politically instrumental."

In a discussion of the relationship of Torres Strait Islanders to their marine

environment, Nietschmann (1989:91) attests to the need to define tradition in relativistic

terms by quoting the Samoan author Albert Wendt (1978:1):

Is there such a creature as 'traditional culture'? If there is, what period in the
growth of a culture is to be called 'traditional'? If 'traditional cultures' do exist in
Oceania, to what extent are they colonial creations? What is authentic culture? ...
Should there be ONE sanctified/official/sacred interpretation of one's culture?
And who should do the interpreting?

Nietschmann (1989:91) concludes that tradition should be taken "to mean what is

self-referentially identifying, not necessarily just what once was."
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As stated in this dissertation, the communities along the northern shore of the

Torres Strait regard their long and continuous involvement in commercial fishing, both

as wage laborers and as independent producers, as part of their tradition. To justify their

claim that commercial fishing is a traditional activity local residents point to the fact that

they have been using introduced fishing and vessel gear and have been harvesting marine

products for international and local markets for more than five generations. Indeed,

historical documentary material collected in the present study suggests that these

communities may have been involved in commercial fishing prior to the annexation of

the fishing grounds of the northern Torres Strait by Queensland in 1879.

The local belief that fishing for cash income is a traditional activity conflicts with

the way in which the drafters of the Torres Strait Treaty chose to interpret the meaning of

tradition. The Treaty provides that "traditional" is to be interpreted broadly and in

accordance with prevailing custom~ in relation to activities of a commercial nature

(Article l(k». In effect, the Treaty employs the word traditional as a synonym for non

commercial and suggests that a pre-colonial economy has been sustained by the

indigenous inhabitants of the Strait. An in-depth analysis of the restricted use of the term

"traditional" in the Torres Strait Treaty is beyond the scope of this study, but it was

undoubtedly in the economic and political interests of the Australian government to

confine the traditional fishing rights of the Papua New Guinean communities of the

Torres Strait to subsistence activities. As noted in Chapter Y, efforts by the Queensland

government to reserve the commercially valuable marine resources of the region for use

by its own citizens date back to the 1930s and beyond that to the 1879 Queensland Coast

Islands Act.

In their study of the fishing customs and practices of Torres Strait Islanders,

Johannes and MacFarlane (199l:ii) identify as traditional fishing the act of
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obtaining food from the sea for use within the community or in trade with traditional
trading partners. The catch may be eaten by the catcher and his or her family. given
away, bartered or ~. As long as the catch remains within Torres Strait Island
communities or those of customary trading partners, it is, for our purposes, the
product of.traditional fishing [emphasis added].

The failure of the Treaty to consider even the sale of marine products between customary

exchange partners as traditional has created an unstable situation. As Mfodwo and

Tsamenyi (1993:25) note:

The tendency of separating traditional fishing in the core sense from commercial
fishing under the Torres Strait Treaty framework is unsatisfactory. Whilst for
purposes of analysis traditional fishing may be separated from commercial
fishing, in practice, there is no such easy separation. It is increasingly difficult to
identify what is traditional in some pure sense as opposed to what is non
traditional or commercial. The whole project of protecting traditional interests in
some pure sense will thus probably become more and more difficult to achieve.2

For the Papua New Guinean communities within the study area, acceptance of the

term "traditional" as it has been defmed by the Torres Strait Treaty would mean

forfeiting their claim to rights to fish commercially in the Protected Zone south of the

fisheries jurisdiction line. Given the economic dependency of these communities on

commercial fishing, it is likely that this aspect of the Treaty will remain a contentious

issue for them. As indicated in this study, the fisheries jurisdiction line was not conceived

through consultation with the indigenous inhabitants of the Torres Strait and has no basis

in customary demarcations of marine territory.

It is important to note that members of the communities under study have also

made selective use of the term "traditional" to further their own economic and political

agendas. For example, as stated in Chapter VI, in the mid-1970s the Papua New Guinea

governmentdeclared dugong a "national animal" which meant that they could be hunted

and used in traditional ways but may neither be sold nor hunted by modem methods.

Some coastal Kiwai objected to the ban on commercial hunting of dugong on the grounds

that they had been selling dugong meat in local markets for many years and they now
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regarded it as a traditional practice. Hudson (l986b:90) notes that most of the individuals

who were involved in the lucrative netting of dugong were comparatively wealthy and of

high social status. At a time when the selling of dugong was a particularly important

source of income, these politically influential individuals argued forcibly that the

government should grant the coastal Kiwai an exemption from the ban.

With regard to the commercial harvest of crayfish, there is disagreement among

coastal village residents whether or not this activity is traditional. Eley (1987:322) states

that some older individuals who never participated in the crayfish fishery contend that

the harvest of crayfish has not occurred for a sufficiently long time to be rightfully

regarded as a traditional activity. This sentiment, according to Eley (1987:308), is shared

by a coastal Kiwai man who manages a seafood processing company on Darn.

Specifically, this individual argues that, because be does not regard crayfish as

"traditional Kiwai resources," the divers he employs are not subject to the access

restrictions imposed by customary sea territories. This use of the term "traditional" to

circumvent the customary marine tenure system may reflect a growing competitive

individualism in the fishing activities of some local residents, particularly with regard to

the lucrative crayfish fishery (see Eley 1987:287).

One of the merits of the approach taken in the present study is that it provides for

a clearer understanding of the socio-historical context in which individuals and groups

employ the term "traditional." The approach demonstrates that a people's sense of place

and of their past is dynamic and evolving. It reflects their exposure to and involvement in

a range of large- and small-scale social developments occurring across a time

continuum..
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The Indigenous Viewpoint

Since the late 1960s, the plight of self-proclaimed "indigenous people" has

developed into a major international human rights issue (Bodley 1990:2).3 Among the

key concerns of indigenous populations in the post-colonial era is the recovery of the

subjective meanings that places hold for them. As Jacobs (1993: 104) notes, "For the

colonized, loss of local place is a consequence of imperialism and part of the insurgent

act of reclaiming rights is the search and restoration of place lost."

Efforts to "return control over the meanings of place to the rightful producers," to

use Rodman's (1992:644) phrase, often presume that the indigenous inhabitants of a

particular region share a common set of perspectives and values regarding their

environment. But as Rodman (1992:647) herself notes, a single physical landscape may

shape and express polysemic meanings of place for different users. Linnekin (1992:258)

states that the fact that "indigenous" may not be an undifferentiated category poses a

dilemma for researchers:

... 'native advocacy' is a problematic strategy when scholars may have to choose
which indigenous group or faction to champion ... . By assuming 'a' single
indigenous perspective and voice the native advocacy position risks lapsing into a
patronizing and unthinking brand of Orientalism that simply replicates colonial
categories ...

The Torres Strait Treaty reflects a concern for the rights of indigenous people by

recognizing "the importance of protecting the traditional way of life and livelihood" of

the Torres Strait's traditional inhabitants (Preamble).4 Article 12 of the Treaty explicitly

requires the.parties to preserve the traditional customary rights of access to and usage of

land and marine areas held by the various communities in and around the Protected Zone,

provided that those rights are acknowledged by other communities within the region to

be in accordance with local tradition. However, at the time the Treaty was drafted there

was no reliable account of what such rights, if any, might exist (Anderson 1981:67).
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This study reveals that the nature of traditional customary rights regarding access

to and usage of marine areas and resources is a highly contested issue among the

different social groups that comprise the indigenous inhabitants of the Strait. These

groups have likely been engaged in struggles over territory and resources for centuries.

However, recent regional events, such as the sovereignty movement of the Torres Strait

Islanders and the migration of people from the Fly River estuary to Darn, have brought

conflicts in the meanings of place, tradition and custom into sharper focus. Ethnic

differences, intensified by decades of exposure to different levels and types of outside

social forces, have come to the forefront as various groups attempt to extend their

economic and political control over a limited resource base. While the Torres Strait

Treaty goes a long way toward protecting the rights of traditional inhabitants as a whole

it does not go far enough in providing for the resolution of disputes between different

segments of the indigenous population (Rentin 1991:5).

Commentary by outside scholars, acting as indigenous rights advocates, may, in

some cases, have had the unintended effect of exacerbating the divisions between the

traditional inhabitants of the Torres Strait. For example, recent studies of the customary

sea rights of Torres Strait Islanders by Cordell (1991b) and Smyth (1993) neglect to

mention the points of view of the Papua New Guinean traditional inhabitants of the

. Strait. Discussions (e.g., Lawrence 1991) which have dealt with the concerns of Papua

New Guineans in the context of the Treaty and other regional issues have tended to

center on the interests of the coastal Kiwai-speaking people. Yet, as shown in this study,

various inland- and estuarine-dwelling groups also claim a relationship to the Torres

Strait that is complex and extensive. By championing the causes of only certain segments

of the indigenous population researchers may inadvertently perpetuate economic and

political inequalities in the region. The findings of the present study suggest that policy

makers and scholars should exercise caution in treating indigenous populations in the
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Torres Strait and elsewhere as monolithic entities. A more effective and equitable course

of action is to actively seek out multiple perspectives on the use, value and meaning of a

particular landscape (Rocheleau et al. 1995:64).

Implications for Community-Based Marine Resource Management

The study findings suggest a number of broad policy directions for a marine

resource management program in the Torres Strait that endeavors to provide for the full

and direct participation of local communities. For example, any effort to fashion a

community-based environmental management program for the Torres Strait must

proceed on the premise that local residents are fully integrated into a monetary economy

and that the commercial harvest of marine resources, including dugong and turtles, is of

vital economic importance to many communities. The harvesting pressure on these

resources is likely to continue to intensify as demands for cash for local infrastructure,

customary exchange, church, education and commodities increases.

As noted in Chapter VI, many local residents continue to adhere to a long

standing belief in the inexhaustibility of certain marine resources. However, during the

course of this study several individuals were interviewed who clearly understand that, as

a result of improvements in fishing technology and increased market demand, dugong

and turtle stocks are threatened by overexploitation. There is also a growing concern over

the possible depletion of crayfish stocks. In mid-1993, the councilors of the coastal

villages petitioned the Papua New Guinea Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources to

ban the use of hookah gear for harvesting crays. Awareness of conservation values can be

improved through environmental education programs such as those suggested by

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:206) for Torres Strait Islanders.

However, as Hough (1988:131) has stated, no amount of public education about
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the long-term benefits of pursuing sustainable resource use patterns will change the

necessity for local people to have food to eat and a roof over their heads. Given the

requirement to provide opportunities for all local residents to earn an acceptable income,

a logical first step toward conserving the biodiversity of the Torres Strait is to create

alternative sources of income that reduce the harvesting pressure on those marine

resources threatened by over exploitation. These alternative income sources must be

culturally as well as economically and environmentally appropriate. For example,

schemes to promote commercial farming may help forestall the entry into the fishery of

inland and estuarine communities whose primary economic base has traditionally been

agriculture, but they are likely to have little success among seafaring people such as the

coastal Kiwai.

The study also demonstrated that the interests of the indigenous inhabitants of the

northern coast of the Torres Strait extend far beyond the boundaries of the "home reefs"

claimed by particular villages. It is likely that as competition for marine resources

increases in the northern waters of the Strait, individuals and groups will invoke various

spatially-broad connections to the Torres Strait to justify and legitimize their claims to

marine resource use rights in more distant areas. Data presented in Chapter VI indicates

that most of the harvesting effort in the crayfish fishery already occurs outside of village

held territories. According to informants, the same is true of the beche-de-mer fishery.

This trend suggests that a community-based management regime must encompass an

equally broad geographical area, and most likely would need to include the Torres Strait

region as a whole.

There are a number of additional benefits to involving local communities in a

regional approach to marine resource management. It would avoid the divisiveness

associated with disputed claims of ownership of "home reefs." Furthermore, a regional

approach would have a sound ecological basis. Johannes and MacFarlane (1991:90) note
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that three of the most intensely exploited species 10 the Strait, dugong, turtle and

crayfish, are migratory. Even if individual villages were able to acquire exclusive access

to certain reefs, the territory controlled by any single group would not be large enough to

cover the total area needed for the conservation of these highly mobile resources.

The establishment of the Maza Wildlife Management Area during the late 1970s

was a significant first attempt to devolve resource management responsibilities to local

communities. But because the conservation area was created under Papua New Guinean

national legislation it was necessarily delimited by the fisheries jurisdiction line which

divides the Torres Strait. The Protected Zone created under the Torres Strait Treaty

provides an opportunity to implement conservation measures over a broad area.

However, the marginal role that the traditional inhabitants of the Strait have been given

in the administration of the Protected Zone is not conducive to the adoption of a

community-based approach to marine resource management.

The indigenous inhabitants of the Strait have expressed dissatisfaction with their

minimal participation in the border regime and are demanding a reallocation of rights and

responsibilities for natural resource management that would give them greater control

over the marine resources which sustain their livelihood. But in order for Treaty

administrative agencies to devolve authority over resource management functions to local

communities it will be necessary to have some assurance that marine resources will not

be overexploited. As noted above, local residents are increasingly understanding the

value of implementing conservation measures. However, in order for communities to

manage the marine resources of the entire region a greater level of inter-community

cooperation will be required in communicating about the condition of marine resources

and monitoring resource use, reaching agreements with respect to how resources should

be used and enforcing agreements that have been reached.

The finding of this study that the marine landscape represents a multiple reality
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for the diverse social groups that comprise the region's traditional inhabitants

demonstrates the importance of instilling a level of mutual understanding and trust

among groups. As noted above, the Torres Strait Treaty has failed to institute adequate

mechanisms to resolve conflicts between Torres Strait Islanders and their Papuan New

Guinean neighbors. Unless avenues are established for transcending rivalries and disputes

and nourishing a heritage of interdependence and reciprocity it is unlikely that local

communities will be able to assume the lead role in managing the marine resources of the

Torres Strait. As Hough (1988:132) notes with specific regard to reconciling the

divergent interests that are often represented in the management of a conservation area:

In order to resolve conflicts effectively, it is normally necessary to bring all the
stakeholders, or their representatives, together with a view of promoting a joint
understanding of the various perspectives and positions of each. If some involved
parties are inadvertently left out of consideration or otherwise excluded from this
process, their later actions may destroy the accords that have been reached.

In short, conservation on a regional scale can begin only after opportunities are created

for communities to communicate to each other their different values, goals and

aspirations with regard to the Torres Strait and its resources.

Notes

1. This point extends Hviding's (1989:27) argument that it may be inappropriate to refer

to customary systems of marine tenure as "territorial use rights in fisheries" or TURFS

(see Christy 1982). Hviding states that the relationship between small fishing

communities and their marine environment is seldom solely economic and often involves

much more than "fishing rights." He notes that for these communities the sea can also be

an important source of history and identity.

2. In a review of the Torres Strait Treaty, Rentin (1991:4) expresses a similar opinion,

arguing that the governments of Australia and Papua New Guinea must recognize that
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"traditions, being integral parts of any culture, evolve according to the impact of change

on values and systems."

3. The World Council of Indigenous Peoples defines indigenous people as follows:

''people living in countries which have populations composed ofdifferent ethnic or racial

groups who are descendants of the earliest populations which survive in the area, and

who do not, as a group, control the national government of the countries within which

they live" (cited in Bodley 1990:153).

4. Mfodwo and Tsamenyi (1993:25) suggest that the negotiators of the Torres Strait

Treaty preferred to use the term "traditional" rather than "indigenous" because Papua

New Guinea does not believe it has indigenous people in the international law sense of

the term within its domain (see Note 3 above).
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Appendix I.
Principle Clans by Village

(Number ofhouseholds in parentheses)

Mabudauan Mawatta Tureture
Gaidai (19) Marawadai (3) Gaidai (4)
Umumere (13) Dagarubi (2) Doriomo(8)
Marawadai (23) Gaidai (3) Osingle (9)
Kohodai (8) Kohodai (1) Wasudai (7)
Doriomo (22) Umumere(l) Umumere(6)
Dagarubi (16) Doriomo(l) Marawadai (4)

Yodo(5)

~
Sui Parama Dorogori
Gaidai (18) Doriomo(7) Umumere(8)
Doriomo (10) Marawadai (13) Molam(5)
Marawadai (9) Oromombi (12) Dolem(4)
Egeredai (15) Mearidai (20) Masam(3)

Gaidai (6)

Katatai
Wyben(14)
Goinawa (15)
Womuba(8)

Kunini
Dariam (10)

Osingle
Blutope

Mlobo (8)
Mlobo
Piriam
Sibletope

Kadawa
Iouro(3)
Buduru (12)
Womuba(19)
Goinawa (15)
Wyben(8)

Masaingle
Dariam(20)

Riram
Magidariam
Udidariam
Uwouwo

Obetope (18)
Bagewa
Kiametope
Obetope

Mlobo(13)
Mlobo Badepiame
Upiam Badepiame
Uletope .
Sibletope



~

KuBalae
Kimntop (38)

Ngle Porngang
Mugrantam
Ariram
Darowal Kumzam
Kiantop
Ngain Teal Kumzam

Kiamulnging (23)
Melpam
Waringtam
Zuliamtam

Waidoro
Kiantop (38)

Singal-di Kiantop
Upi-di Kiantop
Arlram
Masoram
Kiantop
Giaepam

Kiamulnging (23)
Kwosangra
BurPorang
Kiamulnging
Ngain Teal
Kazipam

. Miagiam Darem

Sigabaduru
Bibra(17)
Bubog(12)
Pobnang(3)
Ningang(3)
Gaemang(2)
Gugegemang (1)
Solpam(l)
Torkobunang (2)
Wibug(l)

IW:
Wibag(4)
Ulupang(2)
Dodog(l)
Doagag(2)
Gaemang(2)
Waraugad (1)
Bubog (1)

!!DB
Tuang (1)
Gaemang(l)
Pedlag.(6)
Wilbag (4)
Dodog(2)
Gwanibunang (6)
Bubog (2)
Doagag(2)
Solpam(1)
Rirang(7)



Appendix TI.
Oral Histories

Bagari

Provided by Adam Jubo; Dolem Clan; Woigi Village
Recorded at Woigi Village; July 1993

A man named Bagari lived on the island of Boigu. Bagari was a mas iraga (sorcerer),
and one day the people of Boigu chased Bagari from the island because they did not
like his magic. Bagari sailed in a kive kak (type of canoe) to a place called Mabudauan
on the coast of Daudai. However, the people of Mabudauan had heard that Bagari was
a mas iraga and they did not want him to stay in their village. From Mabudauan
Bagari sailed east to a place called Tureture where he had clansmen. His clansmen
told Bagari that he could stay with them and they gave him a wife. But when some
men and women in the village became sick and died the people of Tureture blamed
the magic of Bagari, and Bagari's clansmen told him that he should leave before he
was killed. Bagari left his wife in Tureture and sailed further east to a place called
Katatai. At first the people of Katatai were happy that Bagari had come to live with
them, but when a man was killed by a crocodile the Katatai people believed Bagari
was responsible and he had to run away in the night. Finally, Bagari decided that he
would try to find an inland place to live. He sailed up the Oriomo River and came to a
place called Dawarema. As Bagari sailed closer to the shore he saw some people and
became frightened. He decided to continue sailing up the river. When Bagari came to
a place on the river called Nurapup he stopped and pulled his canoe up on the river
bank. The people of Kitpup had built a village near Nurapup but they could not live
there because of a dangerous spirit. Bagari used his magic to chase away the spirit,
and, in return, the people of Kitpup gave Bagari a wife and some land.

Baidam Tar

Variants of the story recounting the conflict between the two brothers Giadap and
Muiam (Gedeb and Moiam) were recorded at Mabudauan by Laade (l968b: 107) and
at Waidoro by Lawrence (1994:423).

Provided.by Gagat Naruge Bakua: Ariram Clan; Waidoro Village
Recorded at fishing village of Kura; June 1993

Giadap was an adi (original ancestor or creator) living at a place called Basir Puerk
with his two wives named Endal and Sirip. Giadap had a younger brother named
Muiam who lived alone at a place called Kumkumpal. Neither Endal nor Sirip knew
about Muiam. One day while Giadup was out hunting the fire in his kobo (longhouse)
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went out Sirip was searching for another fire to re-light the one in the kobo when she
saw smoke coming from Kumkumpal. Sirip had never been to Kumkumpal before but
she decided to walk there to see if she could find a fire. When Sirip arrived at
Kumkumpal she saw Muiam sitting by a fire in a small kobo. He was not wearing a
kuk (loincloth). Sirip asked Muiam for a fire stick, and without looking at Sirip
Muiam gave her one. Sirip returned to Basir Puerk but some time later she decided to
go back to Kumkumpal to be with Muiam. At the same time the point of the uzomop
(type of spear) Giadap was carrying broke off, and when Giadap saw the broken point
he knew that something bad was happening to one of his wives. Giadap ran to Basir
Puerk where he met Sirip who had just returned from Kumkumpal. When Giadap
asked her what bad thing had happened while he was gone Sirip looked down and said
nothing. Giadap tied a piece of Sirip's grass skirt to an arrow and he ran to
Kumkumpal and found Muiam lying in his kobo. When Giadap looked at Muiam's
face he saw that his tusi (facial tattoo) had disappeared which was a sign that his
brother had done something bad with Sirip. Giadap was very angry. He shot the arrow
into Muiam's leg and pushed the kobo down. When Giadap returned to Basic Puerk he
cut Sirip's legs with a knife and told her to go to the island of Saibai and never come
back. On Saibai Sirip stayed with a man named Dagai at a place called Ait. After
some time Sirip had a son named Baidam Tar. When Baidam Tar became older he
decided to leave Ait, He changed into a shark and swam to a place on the coast of
Daudai called Kiroikupidam Gagat. Baidam Tar carried with him a zing (breadfruit)
and piso (derris root) the poison of which he could use as a weapon. From
Kiroikupidam Gagat Baidam Tar traveled to Inaz where he met a man named
Sangariba who had come to the coast to collect guar (type of shell) to make a bow.
Baidam Tar returned to Kiroikupidam Gagat where he changed into a crocodile. As a
crocodile Baidam Tar traveled to Parendam where he built a kobo. Baidam Tar then
changed into a puzi (type of pigeon) and flew to a place called Sawargiz where he
planted the piso and zing. He also planted at Sawargiz a semgabuob tumus (type of
croton). From Sawargiz Baidam Tar flew to a place called Wataima where he made a
kobo tem (ceremonial site). Baidam Tar named the kobo tem Norokiro and he called
the ceremony to be performed there agurlian tere. Some time later Baidam Tar flew
to a place called Musro where he stayed with Sangariba.

Provided by Billai Laba; Waidoro Village; July 1993
Composed by Gamea Muka; Waidoro Village; Gizra Language

Maluan pama malu bar Ait Kagar gubi tiaguar barkuar kwat amkunda wa iani totoda

Ai Daudai sesene gagat Seserpas buodbuod pirandu tamrane

Ia atama guoba sigosile guoba ialkomde ngakanam maluan pam barnginda
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Sea dweller, of the large, open sea of Ait Kagar, we hear the sound of him finding a
way, he is coming

Yes, he sees Daudai and the canoe landing site at Seserpas, he shyly sits on the beach

How did you come, the tide brings you here and the tide takes you back, look at him,
the sea dweller is enjoying himself

Bani

At Kadawa Lawrence (1994:412) recorded a similar version of the voyage made by
Bani from Boigu to the Fly River area.

Provided by Bani Marama; Goinawa Clan; Kadawa Village
Recorded at Kadawa Village; May 1993

Bani was a son of the great warrior Kuiam who lived on Boigu Island. One day Bani
left Boigu to discover new lands in which to live. During his journey Bani carried
with him a daridari (head dress) which his father had shown him how to use as a
weapon. Bani traveled by log canoe to a place on the coast called Buzi where he met
an inland man. Bani asked the inland man if there were any villages along the coast in
which he could stay, and the inland man told Bani that he could go to a place called
Sigabaduru. Bani went to Sigabaduru where he met a man who became a friend to
Bani and told Bani that he could stay with him. After living in Sigabaduru for some
time Bani sailed east to a place called Mabudauan where he met a man who was a
descendent of Wusuru (Usuru). From Mabudauan Bani continued traveling east until
he came to a place called Tureture. Bani stayed in Tureture for a short time and then
sailed to an island called laru (Daru). At laru Bani met a man called Damabe who told
Bani that he could not stay there because many people were already living at laru.
Bani sailed east through Toro Passage until he came to a place called Geawi where he
met a man named No'ora. No'ora told Bani that he could stay on land on the other side
of the Geawi River. Bani called the land Daridari. Later No'ora came to Daridari and
told Bani that he was no longer the leader of the people of Geawi and that Bani was to
be the new leader.

Bekar

Versions of the narrative of Bekar (Bukari, Bakar, Bikara, Bokari) were collected at
Dauan by Laade (1971:62), Lawrie (1970:127) and Wirz (1932:290), at Boigu by
Laade (1971:69), at Badu by Haddon (1904b:23) and at Mawatta by Landtman
(1917:225). In the version provided by Haddon two of Bekar's relatives live
somewhere on Daudai .and that it is with these individuals that the bird (called Kusa
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Kap) resides. Laade's version cites the place where Bekar's relatives live on Daudai as
Posipos while Wirz's indicates it was Ngue. Haddon notes that this narrative is the
source of a rumor heard by the 19th century explorer d'Albertis regarding a giant bird
that lives in the vicinity of the Mai Kassa.

Provided by Posa Dowani; Waraugad Clan; Ber Village
Recorded at Darn Town; July 1993

A pregnant woman named Bekar was living on the island of Dauan. One morning
Bekar and the other women of Dauan went to the reef to collect shellfish. Because
Bekar was pregnant she walked very slowly and after some time the other women
were far ahead of her on the reef. Bekar saw the hole of a crab and she began to dig
down into the sand to find the crab. As Bekar reached far inside the hole to catch the
crab a pregnant spirit woman grabbed her hand and pulled her into the hole. The spirit
woman pulled Bekar all the way through the hole and then pushed her out at the other
end onto a sandbank. When Bekar looked around she could no longer see Dauan.
Bekar did not know where she was and she began to cry. The spirit woman came out
of the end of the hole on the reef near Dauan. She had changed her unborn baby for
the unborn baby of Bekar and she looked just like Bekar. After some time the water
on the reef became higher and the women of Dauan started to walk back to the
village. When they saw the spirit woman they thought she was Bekar and called for
her to come with them. When the spirit woman arrived at the village she walked past
the house Of Bekar. When the Dauan women asked the spirit woman where she was
going she told them that she was going to her house. "But your house is there," said
the Dauan women. The spirit woman walked to the house of Bekar and went inside.
She cooked the shellfish she had collected on the reef and gave them to the husband of
Bekar. Later Bekar's husband and the spirit woman left the village to go work in the
gardens. The spirit woman walked to the one of the gardens, and Bekar's husband
said, "Where are you going? Our garden is there." Some time later the spirit woman
gave birth to the baby that she had stolen from Bekar. Often she would pinch the baby
with her long finger nails to make the baby cry. At the same time Bekar gave birth to
a young eagle. At first Bekar was afraid of the animal and wanted to kill it. But over
time she began to like the eagle and take care of it. Bekar would collect shellfish and
after drying them in the sun she would eat some herself and feed the rest to the eagle.
As the eagle grew older it began to learn how to fly. The eagle would collect fish and
bring them back to the sandbank for Bekar to eat. One day Bekar told the eagle that
her place was a high mountain close to Daudai and that she had lived there with her
husband who had a canoe on the beach near an okari (type of tree). After listening to
Bekar the eagle flew high into the sky and started traveling north. After some time the
eagle reached Daudai and landed in a tree on the coast at a place called Mogai. The
eagle broke a branch of the tree to mark the spot and then flew east along the coast
until it came to the mountain at Dauan. At Dauan the eagle found the canoe near the
okari and landed on top of the mast. From the mast the eagle could see people making
a fire. It flew toward the people and landed near the fire on a pile of tree bark. The
people could see that the eagle wanted the tree bark so they tied some pieces to its
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wings. The eagle then picked up a fire stick in its claws and flew back to the tree at
Mogai. From the tree it flew south until it came to the sandbank where Bekar stayed.
Bekar took the tree bark and fire stick from the eagle. She made a fire and cooked
some fish. After some time Bekar told the eagle to fly back to Dauan and find her
husband. The eagle returned to Dauan and landed on the mast of the canoe near the
okari. The husband of Bekar came out of his house and saw the eagle on his canoe.
The eagle flew a short distance out over the water and then came back to the canoe.
The husband of Bekar understood that it was a sign that he should follow the eagle.
After telling the spirit woman to go work in the gardens he got into his canoe and
sailed south as the eagle flew in front of him. Before long he came to the sandbank
where Bekar was living. When Bekar saw her husband she was very happy. After
Bekar told her husband about the spirit woman the two of them got into the canoe and
started sailing back to Dauan. The eagle flew ahead of them and found the spirit
woman in the gardens. The eagle picked her up in its claws and flew high up into the
sky. The eagle opened its claws and let the spirit woman fall, but before she reached
the ground the eagle flew down and caught her. The eagle did this several times.
Finally, the eagle dropped the spirit woman and let her fall into the sea where she
changed into a rock. Bekar stayed with her husband on Dauan. Knowing it was not a
human being the eagle lived alone at a creek called Taming on Daudai. Often Bekar
and her husband would come to Taming with fish for the eagle. My family members
are descendants of Bekar, and we still leave offerings of fish at Taming for the eagle.

Bewan

Provided by Debe Dono; Badepiam Clan; Irupi Village
Recorded at Daru Town; August 1993

When the world began the people of the place called Bine were divided into two
groups - the Mlobo ingle (clan) and the Dariem ingle. The leader of the MIobo was
named Nugu and the leader of the Dariam was named Kobeam Sare. Each ingle had
its own maea (men's house). The MIobo maea was called Wobede while the maea of
the Dariam was called Akade. The men of each ingle cut down a buse tree to make a
board to decorate their maea. On the board for Wobede was carved the figure of the
udekake (ancestor) named Maear Saweam. The figure of the udekake named Gime
Ingle Tubu was carved on the board for Akade. The men of Mlobo collected and
burned the nuts of the gale tree and mixed the ashes with water to make a paint which
they used to cover their board. But the wife of Nugu named Galo did not believe that
this was the right type of paint to use. Galo, who was pregnant, walked to a sago palm
and stuck the leg bone of a cassowary into the trunk. She used a kuke (type of
container) to collect the white juice that flowed out of the trunk. Galo told the men of
Mlobo to paint the board of their maea a second time using the juice she had
collected. When the men of Dariam saw the white board of the Mlobo maea they were
jealous and told the Mlobo men to give them some of the paint. But the MIobo men
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tricked the Dariam men by giving them the paint made from the gale nuts. An old
man of the Dariam ingle named Gime used his magical power to prove that his people
had been tricked. Gime ate some special plants and then swallowed a crocodile tooth.
Gime shot the tooth in the direction of Wobede. When the tooth returned to Gime he
saw that the tooth was covered with the paint that Galo had made. The Dariam men
were very angry that they had been tricked and decided to fight the Mlobo men. The
next day while the Mlobo women were collecting bark to repair Wobede Gime started
to eat the long galwe (type of sugar cane) growing in front of the budie tree in which
he lived. When Gime fmished eating the last piece of galwe he jumped out of the
budie tree and shouted, "Where are all the men?" The Dariam warriors came running
out of their maea and began to kill the Mlobo people. During the fighting Galo was
speared in the stomach. She ran to the MIobo maea but before Galo could reach it she
fell down in a pool of water. As Galo lay dying she gave birth to a white-skinned son
named Bewan. Two ketengena (spirit) women named Urerelia and Dawelia, who
could change into birds, lifted Bewan out of the water and flew with him to a safe
place. Because Urerelia and Dawelia had been friends of Galo they took care of her
son. Bewan grew up with great magical powers. One day Bewan started digging into
the ground. As he dug deeper and deeper the ground began to shake and a mole
(conch shell), rua (baler shell) and walpe (drum) came out of the earth. Bewan then
started digging a deep channel to the south. Water filled the channel and fish,
dugongs, turtles, crocodiles and all the other types of animals that live in the water
came out of the ground and swam in the river that Bewan created. Bewan continued
digging the channel until he came to a place called Badingle Tage where the river
flowed into the sea. Then Bewan created Bulawe Creek and told the Masaingle people
to live on the north bank and the Badu people to stay on the south bank. Bewan met a
man fishing at Bulawe Creek named Usak Bewan. Bewan told Usak Bewan that the
fish he was catching were too small for humans to eat and he showed him how to
catch barramundi, catfish and the other types of large fish that lived in the creek.
Bewan gave Usak Bewan the mole, rua and walpe and told him to bring the meat of a
pig to a feast that the people of Badu were holding the next day. On the day of the
feast the Badu people danced and sang

Tre nge Kareulie deta tre nge
o gire uliedeta tre nge

Feast, Kareulie, feast
Oh, barramundi feast

When Usak Bewan arrived at the feast he found Bewan near Bulawe Creek and
offered him the pig meat that he had brought. At the same time a cucukoboroho (type
of bird) called out as a sign that Usak Bewan was giving a gift to Bewan. As Bewan
accepted the gift of pig meat he pulled Usak Bewan under the water and drowned him.
All day the body of Usak Bewan stayed on the bottom of the creek. During this time
Usak Bewan saw the place of the dead called Adiri. As the sun began to go down
Bewan placed a special plant under the nose of Usak Bewan and he came back to life.
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Some time later Bewan told the Badu people that he was going to leave them. The
people did not want Bewan to take away the fish that he had created so they built a
tasura (type of fish trap) at Badeingle Tage. When Bewan saw the tasura that the
Badu people had built he told the animals swimming in the river to break it down. A
lazmare (type of water snake) and an iade (type of fish) refused to break the tasura
because they wanted to stay in the river so Bewan shot an arrow into the eyes of the
iade causing it to become blind and he hit the lazmare on the head with his hand
causing it to a have a flat face and short nose. All the other animals in the river took
turns trying to break the tasura. Finally, a large diwali (type of fish) broke the tasura
and all the animals swam out into sea. Bewan next began to dig into the bottom of the
sea while singing:

Malu le'e 0 malu le'e
Kuwe le'e 0 kuwe le'e
Ngangalo le'e 0 ngangalole'e

Where is the deep sea, Oh, where is the deep sea
Where is the shallow sea, Oh, where is the shallow sea
Where is the shore, Oh, where is the shore

He created the reefs and sandbanks which he named Kase, Podo, Muke, Wapar,
Kimus and Kibu. Bewan told the buse (type of fish) to stay near the reefs and protect
them. Bewan then dug a passage to the west creating the islands of Seber (Saibai),
Murur (Dauan) and Bigu (Boigu). When Bewan came back to the coast he named a
hill there Numandoro and planted a tree at a creek called Gugi to stop sea water from
flowing all the way up the creek. Bewan traveled east along the coast to the Kura
River where at a place called Wobede he left his misi (pillow made of wood) causing
the river to become shallow. Finally, Bewan traveled north up the Kura River to a
place called Mole Kupi and there he stayed.

Bidedu

Variants of the story of Bidedu (Bidirdu) and his discovery of the apoapo people have
been gathered at Mawatta by Landtman (1917:85), Lyons (1921:428) and Laade
(1968a:154), at Tureture by Eley (1987:23) and at Mabudauan by Lawrence
(1989:110).

Annotated copy of a transcript written by Ania Asiba; Umumere Clan; Darn Island
Provided by Mary Asiba at Darn Town; December 1993

At one time a group of people lived inside an apoapo (house made of vines) at a place
called Dudupatu near the mouth of the Oriomo River. The people did not build
wooden houses or make gardens. Because they did not have fire they ate only fish
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dried in the sun. The leaders of the group were two brothers named Asiba and Bunai.
One day a man named Bidedu from an inland place called Kuru traveled down to the
coast and met the apoapo people. Bidedu showed them how to grow bananas, taro and
yams. He also showed them how to make fire and build wooden houses. After Bidedu
had taught the apoapo people all of these things he returned to Kuru. Some time later
Asiba and Bunai decided to lead their people up the Oriomo River to discover new
lands. From Dudupatu the people traveled across the river to a place called
Dawarema. Asiba and Bunai left their people at Dawarema and crossed the river to a
place called Dorogori. From Dorogori the two brothers traveled south to the coast As
they walked along the coast they came to a small river called Ne Turi and a large river
called Girl Turi. After some time Aniba and Bunai settled their people on the coast at
a place called Neturi, named after the small creek. At Neturi the people built a darimo
(longhouse) that was shaped like the apoapo. The people hunted in the bush along the
coast and fished around the Islands of Daru and Bobo.

Dagai

Leo Austin (quoted in McCarthy 1939:185) states: "The original ancestor of the clan
of Gaidai was a man narned Dagai who carne from Saibai and joined up with the
Mawatta people - this clan has now spread far and wide throughout the Kiwai
speaking group." In the first narrative presented here the sequence of the naming of
places and the names themselves are similar to those occurring in the stories of Nima
and Poipoi (Puipui) collected at Saibai by Lawrie (1970:157), Laade (1971:14) and
Marlow (1941:14) and at Mawatta by Landtman (1917:148).

Annotated copy of a transcript written by Gauga Baera; Dagai Gaidai Clan;
MabudauanVillage
Provided by Tabua Barna at Daru Town; May 1993

Apaga was the son of Budia who was the first man to live on Saibai Island. Apaga had
three sons named Rowa, Dagai and Niki and two daughters named Saeapa and Augar.
Dagai and Niki decided to leave Saibai and find a relative named Wusuru who had
traveled from Boigu Island to lands to the east The two brothers traveled by canoe to
the mainland which they narned Kadalau Gizu because they found there a crocodile
with its mouth open. As Dagai and Niki sailed along the coast they gave names to
other places they came to. They called a place where they saw a turtle with its head
above the water Warukuik. An island where there were many flying foxes they called
Sapural Kawa. A beach the two brothers carne to they called Danimud and the hill
behind the beach they called Inadauan. Close to Danimud were two islands which
Dagai and Niki called Biu Kawa and Pabo. Sailing around Pabo the two brothers
came to a beach with a river nearby. They called the beach Saeabo and the river Paho
Kassa. At the mouth of the Pabo Kassa was an island which Dagai and Niki called
Malu Kawa. Beyond Malu Kawa was a point of land the two brothers narned Augar
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Gizu. After traveling along a long coastline which Dagai and Niki called Jangariza the
two brothers came to two small creeks which they named Burau Pagajina and Kula
Kassa. A point of land where there were many cranes on the beach was called Karbai
Kassa. Past Karbai Kassa was a another small creek they called Teru Gizu and a river
they called Imus Kassa. After passing the Imus Kassa and traveling some distance
along the coast Dagai and Niki came to another point of land they named Aberau
Gizu. Just beyond Aberau Gizu the two brothers sailed past another large river they
called Horiom Kassa. From the Horiom Kassa Dagai and Niki crossed over the water
to the island oflaru where they met a man named Nadai Ganade. From laru Dagai and
Niki sailed to a place on the coast called Gituri where they met a man named Bagari.
Bagari told the two brothers that the next place they would come to along the coast
would be Sui. When Dagai and Niki came to Sui the people there told them that they
could not travel further east because of the headhunters that lived near the mouth of
the Fly River. The two brothers stayed at Sui, and Dagai married a woman named
Pane while Niki married a woman named Dabaru. Dagai and Niki and their wives left
Sui and traveled to Gituri where they lived with Bagari. Some time later Dagai left
Niki at Gituri and returned west to Inadauan. At Danimud Dagai and Pane had six
sons and one daughter. One day Dagai decided to travel inland up the Paho Kassa to a
place called Kasae. At Kasae Dagai met people that spoke his language. Dagai left
some of these inland people at Kasae, and he settled others at Manan, Mamaid and
Klak. The inland people that were members of Dagai's clan were settled at Butu and
Tog. Dagai made a path from Tog to the Paho Kassa. Another path was made from
Tog to the coast, and Dagai named this path Ubardam. After returning to Inadauan for
a short time Dagai traveled to an inland area to the west where he met a man named
Kandi Wake. Dagai led Kandi Wake to Inadauan and told him he could live there at
the western end. When Dagai went to see his garden at a place called Dalmanklup he
met two men named langana and Duba. langana and Duba were from a place to the
west called Buzi. Dagai took the two men to Inadauan and they lived there for some
time. Later Dagai traveled with his wife and children to the place where Wusuru was
living called New Kadawa. Dagai decided to stay at New Kadawa, but after some time
he became sick and was taken by his wife and children to Saibai where he died.

Provided by James Badia; Dagai Gaidai Clan; Parama Village
Recorded at Parama Village; August 1993

A man named Mebai living on the island of Saibai had two sons named Dagai and
Niki, When Dagai and Niki became old enough they left Saibai and sailed east along
the coast of Daudai to discover where the Kupamo warriors lived. The two brothers
sailed to the islands of Iaru and Parama. At a place called Beredubu Muba on Parama
Dagai and Niki met a man called Bagari who told the brothers that there was a village
called Sui further to the east Dagai and Niki traveled to Sui and decided to settle
there. Dagai married a woman named Dabaru and Niki married a woman named
Nema. After some time Niki and Nema moved to Parama and Dagai returned to
Saibai with Dabaru. I am from Niki's line.
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Provided by Dadia Buaker; Waringtam Clan; Kulalae Village
Recorded at Kulalae Village; June 1993

A man named Dagai was living at a place called Ait on the island of Saibai. One day
Dagai saw. smoke coming from Daudai. Dagai crossed the water to Daudai in his
coconut shell canoe called Binibini. At the coast Dagai met a man called Giadap who
was sitting next to a fire making arrows. Giadap spoke the language of Dagai and the
two men became friends. Dagai named the place where he met Giadup Danimud after
the large dani tree that was growing there. From Danimud Dagai sailed east along the
coast in his coconut shell canoe until he came to a place called Ariki Gagat At Ariki
Gagat Dagai met a woman named Samar. Dagai asked Samar what she was doing and
where she had come from. Samar told Dagai that she was collecting akul (clam shells)
and that she was from an inland place called Butu. Dagai continued traveling east first
to a place called Aguar Gizu and then to a place called Gizo Butu, At Gizo Butu
Dagai met a man called Mugremiang who was ready to fight Dagai, but Dagai told
Mugremiang that he came in peace. When Dagai asked Mugremiang if there were
people living along the coast Mugremiang said yes. Dagai left Gizo Butu and
continued sailing east

Dagi

Provided by Pomame Buie; Mlobo Badepiam; Masaingle Village
Recorded at Masaingle Village; June 1993

A man named Dagi was the leader of the people of Glulu. Dagi often left Glulu and
followed a small creek down to the sea. Sometimes he sailed along the coast inside a
waple (type of drum). At other times Dagi carried the waple and walked on the beach.
As he traveled Dagi looked at the grasslands, forests and rivers that he passed. When
Dagi returned to Glulu and the people asked him where he had gone Dagi told them
that he had traveled to a sawabade (large swamp). One day when Dagi came back to
Glulu he found that the village had been covered by water. Dagi climbed inside the
waple and sank below the surface of the water. When Dagi wanted food he reached
out with one of his long hands to a place called Tati-iruwe and stole upe (food for
pigs) from a pogule (wooden bowl). The owners of the pogule were two sisters named
Pape and Puwepe. Puwepe saw the hand of Dagi stealing the food and decided to
follow it When she reached Glulu Puwepe looked into the water where the hand
holding the food had disappeared and called out, "Are you a human being?" When
Dagi told Puwepe that he was a human being she reached into the water and pulled
Dagi out of the waple. Puwepe led Dagi to Tati-iruwe and hid him among some
banana trees. Puwepe then went to her house and told Pape to go to the garden and cut
some bananas. Pape took a bulbul turi (bamboo knife) and went to the garden. As she
was cutting bananas Pape saw Dagi. She took him to the house where Puwepe
explained to Pape how she had found Dagi under the water and brought him to Tati-
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iruwe. Dagi asked the two sisters to make his hands short. Pape and Puwepe cut off
parts of his hands, and Dagi took the parts and buried them near Glulu at a place
called Dagimaea. Pape and Puwepe became the wives of Dagi. With Pape Dagi had a
son named Nugu and a daughter named Sie'ewe. When Nugu became a man Dagi
made him leader of the MIobo ingle (clan). With Puwepe Dagi had two sons named
Wemel and Mareiam. Dagi made Wemel the leader of the Obetope ingle, and
Mareiam became leader of the Dariam ingle. Dagi built a maea (longhouse), and he
told his sons to make their ingles large. Dagi told the people of Tati-iruwe about the
sawabade he had found. Two brothers named W~'e and Dobasi traveled south to the
sea, and when they returned to Tati-iruwe they told the people that what Dagi had said
was true. After some time Dagi led the people of the three ingles from Tati-iruwe to a
place called Madelame. But Madelame was too far from the sea, and Dagi and his
people moved to a place called Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide. Later Dagi left
Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide and returned to Glulu, However, it was from
Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide that Mide, Bidedu, Nugu and Ume left in search of
new land. It was also from Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide that the various mopebinam
(clan leaders) led their people to settle in different areas. The Udi-dariam sub-dan of
the Dariam ingle settled at a place called Ugri.

Dawe

Provided by Katua Dawe; Mearidai Clan; Parama Village
Recorded at Parama Village; May 1993

Dawe was born on the island of lamo and lived there in a cave. After some time Dawe
decided to leave lamo and find new lands. First he sailed to Tudo (Tudu) Island in a
canoe made from a conch shell. Dawe then sailed to the reef where he rested at a rock
called Medimato. The next morning Dawe sailed westward until he reached a place
called Otamabu, At Otamabu a man appeared from out of the ground and told Dawe
that his name was Wakea. Wakea asked Dawe for his name and the name of the place
from which he had sailed. Dawe answered Wakea who then asked Dawe if he wanted
to sleep on Otamabu. Dawe told Wakea that he must leave and sail eastward to Idobia
Muba (point) on Dam Island. When Dawe arrived at Idobia Muba he met a man
named Wai'ime'e who asked Dawe his name and the place from which he had come.
After Dawe had answered Wai'ime'e he continued sailing to the east in his conch sail
canoe. After some time Dawe's canoe struck the end of a reef called Podo. Dawe
named the place where his canoe struck the reef lre'ee. At lre'ee Dawe set free a
dugong he had brought with him from Yam and had named I'e Pazar. Dawe then let
go a turtle he had named Kuni Pazar. Dawe told I'e Pazar and Kuni Pazar to stay at
lre'ee. Dawe then sailed to a bay called Udu where he placed a crayfish in the water.
After sailing along the reef for some time Dawe let go another dugong at a place
called Auwo Oromo. Finally, Dawe carne to a place he named lamo and here he let go
a second turtle, Dawe then left Podo and sailed to a place called Bedebede where he
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met people who were living in two darimos (longhouses). The darimos were called
Wasigina and Kudin. Dawe stayed and lived with the people at Bedebede but
sometimes he would sail back to Podo to look after the animals he had placed there.
Once when Dawe returned to Podo he found that a sandbank had formed near the reef.
Dawe named the sandbank lamo and decided he would live there. Dawe brought with
him to Iamo a male dog named Wiamai and a female dog named Bigama. While
living on the sandbank Dawe ate fish and coconuts and drank sea water. One day
Dawe found a yodo (stonefish) lying on top of a pile of seaweed. Dawe cut open the
yodo and out jumped a man named Pagar. Dawe and Pagar lived together on Iamo.
Later, floating trees that had washed up onto the sandbank began to grow, and Dawe
and Pagar brought people from along the coast and the Fly River to come live with
them on lamo.

Dugama

Provided by Sanau Touta and Warawia Touta; Kohodai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Daru Town; June 1993

The man named Dugama was born on the island of Dauan. When Dugama was a
young man he traveled to the island of Boigu where he married a woman of the clan
of the man called Usuru. This woman gave birth to a son named Mari, One day
Dugama saw smoke across the water at a place on the coast of Daudai called Buzi.
When Dugama went to Daudai to see who was making a fire he met a boy living in a
rock near the coast The name of the boy was langana. Iangana led Dugama to his
father and mother, and Dugama asked them how they made fire. The father and
mother of langana told Dugama that they kept fire between their thumb and
forefinger. Dugama settled the father and mother of langana on the land at Buzi and
took the boy to Boigu where he showed Iangana how to hunt dugong and turtle and
catch fish. langana then returned to Buzi. Some time later Dugama returned to the
island of Dauan. Dugama traveled in a kabuta (dugout canoe) that rested on the back
of a shark, and he always carried with him a wap (harpoon). At Dauan took a second
wife with whom he had a son named Suruwapo. From Dauan Dugama sailed to the
island of Saibai where he took people from the water and settled them on the land.
The leader of these people was a man named Merowa. From Saibai Dugama sailed to
the island of Mabuiag where he took a third wife with whom a had a son named
Tabitia. From Mabuiag Dugama traveled to the island of Yam where he took a fourth
wife with whom he had two sons named Saika and Mainao. After some time Dugama
decided to leave Yam and discover new lands to the north. He sailed along the reefs
past the island of Tudo (Tudu) and Tabaeani sandbank until he came to the passage
called Waporo. At Waporo Dugama speared a dugong with his wap. The dugong was
very strong and pulled him all the way to the island of Murray. At Murray the dugong
died and changed into a rock with freshwater spouting from its nose. Dugama
continued sailing north until he came to the creek separating the island of Darn and
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Daudai. The creek was too narrow for his canoe to pass through so Dugama placed
one foot on Daudai and one foot on Daru, and with the help of magic he pushed the
island further south. As he was pushing the island away his susere (ginger root) fell
into the water and changed into a stone. Dugama sailed west along the coast until he
came to the mouth of the river called Oriomo. At the Oriomo Dugama looked west,
south and east and decided to go north up the river. After traveling up the river for
some time Dugama came to a place called Dawerama where he saw people standing
on the river bank. Using signs Dugama asked the people if they would cut off his
head. A man named Asiba told Dugama that his people would not kill him and that he
could stay and live with them. The people of Dawerama gave Dugama a wife named
Igidoro and a magical awa (mat) that would stop Dugama from ever leaving the
village. With Igidoro Dugama had a son named Warawia and a daughter named
Koisugu. Some time later Saika left Yam to search for his father. Saika sailed all the
way north to a place on the coast of Daudai called Karbai Kasa. At Karbai Kasa Saika
met the people of Waleam, and when he asked them if they had seen a man named
Dugama they said no. Saika told the people of Wale to say, "Ngaipa nipa nga Saika
turapa wazar" (We are waiting for our friend Saika), if anyone else should come to
Karbai Kasa. Saika then returned to Yam. Some time later a man named Dagai sailed
along the coast in search of Usuru and came to Karbai Kasa. After Dagai heard the
message given to the people of Waleam by Saika he continued sailing east to a place
called Sui. At Yam Mainao decided to sail north to look for his father. He came to a
place on the coast of Daudai near Daru called Kadawa. Mainao asked the people of
Kadawa if they had seen Dugama. They told Mainao that his father was living at
Dawerama. Mainao stayed at Kadawa and became a chief there.

Gaidiri and Gemea

Lawrence (1989:102) recorded an oral tradition at Kadawa that is similar in many
respects to the narratives presented here. And it is the descendants of Gemea that
belong to the group Y.T.D. (Yam-Tudu-Daru) mentioned by Lawrence (1994:305).
Landtman (1917:361) collected variants of a tradition relating how a toy canoe that
drifted from Dam to Yam Island led to the establishment of social ties between the
people of Yam-Tudu and those on the mainland.

Provided by Gemea Nawiri; Womuba Clan; Katatai Village
Recorded at Daru Town; May 1993

One day a boy named Gaidiri was playing with a makarope (small toy canoe) on the
island of laru (Dam) when a strong wind from the north blew the makarope away
from the island. The makarope sailed to lamo (Yam) Island where it was found by a
boy also named Gaidiri. lamo Gaidiri took the makarope to his father named Gemea.
Gemea pointed the bow of the makarope in different directions, and when he pointed
it to the northeast the sails of the canoe filled with wind. Gemea decided to leave lamo
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and travel in the direction that the bow of the makarope had pointed. Because there
were no trees on lama Gemea built a raft out of logs that had washed up on to the
beach. He placed a mast on the raft and made a sail out of woven coconut leaves.
When the raft was completed Gemea called for the I'ie (southwest wind) to blow.
Gemea tied the makarope to the front of the raft, and he and his pazaro (crew) sailed
from lama. The sea between lama and Tudo Island was very rough, and a wave
washed the momogo (stove) from the raft Where the ashes of the momogo fell into
the water a sandbank formed. As the raft came close to Tudo (Tudu) Island its warega
(steering rudder) struck the sand and a creek was formed. As Gemea and his pazaro
sailed north along the reef they would stop each night and tie their raft to a suru
(anchor pole). Because the momogo could no longer be used they ate only dried fish
and oni (type of fruit). After sailing for some time Gemea could see the coast of
Daudai and the island of lam (Dam). At lam Gemea set the suru at a place called
Upori-podo. Gemea saw that the sails of the makarope were shaking and he knew that
this was the place from where the toy canoe had come. As Gemea and his pazaro left
their canoe and stepped onto the beach they were met by a man named Damabe.
Gemea showed Damabe the makarope and asked him who it belonged to. Damabe
said that the toy canoe was lost by his son who was also named Gaidiri. Gemea told
Damabe how the makarope had been found by his son at lama. The two men became
friends. Before leaving lam Gemea asked Damabe for water to take with him, and
Damabe sent two sisters named Agidai and Sagidai to bring water from a well. After
receiving the water Gemea and his pazaro sailed to Taro Passage where they saw
Gurahi women fishing near the mouth of the Ubo Turi. The women told Gemea that
they were catching fish for a feast. Gemea continued along the coast until he arrived at
a place called Sui. From Sui Gemea and his pazaro sailed back west to a place called
Karabai Kasa on the island of Gaziro. Some time later the pazaro returned to lama
while Gemea stayed with the Gurahi people at Gaziro. Gemea ate the last ani that had
been brought from lamo and he planted the seed at Gaziro.

Provided by Apuri Adibabo; Womuba Clan; Kadawa Village
Recorded at Kadawa Village; May 1993

A boy named Gaidiri lived on the island of lam (Dam). One day Gaidiri was playing
with a makarope (small toy canoe) when a wind from the south blew the makarope
from lam to the island of lama (Yam). On lama a man also named Gaidiri found the
makarope. Gaidiri showed the makarope to Gemea who was the leader of the lama
people. Gemea and the other men of lamo decided that they would leave lamo and
find the place from which the makarope had come. Gemea formed a pazaro (crew)
that included Gaidiri, Gowai, Adibabo, Simoi, Madere, Gawado, Sisa and Mainau'u.
Before the men left lamo they held the makarope up to the wind see which way they
should sail. The makarope pointed in a northeast direction. Gemea and his pazaro
began to sail to the northeast following the makarope. The sea between lamo and
Tudo (Tudu) Island was very rough and the outrigger of Gemea's canoe dug deep into
the waves. Some of the ashes from the momogo (stove) fell into the water and they
formed the reef called Gemea Momogo. As Gemea's canoe came close to Tudo the
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water became shallow and the warega (steering rudder) struck the sand creating a
creek on the island called Gemea Warega. After the canoe passed Tudo ashes
continued to fall into the water and more reefs were created. Sometimes the ashes
would stop falling so that there would be passages between the reefs. After sailing for
some time. Gemea and his pazaro could see Daudai. They continued to follow the
makarope until it stopped on the beach at laru. Here lamo Gaidiri met laru Gaidiri and
returned the makarope to the young boy. Gemea's canoe then continued to sail east
toward the Fly River. At a place called Gaziro near Toro Passage Gemea met the
Gurahi people, and he asked them, "Ina nipa sina nipa?" (What are you doing). The
Gurahi people answered, "Madia kadia ngipa" (We are catching fish for a feast).
Gemea and his pazarocontinued sailing until they came to a place called Geawi. They
stayed at Geawi for some time and then sailed to a place called lasa on Kiwai Island.
At lasa Gemea was given a wife named Keamo. One day Gemea was working with an
lasa man in the gardens. The Iasa man removed his mabuo (armlet) and placed it on a
small banana shoot. As Gemea and the man worked the mabuo became covered with
soil from the garden. The man of lasa thought that Gemea had stolen the mabuo and
he killed Gemea with a gabagaba (stone club). Gaidiri and the other members of the
pazaro decided to leave Iasa and take the body of Gemea back to lamo. As they were
sailing past Gaziro Gowai jumped from the canoe and went to live with the Gurahi
people. Gaidiri and the rest of the pazaro continued on until their canoe came to a
place called Uparipodo near laru where they anchored because the water was low.
When the water rose Gaidiri set sail and traveled south to lamo. Gowai stayed with
the Gurahi people, and he showed them all the reefs and passages that had been
formed as Gemea and his pazaro had journeyed north from lamo.

Provided by Tibau Sele; Wyben Clan; Katatai Village
Recorded at Daru Town; May 1993

A man named Gaidiri lived at a place called Kubin on Moa Island. Gaidiri left Kubin
to discover new lands where no other people lived. Gaidiri and a group of followers
traveled north by canoe to Boigu Island where they met a man named Bani. Because
there was already a person living on Boigu Gaidiri did not want to stay there and he
sailed south to lamo (Yam) Island. At lamo Gaidiri met a man also named Gaidiri.
lamo Gaidiri told Kubin Gaidiri that he and his people could not stay on Iamo, Kubin
Gaidiri left lamo and traveled north until he came to a sandbank near the coast of
Daudai. Gaidiri called the sandbank Nabaro because it was shaped like a kabaro (a
type of fish). On Nabaro Gaidiri caught fish and hunted dugong and turtle. Later the
sandbank grew larger and grass began to grow. Gaidiri moved his people to a place
near Naboro called Wyben where they built a darimo (longhouse). At Wyben Gaidiri
took a wife and they had a son named Damabe. After Gaidiri and his people had lived
at Wyben for some time they were attacked by the Gurahi people of Gaziro and the
Kuparno people of the Fly River. During the fighting Gaidiri was killed. Soon after
the death of Gaidiri Bani traveled from Boigu to Wyben where he met Damabe. Bani
then continued sailing east until he came to Gaziro where he lived with the Gurahi
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people. Later the Gurahi and Kupamo people again came to Wyben and killed many
men, women and children. Damabe escaped the fighting by hiding under a turtle shell.
The Gurahi people left Wyben and returned to Gaziro with the heads of all the people
they had killed. Bani looked at each head and told the Gurahi that Damabe must still
be alive. When Damabe saw that all the people of Wyben were either dead or had fled
from the island he left Wyben and went to a place called Goli on Bobo Island. Bani
saw smoke coming from Bobo and he and his followers decided to go to the island to
see if Damabe was living there. When Bani found Damabe at Goli he called out,
"Namira!" (friend) and "Miro!" (peace), and he ordered his followers to loosen the
strings of their bows. Bani then took Damabe to Gaziro where Damabe married Bani's
sister named Amai. After Amai died Damabe married a woman named Mekere.

Provided by Ema Misako; Farlan Gaidai Clan; Parama Village
Recorded at Parama Village; May 1993

A man named Gemea was born on lamo (Yam) Island but he moved to Tudo (Tudu)
Island because he was afraid of a headhunter on lamo named Kuiam. On Tudo Gemea
and his wife had two sons named Gaidiri and Gageda and a daughter named Genowa.
There was no fire on Tudo and Gemea and his family ate only fish dried in the sun.
After some time Gemea decided to leave Tudo in search of rue, and he set sail in a
canoe made from an eparo tree. Gemea sailed northward until he came to a place
called lasa on Kiwai Island. One day Gemea was helping a man of Iasa make a
garden. The Iasa man removed his wario (armlet) so that it would not be broken and
placed it on a young banana plant As Gemea and the man worked the wario
accidentally became covered with dirt. The man of Iasa accused Gemea of stealing the
wario and killed him with an e'ea (spade). Gaidiri sailed to Iasa to get the body of his
father and return with it to Tudo. As Gaidiri was sailing southward with his father's
body the warega (steering rudder) of his canoe struck a reef called Podo and created a
channel called Buorewea. Gaidiri lifted the warega so that the canoe would pass over
the reef. After sailing for some time Gaidiri lowered the warega and it again struck
the reef .and created another channel called Wapa Moa. Finally, Gaidiri arrived at
Tudo where he buried his father. Later Gaidiri left Tudo and sailed back north. He
came to a small island called Parama where he met two men named Waitami and
Pagaro. Gaidiri asked Waitami and Pagaro why Parama was so small and why there
were so few trees on the island. The two men told Gaidiri that a man named Karabai
was destroying the island because they would not give him a wife. Gaidiri sailed
southward to Tudo and then returned to Parama with his sister Genowa. Gaidiri gave
his sister to Karabai as a wife. Because Karabai was a spirit Genowa also became a
spirit after they married. Some time later Gaidiri sailed back to Tudo to tell his
younger brother Gageda about the land to the north. Together Gaidiri and Gageda
sailed from Tudo, and as the two brothers traveled northward Gaidiri gave a name to
each of the reefs they passed. Among the reefs Gaidiri named were Jeper, Koigud,
Seregud, Wulmalikut, Dadakut, Kimus, Wutuar, Kumadar, Musiab, Darakuior,
Matamai, Tabaean, Gawartai, Baidaimtaik and Ibu. At Ibu the two brothers parted.
Gageda traveled past Zangal Maza to the coast of the mainland where he met the
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people of Masingara. Gaidiri sailed to Dam Island where he met a man named Nadai
Ganade. Gaidiri asked Nadai Ganade to show him the direction of the Giri Turi.
Gaidiri sailed to the river where he met a man named Bagari and his wife Niki.
Gaidiri then traveled along the coast to a place called Gaziro. At Gaziro Gaidiri
married and his wife gave birth to a boy named Gowai. When Gowai became an adult
he married a woman named Eparo and she gave birth to a son named Maipi. Maipi
later married Merepa and they had three children named Meao, Gasu and Aruwo. One
day the people of Kiwai Island brought sago to Gaziro to exchange for mats. A man
from Gaziro marked a bundle of sago that he wanted and told the owner of the sago
that he would go to his house to get a mat for the exchange. After the man from
Gaziro had left to get the mat Gowai bought the bundle of sago that the man had
marked. When the man from Gaziro heard that Gowai had taken the sago he became
very angry and he killed Gowai with a gabagaha (stone club). The family of Gowai
took his body to Parama Island where it was buried at a place called Daramimouro.
Aruwo stayed at Parama and later married a man named Tauno.

Baiza Apuri; Kadawa Village; May 1993
Composed by Kamaira Mauga; Kadawa Village; Kiwai Language

Namira Gemea goipeito gairiro Gaidiri koeagido nonoe.

Daudai nogurumo

O'orago ninogo Dam ronirwiairou Daudai nonouro.

Ancestor Gemea, in a canoe coming here to see Gaidiri

It is here, Daudai, the place we are coming to

Looking for Dam, crossing, that is Daudai there

Baiza Apuri; Kadawa Village; May 1993
Composed by Sele Ausa; Kadawa Village; Kiwai Language

Matarurorai Karabai Kasarudo

Nigiriro popirogoi roromidirumo

Urpoi podoito raguro iorago

Urpoi pado ipa rago orourae orogowa Gemea pazaro pe ama uruti

A calm sea at Karabai Kasa
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Sailing against the wind

Coming to Urpoi reef

The water is low at Urpoi reef, Gemea's crew anchors the canoe

Gamea

Accounts of how Gamea led his people from Old Mawatta westward along the coast
and of their peaceful encounter with the people of Masaingle at the mouth of the Bina
Turi are provided by Beaver (1920:61), Cameron (1893:68) and Landtman (1917:90).
Descriptions of Gamea's travels through the islands of the northern Torres Strait and
his interaction with their inhabitants were recorded at Mabudauan by Lawrence
(1989:110) and at Saibai by Laade (1971:14) and Lawrie (1970:157). Narratives
recounting the conflict between the followers of Gamea and Kuke (Kuki) and the
subsequent settlement of Tureture were collected by Hely (1893:69) and Landtman
(1917:400) at Mawatta, by Eley (1987:50) at Tureture and by Lawrence (1989:112) at
Mabudauan.

Provided by Gowa Koiti; Umumere Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Daru Town; April 1993

At one time there lived at a place called Kadal on the Cape York peninsula a tribe of
people named the Waiki. The Waiki left Kadal in three different groups. One group
traveled northwest to the western islands of the Torres Strait. Another group traveled
directly north to the central islands. And the third group traveled in a northeasterly
direction to the eastern islands. Some of the people who journeyed to the north and
northeast also settled along the coast of Daudai. Kabai was the leader of the Waiki at
this time, and he settled on the island of lam (Daru). Kabai had two brothers named
Gowa and Bamaga. Gowa settled at the point called Alamasu on the island of Saibai
and Bamaga settled on the island of Dauan. The wife of Kabai was named Kadal. At
laru Kadal gave birth to a son named Bunai. With his wife and son Kabai traveled
westward along the coast to a place called Mabudauan. When Bunai became older he
left Mabudauan and traveled to the east in search of a wife. At a place called
Dudupatu Bunai met a man named Bidedu. Bunai and Bidedu traveled eastward along
the coast. to the village of Kadal which was named after the Waiki tribe's place of
origin. This village later became known as Kadawa. By this time Kabai was old and
he returned to laru where be later died. At Kadawa Bunai had two sons named Kabai
and Asiba. Some time later Kaibai had a son named Gamea. Gamea became the leader
of the people of Kadawa, and he led raids against the people of Masaingle
(Masingara), Jibaro and Dimiri. After defeating the Dimiri people Gamea journeyed
up the Mai River where he met the descendants of the warrior named Kuiam. He then
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traveled to the islands of Boigu, Dauan and Saibai. At Dauan Gamea met Bamaga's
son named Jawae. From Saibai Gamea returned to Kadawa where he married and had
three sons named Samoki, Batura and Gamea. Batura was taken by his father to a
place up the Oriomo River called Molegbora. They then traveled to the village of
Severemabu on the Fly River. After some time Batura married a woman of
Severemabu, and they had three sons. Gamea the elder traveled to lam where he asked
the Hiamu people for a wife for the young Gamea. When the Hiamu people refused to
give a wife to his son Gamea the elder returned to Kadawa where he died. Angered by
the refusal of the Hiamu people to give him a wife the young Gamea went to the Fly
River and asked the Kupamo people to help him fight the people of lam. Gamea hid
the old and sick people of Kadawa at a place on the Oriomo River. Gamea then
traveled with the warriors of Kupamo to Iaru where he ordered a small boy named
Marua to bring him a fire stick. When Marua came with the fire stick Gamea placed
the boy in his canoe, and he sailed with the people of Kadawa westward until they
found a place on the coast where there was a water well. Gamea and his followers
called the place Old Mawatta. Meanwhile the warriors of Kupamo attacked and killed
many of the Hiamo people. Some of the Hiamo people fled on canoes and rafts to the
south where they settled at a place called Kubin. One Hiamu man escaped the
Kupamo by holding onto a log and floating westward along the coast to Old Mawatta.
Some time later Gamea settled at Mabudauan, but he often traveled to visit his wives
at Iaru, Saibai, Dauan and Old Mawatta. Gamea had a son named Wosomo by his
Dauan wife, a son named Kaiku by his Saibai wife and a son named Kerai and a
daughter named Diwe by one of his Old Mawatta wives. Wosomo died while hunting
dugong on Burn reef when he became caught in the line of a wapo (harpoon) and
drowned. Kaiku married the sister of a man named Dagai who was the leader of the
people of Saibai. Kerai and Diwe were stolen by the people of Kupere. While being
held at Kupere Kerai had sexual relations with Diwe, and later Diwe gave birth to a
son. Gamea traveled to Kupere to ask for the return of his son and daughter. The
people of Kupere agreed to let Kerai and Diwe go free. Kerai returned to Old Mawatta
with his son, and Diwe was given as a wife to a Kupere man. Later Gamea traveled to
Saibai where he met the missionary named Reverand MacFarlane. Gamea and Dagai
traveled with the missionary to Mabudauan and Old Mawatta. At Old Mawatta they
met the chief named Mainau.

Provided by Banai Basowe; Umumere Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Mabudauan Village; June 1993

Some time after leading his people to the coastal place of Mawatta Gamea traveled
further west with a pazaro (crew) that included Erepe, Maiope and Maburu of the
Marawadai gu (clan) and Gagari of the Doriomo gu (clan). After arriving at a place
called Buzi Gamea walked inland to Dumir. He then returned to the coast and sailed
to the island of Dauan. At Dauan Gamea's son named Wosomo drowned while
hunting dugong. After leaving a mark on Dauan at a place called Gawa Gizu Gamea
sailed to the island of Saibai where he met a man named Merowa. Merowa and the
people of the Umai augad (clan) told Gamea that he could stay on land at the western
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end of Saibai, but Gamea and his pazaro returned to Mawatta. Later a conflict among
the people of Mawatta caused the community to split into two groups. One group
called the Tureturerubimoved with their leader named Kuki to the coastal areaeast of
the Bina Turi. The other group called the Kawawarubi stayed with Gameaat Mawatta.

Provided b-y Banai Basowe; Mabudauan Village; June 1993
Composedby Wosomo Basowe; Mabudauan Village; KiwaiLanguage

Mo Gamea dodonobodororo dodonobodororo

Arumaironawatarumairo nohiromairo

Mo mere Maroa ro betu idobiromo baba rnodurigeredobie eremerai

Bohceaie boho no'ouguro miroie

Maroadurigeredobie nawataruma

I, Gamea, following the coastline, following thecoastline

Come along side, come ashore

My son, Maroa, why are youcrying

Father, I am crying because I arn hungry

Fight, coming to fight, but let there be peace

Because of Maroa's hunger

Wide Basowe;Mabudauan Village; June 1993
Composed by KeraiKaiku; Mabudauan Village; Kiwai and Bine Languages

Gamea Kadawa

KukiBina

Mide arneewe

Maletopabadingele

Gamea of Kadawa
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Kuki of Bina

I, Mide, this is my home

Maletope at the mouth of the river

(Note: Maletope was stationed at the mouth of the river as a lookout for canoes
coming from the Torres Strait He was the first Bine man to greet Gamea.)

Arusa Pude; Masaingle Villege; August 1993
Composed by Paia Gome; Masaingle Village; Bine, Kiwai and Western Torres Strait
Languages

Nonou opu nidai nonoue nonoue noi mouro Gamea mo mere mo mere Marna

Taue taue taue moro orio diriomoro tau nowea Kadawa

Airo notigi suru notigi nediai potoito dogo mo betu wohoi

Ane biri ane biri Nurube Totepowale ngango piwe'e Siwagu

Tabe ngango ire ire badige

Ngango piwe'e tura tura ireme badige ngango Gamea abene iga warakara narige

Mena menarne maeapoto Norawale Dibepupu Palemete Magemaea

Pisipisi tinige Gamea ngalu ali nie benege

Na ubuge na poudege eowo wawo mi poudege

Gamea came here at this canoe landing, my son, my son Maroa

Stop, stop, stop, I have found a new place, Kadawa

He planted the anchor pole and walked ashore thinking of what to do

I am going, I am going to Nurube and Totepowale, my uncle Siwaga is there

The nephew was sent as a lookout

The nephew is waiting for something, waiting for something to see, my uncle Gamea
has given me a ann-guard [as a sign of peace]
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Take the message to the man houses of Norawale, Dibepupu, Palemete and Magemaea

Gamea is here at Ali, where he drank water

Is it war or is it peace, no, no, it is peace

Gamulaig

Provided by Muka Gamea; Kazipam Kwosangra Clan; Waidoro Village
Recorded at Darn Town; August 1993

Two brothers named Gelam and Saper lived at a place called Kazibasir. Gelam was a
great hunter but he would never share the animals that he killed with the other people
of Kazibasir. Because Gelam was greedy the people did not like him, and Gelam
decided to leave Kazibasir and live at a place called Tualgup near a pool of water
called Gelaman Badu. The wife of Gelam was named Sorkira'ara. One day Sorkira'ara
thought of a way to punish her husband for being so greedy. Using magic Sorkira'ara
sent a secret message to two men living on the island of Badu named Rima and Ase.
The two men sent a dugong to the coast of Daudai to scare Gelam. As Gelam was
collecting guar (type of shellfish) at a place on the coast called Parem Ebarpal he saw
the dugong that had come from Badu swimming in shallow water. When Gelam got
closer the animal used its magical power to pull him out into the open sea. Gelam
became very scared as the dugong pulled him further and further away from land.
Finally, the dugong stopped at Badu and left Gelam on the shore. Near the beach
Gelam met Rime and Ase and told them what had happened. Rime and Ase told
Gelam that the dugong would take him back to Daudai and that sometime later they
would send him a friend from Badu. Gelam returned to Parem Ebarpal with the
dugong and walked back to Tualgup. Sorkira'ara told Gelam that it was she who had
punished him. Gelam promised his wife that he would no longer be greedy and would
always share the animals that he killed. Some time later Rime and Ase sent a dog
named Gamulaig to Pacem Ebarpal. Gamulaig walked to Tualgup where he was taken
care of by Gelam and Sorkira'ara. One day Gamulaig went to drink at the water well
at Eregot. As the dog lapped up the water its spit dripped into the well. Later Gelam
also went to the well and after he drank the water he could speak Siepam, the
language of BOOu.

Gaugari

Eley (1987:161) recorded at Tureture information regarding Gaugari.

Provided by Jale Naigai and Touta Gauga; Gaidai Clan; Tureture Village
Recorded at Darn Town; June 1993
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Many years ago a sailing ship struck the partially submerged rocks in front of the
village of Tureture. The vessel sank and everyone aboard perished. The spirit of the
ship's European captain appeared to a Tureture resident named Naigai Banu of the
Gaidai clan. The power of Naigai to communicate with the spiritual world was widely
recognized within the village. According to Naigai the captain's spirit was adopted by
the ancestral spirits of the Gaidai clan and became known to the members of that clan
as Gaugari. Gaugari developed a especial sacredness for members of the Tureture
Gaidai gu, and the spirit and the rocks where it resided became linked with the clan
totem gera (sea snake). However, over time Gaugari came to be considered the
guardian spirit of the entire village.

Provided by Jagara Pisa; Tureture Village
Recorded at Tureture Village; June 1993

Gaugari may visit Tureture when there is a full moon and the tide is high, and he
sometimes joins in with a group of dancers without being recognized. He may be
called upon to give the people of the village extra strength and endurance during
dance festivals, athletic events and, in olden times, during wars with neighboring
tribes. Tureture residents can pass by the rock or even fish near it but only if they
provide Gaugari an offering of food, water, tobacco or other items.

Provided by Tatie Olewale; Osingle Clan; Kunini Village
Recorded at Daru Town; July 1993

The sacred rock formerly called Wobeam by the people of Kunini was once on dry
land. The men of the village would visit the rock before going on a hunt or meeting an
enemy in battle. The rock was believed to give hunters and warriors great strength and
endurance. Over time the sea washed away the land and today the rock is surrounded
by water. The guardian of the rock is a malu inae (sea snake). The malu inae appeared
to a man named Poezi Ewea in a dream and told him that the rock should be called
Kiban. Because Kiban Kula stands far out into the water it is no longer used to acquire
power but it is still considered to be a sacred site.

Provided by Touta Gauga; Tureture Village; June 1993
Composed by Dega Baira; Tureture Village; Kiwai Language

Nitago pura kiwia obere

Gagari rautu rarogo

Baba gama pura kipia

Gama igiritogo marogo
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Ia ia sa gagari sa

Obere boho koroio Gaugari

Tau worogiomai Gaugari

Gabagaba rautu tau wotoboa

Ro nitago iarigiria

Badara badara badara

Looking anxious, see the inland tribe

Coming armed with bows and arrows

Father, start beating the drum

Drum, must continue the beat

Look, listen in fear

Inland tribe war dance, Gaugari

Already knows, Gaugari

Prepared, ready for action with a club

You start beating the drum

Dance,dance,dance

Gelam

Oral traditions referring to a character named Gelam who transforms himself into a
dugong and carries food plants to Mer where he becomes a prominent feature of the
landscape have previously been collected at Mer by Haddon (1908:23) and Lawrie
(1970:297) and at Mabuiag by Haddon (l904b:38).

Provided by Tatie Olewale; Osingle Clan; Kunini Village
Recorded at Daru Town; July 1993
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A man named Gelam lived at a place called Bine. One night Gelam dreamed that he
could change into a sea animal by rubbing the shredded leaves of a type of grass over
his body. When Gelam woke he decided to try the magic he had learned in his dream.
First he went to the garden and collected iri (breadfruit), doba (bananas), webo, muta,
iule (three types of yams), du'u (sugar cane), ubu sea (rattan cane) and manababa
(ginger). Be also picked up a uba (land turtle) and placed it together with the garden
plants. Gelam then gathered the leaves of the butubae (type of grass) and cut them up.
When he rubbed the leaves over his body he suddenly changed into a dugong. Gelam
rolled in the leaves for a while longer and then slid into the Bine Turi carrying with
him the garden plants and uba. He swam down the river and out into the sea. He let
the uba go free in the sea and told it to be the friend of the dugong. Gelam swam
south until he came to the island of Moa. Gelam put his head up on the beach at Moa
but after looking around he decided to continue traveling. After swimming east for
some time Gelam came to a reef which he named Kalik. At Kalik a shark bit Gelam
on the side of his head. Gelam was badly hurt and he tried to swim quickly away to
escape from the shark. But before Gelam could swim very far he ran into a sandbank
and dropped all the garden plants he had carried with him from Bine. A strong wind
blew and pushed the body of Gelam around so that his head pointed toward the
southwest. As time passed the sandbank became an island shaped like a dugong and
the garden plants brought by Gelam began to grow. The head of Gelam changed into a
rock and fresh water poured from the nose. The island later became known as Mer.

Girimabua and Sagaribaba

Lawrence (1994:406) was provided at Sigabaduru with a version of this story by the
same narrator contacted in the present study.

Provided by Pinu Darua; Bibra Clan; Sigabaduru Village
Recorded at Sigabaduru Village; June 1993

A large bunbun ket (type of shellfish) lived on the coast of Daudai. When the bunbun
ket looked south it could see people living on the island of Sabol (Saibai) at Pad and
Ait. After some time the bunbun ket opened its shell and gave birth to two human
boys named Girimabua and Sagaribaba. The bunbun ket fed Girimabua and
Sagaribaba fish, crabs, snails and other animals from its garden in the sea until the two
boys were fully grown. The bunbun ket told Girimabua and Sagaribaba that they
could go. hunting with their bows and arrows on the land between the river called
Zengal to the east and a place called Tet to the west. If the brothers hunted outside of
this land they would be killed. One day the bunbun ket gave a emek (type of tree) to
Sagaribaba and told him to take it to Sabol and plant it there. When Sagaribaba went
to Sabol and planted the emek the island started to increase in size to the east and to
the west and many trees began to grow on the land. The bunbun ket told Sagaribaba to
go to Ait and settle there. Sagaribaba went to Ait and married a woman called Basau.
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The bunbun ket told Girimabua to go inland to a place called Wib to find a wife.
Girimabua went to Wib and married a woman named Ait and brought her back to the
coast At that time Sabol was separated from Daudai by a small creek which could be
crossed by walking on a log. Sagaribaba and Girimabua often visited each other until
Sagaribaba began to have sexual relations with Ait, Girimabua was very angry and
began to have sexual relations with Basau. The two brothers became enemies and
Sagaribaba used the tooth of a crocodile to make the creek between Sabol and Daudai
deeper and wider so that no one could walk across.

Karabai

Provided by Sanau Touta and Warawia Touta; Kohodai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Dam Town; June 1993

Karabai was born on the island of Muri (Mt. Adolphus). He lived with his father and
mother near the sea while the other people of Muri lived inland. One day Karabai met
an inland woman as she was collecting shellfish in the mangroves. Karabai left his
spear in the mangroves and walked with the woman to her village and hid near her
house. The woman told her father that she could not dance that night at the soriomu
(feast) because she was sick, but her father did not believe her. After some time the
woman told her mother and father that she had found a husband. She led Karabai out
into the moon light and when her father saw that Karabai had light-colored skin he
told his daughter that she could marry him. Karabai and the woman had one son. One
day as the southeast wind was blowing Karabai felt sad because he no longer lived by
the sea. Karabai told his wife to go the garden, and then he took his son to the
mangroves where he had met his wife. Karabai continued walking along the coast
until he met his father and mother. He told them to hide in a cave with his son. When
the wife of Karabai returned from the garden she saw that her husband and son were
gone. She told the other people of the village what had happened and they became
very angry. All the men of the village gathered together and walked down to the coast.
Karabai saw the men and he hid in the cave with his father, mother and son. The men
looked for Karabai but they could not find him and after some time they returned to
the village. Karabai told his father and mother that he could not stay at Muri and that
he would leave his son with them. Karabai then changed into a large white bird and
flew away from the island. As Karabai flew north he passed over the island of Sassi
(Sasi) and came to the island of Yam. After resting on a hill at Yam called Tura he
continued flying north past the islands of Zegei (Zegey) and Tudo (Tudu). When
Karabai came to the reef he stopped to catch fish at a place called Kimusu. From
Kimusu Karabai flew north toward Daudai and after some time he landed on a
sandbank near the coast. The water was low and as Karabai walked along the reef near
the sandbank looking for fish he stepped on a yodo (stone fish). Karabai's foot hurt
very much and he hopped back and forth along a log. As he hopped about his
droppings fell onto the sandbank and it became larger. After some time plants began
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to grow there. Karabai changed into a human and lived on the island that was
beginning to form. One day Karabai made a fire and people living at a place called
Sui on Daudai saw the .smoke. The people of Sui came across to the island and asked
Karabai where he was from. Karabai told them he was from Muri. The people of Sui
gave Karabai a wife named Genowa. Karabai and Genowa lived on the island which
was called Parama

Provided by Mark Allan; Kuzi Gaidai; Parama Village
Recorded at Darn Town; July 1993

Three men named Karabai, Kuiam and Waitami lived on the mainland of Australia.
One day the men decided to travel north together and search for new lands. After
placing food, water and bows and arrows in their canoe they sailed out into the sea
After some time Karabai saw an island and the three men sailed toward it When
Karabai, Kuiam and Waitami reached the island they pulled their canoe onto the
shore. Kuiam then walked around the island to see if it was a place where he could
settle. When Kuiam returned to his two friends he told them that he would stay on the
island and that he would name it Gomu (Gumu). Karabai and Waitami decided to
leave the island and continue traveling. At this same time a man named Dawe sailed
from an island called Tudo (Tudu) in a canoe made from a tuture pe (conch shell).
Dawe carried with him a dugong and turtle. After sailing north along the reef for some
time Dawe saw Daudai. As Dawe came closer to the land he saw an island and he
decided to stop there and rest. After resting on the island at a place called Idobia
Muba Dawe continued sailing until he came to a reef with a sandbank at one end.
Dawe stuck the suru (anchor pole) into the sandbank and jumped out of his tuture pe
canoe. He named the sandbank lama. Dawe walked around the reef to find a place for
his dugong and turtle to live. When Dawe found the right place on the reef he let the
dugong and turtle go. Dawe then sailed back to Tudo. Some time later Karabai and
Waitami came to Tudo and met Dawe. Dawe told Karabai and Waitami about the
sandbank and reef he had found to the north. Dawe wanted to settle people at lamo
and he asked Karabai and Waitami to sail there with him. Karabai and Waitami agreed
and the three men left Tudo. When they came to lamo Dawe told Karabai and
Waitami to stay on the sandbank while he continued traveling west to Daudai. On the
coast of Daudai Dawe met the people of Gurahi and Gebarubi living in two darimos
(longhouses) called Kudini and Wasigina. Dawe told the Gurahi and Gebarubi people
about lamo. These people said they had seen the sandbank but thought it was a oraora
(water spout) and were afraid to go there. Dawe told them that his two friends were
living on the sandbank and they should not be afraid. After some time Dawe left
Daudai taking with him two dogs named Bigama and Waiane. At the same time
Karabai went out onto the reef to catch fish. When Karabai came to a place called
Kudimat he accidentally stepped on a yodo (stone fish). His foot hurt him very much
and he hopped back to the sandbank. When Dawe reached lama he saw Karabai lying
on the sandbank holding his foot. The water was low and Bigama and Waiane ran out
onto the reef and began barking at the yodo. Dawe walked to where the dogs were
barking and saw the yodo. He broke off the fin of the yodo and cut open its body.
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Inside the yodo Dawe found a small boy named Pagar. Dawe told Pagar that he should
live on the land rather than in the water. Dawe threw away the skin of the yodo and
led Pagar to lamo where he showed the boy to Karabai and Waitami. Over time the
sandbank grew larger and became the island of Parama.

Provided by lose Dabu; Farlan Gaidai; Parama Village
Recorded at Darn Town; August 1993

An ora named Karabai lived at a place called Tudo (Tudu). During the day Karabai
would fly to the reef to catch fish and he would return to Tudo at night. One day
Karabai decided to fly far to the north towards Daudai. As he was flying he saw a
sandbank. Karabai landed on the sandbank and began to look for fish on the nearby
reef. As Karabai was walking he stepped on a yodo (stone fish). Karabai's foot hurt
very much and as he hopped about on one leg he asked the yodo, "Who are you?". The
yodo answered that he was the owner of the sandbank and told Karabai that he must
leave. Karabai and the yodo argued back and forth for some time but as the tide came
up Karabai decided to fly back to Tudo. Karabai returned many times to the sandbank
to catch fish but the yodo would always chase him away. As time passed the sandbank
grew larger and trees began to grow. One day when Karabai returned to the sandbank
he met some people who had come from a place on Daudai called Bidebide. Karabai
became friends with these people and after some time he asked them to give him a
wife. The people of Bidebide agreed, and a man named Gaidiri gave his daughter to
Karabai to marry. The daughter's name was Genowa.

Provided by Mark Allan; Parama Village; July 1993
Composed by Bisai Biriga; Kiwai Language

Beredubu Muba rudo Karabai besibesi riagurubi rodomaiado

Tarawato nimeteraiado rirwaworodi

Gaime botu kea roreredearo tarawa

Karabai noimara gudowa rirwaworo rirwaworo rirwaworo

OOOwea

Karabai walking from Beredubu Point, walking down very slowly

Walking and searching at the edge of the reef

What is that white spot there at the edge of the reef

That is Karabai at his fishing site, walking, walking, walking on the water
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Oh, oh, oh, look at that thing

Provided by Mark Allan; Parama Village; July 1993
Composed by Manasa Gamia; Pararna Village; Kiwai Language

Mo Karabai rirwaworo

Rirwaworo Toikopdodoa rirwaworo Beredubu nerebai

Nirmete ridro yodo

Uroepuruwai rotomatidiro nerebarihiai numuwa

Yodo yodoro numuwa yodo hirowa

I, Karabai, walking on the water

Walking on the water at Toikop beach, walking on the water to Beredubu

Looking around, a stone fish

A stone fish coming on top of the waves, jumping up, stinging him

A stone fish, a stone fish has stung him, a stone fish, on the foot

Katam

Provided by luna Dai Katam; Kibulag Clan; Boze Village
Recorded at Daru Town; August 1993

A dogoiam (creator) named Katam came from the west to a place called Bozi (Boze).
Using his magical power Katam created a wife named Widerr. Widerr gave birth to
three sons named Umbuzag, Meangkadag and Inummi. When the three sons grew
older they all married the same woman. One day the three brothers decided to build a
canoe out of a log so that they could leave Bozi and discover new lands. When the
canoe was completed the three brothers filled it with food, water and other things that
they would need during their journey. The night before they were to leave a
celebration was held. During the celebration Umbuzag and Meangkadag drank too
much ule sie (an intoxicating drink) and fell asleep. Because the three brothers often
fought over their one wife Inummi decided that he would take the canoe and leave
Bozi alone. Inummi secretly placed a number of sacred objects in the canoe including
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bows and arrows, stone clubs and bamboo knives. He then climbed into the canoe and
paddled south down the Pabo Turi. When Inummi came to the mouth of the river he
stopped at a place called Numandorro. At Numandorro Inummi watched the sea water
flow up the river during the high tide. To stop the sea water from mixing with the
fresh water Inummi built a wall of large stones across the river. Inummi placed some
of the sacred objects he had brought with him on one of the stones which he named
Wawa. At Numandorro Inummi also dug a water well which he named Badu. After
some time Inummi left Numandorro and paddled to the.islands that he could see from
the coast. First Inummi went to the island of Saibai where he left a handprint on one
of the reefs. From Saibai Inummi traveled to the island of Dauan where he decided to
build a settlement. Inummi planted the coconut and sago trees that he had brought
with him from Daudai. He placed one coconut tree on top of the mountain and placed
the sago near a water well which he had dug and had named Katam. Inummi then
used the magical power that he had learned from his grandfather to create a wife. His
wife gave birth to two sons named Katam and Sagewa. Sagewa was crippled and he
spent his days looking after the well. Some time later Inummi left Dauan and paddled
south leaving a sacred object on each of the islands he came to. Inummi never
returned to Dauan. One day a large number of warriors from Daudai came to Dauan
and killed most of the people on the island. Katam hid Sagewa inside the well and fled
from the island to Daudai. He paddled up the Paho Turi to Bozi. After some time the
people of Bozi split up and moved to many different places. Katam crossed the Paho
Turi and traveled up Maskalam Creek until he came to a place called Kibul. At Kibul
Katam met a man named Biguam. Katam gave Biguam a magical fighting stick called
Pahododo which could make rain, thunder and lightning. Katam left Kibul and
traveled south to the Kura River where he met a man named Wamu. Wamu helped
Katam cross the river at a place called Mukli, Katam continued traveling until he met
a man named Suba. Katam and Suba made a camp together at a place called
Drimuubulu, but one day the two men had a fight over a ganda (bush wallaby).
Katam left Drimuubulu and walked north to a place called Magi where he was joined
by a man named Guli. Katam built a maea (men's house) at Magi. Later Katam left
Magi and built a maeaat two other places called Drepuingle and Biabu.

Kogea

Variants of the story of Kogea were collected at Dauan by Laade (1971:54) Lawrie
(1970:139) and Wirz (1932:292). According to Laade's informants Kogea did not
leave any descendents on Dauan.

Provided by Buba Kume; Wyben Clan; Iasa Village
Recorded at Darn Town; August 1993

Two brothers named Kogea and Mesede lived at a place called Dibiri. One day Kogea
decided set out in search of new lands. Kogea and his wife named Sigari climbed into
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a canoe and the tide carried them past a place called Bramble Cay which at that time
was completely under water. The current carried the canoe west to the island of Daru.
Kogea met a man at Daru and asked him if he and Sigari could stay on the island, but
the man said no because he was already living there. Kogea and his wife continued
traveling in their canoe. When the canoe reached the passage between Daru and the
island of Bobo a strong current swept it out into the buru oromoturi (open sea). The
canoe became slow and difficult to handle so Kogea decided to make the canoe lighter
by cutting off Sigari's amo (breasts) which were very long and heavy. After Kogea cut
off her amo he threw them into the sea and they changed into pisirimai (beche-de
mer). But the current was still not carrying the canoe in the right direction. Kogea
picked up the suru (anchor pole made of bamboo) and spoke some karasederuti
(magic words) which caused the land beneath the sea to rise up. As the water became
shallow Kogea could touch the bottom with the suru and push the canoe along in the
right direction. Kogea named the place where the water became shallow Ibu after a
village near Dibiri. The canoe traveled south as Kogea continued to make the land rise
up. When Kogea reached a place called Tudo (Tudu) the wind began to push the
canoe to the northwest. After some time Kogea and Sigari came to the island of Dauan
and they decided to stop and settle there. When Sigari sat down on the ground a pool
of water formed, and near the pool Kogea planted a sago palm which he had brought
from Dibiri.

Kurosaro

Provided by Mudu Wedau; Wyben (Oromokaora) Clan; Katatai Village
Recorded at Katatai Village; April 1993

At one time a large shark lived near the coast of Yam Island. As the shark was chasing
a school of fish it swam into a fish trap that the people of Yam had constructed by
piling rocks across the entrance of a bay. As the tide went out the shark was unable to
escape from the trap and eventually the water became so shallow that the shark died.
When the tide came in the body of the shark was washed up onto the beach. A short
time later three men jumped out of the decaying body of the shark. The people of
Yam found the three men and took them to their village. One man later married and
had a son named Kurosaro. As Kurosaro grew older he decided to leave Yam and
discover new lands. Holding onto two logs tied together Kurosaro swam first to Tudo
(Tudu) Island and then to Auwo Maza. Kurosara traveled northward along Auwo
Maza resting on the reef at low tide and floating along on top of the logs when the
water came up. After traveling for some time Kurosaro came to Daru Island where he
met a man named Damabe. Kurosaro then left Daru on his logs and floated eastward
until he landed on the shore of a place called Gaziro. During his journey Kurosaro had
eaten many oni (type of fruit) which he had carried with him from Yam. By the time
Kurosaro reached Gaziro he had only one oni left. At Gaziro Kurosaro met a man
named No'ora who told Kurosaro that he could not stay where he was and must go
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live on the far eastern end of Gaziro. So Kurosaro walked along the coast until he
came to a big mangrove tree at a place called Warione. At Warione Kurosaro ate the
last oni and planted the.seed. The seed grew into a tree and soon there were many oni
trees at Warione. After some time Kurosaro became friends with the people of Kiwai
Island and they gave him a canoe. Kurosaro made a mat sail for the canoe and
returned to Yam. When Kurosaro arrived at Yam he told his brothers about the land
he had found to the north. Kurosaro then returned to Gaziro with a wife named
Batuani. Some time later a man named Bani, who was the leader of the people of
Gaziro, decided to raid Daru and kill Damabe because Damabe was a great dugong
and turtle hunter and Bani was jealous of him. When the raiding party landed on Darn
Damabe hid under a turtle shell. The raiding party killed all the people they found on
Daru and returned to Gaziro with many heads. Bani looked at each head but could not
find Damabe's. Meanwhile Darnabe tied two logs together and swam to a place called
Goli on Bobo Island. Later, the people of Gaziro saw smoke coming from Bobo and
Bani knew that someone must be living there. Bani asked Kurosaro to go and see if
the person on Bobo was Damabe. Kurosaro sailed to Bobo in his canoe and searched
the island until he found Damabe at Goli. When Damabe saw Kurosara he began to
run away but he stopped when Kurosara called out to him. Kurosaro told Damabe that
the people of Gaziro no longer wanted to kill him. Together Kurosaro and Damabe
returned to Gaziro, and Damabe taught the people there how to hunt dugong and
turtle.

Mide

The events described here are similar in many respects to those in the story of
Soriame collected by Lawrence (1994:417) at Masaingle.

Provided by Pomarne Buie; Mlobo Badepiame Clan; Masaingle Village
Recorded at Masaingle Village; June 1993

A man named Mide lived at a place called Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide. Mide left
Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide to search for new lands. He traveled south to a place
called Dreza-Puma on the Bine Turi. Mide crossed the river to a place called
Bulaegabe and then walked east along the coast until he came to a creek which
separated the island of laru (Darn) from Daudai. Mide crossed the creek to the island
and discovered a lake which he called ltaragi-Sawaragi. Mide returned to
Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide and told his people about the island he had found. He
led his people to the island, and they settled there while Mide continued to travel. He
discovered a river which he named Toro after his son. Mide crossed the river and
came to a place he named Wamiri after his daughter. After some time Mide returned
to the island and led his people west back along the coast. They crossed a creek and
came to a place called Tokenkala. At Tokenkala the people of Mide built houses using
sible (crocodiles) as posts, ama (sting rays) as roofs and nieobeam (sea snakes) as
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ropes. However, when the people tried to make fires inside the houses the animals
began to move and the houses fell down. Mide decided to take his people away from
Tokenkala. After they had crossed the creek and walked to the mouth of the Bine Turi
Mide accidentally stepped on a salegale (type of tree thorn). Mide took the salegale
from his foot and stabbed a rock with it. At the same time he said magical words that
changed the rock into a kulaibu (stone fish). Mide threw the fish into the water and
told it to hurt anyone who stepped on it just as the salegale had hurt him. After
arriving at Bulaegabe Mide and his people turned inland and resettled at
Ublamadrepupu Waiagobagide.

Moiso and Gubo

Landtman (1917:200) recorded two versions of the story of Moiso and Gubo at
Mawatta.

Provided by lau Korobe; Dagarubi Clan; Old Mawatta Village
Recorded at Mawatta Village; June 1993

Two brothers named Moiso and Gubo lived on laru (Daru) Island. Their father was
named Moiso and their mother was named Abere. The father of Moiso and Gubo built
a canoe from a kaparo log, and the two brothers used the canoe to go fishing on the
reefs. After some time Moiso and Gubo began to sail their canoe to the west of laru to
a sandbank they called Takanabuti. The two brothers traveled to Takanabuti many
times to hunt for dugong and turtle. After fishing at Takanabuti Moiso and Gubo
would sail to a place on the coast they called Dorogori. At Dorogori the two brothers
would cut up and eat the dugong and turtle. After resting they would sail back to
Takanabuti to spear more dugong and turtle and then return with the meat to laru. One
day Gubo was standing on the western side of laru at a place called Tauo when he saw
a large gaigai (type of fish) swimming toward him. Gubo speared the fish but did not
kill it, and the fish swam away quickly from the island. Gubo held onto the handle of
the spear and the fish pulled him all the way to a place on the coast called Buzi. At
Buzi the fish swam away and left Gubo lying on the beach still holding onto the spear.
Some time later a woman named ltaragi walked along the beach and saw Gubo
sleeping near the water. Itaragi woke Gubo and took him to her village. At her village
Itaragi told her father that she had found a man sleeping on the beach and that the man
was now her husband. Some time later Itaragi gave birth to a son named Maroa. One
day when Maroa was a young boy he saw his father looking toward the east and
crying. Gubo told his son he was crying because he had been away from his home on
laru for a long time. Marua also began to cry and would not stop until Gubo told him
that he would return to laru. Gubo sailed to laru with his wife and son and the older
sister of Itaragi named Ulba. At laru Gubo gave Ulba to Moiso as a wife. Some time
later Itaragi gave birth to a second son named Iwoumo. One day as Iwoumo and
Marua were washing in the sea a canoe from a place called Kadawa sailed up to the
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beach. In the canoe a man named Gamea told Maroa to bring him a fire stick. When
Maroa brought the fire stick Gamea pulled him into the canoe and sailed from lam to
the west. Maroa traveled with Gamea to the island of Saibai. At Saibai Maroa married
a woman named Saepa, and later Maroa returned to lam with his wife. Both Moiso
and Gubo died at Iaru.

No'ora

Provided by No'ora Saru Gibuma; Buduru Clan; Kadawa Village
Recorded at Daru Town July 1993

A man narned No'ora lived inside a buduru (type of fish) at a place called Warnero
Muba. At Wamero Muba stood five tall guda trees. The narne of this grove of five
trees was Janga. No'ora stayed in the shallow water near Janga among some stones
covered with goiri (type of shellfish). During the day the buduru with No'ora inside
would swim from Warnero Muba to a place called Gaziro. When the buduru reached
Gaziro No'ora would climb out of the fish and sit in the sun to warm himself. As night
carne he would climb back into the buduru and return to Janga. One day as No'ora
was traveling to Gaziro inside the buduru a crocodile saw the fish and began to chase
it The buduru quickly swam to Gaziro and jumped out of the water onto the land.
No'ora climbed out of the buduru and told the crocodile, "If there is a human being
inside you then show me." A woman named Jania climbed out of the crocodile.
No'ora told Jania that he would not kill her and that he would make her his wife.
No'ora and Jania stayed at Gaziro and had a daughter named E'ei and three sons
named Garno, Goiri and Kura. Over time people came from many different places to
live at Gaziro. A man named Asai married E'ei, and No'ora told his daughter and her
husband to stay at Wamero Muba. Asai was a great dugong and turtle hunter. He
would build a narato (fishing platform) on the reef and spear the dugong and turtle
with his wapo (harpoon) as they swam by. Asai gave all the animals he speared to the
people of Gaziro. One day after Asai returned from the reef to Wamero Muba with
many dugong and turtle he decided to rest before taking the animals to Gaziro. He lay
down on the beach and fell asleep. A giwari hauana (sorceror) saw Asai sleeping and
decided to kill him because he was jealous of Asai. Some time later a kege (friend) of
Asai narned Kanabai found the dead body of Asai. Kanabai sat down beside the body
and began to cry. At Gaziro when No'ora heard that Asai had been killed he became
very angry. He walked to Wamero Muba carrying his wapo. When No'ora saw
Kanabai sitting near the body of Asai he felt so angry and sad that he speared Kanabai
in the back. Kanabai fell on top of the body of Asai and died. No'ora then dragged his
wapo back and forth across the ground and shouted that no one would ever again live
at Wamero Muba. As No'ora made deep cuts in the ground with his wapo sea water
began to flow across the land, and soon Wamero Muba became completely covered by
water. No'ora and E'ei took the body of Asai back to Gaziro and buried him.
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Omebali

Haddon (1935:81) offers a version of the Omebali (Amubali) history that he received
from Rev. W. H. MacFarlane. MacFarlane recorded the narrative from chief Mainau
(Maino) of Tudu who was told it by his father, Kebisu. Laade (1968a:145) notes that
there exist oral traditions at Yam Island as well as in New Guinea suggesting that the
inhabitants of Tudu and Yam originally came from the Bina Turi area. Renditions of
the story were also gathered by Landtman (1917:501) at Masaingle and Mawatta.
Lawrence (1989:103) was provided with a version by one of the narrators contacted in
the present study.

Provided by Side Saiede; Dariam Clan (Udi-dariam Subclan); Masaing1e Villege
Recorded at Masaingle Village; June 1993

Long ago a man named Tiburi lived at a place called Ugri. One day as Tiburi was
hunting in the swamp he saw a young woman named One catching fish with her
mother named Situ. As Tiburi stood watching One he decided he wanted her as a
wife. He changed into an inawe (type of snake) and said magic words which caused
the water in the swamp to rise. Tiburi then swam up to One and made her pregnant
Some time later One gave birth to a son named Niwia. At the same time Tiburi saw in
a dream One giving birth. Tiburi wanted to see his new son so he again changed into
an inawe and said magic words which made a strong wind blow. Tiburi crawled up to
the house of Situ and One carrying with him coconuts, yams, bananas and wona-mu
(young nipa palm leaves). When Situ saw the inawe lying outside the house she told
One that this snake may be her husband and she should cook the food it had brought
Tiburi crawled up to Niwia and licked him. He then sat looking at his son. One
cooked the food and placed it in a wooden bowl in front of the inawe. After Tiburi
had finished eating the food he left the house and changed into a human being. Tiburi
then returned to the house and brought One and Niwia to Ugri. Some time later a
large pig came to Ugri and killed many people in the village. The people decided to
leave Ugri and fmd some other place to live. They built a mabre doba mono (raft
made out banana stalks) and prepared to leave. Tiburi asked the people of Ugri to
build a house up in a tree for One who was again pregnant and could not travel. Tiburi
told One that when she gave birth she should name the child Omebali if it was a boy
and Adia if it was a girl. Tiburi and the other people of the village then left Ugri and
sailed down the Bine Turi on the raft. As they traveled they gave names to the places
they saw such as Ab1epupu, Guriwale, Kasanibade, Iagibade, Saeari, Gulpupu,
Tabeani, Ulewaleingle Sae and Kuremomo. When they came to a place called Wobete
Uriarame a small pig fell off the raft. The people of Ugri tried to place a tasura (type
of fish trap) in the river to catch the pig but the water was moving too fast and the
tasura broke. The raft continued sailing down the river until it came to a place on the
coast called Jairue. At Jairue some of the people of Ugri decided to travel east, some
decided to travel west and Tiburi and his followers decided to stay where they were.
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But the water at lairue was too salty and Tiburi led his people to a place called
Jomegape. But the water at Jomegape was also too salty so Tiburi told his people to
build another mabre dobo mono. When the raft was finished plants such as taro, yams
and bananas were placed on board. Tiburi and his crew then left Daudai and sailed
south across the sea. They named each of the reefs and sandbanks they passed using
the same names they had used for places on the Bine Turi: Ablepupu, Guriwale,
Kasanibade, lagibade, Saeari, Gulpupu, Tabeani, Ulewaleingle Sae and Kuremomo.
When Tiburi and his crew came to an island called Tude (Tudu) they tried to settle
there but it was too dry so they moved to a nearby island called lame (Yam). At lame
they dug a water well at a place called Sugisugi and made gardens with the plants they
had brought from Daudai. Meanwhile at Ugri One gave birth to a boy and she named
him Ornebali. When Omebali grew older One told him how his father and the other
people of Ugri had been chased from the village by the pig. One decided to send
Omebali away to find Tiburi. One night One gave Omebali ogeangiri (type of taro) to
eat and told him to sleep. As Ornebali was sleeping he dreamed of zazebusebuse
(female spirits) who told him that he should kill the pig and build a gul (canoe). When
Omebali woke he took his bow and arrow and killed the pig. He then found a log and
built a gut. Omebali placed water, food, a wape (harpoon) and pieces of the pig inside
the gul. Just as Omebali was preparing to leave his mother told him not to marry any
woman who had a brother. Omebali then sailed down the river and out into the sea.
The zazebusebuse helped him guide the gul as it traveled south. When Omebali came
to the reefs he threw pieces of the pig into the water. The head of the pig changed into
a dugong, the legs changed into turtles and the other pieces changed into various types
of fish. As these animals were created Omebali speared some of them with the wape.
After some time Omebali arrived at lame. He hid near the village and waited until he
heard his father's name being called from within a house. When night came Omebali
went inside the house and saw Tiburi sleeping near Niwia. Omebali lay down between
the two men and fell asleep. Some time later Tiburi woke up and made a fire. When
Tiburi saw the strange young man he woke him and asked him who he was. Omebali
told Tiburi that he was the son of the woman that had been left at Ugri. Tiburi was
very happy to see his youngest son. Omebali gave some of the fish he had speared to
Tiburi, and he showed his father how to catch the fish and cook them. After some
time a woman asked Omebali if she could be his wife but she had a brother and
Omebali told her no. Omebali met another woman named Badingle who had no
brother and Omebali married her. Later Omebali sailed north with Badingle to see hill
mother at Ugri.

Provided by Giade Opae; Mlobo Clan (Sibletope Sub-clan); Kunini Village
Recorded at Kunini Village; May 1993

Two brothers named Mainau and Saika lived at a place called Ugri. One day a large
pig came to Ugri and killed all of the people of the village except for the two brothers
and their wives. Mainau and Saika decided to leave Ugri and find another place to
settle. The two brothers built a mabiripo (bamboo raft) which they made strong by
magic. One of Mainau's wives named Upra was pregnant and could not travel. Mainau
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built a house in a tree for Upra and told her to stay in the house until he returned.
Then Mainau and Saika left Daudai and journeyed out into the sea on the mabri po.
As the two brothers sailed south they gave a name to each of the reefs they saw.
Among the reefs they named were Tokenkalua, Tuwagemete, Gulupupu, Tabaeani
and Tudo (Tudu). After some time Mainau and Saika came to an island they called
lamo (Yam), and the two brothers settled there. At Ugri Upra gave birth to a son who
she named Omebali. When Omebali became a young man Upra told him that his
father had left Ugri because a pig had destroyed the village. As he grew up Ornebali
had been taught by Upra to be a great hunter, and when Omebali heard what had
happened to the village of Ugri he hunted down the pig and killed it. He then told his
mother that he would leave Ugri and search for his father. Omebali built a gul po
(type of canoe) and placed inside pieces of the pig he had killed. Omebali then sailed
south following the same path that Mainau and Saika had taken. At Tudo Omebali
saw smoke coming from Iamo, and he knew that his father must be there. Omebali
sailed to lamo and waited at a hill called Tura until night fell. He then walked along
the beach until he came to a house. Omebali heard someone inside the house call
Mainou's name. When everyone was asleep Omebali went inside the house and laid
down between Mainau and one his wives. Some time later Mainau's wife woke and
saw Omebali lying next to her. She woke her husband, and when Mainau saw
Omebali he reached for his bow and arrow. Before Mainau could shoot an arrow
Omebali told him that he was the son of the woman that had been left at Ugri. Mainau
was very happy to see Omebali and to hear that the pig had been killed. After some
time Omebali sailed back to Ugri to see his mother. Later he returned to lamo and
there is where he died.

Provided by Tatie Olewale; Osingle Clan; Kunini Village
Recorded at Daru Town; May 1993

Long ago a group of people lived at a place called Ugri. The people of Ugri hunted
and made gardens. One day a very large wild pig came to the village and frightened
the people, Some of the men of the village tried to kill the pig with arrows but the pig
attacked the men and killed them all. The people of Ugri became too scared to sleep at
night and during the day they were too tired to work in the gardens. Finally a man
named Omebali told the people that they must leave Ugri. Some of the people moved
away and joined other villages, but Omebali and his followers decided to build a raft
and travel south across the sea. Before Omebali left Ugri he built a house on top of a
tree for his wife, Urpa, who was pregnant and could not travel. Omebali told his wife
that when she gave birth she must give the child his name. Then Omebali and his
followers climbed onto the raft near the mouth of the Bina Turi and a northerly wind
blew them southward across the sea to the island of lamo (Yam). Some of the people
later moved to other islands but Omebali stayed at lamo. Meanwhile Urpa gave birth
to a son, and she gave the boy his father's name. When Omebali grew older Urpa gave
him a bow and arrows, and over time Omebali became a skillful hunter. Urpa told
Ornebali about the pig and how his father and the other people of Ugri had been
forced to leave the village. When Omebali said to his mother that he would try to kill
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the pig Urpa was very afraid for her son. Omebali made a large bow and two arrows
using the wood of the osi tree. The arrows were named Giriwe and Tabaole. Omebali
then built a high platform which he climbed and waited for the pig to come.
Eventually the pig Came and when it saw Omebali it became very angry and ran
toward the platform, Omebali shot one of his arrows into the side of the pig but the
pig did not stop running toward him. Omebali said a magic word and shot his second
arrow into the side of the pig and the pig fell down and died. Omebali then sang a
song and when Urpa heard her son's voice she knew the pig was dead. After Omebali
and Urpa had cut up the pig with an ike (type of knife) and cooked it Omebali told his
mother that he must leave and find his father. He built a raft and placed the meat of
the pig on top of it Then Omebali climbed onto the raft, and a wind from the north
blew the raft across the sea toward lamo. As Omebali sailed southward he threw
pieces of the meat and fat of the pig into the sea and these objects changed into reefs.
When Omebali arrived at lamo he walked along the beach listening for any sounds
that would lead him to his father. After some time he heard someone inside a house
speak his father's name. Omebali walked up to the house and called out to the people
inside. The door of the house opened and Omebali's father stood in the entrance with a
bow and arrow. Omebali told his father that he was the son of the woman that lived at
Urgi. When his father heard this he was very happy. On lamo Omebali was given a
wife. Later, Omebali decided to return to his mother. and he and his wife sailed
northward on the raft. Omebali met his mother and they moved from Ugri to another
Bine village.

Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Paea Mugi; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Adi imewo 0 imewo imewo Adia ne ogelese agesa atarasa

Ime haipupu 0 ime haipupu Glulu ewe budere ama liage'e

Adi maru omanime lepo se'ege'e

Ane apo nadenine adi iteta ame'o

This is ours, oh, ours, ours. Adia, shot her with a single arrow

Our birthplace, our birthplace Glulu no longer exists

How did we come to reach this sea

I am telling you this is all ours
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Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Wamu Walu Wabi; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Wene ai abene amade nagamalie tato adi Jegei maru

Ane biri adenine Waporo Kimusu mane ewe agesa mametai agesa mameta

Nane Omebali adi gabe tadige adi maru omolanime gul po seaninine adi maru

You people left me behind, alone on the sea of Zegei

I am coming to Waporo and Kimusu, home is close to here, close to here

Older brother Omebali came this way to this sea, the gul canoe has brought me here

Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Ogepawe Gezage; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Ane One ane Situ

Uwemingle Titietage Awanige Womawoma ane adi mizi eweiame ngulebagaragame

Tabe Tiburi inawegabe abo abene ngaluwe dutige

Sesemanabode meteamnglamige sige aben nglamalisi

I am One, I am Situ

Uwemingle, Titietage, Awanige and Womawoma, I am a good girl of these places

Tiburi has taken me on the path of the snake

On top of this sesemana tree he made my house, leaving me alone

Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Guburu Dabe; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Omebali sebere misita gul po tena'a tewenime adi wurie ha'a tabe isunu

Maza wurie he'e maza abo tato demenige Uguri ha'a tabiemarige

Biri isune Ugar maza ne demenige babe gobete hia seaninige
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Omebali, hello, real gul canoe, he sailed it, this eagle, yes, it is there

Reef eagle, going around the reef alone, Uguri village, he came from there

Now he is going to Ugar reef, going around, the high tide is bringing him

Piri

Provided by Tube Iasam; Dariam Clan; Tati Village
Recorded at Daru Town; July 1993

A man named Piri was living at an inland place called Tati-irue. One night Piri saw in
a dream that he could change into a pulpul (eagle) and fly out over the sea. When Piri
woke he made a coat from the feathers of a pulpul. Piri put the coat on and flew high
up into the sky and saw the sea to the south. Piri flew to the coast and landed in a tree
at a place called Jomegape. From the tree Piri could see out in the water a sandbank
called Tokenkalua. Piri returned to Tati-irue and tied pieces of ubu seia (cane string)
to his wings. Piri then flew to Tokenkalua where he caught many fish and tied them
together with the ubu seia. Piri returned to Tati-irue with the fish and after taking off
his coat of feathers and hiding it he gave the fish to all the people of the village. Piri
did not tell anyone where he had caught the fish. At this time there were two sisters
named Zuia and Ledo and a brother named Zibueg living near the river called
Muzu'upi. One night Zibueg had an argument with Zuia and Ledo and he pushed them
into the river. The two sisters swam down the river and out into the sea until they
came to Tokenkalua. The next day when Piri flew down to the coast to catch fish he
saw Zuia and Ledo on the sandbank. Piri saw that the two sisters had lost their grass
skirts and were wet and cold. He decided to return to Tati-irue to get a fire stick so
that Zuia and Ledo could warm themselves with a fire. When the two sisters saw the
pulpulland at Tokenkalua with a fire stick they thought that the bird might really be a
human being. After leaving the fire stick with the two sisters Piri flew back to Tati
irue. When Piri came to the village he removed his coat of feathers and went to his
mother named Dorei and told her to make two grass skirts. Piri then returned to
Tokenkalua. He landed close to Zuia and Ledo and lowered his wings so that the two
sisters could climb onto his back. Piri then carried Zuia and Ledo to the tree at
Jomegape. Near the tree was a water well and the two sisters jumped off Piri and
drank from the well. When Zuia and Ledo had finished drinking they climbed onto
the back of Piri and flew to Tati-irue. At Tati-irue Piri hid the two sisters near some
banana trees. He then removed his coat of feathers and went to his mother and told her
to go to the banana trees with the grass skirts. When Dorei saw Zuia and Ledo she
gave them the grass skirts and led them to the village. Some time later the people of
the village held a feast for the two sisters. One of the people that came to the feast was
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Zibueg. When Zibueg saw that Zuia and Ledo had not died in the river he was very
happy. The two sisters told their brother how they had been saved by a pulpul. Later
Zibueg returned to his home and Zuia and Ledo stayed at Tati-irue,

Provided by Tube lasam; Tati Village; July 1993
Composed by lasam; Tati Village; Bine Language

Dorei tabumeige erenge gabe ladene na erengegabe ladene

Pulpulu punabo ewemeirie e'edimige

Pulpulu mazane demege ibume demege

Pulpulu gire ibumeie

Pulpulu gire ibumeie

Dorei, I am leaving by foot or by flying

Pulpulu on the pun tree looking towards the place

Pulpulu at the reef searching for fish

Pulpulu fishing for barramundi

Pulpulu fishing for barramundi

Saosi

Landtman (1917:88) collected at Mawatta oral traditions referring to Saosi (Saisu) and
Kobinoro (Kovinoro).

Provided by Birua Sessay; Tetebe Clan; Parama Village
Recorded at Darn Town; April 1993

Saosi, also known as Saisu or Sessay, was a man who came to Dudi from the island of
Darnley. Saosi and his brother named Kobinoro traveled around the mouth of the river
called Dudi Gabo (Fly River). Saosi and Kobinoro journeyed first to a place called
lasa on Kiwai Island where they met a man named Kaige and the people of Gebaro.
The two brothers then came to a place called Gagarimabu. Here Saosi told Kobinoro
to wait for him while he traveled up the river. If Kobinoro saw any enemies he was to
warn Saosi by blowing a conch shell. Saosi then floated up the river on a bamboo raft
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until be came to an ubura tree. Saosi heard sounds coming from a hole in the tree and
he called out to whatever was inside. A human hand came out of the hole and Saosi
took hold of the hand and pulled a man from inside the tree. Then other people came
out of the hole until there was a total of five men and five women standing outside of
the tree. These were the Pomogorubi people, and Saosi taught them how make fire,
build houses and make gardens. Later, Saosi met the people of Iarnogiri, Bugido and
Tabiu, and he and Kobinoro brought these people to a place called Tetebe on the
island of Parama.

Sido

Landtman (1927:318) calls Sido "one of the principle characters in the native folk
lore," and Haddon (1935:374) provides a detailed discussion of possible origins of the
Sido story. Perhaps the earliest written reference to Sido was made by Beardmore
(1890). Since then numerous variants have been published by Lawrence (1989),
Landtrnan (1917:94-119) and others.

Provided by Buba Kume; Wyben Clan; Iasa Village
Recorded at Daru Town; August 1993

A group of people lived at an inland place called Maubo. Later the people moved
south to a place on the coast also called Maubo. As time went by the people decided
to split up and search for new lands. Some followed the Aramia River north. Others
left Maubo and settled near a river called Pawaha Turi at a place called Wariobodoro.
The people at Wariobodoro saw a wiokoipo (sandbank) forming in the mouth of the
large river called Gibasa Turi. Over time the wiokoipo became an island which the
people called Iasa. The first man to go to Iasa was named Naitu Sibasiba. He found
that it was a good place to live. Soon all the people of Wariobodoro moved to Iasa and
settled at a place on the coast of the island called Barasaro. As the number of people at
Barasaro became too large other villages were formed on Iasa. Some time later at a
village called U'uwo an unmarried woman gave birth to a son named Sido. Sido was
raised by two sisters joined at the waist. As Sido was growing up he would listen to
the drums played on the other side of Iasa at Barasaro. Sido wanted very much to join
the dancing at Barasaro but he did not know how to get there. Then one night Sido sat
on a kurua tree and the tree lifted him up into the sky and dropped him at Barasaro.
Sido landed on the roof of the house where the barari (type of dance) was taking
place. Sido joined the dancers and in the morning the kurua returned him to U'uwo.
Sido danced at Barasao many times without anyone in the village knowing who he
was or where he was from but one night he was watched by three men named Sagio,
E'egimini and Woimaturu. These three men did not like Sido because they thought he
wanted to marry a woman at Barasaro named Sagaru. Sagio, E'egimini and
Woimaturu followed Sido to the kurua and discovered how he was traveling between
U'uwo and Barasaro. The next night after Sido had corne to Barasaro to dance the
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three men cut down the kurua. When Sido saw that he could not return to U'uwo he
hid in the basket owned by Sagaru. Sagaru knew that Sido was hiding in her basket
and she gave him food. Later, Sagaru went to her father and mother and told them she
had found a husband. After Sido and Sagaru had been married for some time they had
an argument because Sido ate all of the fish without leaving any for Sagaru. Sagaru
ran away and climbed to the top of a nubia tree. Sido followed her footprints to the
nabia. He looked down and saw the reflection of Sagaru in a pool of water underneath
the tree. Sido thought that Sagaru was really in the pool and he jumped into the
shallow water breaking his nose on a root When Sido heard Sagaru laughing from the
top of the nabia he became very angry and started to cut down the tree. At the same
he called the winds to come and blow the tree over. As the nabia fell Sagaru was
thrown far to the east to a place called Neiru. Sido searched for Sagaru but he could
not find her. Finally, he sent some birds to look for his wife. When the birds returned
to Sido they told him that they had found Sagaru at Neiru and that she had married a
man named Meuri. Sido gathered his weapons and began to build a canoe. He tried to
use the wood of the daduro and warigara trees but the canoes made from these trees
were not very sturdy. Then he built a canoe using the wood of the sarua tree and he
found it was very strong. Sido climbed into the canoe with several of his clansmen
and the rising tide carried the canoe to Neiru. After Sido arrived at Neiru the water
went down leaving the canoe on the beach. When Sagaru walked to the beach to bathe
she thought the canoe was a log and sat down on it. Sido reached out and grabbed
Sagaru. He told her to bring some food for his men which she did by pretending to
take rubbish from the village and throwing it in the sea. As the tide came up the canoe
floated toward the village and bumped against the poles of the house of Meuri. Meuri
thought the canoe was a log and tried to push it away but the canoe kept coming back
and bumping against his house. An old man saw that the log was really a canoe and
warned Meuri that someone was trying to kill him. Meuri told his clansmen to collect
their weapons and he led them to the canoe. As Meuri and his men approached Sido
and his men jumped out of the canoe. Sido killed Meuri but then he himself was killed
by Gibaru, the brother of Meuri. Sagaru placed the body of Sido in the canoe and told
Sido's clansmen to take it back to U'uwo and bury it. The spirit of Sido traveled ahead
of the canoe and told the people in the villages along the coast to throw his body away
but they did not listen. The body of Sido was buried at U'uwo and Sagaru returned to
Barasaro. The spirit of Sido traveled west toward the place of the dead called Adiri.
As Sido's spirit moved along the coast of Daudai it danced with the birds that
followed it. At a place called Tureture Sido's spirit met a man named Wia living in the
rocks. At a place called Tere Muba the spirit met a man named Mugura, and at a place
called Aguaroro it met a man named Aguar. Further along the coast at an island called
Paho Sido's spirit stamped its foot on a large rock called Basai which made a loud
noise like a drum. From Paho Sido's spirit crossed over to the island of Saibai where
only women lived. From Saibai the spirit went to the island of Dauan where it met a
man named Kogea who had sailed from a place to the east called Dibiri. From Dauan
Sido's spirit went to the island of Boigu. At Boigu Sido's spirit was dancing when the
two sisters that had raised Sido walked up and gave the spirit some water to drink. As
the spirit started to drink it saw that it was drinking from Sido's skull. The spirit threw
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the skull down and chased the two sisters. Sido's spirit caught the women and after
killing and separating them threw the body of one into the sea and told it to change
into a turtle. Then Sido's spirit threw the body of the other sister into the sea and told
it to change into a dugong. Sido's spirit taught a man living at Boigu named Sar'r how
to make a spear out of the oni tree and use it to hunt turtle and dugong. From Boigu
the spirit of Sido traveled south through the islands of the Torres Strait.

Tagai

The stories of Karbai collected at Saibai by Beckett (published in Laade 1971:29) and
Lawrie (1970:172) are similar in many respects to the narrative presented here.

Provided by Maza Touta; Karabai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Darn Town; April 1993

A man named Tagai and his sister lived alone on the island of Saibai. Each day Tagai
would go out fishing on the nearby reefs and bring the fish he caught back to his
sister. After some time his sister became sexually attracted to Tagai. Tagai was
ashamed of his sister, and he changed himself into a karabai (heron) and flew to the
eastern end of the island. But Tagai could still be seen by his sister so he left Saibai
and continued flying to the east As Tagai flew over the water he gave a name to each
of the reefs he saw - Otamabu, Garubui and others. At each of the reefs Tagai could
see the island of Dauan next to Saibai and he was afraid that he was still too close to
his sister. He continued flying eastward until he came to a sandbank. This sandbank
later became the island of Parama. After some time Tagai left the sandback and settled
on the coast at a place called Abere Muba.

Ubirikubiri

Lawrence (1994:405) and Laade (l968b:99) obtained variants of the story of
Ubirikubiri at Buzi. Laade describes it as the "the local legend of Buzi par excellence"
(p.93).

Provided by Levi Papu; Tuang Clan; Buzi Village
Recorded at Sigabaduru Village; June 1993

Ubirikubiri was both a man and a spirit. As a man he lived at a place called Buzi but
when he changed into a spirit he would go to Kezawod. Ubirikubiri had a daughter
named Girbut. When Girbut became a young women she told her father it was time
for nanimr Girbut had seen the animal she wanted in a dream but she could not name
it. Ubirikubiri went into the forest and caught a small pig. He showed the pig to
Girbut but it was not the animal that Girbut had seen in her dream and she told her
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father to take it away. Ubirikubiri returned to the forest and this time he caught a
young cassowary. But again it was not the type of animal that Girbut wanted. Finally
Ubirikubiri went to the river and found a large crocodile sleeping near its nest. When
the crocodile saw Ubirikubiri it fled into the river leaving behind a young crocodile in
the nest. When Ubirikubiri showed the young crocodile to his daughter she told him
that it was the animal that she had seen in her dream. Ubirikubiri built a house for the
crocodile out of bamboo trees that he brought from Kezawod. Every day Girbut
would go to the house to feed the crocodile. She would always let the crocodile eat the
food right out of her hand. As time passed the crocodile grew very large. One day
Girbut decided to go to the garden and she told her father to feed the crocodile while
she was gone. Girbut showed Ubirikubiri the food that she had cooked for the
crocodile, and she told him that he must let the crocodile eat the food out of his hand.
After Girbut had left to work in the garden Ubirikubiri went to the house of the
crocodile with the food. When the crocodile saw Ubirikubiri it became very angry
because no one but Girbut had ever come to feed it. When Ubirikubiri came closer to
try to feed the crocodile from his hand the animal knocked the house down and bit
Ubirikubiri in the stomach. The crocodile dragged the body of Ubirikubiri into the sea
leaving behind a trail of blood. When Girbut returned from the garden she saw that
the house of the crocodile had been knocked down. She followed the trail of blood
down to the sea and called out her fathers name but no one answered. Girbut built a
raft using bamboo trees from Kezawod, and she took the raft out into the sea. Over
and over again Girbut called out to the crocodile to show her the body of her father.
Finally the crocodile came out of the water with the body of Ubirikubiri in its mouth.
Girbut told the crocodile to take the body to where the water was deep and to lay the
body down with the head to the east and the feet to the west. Girbut then broke up the
bamboo raft, and she sank under the water and drowned. Both her body and the body
of her father changed into stones out in the sea where they can be seen today.

*Nanim is the custom whereby a young woman receives from her guardians a young
animal to raise. This practice is intended to prepare the woman to take care of a
husband and children when she marries.

Usuru

Lawrie (1970:230) collected an oral tradition from Boigu that is markedly similar to
the narrative presented here except there is no mention of Kuiam. Lawrie's informant
states at the end of his narrative that many people living at Boigu today claim to be
descended from Usuru. Ingui et al. (1991:78) also refer to Usuru noting that the only
time that the Kiwai people of the Fly River raided Boigu was when Usuru brought
warriors to help kill his brother. Laade (1971:11) heard of a Boigu man named Usuru
from informants at Mabudauan, but was told that Kuiam was someone Usuru met
during his travels, not his father. Laade notes that this version received no support
from residents of Saibai, Dauan and Mabuiag, nor from the descendents of Usuru at
Boigu. The objection "... was that Kuiam, as an adi [see Chapter III, Note 3]
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character, must have lived far earlier than Usuru." Haddon (1935:380) provides a
detailed discussion of Kuiarn (Kwoiarn) who is regarded as an important historical
figure throughout the Torres Strait and Cape York peninsula.

Provided by Bani Gao; Usuru Gaidai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded lit Daru Town; April 1993

The warrior narned Kuiam left Cape York on the Australian mainland and traveled to
Mabuiag Island. He married a woman of Mabuiag, and 'Kuiam and his wife had a son
named Adi Kuiam. When Adi Kuiam reached manhood he decided to leave Mabuiag
and discover new lands. The first place Adi Kuiam carne to during his journey
northward was Dauandaigidigidisugu on the southern coast of Daudai. From there he
sailed east until he carne to a large path at a place called Gido. Adi Kuiam decided to
leave his canoe on the beach and follow the path inland. After walking for some time
Adi Kuiarn came to a place called Molman. At Molman Adi Kuiam was welcomed by
the people of Jibaro (Waidoro) and drank ota gamada (ceremonial drink) with them.
Adi Kuiam then returned to his canoe and sailed westward until he arrived at the
village of Mari, The people of Mari gave Adi Kuiarn a wife with whom he had two
sons narned Mawi and Usuru and a daughter named Bumai. When Usuru became an
adult he wanted to travel like his father. Usuru left Marl and journeyed eastward to
Deliverance Island. He then followed the sandbanks until he arrived at Sarnari
(Samar) on Boigu Island where he was later joined by his sister and older brother.
One day while Usuru was hunting dugong Mawi gave Bumai away as a bride without
receiving an exchange wife for Usuru. When Usuru returned from his hunting trip and
heard about the marriage he was very angry. Usuru decided to kill Mawi but he knew
he could not do it alone. Usuru left Boigu and asked the people of Dauan Island to
help him kill his brother but they refused. He was also refused by the people of Saibai
and Jibaro. Usuru continued to journey eastward along the coast in search of people
but he found no one. Finally Usuru arrived at Kiwai Island where he met the people of
Oronai. Usuru told the Oronai people of his plan to kill Mawi and they agreed to help
him. Usuru sailed back to Boigu followed by the warriors of Oronai. At sunset the
warriors waited at Kerpai Muba (point) while Usuru went to Sarnari to prepare for the
attack. When night came Usuru and the warriors quietly entered the house of Mawai.
Usuru killed Mawi with a blow from a gabagaba (stone club), and he cut off his
brothers head and threw the head into the water at Kerpai Muba. The Oronai people
returned to Kiwai Island where they changed the name of their village to Samari so
that the raid on Boigu would be remembered. Later, Usuru decided to leave on
another journey to discover new lands. At the place where Usuru landed on the coast
he planted an okari tree, and he named the place Ganalai Mouro. Usuru then traveled
to Gido where he walked inland until he arrived at the place of the Jibaro people. Here
Usuru met a man named Bidedu, and the two men drank ota gamada together. Some
days later Bidedu walked back to his home at Kuru and Usuru returned to the coast.
Usuru sailed eastward to Darn Island where he met a fierce-looking man who lived
alone on the island. Usuru stayed on Daru and speared turtle and dugong on the reefs,
sometimes hunting as far as Tudo (Tudu) Island. One day an eagle picked up some of
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the bones of a dugong or turtle Usuru had killed and flew inland to Kuru. Bidedu saw
the eagle carrying the bones and wondered where the bones had come from. Bidedu
traveled in the opposite direction the eagle had flown until he came to the Oriomo
River. Near the river Bidedu heard noises coming from a tree. Bidedu cut open the
tree with his knife and out jumped several human beings. The leader of the people that
had been hiding in the tree was named Biza. Bidedu helped Biza and his people settle
at a place called Woio Muba (point). Later, Biza led his people to a place on the coast
called Kadawa. Meanwhile Bidedu continued searching for the place where the bones
had come from. After some time Bidedu crossed over to Daru where he met Usura.
Bidedu was told by Usuru that the bones were those of a dugong or turtle, and Bidedu
returned to Kuru. One day some women of Kadawa went to Daru to fetch water. The
women saw Usuru and liked the light color of his skin. They led Usuru to their
village, and he taught the people of Kadawa how to harpoon dugong and turtle. But
Usuru was unhappy at Kadawa because the people did not give him a wife. As Usuru
was preparing to sail away from the village an old man and woman of the Marawadi
gu (clan) saw him and asked why he was leaving. After hearing that he had not been
given a wife the old couple offered Usuru their daughter whose name was Mabigi.
Usuru accepted Mabigi as his wife and they had three sons and one daughter. Usuru
often told his children about his travels along the coast between Kadawa and Boigu
and about his dugong and turtle hunting trips on the reefs. Today, the members of the
Gaidai gu of Mabudauan are descendents of Usuru and the Marawadi clan woman. I
have gu members on the islands of Mabuiag and Boigu.

Provided by Abai Senea; Usuru Gaidai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Daru Town; April 1993

The man named Usuru began his journey at Cape York. Usuru traveled north to the
island of Mabuiag, sailed past the reefs of Beka and Buru and arrived at the island of
Boigu. Some time later Usuru left Boigu and crossed the water to Daudai. He
followed the coast eastwards until he came to a creek called Lamoz. At Lamoz Usuru
walked inland to a place called Jibaro (Waidoro). After some time Usuru returned to
the coast and continued his journey until he arrived at the island of Daru. At Darn
Usuru lived with the Hiamo people. After some time Usuru was joined by another
traveler named Dagai who came from the island of Saibai. Usuru and Dagai taught the
Hiamo people and two brothers named Parama and Kaiku how to fish on the reefs and
hunt dugong and turtle. Later Usuru left Darn and sailed east to the island of Kiwai
where he met the people of Samano From Kiwai Usuru returned westward along the
coast to a place called Kadawa where he taught the people living there how to catch
dugong and turtle.

Provided by Egede Waria; Usuru Gaidai Clan; Mabudauan Village
Recorded at Daru Town; April 1993

Usuru was the son of a man named Kuiam who lived on the island of Boigu. Usuru
left Boigu and traveled in a coconut shell canoe along the coast of Daudai until he
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came to a creek called Lamoz. At Lamoz Usuru left his canoe on the beach and
walked inland to a place called Jibaro (Waidoro) where he met a man named Bidedu.
Bidedu gave Usuru a cup of ota gamada (ceremonial drink). Later Usuru returned to
the coast and sailed to the island of Darn. After staying at Darn for some time with
two brothers named Moisu and Gubo of the Dagarubi gu (clan) Usuru returned to
Boigu. Later Usuru set out 011 another trip to the east in his coconut shell canoe but
this time he sailed all the way to a place called Samari on Kiwai Island. Later Usuru
returned to Boigu with some Samari warriors to help kill his brother. After cutting off
the head of his brother Usuru left Boigu and traveled to Darn where he taught Moisu
and Gubo how to fish and spear turtle and dugong. One day some women of the
Umumere gu from a place on the coast called Kadawa went to Darn to fetch water.
The woman saw Usuru and liked his light-colored skin. The women took Usuru to
their village, and he taught the people of Kadawa how to harpoon dugong and turtle.
But Usuru was not happy at Kadawa because the people did not give him a wife in
return for teaching them how to fish. As Usuru was preparing to sail from the village
in his coconut shell canoe an old man and woman of the Marawadai gu saw Usuru and
asked him why he was leaving. After hearing that Usuru had not been given a wife by
the people of Kadawa the old man and woman offered Usuru their daughter. Usuru
accepted the woman as his wife and stayed at Kadawa.

Provided by Mokoi Bangel; Ngain Teal; Waidoro Village
Recorded at fishing village of Kura; June 1993

From Lamoz Creek which flows into the sea our ancestor Baria walked inland to a
place called Molmon and built a kobo tem (ceremonial site) there. A man named
Usuru came from the west and sailed along the coast of Daudai in a canoe. When
Usuru came to Lamoz he saw foot prints in the sand and decided to follow them
inland. At Molmon Usuru met Baria. At first Baria thought Usuru was an enemy and
wanted to shoot him with his bow and arrow. But Usuru made a sign that he came in
peace. Usuru walked up to Baria and spoke to him in Siepam (Western Torres Strait
language). Bacia led Usuru to his kobo (longhouse), and the two men drank nepam
(ceremonial drink) together as a sign of their friendship. Later Baria walked with
Usuru to Lamoz where Usuru got back into his canoe and continued his journey to the
east.

Warege, Wariwa and Ninamo

Provided by Tawai No'ora and Uba No'ora; Gaidai Clan; Sui Village
Recorded at Sui Village; May 1993

To protect themselves against enemies the people of Katatai, Parama and Sui lived
together in one darimo (longhouse) at a place called Bedebede. Wariwa, the leader of
the Gebarubi (Parama) people lived in the southern end of the darimo. Warege, leader
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of the Gurahi (Katatai) people lived in the middle section, and Ninamo, leader of the
Sui people, lived in the northern end. When the tribal wars ended the three groups
decided to split up and form different villages. Before the three leaders could come
together and decide where each group should go, Warege stole a ceremonial yam
called Gouna and fled with his people across the Geawi River to a place called Gaziro.
The two remaining leaders came together and decided that the people with broad feet
who could stand on canoes and spear dugong and turtle should go with Wariwa to the
island of Parama. The people with narrow feet should stay with Ninamo at Dudi and
hunt with bows and arrows.

Watapi and Gurbitalkalaminang

Provided by Pipuk Ngalbeag and Kuimang Jugu; Talkalaminang Clan; Dimiri Village
Recorded at Dam Town; July 1993

At the time of creation a waru (turtle) named Watapi and a momol (dugong) named
Gurbitalkalaminang lived at a place called Dimiri. The waru and momol left Dimiri
and journeyed south. As they traveled they created the large river which is known
today as the Mai Kussa. When the waru and momol reached the coast they both swam
over to the island of Boigu. At Boigu they planted some of the trees they brought with
them from Dimiri including bamboo, black palm and maemae (type of tree). The
momalleft the waru at Boigu and swam to the island of Dauan. At Dauan the momol
planted laup (bananas), tekel (sago palm) and wogbe (type of tree) and created a large
pool of fresh water. Gurbitalkalaminang lives inside the mountain at Dauan.

Yodo

Provided by Narua Naimaru; Yoda Clan; Kadawa Village
Recorded at Kadawa Village; May 1993

A man named Yodo lived on Darnley Island. One day while fishing on the reefs near
Darnley Yoda killed all the members of his pazaro (crew) and threw their bodies over
the side of the canoe. The people of Darnley were angry at what Yodo had done and
decided to kill him. Yodo was taken to Bramble Cay where his mouth was filled with
sand and he was thrown onto some floating pagar (seaweed). The people of Darnley
told Yodo, "Wherever the sea takes you that is where you will stay." A current carried
Yodo in a westerly direction to a place near the coast of Dudi. Here Yodo spit the
sand from his mouth and the reef called Podo was formed. Yodo took the shape of a
stonefish and lived on the reef. Some time later a man named Karabai began to come
to Podo. Karabai lived at a place called Severemabu, and he would take the form of a
heron and fly out to the reef to catch fish. One day Yodo trapped Karabai as he came
to the reef by placing stones on top of Karabai's legs. Just as Karabai was about to
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drown Yodo set him free, and Yodo and Karabai became friends. Over time a
sandbank began to form near Podo. Yodo decided to come out of the water and live at
a place on the sandbank called Beredubu. One day a man named Dawe was traveling
along the coast and he saw Yodo at the edge of the water. Dawe said to Yodo, "Speak
if you are a human being or I will cut you with my uwere (bamboo knife)." But Yodo
did not speak, and when Dawe cut Yodo's body open he found inside a child named
Waitami. Dawe left Yodo at Beredubu and carried Waitami to a place called Owea
Parama. At Owea Parama two female dogs named Kikema and Bigama fed Waitami
with their milk. When Waitami became an adult people came from Dudi to Owea
Parama and gave Waitami a wife named Bokari,

Zek

Provided by Aniba Gibuma and Bainam Moree; Kwosangra (Lagidua) Clan; Waidoro
Village
Recorded at fishing village of Kura; June 1993

The female adi (creator) named Kumaz lived at a place called Kumaz Basir. Kumaz
had a son named Imamolom and a daughter named Zizibra. When Imamolom grew
older he had two sons named Zek and Daku. One day Zek left Kumaz Basir and
traveled north to a place near a creek called Mugur. Zek called this place Zekmuot
From Zekmout Zek walked to a place called Markaiabkaze where he created a water
well which is not deep but never goes dry. Zek then journeyed south to a place at the
edge of the sea called Lamoz where he changed into a dangal (dugong). From Lamoz
Zek swam west along the coast first to a place called Seserpas and then to a place
called Gizo Butu. As Zek left Gizo Butu and swam south he created the mobol (conch
shell), miri (pearl shell), arup (bailer shell), damukur (seaweed), waru (turtle) and all
the other animals and plants of the sea. When Zek came to the maza (reet) near the
island of Malukao he gave it the name Burbur. From Burbur Maza Zek traveled to a
place called Ait Kagar on the eastern end of the island of Saibai. Zek named the maza
to the left of an imaginary line running from Gizo Butu out to sea Tataopal and he
named the maza to the right Kiougiz. From Ait Kagar Zek swam east to a maza called
Marig which lies on an imaginary line from Seserpas. After traveling further east Zek
named the maza to the right of an imaginary line running from Lamoz Zek out to sea
Gisu. As Zek swam back towards the land he came to two other mazas and named
them Ngambokambo and Udibad. Zek arrived at the coast at a place called Zangarbad
near the mouth of the river called Kura. From Zangarbad Zek swam to the mouth of
Mugur Creek and then followed the creek north to Zekmout.
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AppendixIll,
PlaceNameson the Warrior Reef

--5K (approx)

GarbulMuba
AuwoMuba
Tabaeanl Udu

Tabaeanl Muba

.....-AuwoUdu

Mlpalwal Kolpo

MadIMato

Teramlrimlri
boOromo

Gatagata

KorKopi
uduguro
gereBago

Bago
~---Bago Muba

BagoNao
BagoNetowa

Bago Netowa Nao Ubi
Bago Netowa Netowa

.~Bltara

GarbulUdu
~~~d--Mato

JJ.---=:J--Auwo Kolpo

I•

Figure7. Approximate Locations of Some of the Sites~n the Warrior Reef of
Significanceto Katatai and KadawaVillages.
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MatoKomal

TepereTara

Warega Era

IbuMuba
Aragoro Maza

Sobo Woporo Gowo

KokopeMaza
Korokokope
Auwo Woporo Gowo

MJdugulU Maza

Bago Dalhlo
'-J-~~

BagoMaza

OIabu Kalhlo

MauboGowQ

SusugiMaza
MusiboGowo

Parakluro Mazo
GuranlWO Maz

Beldam TIka Gowo __~~
Arahagugo Maz

GuranU'oMazo _.

Watawarl--.J~

I<ImusoKoplo

~=Q"'~
Mere "'ahIo / ~

SllverReet
WapaMaza

Burumonkot
Dogstone--4:I.

~we-..

Garbol Gowo---

"e> -- 5K (approx)

Figure 8. Approximate Locations of Someof theSites on the Warrior Reef of
Significance to Tureture Village(from Eley 1987).
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--5K (approx)

Garubul Muba

----Garubul Ura

...:.--- Taugl Stone

KolgudoUdu

Matoromal
Pakor!Maza

IbuMuba

Kumadarl

Ura Kamadarl
Dadakata

Guzege Sandbank

c.:l?~~~~-WaporoGowo

Sakalal Bago Muba

I_~"-~-Bago

SakaJaI Bago Gowo

Buru Moon KutUdu

Buru Moon KutMaza

Matalug Udu-

Moon Passage Gowo~

Buru Moon Kut Muba"

SeregeGudo

UtaraGowo

Baldam TIkeGowo

Watawarl

Taba8a1l Mazo

Tabaeanl WJere

Markal Reet",

"Dugong stick

Tude Ura ---..1ollL

Anlnabu Gowo..~

9"33'8

Figure 9. Approximate Locations of Some of the Siteson the Wanior Reefof
Significance to Mabudauan Village.
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Appendix IV.
Songs of the Torres Strait Marine Industry

Pre-Second World War

No.1 - Provided by Jawagi Maru and Baduame Maru; Mabudauan Village; June
1993
Composed by Jawagi Maru; Mabudauan Village; Kiwai and Japanese Languages

H'ie buboi ramawahigiti

Buta raramawadaro down fore-sail

Boat maitaroka over jib

logo tereauwo hu'huo ie

Namu noi oboro mina gabue

The west wind clouds coming together

Where are they blowing, pull down the fore-sail

Turn the boat

Yes, it is a frightening wind

Elder brother, the water is cold

No.2 - Provided by Jawagi Maru; Mabudauan Village; June 1993
Composed by Erepe Nagoi; Kiwai Language

Nigo goiwia Tarawa Company buto toribo

Nigo goiwia Tarawa Company buto toribo

Rhodopis Santoi mo riginia notoi wind irodori

Look at us, Tarawa Company, two boats
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Lookat us, Tarawa Company, two boats

Rhodopis, Santoi, I am standing in the rigging, against the wind

No.3 - Provided by Duba Sedu; Tureture Village; June 1993
Composed by Sedu Baera; Tureture Village; Kiwai Language

Wapo hupu nerebidiro babaro nouta namarago

Mo idobi huworirorowo

Uroro popi riagurubai

Buto roga rororuwogo

Obomaduware narahuti mere madi adi namuturubi

Duboioromoturia niaubia Mose mo mere agoito igiri

While I am at the helm my father scolds me

My tears begin to fall

The wind and waves increase

Theship beginsto sink

Waternumbing the body and mind, remembering good children and loved ones

In this foreign sea I suffer for what I have done, Mose, my son, go and save
yourself

No.4 - Provided by Maki Semo, Nobuo Mapa, Laka Maki and Roni Pakini;
ParamaVillage; May 1993
Composed by Matia Korosa; Parama Village; Kiwai Language

Nimo pe Tauwoorudo ie wuo rirobairo

Pe pe Bobo toro pe rudo imeh'e roro opoti

Barogarguba Kiwarogobo No BrotherWasiginaAbiruk
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Maza'o sager tarawa.

Our canoes from Tauwo

Canoes, canoes gone from Bobo Passage, covered with canoes

Barogarguba, Kiwarogobo, No Brother, Wasigina, Abiruk

A southeast wind on the reef.

No.5 - Provided by Maki Semo, Nobuo Mapa, Laka Maki and Roni Pakini;
Parama Village; May 1993
Composed by Bisai Biriga; Parama Village; Kiwai Language

Namu ra baba nimo woke diriomo TI

Nimo orio ha'arubi amo rauto nowotoboa rumo

Ewerege tuti susele imade pe ito iowuti, susele imade pe ito iowuti

Hi'ie oborudogo kiori diro gabu-gabu ia.

Elder and father, our work place is T.I. [Thursday Island]

This work fills us young people with happiness

Pick up the trochus shell and place them in the canoe, pick up the trochus shell
and place them in the canoe

The west wind across the water is very cold.

No.6 - Provided by residents ofIasa Comer; August 1993
Composed by Kuruku Arusa; Iasa Village; Kiwai Language

Namu uro bubu rudo riagurubo pe Kai wamea pusairiwoguro uroiri dodoro melan
dodoa uroiri poitoriwoguro

Elder brother, a strong wind blowing, the bow of the vessel Kai pushing, breaking
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through the waves, splashing through the waves along the mainland coast, leaving
awake

No.7 - Provided by residents of Iasa Comer; August 1993
Composed by Pogimo Bogela; Iasa Village; Kiwai Language

Upi ramerera upi ramerera nigo obo tamaito betu goria

Dubu ninimagare uro pusa gedaro urama pai kiraumogo

Wives and children, wives and children, do not play with your clothes

Feel sorry for the men, waves splashing, the north wind blowing, with no cover

No.8 - Provided by residents of Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Namu Wonalame; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Sagei mine glasi wasame dawenemago wawo Koime tena agutato niege'e

Alfred ngati friend tena baria niete nignemalenge

Nane babe lepoabo ire nimlese baria iage ewe pesene

Sagei, we wash our diving glasses, oh, the water is very dark at Koime

Alfred, my friend, the deep sea water is very cold

Elder brother, father, how will they see us here in this cold deep sea

No.9 - Provided by Kobage Gime; Masaingle Village; June 1993
Composed by Mogo Sibre; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Bosote nidinige wene sige anarininiago eweme

Taim babiti Buie, Abota, Dagae, wata tatiepe adi sige naenige doketa bawe kasta
bawe ngi asime topenodimago nine dadime Tosailani ewede

Tosailani 0 Tosailani 0 segemalinisi Leni Lapu nenige eweme
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Ai naenepe ya naenepe ya ateate naenepe

Saweame Namu na'a nane'e ai wata tabittepe'e

The boss said you are finished and must return to the village

Come quickly, Buie, Abota, Dagae, it is finished, go together to the doctor and
customs at this place, Thursday Island, to clear your names

Thursday Island, oh, Thursday Island, oh, we are leaving, Lenny Luff, returning
to the village

Yes, we are going back, good-bye, we are going

Saweame and Namu, big brothers, you must come quickly

No. 10 - Provided by Umia Jubi, Kibani Were, Badru Olewale, Giade Opae;
Kunini Village; June 1993
Composed by Poeji Ewa; Kunini Village; Bine Language

Jonalis crew mine biri madjame nitepininge

Lageredea tanana game mopoeame
Malume ire zetawe budibudine ewe tapuim babitige

Jonalis crew dinghy matimati ewe zuranenemisi mine biri Gimini sandbank
between small mangro lur latani pago

Jonalis crew, we are going, he sent us to the reef

Lageredea, tender, your head is like a turtle

Look at the deep sea, the wind is coming in front

Jonalis crew, get in the dinghies, we will go to Gimini sandbank between the
small mangroves for shelter and to wait

No. 11 - Provided by Umia Jubi, Kibani Were, Badru Olewale, Giade Opae;
Kunini Village; June 1993
Composed by Kapio Oea; Kunini Village; Bine Language
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Ai madja lae gonim abo gonin wa nitninago

Ai madja lae gonim abo gonin wa nitninago

Nane poto dinghy biriti buto abome elendige

Goni ugle gobe nemepi babite

At this reef lagoon we will swim

At this reef lagoon we will swim

Older brother, the other dinghies are heading back to the ship

It is high tide

No. 12 - Provided by residents of Kulalae Village; June 1993
Composed by Kawi Udu; Kulalae Village; Western Torres Strait Language

Ngai iawara ngau abuta kuki gubanu gasamana

Cuckoo tare

Ina nabi agizu paipapunar Tina yawal uranu

I am going to work in my boat, and the west wind has caught the boat

Cuckoo is going fast

What point is this, give it more speed, Tina, say good-bye to relatives

No. 13 - Provided by Pinu Darua; Sigabaduru Village; June 1993
Composed by Maiku Kaudi; Sigabaduru Village; Western Torres Strait and Agob
Languages

o ngaba ina ngaba ina 0 Sue ima

o ngame gaig ngame gaig 0 Sue ime
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Oh, we are here, we are here, oh, at Sue Island

Oh, we are here, we are here, oh, at Sue Island

No. 13 - Provided by Pinu Darua; Sigabaduru Village; June 1993
Composed by Maiku Kaudi; Sigabaduru Village; Western Torres Strait and Kiwai
Languages

Kishu Kishu 0

Kishu Kishu 0

Tartaianu diver buta

Puputo rararo

Kishu, Kishu, on

Kishu, Kishu, Dh

The diving boat is heeling over

The canoe is running

No. 14 - Provided by Jone Tare; Dorogori Village; May 1993
Composed by Jone Tare; Dorogori Village; Gidra and Kiwai Languages;

Ule rube yetpazayo popi tara uro oroncan

Ule rube uIe rube

Blue sea

Maza ulukati nate nubyenan

South wind, in the morning the wind and waves on the reef are becoming strong

South wind, south wind
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Blue sea

I am staying on the reef

No. 15 - Provided by Willie Sauki; Dorogori Village; July 1993
Composed by Jone Tare; Dorogori Village; Gidra and Kiwai Languages

Iagar Merican company 0 Hauraraki 0 kemag rubte iyez

Hie popima orkerendech melan va

Oh, American company, oh, Hauraraki, oh, wind blowing from the north west

South west wind blowing very strong across the mainland

No. 16 - Provided by Babu Niwia Sawabari; Masaingle Village; July 1993
Composed by Wamu WaIu Wabi; Masaingle Village; Bine Language

Alister Purumane ngenome segemaIige

Ane biri adenine gaba'a

GaIiame gaIiame me mane pede ligaina ate ia galiame three sister a'aane

Adi ngena gome wabo geie maru geie

Tuda Jegei a'a maguru lama aeleni

Ia galiame mizita nadenita hai ia adi Omebawali adi gabe abo tadige

Alister left Puruma Island

I am going this way

Brother-in-law, brother-in-law, where are YQU coming from, I am coming from
Three Sisters Island

What is this island and sea where we are now

Tudo, Zegei, and mangroves, Yam Island
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Yes, brother-in-law, I am telling you the truth, Omebali came this way

Post-Second World War

No. 17 - Provided by Jawagi Marn; Mabudauan Village; June 1993
Composed by Kerai Kaiku; Mabudauan Village; Kiwai Language

Hiwio sagasaga'a melandi raheruti

Gururu wiare piapia rainbow niroua

Ri'itidiro ro'ogu nita samoito samoito

Wai Nestonia awa full go tau wiae

Sun shining on the mainland

Inside the rainbow, lightning, rain, thunder

You come inside quickly, quickly

Yes, Neston is on full sail already

No. 18 - Provided by Jagara Pisa; Tureture Village; June 1993
Composed by Duba Sedu; Tureture Village; Kiwai Language

Poto rudo ramaro melan durugi

Silver Reef pu'uwato o'odiai

Drift goiriwaidado lugger Wyben

Obo hio gaute 0 buru damoito

Baba dirty water

From the mainland comes dark clouds

On Silver Reef, oh dear
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TheluggerVVyben is drifting

On the strong tide, going into deep water

Father, the water is dirty

No. 19 - Provided by Samai Tai; Sigabaduru Village; June 1993
Composed by Tumia Aikang; Sigabaduru Village; Agob Language

Bada geibi izageda

New Guinea Australia New Guinea

Ge ibom botda umranagnanan

Kawaig Kawaig harbour pele gen

Ge ibi izageda

VVeipa anramong inglan da auraman

Red white and blue ge adade peleda

Ge ibi mizne inume annararl kutme nososmar gonkaime

Six to six ako meleme bongrobaibnen

Father, where are we going

New Guinea, Australia, New Guinea

Our boat is taking us to this place we want to know

It is Kawaig, Kawaig harbour and home

Where are we going

VVeipa, look there is the mainland over there

Red white and blue what a home of colorful earth
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We never sleep properly at night

Work without rest

Six to six and we are up again to work

No. 20 - Provided by residents of Kulalae Village; June 1993
Composed by Gamea Gami; Kulalae Village; Gizra Language; 1970s

Olmal zeretala kuribagabe

Baiba gumasazabe

Diver ngabkanam try baindako wata wapi agalda

Ini ini nubosase Booby Island niagare iagar TI aikae

The children and youngest have dived

Mother and father, we are frightened

Look at the divers try, swimming like fish

What is that place out there, only Booby Island, Oh, where is T.I. [Thursday
Island]

No. 21 - Provided by Kulalae Village; June 1993
Composed by Tarawa Muka; Kulalae Village; Gizra Language

Stan tender Magar tursamule sis tonar iange

Ngitire olmo1 zoretal heap up ugo inam mibu batam amkun zaget ugo inam mibu
batam amkun zaget karl kokea ini

Amanaenga kuri bupude busom kuri baime oi giaurka diver tibiab ngakanam
putoi bain dako sisa anim kiselo

Kuri seleneo Jardine madaga single diver ngisiline kuri botoeweo
ka motoal ianga mongo kuri olomo marl sisa kelai boubdo nubo mara tunineao
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The stem tender Magar woke up at dawn

Children and youngest, you are called to come together, we have hard work to do
finding the deep passage

The Amanaenga has already left, it is already running, oh, sorry, look at the
divers dressed up at dawn

It has stopped here at Jardine, the head diver is called to dive, I ask my son
Mongo, in what strange place will you be when the day breaks

No. 22 - Provided by residents of Kulalae Village; June 1993
Composed by Kwarang Iagi; Kulalae Village; Gizra Language

Gizra 0 Gizra maru bokande buoba kuri blakone

Dama ini buob iarnal 11 zageta

Baiba marl olom erekia iani ini nae do baria nae do apurda

Gizra, oh, Gizra, all the places are finished

Except you have not worked at this place T.I. [Thursday Island]

Mother and father, your son is here in the water, he is diving in the deep water of
the sea

No. 23 - Provided by Biango Wakai; Buzi Village; June 1993
Composed by David Jaea; Buzi Village; Agob Language

Ah Anniki Anniki bongo Daudai boatdan

Ngomokomoin bonemaken ngonzrnangdaiag boatmemelemea

Bawadakakaptai ngagnen keakaldanagnen enbiblemagarea

Komoin Muna bongangorno melernzime ikopnagabe

Kukulanongnesana tatakeakepanda

Bala Audi gengomituptibi ekongang imoinara Anikina
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Six to six yabad sorkoidabagnen

Six to six yabamelemanong dasorkoiare

Ah, Anniki, Annikiyou are our Daudaiboat

My friend you want to work on the boat

Waves breaking, wettingyou, you shiver

Friend Muna, you have seen my workalready

Like a burning fire, and my back aches

Friend Audi, we are the only Agob speakersusing this boat Aniki

Six to six, thesun going down

Six to six, thesun stops us from working
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